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Abstract of Fb,& thesis: "The Development of Style in Traditional

Gaelic Narrative, with special reference to •Runs*," K K. Muhr.

Gaelic society included a professional class of men of

learning, whose origins go back to the prehistoric period. The

learned men called fllld were guardians of a native literature in

prose and verse, transmitted by recitation and memory. Oral

recitation is continuous and influential despite the introduction

of writing.

Within the narrative literature prose and verse maintain

different roles. Narrative is in prose, while verse is reserved

to heighten important utterances of the characters. Other dialogue

is in realistic direct speech, terse and ironic. Verse was

probably sung, prose spoken, and dialogue given dramatic expression,

providing a variety of sounds in performance. The characteristic

brevity of the dialogue was adapted in narrative prose by the

monastic scribes, who first recorded the native tales for references

In Middle Irish the narrative becomes fuller, as in modem oral

recitation; which cultivates dialogue, though rarely verse.

Conventional descriptive passages or 'runs' appear first in

ninth century manuscript tales, but preserve ancient traditions.

Some of the early types are found in archaic stressed metre, and the

ornaments of alliteration and rhythmic repetition found in stressed

verse become regular in prose descriptions. Many of the manuscript

'runs' are preserved in modem oral tradition, where they are spoken

differently from the prose narrative, in a rapid chant. They are a

highly esteemed part of the oral tellers* repertoire, recited word



for word at ari appropriate point in any tale* Such a usage would

explain their exclusion from the early recordings of individual

tales. In Early Modern Irish tales the style of the 'runs'

influences the narrative, as the practice of reading aloud allowed

whole tales to be transmitted in ornamental language.

Nevertheless the variation of prose narrative, run, and

dialogue, re-established in modem oral tales, appears to be, with

the addition of poems, the oral style once cultivated by the fllld.
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CHAPTER I

The Learned Men in Gaelic Society

1. The Celts .

2. The Antiquity of the Native Culture :

evidence from a) Classical Sources p-5".
b) Native Sources p-5-

3. The Hierarchy of Learning: men, status and function pt>.
k. The Transmission of Learning :

a) The spoken word p-8.
b) Ogam p. 8-
c) Manuscripts : (.i) monastic p.1.

(ii) secular p. 13.
d) The Learned Families p. 13. fl2th-l8th centsQ

e) Popular Oral Tradition (i) memory p.l8-(l8th cent, to present

(ii) performance p. 2.3.
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The Learned Men in Gaelic Society I

The Celts probably reached Ireland several centuries before

Christ, where, unlike those who inhabited Gaul and Britain, they

remained outside the Roman Empire and undisturbed by foreign conquest

or settlement. Their early traditions, notably the tales of the

'Ulster cycle1 and the native laws,reflect an archaic society, in

the words of D, Binchy^:1 tribal, rural, hierarchical, and familiar'.

The country was divided into many small political units, each ruled

by a local king. There were also provincial kings. There were no

towns, and wealth was reckoned in cattle or slaves. The family was

the basic unit of society, and there was a rigid distinction between

the noble kindreds and the common people, who are hardly mentioned at

all in the aristocratic Ulster cycle tales. However there was also a

third class, the aes dana 'men of skill' between the aristocracy and

the common people, These included men of learning: poets, lawyers,

historians, physicians; as well as skilled craftsmen: smiths,

jewellers, musicians; and, by the time the laws were written down,

Christian churchmen as well. Christianity reached Ireland in the

5th century AD, and all the surviving Gaelic records show signs of its

influence. At about the same time there was a migration of Gaelic

speakers from Northern Ireland to western Scotland, which thus became

part of the same cultural area.

The antiquity of the native culture can be corroborated by

comparing it with Classical descriptions of the Continental Celts

L Secular Institutions, in Early Irish Society ed. M. Dillon (1954)
p. 54.
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around the beginning of the Christian era. It seems likely that

AthensMa, Diodorus Siculus, Strabo and Julius Caesar all draw on a

lost account by the Greek ethnographer Poseidonius, written about 80 BC. *
2Julius Caesar mentions the threefold division of society; the commons

plebes 'nearly regarded as slaves', the warriors equites^,and the druids
druides. They are concerned with religious instruction and judgements,

and are exempt from both taxes and military service. Their organization

extends throughout Gaul and they meet in a central assembly once a year.

The training of their students lasts twenty years, during which huge

amounts of poetiy are committed to memory. The druids think it

improper to write this learning down, though they know the Greek

alphabet and use it in their accounts.

The other classical writers give a fuller account of the

learned men. According to Diodorus^ and Strabo^ there were three

grades; firstly poets called 'bards', singers of eulogy and satire to

music; next seers, who perform augury and sacrifice; and lastly the

druids given special honour as philosophers. Strabo says the druids

are entrusted with giving judgement, and that the people believe that

many such cases will result in fruitful fields.

This picture agrees remarkably well with that gained from

native sources of the men of learning in early Ireland, even to the

1. J. Tierney, 'The Celtic Ethnography of Poseidonius', PRIA LX (i960)
189-275, who edits and discusses the relevant texts.

2. De bello Galileo VI §13.

3. see §15.

1+ V §3L

5. IV 4 §A.
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native terms dru£ 'druid', bard 'bard', and fill, etymological ly

'seer*. According to the Irish lawsjthey (and churchmen; are

entitled to high status and legal privileges, as part of the nemed or

'sacred* class. They, their property and land are immune from

carnage and plunder. Host men lose their status outside their own

politicel unit, but the qualifications of learning are recognised

throughout Ireland, so that the learned men form a national

institution as in Gaul.

Within the learned men there are further divisions of status.

The status of the bard is rather low, though still with his

continental functions of eulogy and satire. However one must

probably see Christian influence In the legal status of the druids.

They appear in the early tales as companions and indeed relatives of

kings, their advisers and interpreters of omens. But in the 3 th century

law text Uraicecht Bee"*" they are counted as daernemed 'base nemed'

while the filid are reckoned with princes and bishops as saememed

'noble nemed'. In Christian literature the druids are always adamant

supporters of paganism, and in later tales figure largely as wizards.

Draoidheacht 'druidry' is still the word for 'magic' in modern times.

The earliest native records show the filid as the chief

2
learned men. The definition of them given in the Old Irish Triads

concentrates on their- mantic function: the three things which give a

fili his status trede neimthigedar filid are still the three

divinatory rites of imbas for«osna£ 'knowledge which enlightens',

1. ail v 9a

2. § 123.
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tetnm laedo 'prophetic marrow-chewing' and dfchetal di chennaib

'incantation from heads'. According to the Middle Irish introduction

to the legal compilation called Senchas Mar1, St Patrick abolished the
first two of these, but left the filid with all kinds of poetry,

p
genealogy, and story-telling, A 10th century tract divides their

learning between twelve years of study, as they pass through seven

grades to reach the highest, that of ollamh 'professor'. The three

divinatory rites are learnt in the eighth year, together with''

'Dinnshenchus ocus primscela hlvrend fria n-aisneis do
righaib ocus flaithib ocus dagdhoinib',

'The place-name lore and chief tales of Ireland for
telling to kings, princes and noblemen*,

and the text adds Niba flli cen scela 'He would not be a fili without

tales. ' However in early Ireland there also seems to have been a

class of specialist storytellersfscelaige^and other retainers to the
5

aristocracy might also be called upon for tales. The fili can also

be a judgeb(but this is normally a function of the specialist class

of brithem ")-or a satirist. ' Literary references show the fili going

on circuit to visit different patrons®,and the rewards due for
9

different verse compositions are laid down by law. Other functions

L AIL I 45, see D. Einchy, Studia Celtica X-XI (1975-6) 15-28.

La email d^c na fil id-heachta 'The twelve divisions of fili-lore',
ed. R. Thurneysen IT III, Mittelirische Vehrslehren II.

3. §91.

4. Lg § 1, Tromd, Guaire 1. 1005 - a member of the ollamh's retinue.

5. T. T'jmere § 5» 0. Almaine §§ 3» 8.

6. AIL V 11.

7. SC sv. gaire.

8. Tall and fitair EC VIII 474-

9. MV II 93-
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of the fill are well Illustrated in the Old Irish Mongan tales:

telling tales in his patron's hall 'every night from Samain to

Bealtalnn*, giving historical information (the death of Fothad

Alrgdech; "*■ and the origin of standing stones and forts, ^ and

threatening to blight the fertility of the land, ^ He is an expert

in both natural arid supernatural knowledge.

The transmission of this learning, in Ireland as in Gaul,

seems to have been by the spoken word and the trained memory, as

claimed in the introduction to the Senchas Mar^; concuimne da tsean,

tidnacul cluaise di aralle. dfcetal filed 'the joint memory of two

ancients, the transmission from one ear to another, the chanting of

the poets. ' An Old Irish tale^ shows a fill and a saint learning

each other's gospel and poems by rote after one or two hearings. In

the 3rd or 4th century AD Ireland had gained the alphabet of Ogam

letters, so that the principle of writing was known as in Gaul, but its

principal function seems to have been on memorial stones, and there is

no evidence that it was used for writing down learned texts. It was

not till after the coming of Christianity that the Latin alphabet was

adapted for writing down texts in Irish, thus preserving the early

traditions in abundance to the present day. All the early
tr

manuscripts that we know of were written in the monasteries, indeed

'all the evidence goes to show that, whatever part the poets played in

1. V. of Bran I 46.

2. Briu VIII 156-7.

3. V. of Bran I A3.

4. AIL I 3a

5. Mac da Cherda and Cummaine Foda ecL J. G» O'Keeffe, Tirlu V 32.



the oral preservation of the tradition, its written record was the

work of the church. ' Nevertheless the body of early vernacular

texts is written in a standard language, classical Old Irish, which

only the native filid could have developed and maintainedJ while

internal evidence in the legal texts, now found only in late, secular

manuscripts, suggests that the brehons may have been writing their own

material as early as the 7th century.

The monasteries of the Irish church, once established and

endowed, would have been centres of Latin learning, and the practice

of keeping annals enables one to follow the progress of ecclesiastical

scholarship. By the mid-seventh century the deaths of sapientes are

recorded, and at this time Bede tells'' how students from England went

to Ireland to study and were supported free by the natives, as in the

much later accounts of bardic schools. By the early eighth century

the annals record the deaths of scribes, who appear in a large number

of different monasteries, arid later those of the heads of monastic

schools, the lector or fer leiginn. some of whom may have learnt

secular lore, since the Church, in accepting donations of land to

monasteries, undertook to educate the heirs of the hereditary lay

tenants. ^ From the late ninth century on specialists in different

branches of learning are mentioned: senchald. cronicid 'historian'j

fill, oil am. eices 'poet.'5

1. R. Flower 1947 p. 73*

2. D. Binchy, Studia Hibernica I 17.

3. Hist. Eccles. Ill 27, quoted by Flower op* cit. p. 11.

4. K. Hughes , The Church in Early Irish Society pp. 153-4.
5. K. Hughes, The Distribution of Irish Scriptoria, in Studies in the

Early British Church.
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Several beautiful Latin manuscripts survive from an

earlier period, but the first we know of to contain native vernacular

texts is the lost Cin Drorama Snechtai ^CDS,, probably written in the

early eighth century. It derived from an Ulster monastery probably
pconnected with the better-known coastal foundation of Bangor.

Mac Cana sees this area as 'the cradle of written Irish literature',

and the texts copied from CDS into later manuscripts are all secular

and mostly of Northern interest.

At the very end of the eighth century the Viking raids on

Ireland began, causing great destruction of manuscripts in the

monasteries which they pillaged for their ecclesiastical treasures.

After a spate of texts in 9 th century Irish there are few literary

records till the eleventh century. During this period many of the

smaller and more vulnerable scriptoria disappear, including that of

Bangor in the tenth century. Nevertheless the great inland houses of

Armagh and Clonmacnoise were able to maintain monastic schools and

scriptoria throughout. Eventually some of the Vixlngs settled and

founded trading towns in the ports of Dubliri,Li">eTic.k, and Waterford,

the beginnings of the non-Irish speaking 'Pale. '

According to Cogadh Gaedheal re Gallaibh. it was Brian

Boramha, high king arid final 'victor over the Norse' at Clontarf in

1014, who rebuilt the churches and sent abroad for new books to replace

those lost. At any rate the eleventh century saw a great upsurge of

L G. Murphy 'On the Date of Two Sources used in Thurneysen's
Heldensage' Eriu XVI (,1952) jw 151.

2. P. Mac Cana, Eriu XXIII 102.

5. p. 136.
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monastic interest in learning of all kinds, including native. One

manuscript, now lost, which contained secular tales and poetry as well

as an Irish chronicle, was compiled by Dub da Leithe (+IO64) fer

leiginn and later abbot of Armagh.

The material available to the scholars in Irish monasteries

in the eleventh and twelfth centuries is clearly seen in three

surviving manuscript compendia from central Ireland, which contain,

not only historical, religious, and secular narrative texts in Irish,

but also Irish translations of apocrypha and classical legends.

These are the 'Book of the Dan Cow' Lebor na hUidre (HJ; and Rawlinson

B jj02, from Clonmacnoise, and the Book of Leinster (LL;, rightly Lebor

na huachongbala. closely connected with Terryglass. LU is the

earliest of these; the death of one of its scribes, Mael Liuire, son of

a bishop, is recorded in 1106. ^ LL is late twelfth century begun by

Find, bishop of Kildare +1160 and Aed Ua Crimthainn, coarb of Terryglass,

who was still writing in 1201. Both clearly derive much of their

material from earlier manuscripts. LU refers to Gin Promina Snechta and
2

was extensively revised or added to by a later scribe using material

not previously available. Aed writes^ that he drew his texts from many

books 'a Ilebralb lmdaib. ' The contents of Rawlinson B 502 are less

diverse than the others, consisting of biblical history and native

historical tales and genealogies.

however not all the early literature is included in the

relatively early manuscripts discussed already, but survives in secular

1. AFM.

2. Called 'H', Dipl. Kd. xvi-xix; see H. Oskamp , PRIA LXV 135 J and
T. 6 Concheanainn , Eigse XV 277-88, who identifies him with Mael MaLra

3. LL 313.
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manuscripts of the fourteenth and later centuries. Increasing contact

with the continent in the 11th and 12th centuries, while providing

Irish with some of the foreign literary material visible in HJ and LL,

also brought Ireland within reach of the current movement for

ecclesiastical centralization and reform Previously the Irish church

had been based on the monasteries which had been heavily influenced by

the organization of secular society, with strong local allegiances and

hereditary abbacies, often within the fsmily of the original founder or

donor of the land. However, five twelfth-century synods, culminating

in the Synod of Kells in 1157, completed the process of giving Ireland

an episcopal hierarchy as in the rest of Burope. Armagh became the

chief see, and some other great monastic centres became bishoprics; but

others, like Terryglass, were reduced to the status of parish churches.

The monasteries themselves, often largely laicized, were reformed by the

imposition of continental rules, and new monasteries were founded on the

continental pattern. Laymen and lay interests could no longer be

included. In fact LL has been called"'" ' the last fling of the learned

ecclesiastics of the unreformed Irish church. '

Shortly after these changes in the Church, secular society

was even more violently altered and disrupted by the Norman invasion

beginning in 1169. By the mid 15th century various Norman families,

still French in language, English in allegiance, had established

themselves as overlords in different parts of the country. IXiring the

following century a balance of power was reached with the surviving

native rulers, and the Norman lords outside the Pale gradually adjusted

to their role in a foreign country, adopting the native language and

1. »V. 0* Sullivan, Celtica VII 26.
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customs, including the patronage of learning. This had now become

the prerogative of secular hereditary learned families, usually with

specialist functions: law or history or medicine or poetry. Most

also wrote manuscripts, both for themselves and for their patrons.

Other families concentrated on the scribal function, such as the Mac

Firtises, who produced the Lecan family of manuscripts: the Yellow

Eook of Lecan (IBL;, 14th centuiy, mainly tales; the Leabhar Breac (LB),

15th century, mainly religious; the Great Book of Lecan (Lec. ), 15th

century, historical, genealogical and aetiological material.

Manuscripts were highly prized. The 14th century owners of LU were

able to use it and another manuscript to ransom some of their family,

and in the next centuiy the seme family fought to retrieve them,

MS Laud 610, a religious and native miscellany written for a 15th
p

century horman patron, was used to ransom him. The later manuscripts

clearly derive much of their material from earlier ones. The Great

Book of Lecan quotes thirteen other manuscripts, including Cin Dromma

Snechtai and LL,as sources. Thumeysen has identified texts from CBS

in two 16th centuiy manuscripts, 25 N 10 and Egerton 88. ^ Several of

the earlier secular manuscripts^ even preserve the arrangement of
5

monastic codices like LU.

The origin of these learned families has been discussed by

L LU Dipl. Ed. Introd. ix-xi.

2. M. Dillon, Celtics V 67«

3i, IHK p. 17.

4. Lec. , YBL; the Book of Ballymote (BB: 14th century; history,
genealogy, dinnshenchus. tales;.

5. It Oskamp, Eriu XXVI 113. For lists of the more important families
and their MSS see J. Kenney, Sources for the Early History of
Ireland (1929), ppw 20-1, 24-5.



1 pRobin Flower and more recently by P. Mac Cana. Flower considered

that they inherited the native tradition directly from the monasteries,

and Mac Cana has investigated^ how this heritage may have been passed

down, Even after the refoxro of the church many of the Celtic

monastic officials whose office had become hereditary, erenaghs and

coarbs, still remained in possession of some of their old monastic

lands, subject to a yearly payment to the bishop. Many of these had

been men of learning, and some of the later learned families had

branches who were also churchmen of this kind. The arrangement of

secular manuscripts, the dispensing of hospitality by the learned

families following the monastic duties of erenaghs and coarbs, and the

use of the word scol , a borrowing of monastic Latin schola. to describe

the later poetic schools, all show a continuum with monastic procedure.

However this always involved mainly writing down and teaching, not the

whole spectrum of native tradition.

The later learned families called filid were professional

performers rather then academic scholars, and preserved customs which

mat be of native secular origin. They compose verse orally and in

the dark. ^ Their powers of satire are still feared"' and they consider

themselves entitled to a bride's wedding clothes, a practice which also

1. The Rise of the Bardic Order, The Irish Tradition ch. III.

2. The Rise of the Later schools of Filidheacht, $riu XxV 126-46.

3. P. 129 f.

4. 0. Bergin, Irish Bardic Poetry pp. 6-10.

5. F. ii. Robinson, Satirists and Enchanters in Early Irish Literature
p, 127 n. 126.
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apx>ears In Sanskrit tradition, They still go on circuit, visiting

patrons in both Ireland and Scotland, and a nevv literary language,

used for verse and prose compositions in both countries from the 13th

to the 17th century, seems to have been developed by them. Like Old
2

Irish it was at first probably orally maintained. Whlle the

annalistic references to historians from the 9th century on usually

refer to churchmen, the titles of fili, eices, and ollam are almost

always given to scholars outside the monasteries, usually of provincial

or national eminence. ^ If these are not isolated figures but men at

the top of their profession, this implies a considerable subsidiary

organization, and the absence of references to secular learned men in

the preceding centuries need only show the lack of interest, or

possibly lack of approval, of the church. The introduction of

surnames means that two Funster families of filld can be traced back

4
well before the 12th century changes. On the other hand, a late

legal commentary on the privileges of the oilamir* includes the erenagh

in the native order, but as one of the inferior grades. It is clear

that the filld continued to exist, maintaining their pride and their

oral learned functions, alongside the more academic learning of the

Church.

1. P. lilac Cana, 'An Archaism in Celtic Tradition', Celtica VIII (1968)
174-81.

2. (4 Murphy, Duanaire Finn III 190,

3. K, Hughes, Irish Scriptoria, p, 267.

4. 6 Cuill AFK 958, Mac Craith Al 1097: P. Mac Cana, Eriu XXV 137.

5. Mac Cana, Eriu XXV 133.
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However, like the other learned families, the later filld

are specialists. They are now concerned almost entirely with the

production of eulogistic verse, publicizing the worth and achievements

of the patron, once the function of the lower order of bards. These

later poems, composed with professional skill in the syllabic metres

first cultivated by the Church, and often with a great show of native

learning, were regularly written down for the patron in his family poem-

book or duanaire. The author's name might be given there, but the filid

do not seem to have acted as scribes themselves. However it also seems

that they no longer told the native tales, arid the status of storytelling

has fallen much below that of poetry. A poem by a 13th century flli in

the early Magauran duanalre^ reproaches the patron for neglecting his

craft while giving 'a horse to the timpan-players for telling Finn tales.'

Tadhg Dall 0 hUiginn, a 16th century fili. says he told tales to his

patron and others, and was rewarded with a manuscript of tales, a horse,
2

hound and harp , but this was no formal recital but merely as they were

settling down to sleep after a feast. He refers again to tales as

'soothing'Jy and a 17th century poem also says that tales were told at

sleeping time. ^ The colophon to a tale in a 15th century manuscript-'

says that dt. Patrick ordered that no one should sleep or talk while it

was being told (gan chodladh gen chomhr^dh risin acel-soy, which rather

sounds as if such inattention was common.

1. Foean VI §7.

2. poem 27 p 196 §10.

3. ix 93 §7-

4. Eriu VIII 192 1. 26.

5. Altram TDM § 12,
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The native tales quoted by the filid in their poems seem

often to have been learnt from manuscripts* and the 13th century fill

Maolmhuire Mac Craith says he read manuscripts at his poetic school. ^
Nevertheless, tales were still being written down in manuscripts. The

mid 15th century Book of Fermoy, written for the Roche family of Norman

origin, and the Book of Lismore, written, partly by one of their family

of hereditary physicians, to celebrate the wedding of an early 16th

century Mac Carthaigh Riabhach chieftain, both contain tales in nearly

contemporary language, mostly on earlier native themes"* sometimes mixed

with Christian legend^- as well as older texts. Many other tales on

native and foreign themes seem to have been composed from the 13th

century on, bit have only survived in later manuscripts; the smaller

paper manuscripts which replace the great vellum codices from the

sixteenth century on. Mapy of these tales show the influence of

continental romances, which were generally read aloud from a written

text. This was probably the case in Ireland too; although there is no

account of it the practice would have been familiar to the Normans. A

set of 19th century manuscripts of romances in Maynooth is called

Qadaidhe Gear na Geamhoichche 'The Cunning Filcher of Winter Nights'

and a preface explains that the contents will make the time pass

quickly for the reader and his audience. Other 19th century Munster

manuscripts end each tale with a prayer for scribe and reader.

1. e. & Magauran iluanalre poem XXIV § 13»

2. Dlo?:hluim Dana poem I04 § 7-

3. Fermoy: TDL I, EAC, T. Treblainne Llsm.: Tromd, Guaire, Forb. DP.

b Fermoy: Altram TDM, Lisim : ETC.



A. Bruford, who has made a special study of the later tales, thinks

that many of these were written"'' 'by people who copied manuscripts

themselves and learnt the language and style by so doing. '

The early Modem Irish romances were presumably intended to

be read in chieftain's halls, but by the eighteenth centuiy there were

few aristocratic patrons left for tales in Irish, and the plantation

of Ulster in the preceding centuiy had put a stop to professional

literary contact between Ireland and Scotland. The hereditary

professional scribes and poets disappeared, though some later

individuals were able to find patrons for manuscripts among amateur

gentlemen scholars in Cork and Dublin. Irish had never been established

as a spoken language in the towns, now dominated by the English ruling

classes, and even in the country, where the two languages came in

contact, was losing ground to English. However the last of the

professional scribes in the 19th century were able to meet and

collaborate with the first serious students of the early manuscripts,

who began the work of editing and printing the native traditions for

the modem enquirer.

However some of the native traditions still lived on among

the Gaelic speakers. The coianon people of Ireland and Scotland must

have always had their own oral tradition, apart from the learned

literature cultivated by the aristocracy. A Middle Irish telling of

the Christmas gospels2 pictures the shepherds on the hills above

1. 1966 p. 49.

2. Scela na Soscel, ed. and tr. li Hogan, HIA Todd VI (l895y, from LB,
TJu
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Bethlehem as 'some sleeping, some watching, some telling stories to

each other (scelalgecht). some singing and chanting, others frolicking

and boasting (?) and humming, others whistling and telling anecdotes

(staraldechty. ' Many international popular tales, or at least motifs

which now form part of them, were current in early Ireland, to judge

from incidents incorporated in the native literature. Doubtless many

public recitations or readings of aristocratic tales in chiefs* halls

and public assemblies reached a much wider audience, and many people,

accustomed to using their memories in this way, would have been able to

bring the framework of a tale they found interesting away with then

Bishop Carswell, prefacing his translation of Knox*s liturgy, complains

of the enthusiasm of people 'who write and support Gaelic* in 16th

century Scotland for 'stories about the Tuatha D6 Danann and the sons

of Vil and heroes and Finn Mac Coul and his men, '1 At the end of the

p
17th century the traveller Martin Martin says of Skye 'the natives

have many stories of this general ('Fin-ma-Coul' ) and his amy. '

Bruford quotes^ a mid eighteenth-oentury Irish account of 'natural

bards' repeating to others 'the histories of ancient heroes and their

transactions. Tales could have passed over at any time, though it is

certainly the themes of the later romances; love quests, fights with

monsters, magic; that would be most likely to be of general appeal,

and the tales current orally in recent times are also those popular in

late manuscripts. However Bruford thinks"1' that ' long before the end

1. Foirm na nUruuiclhedHh, e3. B. L. Thomson, be. Gal. Texts Soc. 1970,
11. 325 -30.

2. 'A Description of the Westerh Isles of Scotland', ed. D. MacLeod,
Stirling 1934, P» 206.

3. 1966 p. 59.

A. p 61,
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of the eighteenth century* most of the manuscript tales current in

modern times had passed into oral tradition. His account1 and

bibliography of tales he studied^ gives about twenty-five of these,

some probably once current in all Gaelic-speaking areas, others with

a definite Southern, or Northern, or local distribution.

This process was more complicated than simple popular

retelling of stories heard among the aristocracy. Bruford^ quotes an

early 18th century Scottish account of an old Mac Mhuirich 'bard' who

travelled round the Highlands and Islands reading to audiences from a

manuscript. Later manuscripts are recorded as the prized possessions

of ordinary people. From the mid-nineteenth century in Scotland, and

rather later in Ireland, prose tales were being written down by

collectors of Gaelic oral tradition. Several of their informants

could refer to manuscripts once in circulation*, or from which they had

learnt some of their tales} as reported by the son of Donacha Beag 6
Duinnin in Coolea (late 19th century)'' and Hector Kacleod in Uist (1871)

whose father had looked after the now lost manuscript called Fear on

bGhairbhthir at the beginning of the 19th century. Other tales in

Scotland were also said to have been learnt from this manuscript. 7

1. A 63.

2. pp. 259-67.

3. pp. 57, 60.

4. Bruford p. 66 n. 13.

5. G» Ihtrphy, Duanaire Finn III, ITS XLIII, p, 154.

6. Bruford 1966 p. 61, and 3GS X 158-61.

7. Bruford 1966 p. 105 n. 18, ^ 153.
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Most of the Irish evidence for reading aloud from

manuscripts comes from 19th century Minister, and is quoted by Bruford.1
3. 0'Grady, in his introduction to his edition of TDG^r and an account

by P. Keane, a Church of Ireland clergyman from Clare, tell how those

who could read were eager to buy manuscripts, or borrow them for

copying, either by themselves or by others better equipped. These

manuscripts were then read in the farmhouses when people were gathered

together in the evenings, and Keene mentions the prayer for the reader,

found in late Minster manuscripts,in practice, the people replying Amen.

Later,printed editions were used. Thus the literaiy language was still

heard, although in most areas it had long been remote from ordinary

speech, and influenced the quality of oral tradition. Not all tellers

attempted to tell the manuscript tales, known in Ireland as

fxannaidheacht. since they were generally longer and more complex than

international popular tales.

Some of the people who cultivated oral storytelling were

those to whom it was a useful skill. Travelling people, whether

craftsmen or evicted tenants, could use storytelling as a suitable

return for a night's lodging"^, and boatman and carters could while away

long journeys by telling tales, as well as learning others from their

passengers. However most of the tellers whose stories have been

collected in modern times have been sn.all farmers and fishermen in

isolated rural communities throughout the Gaelic-speaking area.

J. F. Campbell's typical Hebridean informant was like Donald MacPhie,

L p. 56.

2. Oss III pw 29.

3. Bruford 1966 pp. 61-2, Delargy 1945 pp. 24-6.
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who lived with his son and grandchildren in a one-roamed cottage in

Iochdar, South Uist. People crossing the sound from Benbecula would

call in on the old man, who seemed to have a version of almost the

long tales Campbell collected, some of them learnt from a neighbour. *
Sean 0 Conaill (1853-1931) of Kerry had only once left his village in

2
his life, to go to the local fair, and yet his stories filled a book.

His material had come from 27 different sources, of whom all but one

were local, including another first-class storyteller, Sean 0 Se. He

had also heard readings from a printed book. Other areas rich in

storytellers were Ooolea, Co, Cork'' and Carna, Connemara. Sean (5

Briain of Carna (1852-1934; according to the collector J. Delargy the

best storyteller he ever met in Ireland^- had over fifty tales, mostly

long, learnt from his mother's brother and his father. iicheal Kac

Donnchadha of Carna, an expert on natural and family history in the area,

learnt his tales from his father and from listening to the old men of

the village on winter nights. In 19th century Scotland Alexander Mac

Neill, an illiterate Barra fisherman, learnt his long tales from his
5

father and many other old men , while the most famous recent Scottish

tellers were i-uncan KacDonald of Peninerine, South Uist and Alexander

MacLellan of Frobost, whose tales have been published in English as a

book. ^

1. WHT I xxix.

2. LSIC ed. S. 0 Duilearga 1948.

3. G» Murphy, Duanaire Finn III xxxvii, 154.

4. Seal. XXX 154-

5. WET II 110, 137 etc.

6. Stories from South Uist, ed. J. I* Campbell ^1961).
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Men such as these had nuch other lore besides their long

tales and were truly the professors of their communities. Their

range reminded J. Delargy^" of the 'omnibus collections of Irish vellum

tradition' but it could also be compared with the repertoire of the

early filicL Also although most must have cultivated their learning

to provide a necessary intellectual satisfaction, especially accessible

to those bora in communities where the native traditions and language

were still respected, there was clearly a strong hereditary element in

the preservation of tales. As well as learning tales from their fathers^
Sean <5 Conaill knew his family had lived in the same place for five

generations before, Mfchedl Mac Donnchadha knew his pedigree back for

five generations, and Alexander MacNeill sang a Hogmanay song composed
2

by his great great grandfather. In some cases the teller's family can

3
be traced back to some of the last professional men of learning.

However in their total reliance on oral transmission the

modern storytellers were more like the ancient filid, and the modern

tradition should be able to shed some light upon the old. Most active

tellers were conscious literary artists, emphasizing their words with

voice and gestures. ^ No talk was allowed to interrupt the performance.

Long tales were the most highly regarded both by teller and audience.

Many over an hour in length have been recorded, and there are reports of

1. 1945 pw 8.

2. Delargy 1945 PI* 9,2.1 j VfflT III 381.

3. Delargy 1945 P» 23,

4. Delargy 1945 P« 16*
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still longer tsles in the past. The tellers' memories were so

highly trained that the best could remember a tale after one hearing -

Sean 0 Conaill claims he had been capable of this since the age of

twelve - and sometimes tell it word for word, S. 0'Grady, in his

edition of TDG. mentions a man who memorized OCU from the Gaelic

•Journal, and Sean 0 Conaill fifty years later still remembered as iruch

of this printed tale as he had heard read in his youth. 2

1. Delargy 1945 Pfw 21-2.

2. j-Jd Gss. p. 56, hoIC xx.
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The Tales II

For most of the Gaelic tradition, up to the 19th century,

one has to deduce the nature and function of storytelling from the

narrative texts preserved in manuscripts. However for the early

period there is another piece of evidence. One of the texts preserved

in the Book of Leinster is a tract purporting to list tales the native

fili ought to be able to tell. It begins:1
"Do nemthigud filed i scelaib ocus i comgnib in so sis
da n-asnis do rigaib ocus fhlathib . i. vii. coicait seel
• i. coic cofcait de prlmscelaib ocus da cofcait do
fhoscelaib. Ocus ni harmiter na fosceoil»3in acht do
chethri gradaib tantum .i. ollam ocus anrath ocus ell
ocus cano. Acus iss iat so na prlmsceoil . i. Togla ocus
tana ocus tochmarca, Ocus catha ocus uatha ocus immrama,
ocus oitte (. i. bais) ocus fessa Cocus) forbassa, ocus
echtrada &. aithid ocus airrgne. "

"Here below is concerning what gives the fill his status
as regards stories and comgne for telling to kings and
princes, that is, 350 tales; five fifties of chief tales
and two fifties of subsidiary tales. And those
subsidiary tales are ascribed to four grades only, that Is ,

the ollamh. the anrath. the cli. and the cano. And the
chief tales are these: devastations, cattle-raids, and
wooings; battles, caves (?;, and rowings-around; untimely
deaths (that is, 'deaths'), feasts,(and)sieges, adventures
elopements, and destructions. "
p

and ends :

"Ni fili nad chomgne comathar nacLne scela uile. "

"He is not a fili who does not preserve comgne or all the
tales. "

There is another copy in a 16th century manuscript^from which the

L f. 189b, Dipl. Ed. 24917 .

2. LL 25008 .

3. TCD Hi 17, ed. B. 0'Looney PRIA I (1879) 215-250, referred to here
as H •



reading comgnib above is taken (for <som&nfiaaib 'joint deeds' LL;.
li

This term will be discussed presently with reference to an article by
1 PS. mac Airt whose interpretation of the final sentence above I have

followed.

The different groups of titles ('chief tales' only) are

listed in order, followed by the titles of five groups reckoned 'as

chief tales' amal phrimscela: tomadma 'burstings forth', flsi 'visions'

serca 'loves', sluagid 'hostings* and tochomlada 'migrations'. However

the number of titles in each group is irregular, and even with the five

extra groups the total (c.200) falls short of that specified.

There are also what appear to be two shorter versions of this

list, one independent*^ and one included in the Senchas Mar introduction^
which list the titles of the first four groups only and do not mention

the five extra groups. The introduction to the independent version

expands on the context of the tales:

"Dliged ollaman ocus aird-filed ocus saer-sench&ide

''The duty of the professor and the high-flli and the noble
historian .."

and the stories are:

..".da n-indisin a ndaledhaib ocus a n-oireachtasaib da rxgaib
ocus do ruirechaib ocus do rigdamnaib, do thriataib ocus do
thaisechaib ocus d* espugaib da n-irrgairdiugad. "

.."for telling in meetings and assemblies to kings and overkings
and royal heirs, to lords and to chieftains and to bishops, to
entertain them "

la. p.38.
1. b'illdecht and Gomgne, Eriu XVIII 139-152.

2. p. 142.

3. Edinburgh Advocates' Library ms. VII, ed. K. Thurneysen LCP XIV 1.

4. AIL I 42-46.
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Another long list appears in a Middle-Irish tale, Alrecc

Menman Uraird male Coisse 'The stratagem of Urard mac Coisse'\ The

poet-hero Urard mac Coisse, i'lli to the high-king Domnall mac

Muirchertaig (+980), is unlawfully robbed by some of the king's

relatives and seeks redress. The king asks him for a story, and he

says he may choose any of the titles he names:

"Conad iarum ro-airmistair anmanna coimhghne ocus
prlmscelu nErenn, do neoch dib batar mebra ndo do radh",

"So that then he listed the names of the 'joint knowledge'
and chief tales of Ireland, of those he remembered how to
tell".

This list runs to 165 titles, of which the king chooses the last, 'The

Destruction of Mael Milscothach's Fort', because he has not heard it

before. This is in fact the poet's 'stratagem'; the new title is his

own allegorical account of the wrongs he has suffered, which, when

explained, provokes the king to action. This list, also thematically

organized, contains some groups not in LL (comperta 'conceptions', buili

'frenzies') and omits others [Caves, Untimely deaths, Sieges>. However

it begins with a mixed group of gnathscela 'well-known tales' including

one title from each of these missing groups. Most of the titles here

would not fit into any of the established groups, which may be why they

are gathered together separately. The order of groups, and the titles

given, sometimes differ considerably from LL, though the latter part of

the list (elopements, the five extra LL groups, destructions; has almost

identical contents, but for additions.

fi. Thurneysen, in his discussion of these lists and the titles

they contain,^ derives both A (LL etc. ) and B (Aireccj from one 10th

century original, with subsequent independent additions.

Airecc §§ 3-8.
2. IHK pp. 22-24.
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Mai^y of the Gaelic texts in manuscripts have titles,

usually appearing loth as a heading, and as a colophon in the form

Conid ... conicce sin ' So that that is ... up to there'. However,

despite the high-king's statement that he had heard all the tales in

the Airecc. extant titles are not very closely related to titles in the

lists. Of about 268 tales named only 45 seem to be extant under the

same title in MSS, or roughly one fifth of the total. Another fifth

are probably extent under other headings. Enough other chief events

or heroes can be identified, though little survives of the 'story', to

arrange the titles into the four main 'cycles' of native tales

established by modern scholars. This shows that the older cycles

predominate - the heroic Ulster cycle and tales of early kings.

There are not many mythological tales, in which the Celtic gods appear

in magic rather than rrythical adventures, and even fewer about the hunter-

warrior Finn. This may show that the lists are older than the 10th

century in origin, or simply that they reflect the traditionalism of the

learned classes. Again, not all the thematic groupings of the Lists

appear in the titles of extant tales, arid some listed groups are nuch

more frequent than others. Aithed, Sere. Sluagad. Tochomlad. Tomaidm

and Uath are not used as titles of tries in manuscript, while Feis.

Forbais. Longes. Orgain and Togail are rare. Only Aided. Oath. Echtra

and Tochmarc are really common in MSG.

Both lists put the tales firmly in an oral, secular context,

though with churchmen included in the audience in the Edinburgh short

version, and they show tales being told on special occasions (at tribal
assemblies; as well as at the request of the patron. However the reason

1. The bibliography of tale titles in the Appendix, though necessarily
selective, nevertheless illustrates this point.
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for grouping the tales according to theme is unclear, especially as

it is not reflected in extant manuscript tradition. The organization

1 2of the lists has recently been discussed by H. Oskamp and P. Mac Cana.

Oskamp considers the thematic grouping as the written product of early

monastic (9th or 10th century) didactic treatment, supplanted in most of

the later manuscripts by synchronic grouping, though he cites'* 'the

(partly lost) Tana in LU and the Immrama in YBL' as evidence for the

earlier systeim Many 8th and 9th century tales seem to have been

recast by 11th century redactors, and titles could have been changed,

Mac Cana, however, accepts the suggestion of A. and B. Rees^
that the thematic grouping reflects the pre-Christian oral function of

the tales; as well as being told at gatherings, or for the patron, as

the lists suggest, each category would be appropriate to a particular

socially significant occasion.. He cites as evidence the king Fergal

asking for the battle-tales of Leinster to be recited to him and his mai

on the night before the Eattie of Allen. ^ Two later tales, Alsllnae

Meic Conglinne and Altram Tige Da Kedar, give various occasions for
6 7

storytelling when a particular type might be appropriate: at a wedding, '
6,7 6 6

going into a new house, bringing out ale, taking an inheritance,
6 7 7

before going into battle, or on a sea-journey, or hunting, or to hear

judgement. Both still regard tales as a suitable entertainment for

^ introduction, p. 15.

2. lit. Celt. XIII esp, p. 80.

3. n. 65.

4. The Celtic Heritage, Ch. X The Storyteller's Repertoire p. 210,

5. C. Almaine § 8.

6. Alsl. MC I p. 113*

7. Altram TDM p. 201+



kings. Mac Cana accepts all the tale types of the lists as genuine

and ancient, while the Hees brothers would add macgnimartha 'boyhood

deeds' and dinnshenchus 'place name lore'. As well as being inserted

at the appropriate point in written narratives, place name legends were

also told in the appropriate situation. In one tale"*" the high-king on

a circuit of Ireland has his 'historian and storyteller' (a shenchaidhi

ocus a sceulaidhi) 'that is, Flacte, Fill'. with him to tell him the

dinnshenchas of the places they come to, and there is another instance
f 2

of dinnshenchas told on a journey in the Borama. The frame of the

collection of Finn-cycle and other tales colled Acallam na Senorach is

also a journey around Ireland, during which the Finn-cycle hero Caelte

tells St. Patrick the stories of the places they visit.

The significance of storytelling at particular times is

deepened by the blessings promised by both Aisl. MC II and Altram TDlvi

if the tale is recited on the occasions they mention: a newly-married

couple will be fertile^'^ and wealthy,-^ a new house will never have a

corpse brought from it, be well-stocked, and never burn,^ a new

banqueting hall will be peaceable. ^ A king going into battle will be

victorious,^ a person going on a sea-journey will arrive safely and one

going hunting or to have his case judged will be successful. ^ Alsl. MC

also gives a general blessing, a 'year's protection' to the person to

1. Caithr. Cough. §XII.

2. §§ 67-69.

3. Aisl. MC II p. 113.

4. Altram TDM p. 204.



whom it is recited, and this virtue is also given in the Old Irish
X 0 * 2Triads to Tain Bo QuaInge. As, again in a late tale, a pig in the

Otherworld is cooked when four true stories are told^ so all the early

legends were probably held to have some intrinsic power. Sc&L. the

regular word for a tale, can also mean a prophecy. ^ This sense of the
5

sacred is transferred to the written text of Tain Bo Cualn&e in LL : 'A

blessing on everyone who shall faithfully memorize the Tain as it is

written here and shall not add any other form to it. ' This is

reminiscent of the ending of the Book of Revelations^, and indeed It is

St. Patrick who declares the blessings of Altram Tlge Da Medar. Pagan

and Christian notions seem to have come together: in a much later tale,

Kachtra Leithln^. which includes the motif of the worst night, St. Ciaran

is said to have ordained that if the tale were told during a storm the

weather would clear.

If one accepts that the Lists refer, as they say, to oral

recitation, the apparent lack of coherence with manuscript tradition

becomes less perplexing. In particular, the occurrence of tales in

manuscript under different titles from those of the lists is not

surprising when one remembers that the scribe did not have to bear a

particular occasion in view.

1. § 62.

2. K. Chormaic § 40.

3. Many of these ideas can be parallelled in ancient Sanskrit tradition.
M. Dillon PBA XXXIII U948; 247-249.

I* Ch. V (a) ex. (6), p-12.1.
5. 1. 491?.

6. Ch. XXII 18-19.

7. Celtic Review X 143.
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The inclusion of tale-list A in LL implies that it was not

Just an historic text "but one with contemporary relevance^ and in fact

the thematic groups of the lists are referred to fairly frequently in

Middle Irish and later texts. The 11th century dinnshenchas poem on

p
Carman , which gives a description of the native oenach or 'fair' held

there, includes storytelling among the entertainments offered, quoting

the alliterative beginning of List Aitogla tana tochmarca 'destructions,

cattle-raids, wooings'} as well as fessa 'feasts' ■>and altte oirgne

'untimely deaths, destructions'. This poem is the chief evidence for

G. Murphy's view^ that 'the fili .. probably told his tales at their best

in the oenaige (fairs) where ... the arts of early Ireland seem to have

received their fullest expression'. However the description is too

clearly late and exaggerated to put such emphatic weight upon it. ^ A

poem on Irish learning in Lebor G-abala^ quotes na fessa ocus na foirfessa

'the feasts and the sieges', and Tadhg Dall 0 hUiginn refers in a poem to

tana tochmhalrc toghla^. To^la ap;us tochmharca are recited by Finn's

fili in a 16th century Finn-tale, Bruldhean Bheag na hAlmhaine^. The

group of Bruidhean tales, of which the title combines the meanings of

Togall bruidne 'razing of a hall' of the lists and another word bruldhean

' quarrel' was largely the product of the expansion of the Finn-cycle from

the late Middle Irish period on, though bruidnl are listed in the

1. M. Dillon, Seven Centuries of Irish Learning, ed. B. 6 Cuiv, p* 26.
2. Met. Dlnds. Ill 2-24.

3. 1961 pp. 12-13*

4. IX Binchy Isiriu XVIII 125.

5. XV §4. (mistranslated;
6. ITS XXII poem 25 § 29.

7. LSS p. 19.
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dinnshenchus of Carman, which includes Fiansruth Find 'the cycle of

Finn and the Pianna' among the tales. Apart from Bruidhean. only

Cath Ailed i thecal.. , Tochmarc. and Bchtra of the Lists, and another

addition Toraidheacht 'pursuit', were actually used as titles of

written tales in Rarly Modern Irish. The last two of these

occasionally survive in oral tradition. ^

There is clearer evidence for the continuation of the theory

of the lists in practice in the compositions of the later filid.

J. Carney^ considers that the filid 'were never storytellers or

entertainers, such a function would te very mich beneath them ' If

one accepts the theory of Mac Cana and the Rees brothers that story¬

telling, as well as providing aesthetic and intellectual enjoyment,

could also at times have an almost ritual significance, it seems an

appropriate part of the semi-supernatural powers of the men of learning.

However Carney's next remarks are certainly relevant: 'They had to know

Irish genealogy, Irish history and prehistory: they had to know so many

stories that no situation could arise in their professional career but

they would have a convenient analogy from the past to the present. '

The 'bardic' poetry of the later filid. public verse composed for

special occasions, regularly quotes parallels and sometimes tells a

whole tale or ursceal as illustration. In the earlier poems these

examples are almost always drawn from native tradition, despite the

large amount of foreign material translated in the 11th century and

later. The 14th-century poet Gofraidh Fionn 0 Dalaigh uses the

1. A. Bruford 19 66 pp. 170-171.

2. The Irish Bardic Poet (1967) p. 1Q»
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triumphal return from exile of Gonall Core* in a poem urging his
2

MacCarthy patron to lead his people back to Cashelj while Tadhg Dall 6
hUiginn tells the story of Airecc Menman Uralrd meic Coisse in a poem

reproaching his patron for refusing protection to the poet's kinsman

during a punitive expedition. ^ Sometimes several tales are referred

to. In elegies on the death of a patron^a thirteenth century fill in

the Kagauran £uanaire^ mentions the deaths of Cobthaeh (Joel, E'ochaidh

Aireamh, Conaire, Cormac Conlonges, Eilim, Muirchertach mac Erea and

Diarmait mac Cerbhaill; and GofraidJh Eionn 0 Dalaigh-' the deaths of

I'othad Canann, Cu Ruf, Cuscraid Mend Macha, Diarmait 0 IXiibhne,
*

Muirchertach mac Erca, Dath I and the sons of Tuireann, In each case

analogous tragic deaths are recalled: in the first poem the subject

was burnt to death in his hall, in the second killed in battle on a hill,

as were the kings and heroes mentioned. b An aisling poem by Tadhg Dall

0 hUiginn? refers to stories of an Otherworld woman and King Arthur,

Murchadh mac Briain Boramha, Aedh mac Ughaine, Chi Chulainn, Mathghamhain

0 Maille, the lads of Tailltiu in the time of Conaire, Bran, a king of

Connacht, and Connie. ^ Although not all the tales here can be

1. BfiLA LVI 937.

2. Dioghluim nana poem 74.

3. Poem 3.

4. poem IV.

5. Dioghluim Dana poem b4»

6. MS tales: Ore DR. T. Stalne (iii) § 21 ff, TBDD. BDC, (?) ,

A. Muirchertalg. A. Phiarmada; A, Fhothdd Qarxainne ^ ZCP XX 4^0-4;,
ACR, (?) , TOG, A. Nath I (PKlA Ser. 2 II 172-3), OCT.

7. poem 40.

8. MS tales: (?) , Co- p. 172, (?) , derglige CO, (?) , (?) , Imr.
Brain. Acall. 6'jtl, (?) , >1 Chondla.

(?) in footnotes b ani 2 ineans -fKerefare.net co-ti-nofc 'be iJentiftei with an extant 4zle.



identified, nor appear under one thematic title either in the

tale-lists or in manuscripts, it is clear that the poet is drawing on

some sort of them/;tic classification.

It is not clear what motivated the inclusion of particular

titles in the lists. Some must he monastic additions: the group of

immrama in List A, which I would agree with J. Carney"'' end C. Dumville
p

is of monastic provenance , and seems to replace the group of air^ala

'conflicts', found in the shorter version; most of the tochomlada.

which appear to he sections of the synthetic prehistory of Ireland put

together in the monasteries, Lehor Cabala; and several translations

from the classics which appear in List B. 3 Many other early tales in

manuscripts were not included. P. mac Cana has stated that he thinks

the listed titles 'were not and were never intended to he complete

register' of tales^jbut in answer to a query by K. Oskamp-' has also said
'it is not impossible that in some cases titles known from the lists of

sagas or referred to in existing tales are "blank titles", that is,

titles of never-written stories.' It is not made clear in what follows

whether he or Oskamp took this to mean 'never written down', or 'never

composed', though Oskamp thinks tales in the LL list must have existed

in some fonrn The question is, what form. Various tales apparently

1. 1955 pw 294-

2. Eriu XXVII 74, 93-94.

3. Alrecc §§ 3, 5.

4. Et. Celt. XIII 80.

5. Imr. CM introduction p. 42 n.



included in the Lists, are extant only in inuch later language1 and,

like the earlier texts, often under different titles. Some

modernizations of tales in manuscripts are clearly rewritings of the

earlier written text, but in other cases are more like new

p
compositions on the same theme. There were clearly once variant

versions of some of the most famous tales in early Irish manuscripts,

before they were redacted into the surviving composite texts in the

11th century renaissance. ^ The number of listed tales appearing in

manuscripts with different thematic titles, or in different genres of

lore, reflect a fluid use of material. The inclusion in the Lists of

different thematic titles apparently referring to the same story:

Aided Conchobair and Tain Bo Bois (a,A;^; Fis Chonchobair and Tochroarc
Ferbe (AB,A;J} Fprbals Fer Falgae and Tain teora n-Erc nEchdach (AB,A}^
Forbais Fcr Fidgae and Tochomlad Cruitlined a Tracia co hf^rind ( A,

Orgain relchon Brefne and Togail Bruidne Eelchon Erefne (AB,B)^
strengthens the possibility that the Lists need not refer to established

oral texts at all, but are suggestions for themes to be worked up by the

fili as occasion demanded, from his general store of traditional

learning

1. BDC, G, Oumair, BAC, B. Choi-male, Forb. LP. TL)L, 'IDG.

2. crr, ckm, ana,

3. TBC, TBDD, FB, Serglige CC.

4. A. Chonchobair.

5. T. Ferbew

6. Forb. FF.

7. Extant as dindshenchus, Met. Dinds. Ill 164-166, or synthetic
history: J. Todd, The Irish hennius (Dublin 1948; § XXVII.

8. A. G'helt. Deat)\ Tales -p.3b.



Both the thematic lists refer as well as to stories to

comgne, a term of elusive meaning, ^ The native glossators equate it

with senchas 'historical knowledge' or synchronisms 'what king was

2
contemporary with another. ' Mac Airt, accepting this explanation,

and criticizing the idea that the fill's repertoire of tales was purely

to entertain his patron, suggests that his main function was the

exposition of the tales 'for example from the genealogical point of

view. ' Mac Airt does not see the oral tales, as preserved by the

filid. as artistic narratives, tut as reference material. However the

radical meaning of com^ne is 'joint knowledge', 'all embracing

knowledge', and several texts refer to fer comcnl cuimnech dlambad epl

freisneis ocus aisneis ocus scelu^ld 'a man of comgne and good memory

who is expert in refutation, exposition (or 'narration') and story¬

telling'. It seems to me that comgrie may well have once referred to

the fill's basic stock of learning, from which, trained in oral recital,

he could draw the plots for narrative tales.

Doubtless tales which were often called for might become

fairly fixed in content and be learnt in that form by other tellers.

In Gath Almaine^ the king's druth 'jester' is able to tell him the

listed, and extant, pr£mseel; orgain Dind k£g, The tales which reached

manuscripts probably are those which were popular and widely known. Of

1. 3. Mac Airt, Eriu XVIII 1X2.

2. O'Davoren §347, OC §363.

3. AIL I 18, Triads §248, HJ 9789.

4. § 8.
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the foscela 'subsidiary tales' which List A says were required of the

four top grades of filld only, nothing more is known.

The thematic tale-lists suggest a system of oral performance

of tales which must have continued parallel to the written records being

made in manuscripts. However by the Middle Irish period the prestige

of oral transmission, maintained by respect for tradition, must have

been undermined by the existence of ancient versions of traditional

material enshrined in the early manuscripts. The worldly cleric

satirized in Aislinge Melc Con Gllnne for his interest in secular

literature does not keep the four famous primscela Tain Bo Cualnge,

Togail Eruldne La Lerga. Tochmarc l?taine and Tochmarc Lmere in his head

but in manuscripts concealed in his boots, ana manuscripts were

probably early found a useful source of Information by the filld.

The mixed initial group of gnathscela 'well-known tales' in

List B seems to be an attempt to bridge the gap between the theory of

the lists and the tales extant in manuscripts. Many of the titles do

not fit into the older categories, but of 28 all but 5 &re extant under

the same title as written texts. They still reflect the traditional

bias of the thematic lists however - all but two of the tales belong

to the Ulster cycle.

Many of the titles listed are those of remscela 'foretales'

1BPD and TBC, or subsidiary episodes of TBC. 15 of these episodes

are listed in TBC I2 as Dinda na Tana ' High Points of the Tain', and

other titles appear as headings and colophons to episodes throughout

J- Aish kC II p. 124.

2. 2747.



the various versions of the text. There are two separate lists of the

TSC remscela; one which postulates twelve titles follows the remscel

Tallslgud Tana Bo Cualnge^ the other, with fourteen titles, appears in

the 14th century manuscript otowe D42 , beginning Do remscela na Tana

. i. The three remscela of Orgain Brudne Ui Dergae are listed in LU

8006, from Cin Promina Snechtai. The original list of TEC remscela may

be equally old, since the 9th century Longes mac nUlslenn. which now

seems to provide one of the main causes of Ulster-Connaught hostility,

does not appear in either version. (it appears in Lists A and B as an

Elopement: Aithed Derdrenn le maccaib Uislenn. )

Contrary to the opinion of Mac Cana^ it seems to me that the

concept of 'cycles' of tales may not be 'modern' but may well be as old

as the change of medium, from oral - for performance, to written -

for reference. Certain cycles in the lists seem not to have been

written down at all; tales dealing with the Ulster hero PiamaixA, or the
5

5th century Leinster princess Hithne Uathach, though here there are

references in the annals and other sources. ^ dome of the TEC remscela

are grouped together in LL, following the list, and the same manuscript

lias a collection of tales about the Ulster cycle poet Athirne.Of the

1. LL 32901.

2. ed. K. Meyer, RC VI 191.

3. Et. Celt. XIII 75.

4. j.chtra Piamain (A; Aithed Mugaine le Fiamain (A, Forbals (A; /
Orgnin (By D&in Binne, .Aided Piamain (A~ see M. .Dobbs, JCS II
45-46, 51.

5. Longes Eithne Uathaige (A, H3I7 only), Tochmarc Elthne Uathaige (A),
Cath Cille Qsnaide (B).

6. . rials c. 487-90, B> Chiarain tSaighlr SG p, 9, Coir Anmann §170.

7. LL 114b- 118 a.
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tana of the thematic lists only those connected with TEC are extant,

and these are grouped together with TBC in YBL, 1

Tdin E6 Cualnge itself is of unusual length, and it seems

likely that it already represents a compilation of earlier, shorter
2

tales. These may be indicated by the subtitles, and indeed

compilation is also implied in the Story of the Finding of the T«in

where I since a written version had been exchanged for Isidore's

Etymologise; the 7th century fllid of Ireland said they only knew parts

of the tale. ^ Episodes clearly added are Cu Chulainn's boyhood deeds:

Iv'acgnimortha Con Culairm. told as a flashback; and his fight with Fer
V-

Diad: Comrac Fir Piad. in later language than the rest of TBC I, but

listed as Aided Fhlr Diad (a), and in early modern Irish extant again as

a separate tale. The LL list of remseela gives three further tales

•now told in the body of the Tain': Cu Chulainn's going to Cularm' s

house, his getting arms and a chariot, and his going to Emain Macha,

and these appear in the Macgnimartha. The process of combining earlier

shorter tales into one written narrative continues in the later secular

manuscripts. In Edinburgh MS LIII (Glenmassn, 15th century; several

foretales to the Tain (OCU. Fochonn Loingse Fergusa. TB Flidalse) are

run together; and in Egerton 1782 (l6th century; TiiDD is run together

with its remscel Tochmarc Etalne.

The same process has obviously occurred in many other written

narratives. In dcela Cano lc Gartnain (0. Ir. ) several tales about

1. ff. 17-60.

2. IHK p, 96.

3- Falls. TBC LL 32331.
, bu.% for



this 7th century hero, including, it seems, the listed Sere Crede do

Ghanalnn Mac Gartnaln (B) are combined into one narrative. King

tales are combined in chronological order in the 11th century Borama

and Early Modern Irish Cath Majghe Leana. while Acallam na Senorach

and ffeis Tjghe Chonaln (E Mod Ir. ) are collections of Finn cycle tales.

Caitbreim Gonghail Chlairin&nlgh 'The Battle-career of flat-nailed

Conghal' is an early Modem Irish collection of tales about an Ulster

cycle hero, including possibly Ajfgidecht Artuir (a), Qrgaln Cathrach

Boirche (A,B; of the lists. ^

1. M, Dobbs, JCS II 49»
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The Style of Extant Tales

As already mentioned, only about a fifth of the

tales listed in the early tale lists are extant under the

same title in manuscript, while about the same number

seera to be preserved under different titles. There are

many other early tales in manuscript which have to be

identified as such by more subjective judgement; short,

self-contained texts with a continuous narrative and a

clear plot, often with individual titles and colophons.

Some written versions of tale titles in the lists are

much less clearly 'stories1, and seen to preserve only

the kernel of the presumed oral original.

The motive for the recording of native lore by

monastic scribes is of course unknown. One practical

reason would be if the monasteries were indeed teaching

it to the heirs of their secular tenants, as suggested by

Kathleen Hughes,"'" However the writing down of tales as

such supposes an interest .in this specific genre, whether

they were regarded primarily as historical information or

as artistic literature. There is little evidence of

Christian interference with the contents of the tales.

The Ulster heroes Conchubar and Chulainn are provided

with prophetic conversions before death in deliberately
2

archaic form. Native echtrai and monastic 1ramrana

Hsee pp.153-4

2ch.Y,f-iaa-



both show a mixture of pagan and Christian ideas in

their picture of the Otherworld.x

Otherwise additions seem confined to chronological
p

comments and unintentional anachronisms } or disapproving
3

or explanatory colophons. The Latin words et and dixit

(and occasionally other wordsfrequently appear in

tales, but interchangeably with their Irish equivalents.

The basic medium of Gaelic narrative at all periods,

from the earliest written records to the modern oral

tradition, is prose. The Ulster cycle in particular

gives an idealized picture of the love of honour and

mighty deeds of the Irish warriors of old time, and such

•heroic' literature, found in many countries and languages,

is generally in verse.3
Likewise verse, because its metrical shape makes it

easier to remember, has often been presumed to antedate

prose in all traditional literatures. The learning of

the Gaulish druids was preserved in verse, according to
/: 7

Caesar , and the same is true of the oldest Irish Laws.

D. Greene seems to think of the use of prose in secular

1Ch.7jI>«'' , p. 2.24.
2Sc.MMD Ms ,12.
3TBC II 4920, Serglige CC $49.
^C.Almaine $10.
3C.M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry(1964)2-3.
Se Hello Gallico VI $14.3.
7I>. Binchy, PBA 1943.
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narrative as an innovation by monastic reuaetors. In

speaking of Aibgitir Chr^baid, an early eighth century

text on the Christian life1 he says "The overwhelmingly

important thing about it is precisely that it is in

prose, for the ordinary rhythms of speech had no place

in the traditional chanting and no doubt appeared

remarkably vulgar and uncultivated to literary men".

As he points out, the prose tales •continued for a long

time to be ornamented with passages in rhythmical or

metrical patterns', and these passages have been regard¬

ed as survivals (either actually, or in their form) of
o

the more 'ancient' medium. Bowra quotes the older
•3;

narrative poem in the late 1,1'erbe II."

however in early tales such passages are usually

speeches by the characters. K. Billon has described

the 'form of the Irish epic tradition' as 'a prose

narrative with occasional passages of verse, the verse

being used for dialogue to mark any heightening of the

mood: love, anger, death*4. The same form appears at

one stage of Sanskrit narrative tradition. At first

only the speech-poems are recorded, then they are set

in a fixed prose context, and at length the whole tale

is told in unbroken verse. It seems the verse and prose

form may be the ancestor of narrative verse in cultures

*A View of the Irish Language ed. L. 0 Gufv p,15f.

^Heroic Poetry p.15.

31.766.
4PBA aaaIII (1947) 253,



where this develops. G.S. Kirk 1 accepts the 'poss¬

ibility of an intermediary prose saga tradition' in

early Greece, which could have transmitted information

about the Mycenean age to the Homeric verse—makers, and

may have had 'considerable thematic and even verbal

fixity'. K. 0'Nolan^ goes further, suggesting that

fixed language, notably epithets, encouraged the change

from prose to verse.

The existence of the prose and verse form in early

Gaelic oral narrative seems to, be accepted by most
3

writers on the subject , though the language of written

prose can rarely be older than the 8th century. Either

the Gaelic tales are not as old as has been thought^ or

the wording was not fixed in oral tradition, or has been

deliberately altered for writing. Many early written

texts do not contain any verse, and the prose is usually

very bare and concise, with abrupt transitions in the

narrative and very little background information or

explanation. S. Mac Airt attributes this 'bald staccato

style' to the filid, who, he thinks, regarded the tales

chiefly as history."' H. Oskamp attributes this view to

1The Songs of Homer pp.96, 108ff, 120
O

Homer and Irish Heroic Narrative, Classical Quarterly

XIX (1969) 6.

^P. Mac Cana, Hriu XXIII 116.

4J. Carney 1995 pp.276-7.

5hriu XVIII 151 n.



1 ?the monastic scholars. J. Delargy, pointing out that

the shortness of these written tales would not have earnt

them much respect from a modern oral teller, suggests

that they are summaries for a teller to expand in recita¬

tion. This view was accepted by M. Dillon'^ 'the form

was given by the fili in actual performance and was his

personal achievement.' G. Murphy however, basing his

argument on some tales told more fully at the beginning

than the end,^ considered that the tales were written

down as 'interesting specimens of genuine storytelling'

by monastic scribes from the recitation of secular

learned tellers. Any abbreviation resulted from 'the

growing weariness of the reciter' as experienced by any

collector of oral narrative before the introduction of

5
recording machines.'

P. Mac Gana has discussed in detail the form of

various vernacular texts believed to have been in Cin

Dromma Snechta, which, from its age, probably represents

their first redaction in writing. These show a consider¬

able range of style, from passages of archaic rhythmic

^riu XXVI 113.

21945 P 32.

^Cycles of the Kings p 2.

4Sc. Oano, TI3C I, Sc. MttD.

5196l pp 7-10.

6Eriu XXIII 107-111.
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speech with a minimum oi introductory prose"*" to concise
p

prose with short unvaried sentences and reported dialogue

to similar prose with longer, more diverse sentence forms,

occasional direct speech* and in some examples verse as

well. The first two types suppose a previous, no doubt

oral, tradition, from which they have been abstracted,

(both these titles are in the Lists) while in his view

the accomplished narrative artistry of the third type

gives no indication that they are retellings of anything

else. The two types recorded from oral tradition suggest

possible different motives^' and/or sources for the

written texts. Compert Con Culainn preserves the plot

of the tale with little regard for verbal artistry,

Forbais Per Falgae the artistic high-points of the tale

•no doubt ... constants even in oral recital' with know-
s

leage of the plot assumed. While any storyteller, or

intelligent member of his audience, might have known the

basic plot of a tale, the archaic language of the ancient

speech-poems was probably only known to, and jealously

guarded by, the most learned practitioners of tales -

the filid. The informants need not have been different

people from the redactors. Many of the native learned

classes, or their aristocratic audiences, must have joined

Forb.FF«,op.cUr p.ioj.
p
Compert CC^op.cdr. p. 107.
^Imr.Brain, B.Chondla.

^See also M.Billon, Modern Fhilology XLIII p 17 col 1.
5 wo-c Ca-Tia. jOp-cth p. |]3.
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the church ana become themselves teachers or scribes,

able to write from their own recollection.

Opinions vary as to whether narrative artistry

appearing in early written tales is oral and secular or

written and monastic. G.Murphy held that 'the type of

storytelling which we see imperfectly reflected in

medieval manuscripts is on the whole that of the fili*1;
S.Mac Airt, 'Insofar as our knowledge extends to the

development of saga, it would appear that the monastic

scholars were almost solely responsible for the literary
2

treatment of the tales' . Other views depend on the

prose narrative of tales not being fixed in oral recital.

Mac Cana sees oral prose as 'a relatively simple and

flexible medium' extended in narration with the typical

oral stylistic features of4 'alliteration, repetition,

description and dialogue.' In the functional prose used

for recording Compert Con Culainn these elements were

removed, and the basic medium consciously moulded by re-

dactors into a literary style. G. Mac Edin sees the

written tales as 'meant for a reading rather than a lis¬

tening public.' 'Each telling of a tale could vary in

phrasing, and to some extent in incident. It would have

11961 p 12.

2Eriu XVIII 151.

3p 116.

4P 109.

3Studia Hibernica V (1962) 244-91.



teen pointless to record any one recital of a tale, for

the next telling could have differred considerably within

the limits allowed, The short sagas seeia to be the result

of an attempt to achieve an artistically satisfying form

based on the invariable elements of the tales. For this

end dialogue, descriptions, and other such matter was in¬

cluded.

Dialogue in direct speech, and descriptive passages,

become as much part of classical Old Irish storytelling

as the verses. In Middle Irish alliteration and repeti¬

tion also become common in manuscript tales. Dialogue,

description, and verses will be dealt with in subsequent

chapters, and I will concentrate here on the prose narra¬

tive of the tales.

Old Irish

The stark narrative of the earliest written tales

may well be introduced by an example from Mac Cana's

first text, Compert Con Gulainn, where the lilstermen
2

bring home the child born in the Ctherworld mound.

(1) "foth«5egat iar sin do Emuin. Alair leu

a mrnac eorabu blaiece. Da ftfabair galar

iar suidiu. Atbail de. Ferthair a gubae.

Ba iu&t a saeth la Beichtine dfth a daltai"

"After that they come to Emain. Their boy

is reared by them until he was an infant.

Xp 245.

2U.



Disease assails him after that. He dies

of it. His lament is utterrea. The loss

of her fosterchild was a great grief to

$eichtine."

Not all the sentences are as short as this, hut Mac Cana

regards the lack of connectives as a typical written

feature. The alternation of past and present tense is

frequent in the early tales. The same style appears in

other tales, such as Oath Maige Mucrime;1
(2) "Tfagait a ndfs aiachi shamna issin

tilaig. Anaia Ailill is tilaig. Baf

Ferchess frie anechtair. Do*fuitt didiu

cotlud for Ailill ic costecht fri fogilt

na cethrae. Do*llotar asint fefd ocus

Eogabul mac Durgabuil rf int §fda ina

ndfaia ocus Ane ingen Eogabuil ocus tim-

p&n crdda ina l£im oca sheinm dd ara

bdlaib."

"The two men go on Samhain night to the knoll.

Ailill stays on the knoll. Ferches was on

the outskirts nearby. Sleep falls on Ailill

while listening to the cattle grazing. They

came out of the Otherworld mound with Eogabul

son of Durgabul king of the mound after them,

and Aine Eogabul's daughter with a tin timpdn

in her hand playing it to him before him."

1i b.
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The final sentence here is longer, ana linked by

connectiyes. Mac Cana points out this type of sentence

as the ending of a tale, and thinks it is probably a

device from oral storytelling.1 It is regularly used in

manuscript tales to round off a paragraph.

Deliberate artistry often appears most clearly in

the opening lines of these concisely told tales, such as

2
Pontes Mac nUislenn:

(3) "B^tar Ulaid oc 61 i taig Fheidlimthi meic

Daill sc^laige Conchobuir. Baf dano ben

ind Fheidlimthi oc airiuc don tSluag osa

cind is sf torrach. Tairmchell corn ocus

cuibrend ocus rol^sat g£ir mesca"

"The Ulstermen were drinking in the house of

Feidlimid mac Daill, Conchobar's storyteller.

That Feidlimid's wife was waiting on the

company and she was pregnant. Horns and

cups were circulating, and the men put forth

a drunken din"

Sentences without a finite verb, line tairmchell - cuibrend,

are often used in description in prose tales and in

poetry - a device, Mac Cana thinks, specially cultivated
3

by the redactors of the written literature.

A further example of a tale-opening follows two

^p 112. riu. xxm).

3P IDS.



parallel sentences with the long rounding-off sentence

mentioned already:"*"
(4) "Bof Cobthach Coel Breg raac ifgaine Mdir i

rrf^e Breg. Bar dano Loegaire Lore mac

Ijgaine i rrfc:e Laigen. Ba forratech Cobthach

fri Loegaire im rfge Laigen,eorra gaib sergg

ocus galar de, coro shergg a fhuil ocus a

fhedil de, conid de robof Coel Breg fair-

siom; ocus nf roacht raarbad in Loegaire."

"Cobthach Coel Breg son of Ugaine Mdr was king

of Bregia. Loegaire Lore son of liJgaine then

was king of Leinster. Cobthach was jealous

of Loegaire about the kingship of Leinster,

so that he developed decay and sickness from

it, so that his blood and flesh wasted from

him, so that from that he was called the

'Thin One of Bregia'. and had not succeeded

in killing Loegaire."

The use of the definite article, in these last two ex¬

amples with the name of a character, seems to be a

matter of style (a weak demonstrative ) rather than

grammar. The use of past and present tenses, wnich often

seems arbitrary, appears more carefully planned in the

events following the last three examples - ierchess'

attacking the Otherworld company, the rising up of the

Ulstermen at the scream of Feidlimid's unborn child, and

xQrgaln Bind RiL, $1.



uobthach's murder of Loegaire, are all told in the

historic present. The last example shov/s further

features - explanation of a name (Cobthach Coel Breg),

and the alliterative phrase i'uil ocus fedil. On the

other hand, the prose style is clearly basically the

same as in Compert CO. This continues with the appear¬

ance of the god Lug to Beichtine; conaccae ni, in fer
•she saw something, a. man a common introduc¬

tion to description of a character in later tales; and

Lug tells her the purpose of his visit in a long series

of connected clauses. The most strange thing about the

prose of Compert GC is that the words of Lug and the

other characters are in reported speech, which is other¬

wise very rare at any stage of Gaelic literature.

The laconic style of early Irish narrative often

covers deliberate understatement and irony. In TLC I, in

Cil Chulainn's Boyhood Deeds, the youthful hero enters a

battlefield armed only with his 'driving club' for play¬

ing games. Menaced by a supernatural, he strikes off its

head with the club, and 'begins to drive a ball across the

plain* except that no ball has been mentioned and it must
X

be the head. In the same tale, where the wargoddesses

terrorize the army with their shrieking, the text adds

each time the dry comment Nxrbo hfsin adaig ba s£mam d(fib
2

'That was not the quietest night for them'.

11.502.
211.210, 3944, 4305.



The language of hospitality is often used ironic¬

ally , as in the climax of Longes mac nUisjenn, where the

sons of Uisliu return to Conchobar's court and:1
"Feraid Eogan f&ilti friu la bdim forgaraa

do gal mdr i nNofsin co rrolmid a druim

triity

"Eogan welcomed them with the thrust of a

great spear into Noise, so that his back

broke ri#ht -through !'
In Sc£la Mucce Meic Da Thd the enraged warriors of Ulster

and Connacht spill out of the banqueting hall to hew each

otaer the better : co rralsat so imdl for Idr ind llss

•so that they made a good drinking-round in the middle of

the courtyard'. Earlier on, when they first arrive, the

text comments: Nfptar aigthi carat im fleid 'They were

3
not the faces of friends at a feast' and this expression

is used again in later tales.^ Some of the ironic com¬

ments on fighting are used so regularly that I have list-
5

ed them together under battle-descriptions.

In a few early tales the feeling for language also

extends to puns. In Echtra Chondla much of the pagan/

Christian ambience of the tale depends on the Qtherworld

M 15.

2$ 18.

3$ 5

^Cog. p 175, ECRI p 188, Caithrdim Cellach&in Caisil ed.

A.Bugge $77.
■'See also K.Meyer IT II (ii) 14-15.



woman's ambiguous information as to her origins: she

comes from the lands of the living where there is no

death or sin hut an everlasting feast sld mdtr i taarn

conld de suidih nonn-aininnigther aes side. Sid means

both 'Otherworld mound' and 'peace',"*" so that they live

•in a great mound' or 'in great peace', and thence are

called the 'People of the Mounds' or the 'People of

peace'. A grim pun, somewhat corrupted in transmission,
p

closes Aided Fergusa meic Roig where the blind Lugaia

casts a spear at Fergus, and asks whether it has hit;

'Is fir on,' ar each, 'at£t bruindi Fergusa'. '"Truly•,
•5

said everyone, "it is (?) the breast/end of Fergus."'

Other examples are less important to the tale as a

whole, for instance the line in Mesca Ulad^ where Mutti

farom in cath for Ernu ocus ni ernai acht trian dib ass

'The Erainn were defeated in the battle and only a third

of them escaped.'5

Traditional Lore in tales; name explanations, proverbs,

triads.

Explanations of place and personal names, as in ex.

(4) above, are characteristic of Gaelic manuscript

narrative of all periods, as well as being collected

^-J.Pokoray ZCP XVII 193.

2b-
^J.Carney 1995 P 14 n.l.

41025 LU.
S Emu is the accusative case of the. -plural tribal •na.ivte Eraxw)
the piototonic. SxA singular preterite of as-Toirmi 'escapes'.



together in the Pinashenehus ana Cdir Aninann. The origin

or the name is either quoted, or more often arises from

events in the tale itself, Many tales contain an episode

where a series of places are named from events on a jour¬

ney of some kind, such as the rampage of the victorious

hull, Bonn Cuailnge, at the end of the Tdlrx, leaving the

Findbenaach•s liver at ardachna Ae (de liver),his loin
at Athlorxe (nth Luain 'ford of the loin'),,his haunch at

i-ori, L.^r,,„e (port of a thigh), and rib cage at Dublin

(Ath Cliath' *foru of the harlles *),^ This theme forms

the framework of the Acallma, as well as appearing inside
2

it. Some of the name explanations .are based on puns, so

that the baby which screamed in its mother's womb'' (ro

derurestar) is named Derdriu by the druid. Minor char¬

acters such as retainers are often given names which

allude to the job they do, such as three charioteers

called Cul Frecul,/orcul, sons of Sidbl and Cuing :

'Chariot, ?chariot and ?chariot, sons of Chariot-pole
a 5

and Yoite.' Although most common in Marly Irish t.-.is
6

practice continues much later. Some of the sets of names

become virtually stereotyped; Drueht Beltv ocus hathen 'hew,
. £ f

A A

1ThC II 4901-14, (1 4149-55), also 1759-64, 1789 (1534 1);

Marbad Cflil Bulb 1.17, OMh $ 20.
21.4435f.

h.
'

See 1).Greene 1972 p 67; Thai) ;113.
bThPl) $ 103ff * TLO 1 2614f.
^hrcnoitmeu Ingine &uiiiae $7; I orb. BP ^.10,12,21,23,34}
KJ } 20 . See "p-Sif-l "be-loW.



?(a river name) and Light'"1'.
Proverbs and proverbial phrases are also frequent

in Gaelic narrative, both as quotations (often in direct

speech) and when their origin is described. Large num¬

bers of proverbial phrases, some very old, used for

impossible or useless things are often grouped together
2

in descriptions of fighting, while favourite proverbs

like Is aithe each ndelg as 6 'The younger thorn is the
•x

sharper' and Is buaine blddh na saegul 'Fame is more

lasting than life' (variant: Bed duine d'dis a anma,*
*A man is alive after his soul, but not after his honour';

appear in many tales of widely differing dates.8
Another kind of native lore that regularly appears

in manuscript tales, as well as in an Old Irish, semi¬

legal collection, is the triad. Some of these, for

instance the *three waves of Ireland1, appear in many

tales'; others, like the three treasures of SjCd Cruachan
g

brought out in Eehtra herai , the three pests of Ulster

to be removed by Celtchar as an dric for killing Blaf

1TBC I 1943, $107, CMT (i) $65.
2Ch.VIII ^.117-280.
^Bsnada Tige Ruchet $3, (one MS, an alteration by a later

scribe? B.Greene 1955 p 43 1.505n.), Marbad Cuil Duib 1.14

Acall. 1.1385.

4A.Fhinn II $40, AGO II $13, OLD! i $ic, 0aithr.Congh.p.94,
Irath,Aen. 2820.

Wo-155, BC $ 31. r\{ heo I'&is a. oinxgh.
60'Rahilly $$304, 134.
7CRR I $16, Acall. 7995, 0ML $70.
8T?9, 19.
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1 ?

Brittgaid) and the three wonders of a battle concern

events in the particular tale. Triads are also used for

description, as in the opening of Imciram Curaig Ua Corra

where the briughaid father of the three heroes keeps his

house constantly supplied with three cries - of those

preparing drink ana those cooking food in the cauldrons

and the warriors playing fidchell; and three sacks - of

raalt, wheat, and salt to flavour the food. Sometimes an

event in a tale is compared with, or made the third mem-

ber of a triad. In 1BC Sualtam asks whether the noise

he hears is the sky bursting or the sea covering the land,

the earth splitting, or the cry of his son Gil Ghulainn

fighting against odds. In TBJDD4 a noise which makes

the hall shake may be the earth splitting, or Leviathan

encircling the world thrashing its tail (a piece of mon¬

astic lore) or the boat of the raiders reaching land.

Often these references are to famous events in other

5
native tales. The earliest example is in 1BC I, where

Cd Ghulainn's enumeration of the hen of Ireland is one of

a triad with Lug's numbering of the Fomoiri in Cath Haige

Tulred, and Ingcdl's numbering of Gonaire's host in Tog-

ail Bruidne La Lerga. The tales referred to remain the

•^A.hlaf Briugad $7.
2C.Alraaine $23, YDQ 1.925.

h 3415.

4$56.
gloss, 1.327 LU; in text Eg. 1782.
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same throughout the written literature , Conall's ride
1

avenging Ctf Chulainn is grouped with horserides by Lug

in CMT and Subaltach in TEC; in Oath Frmtrdgha2 a feat

is grouped with Lug's at CMT and Ctf Chulainn's at

Tailltiu; in Idraigheacht Taise Taoibhghile^ Oscar's

deeds are lixened to the triad of Lug against the

Fomoiri, Gil Chulainn against the men of Ireland, and

Conall Cernach's 'deargruathar* avenging Gil Chulainn.4
It is difficult to evaluate the status of this lore

in the tales. Origin legends for names, time-honoured

sayings, and triadic groupings all seem part of general

traditional learning, even though in manuscripts they

occur mainly in separate collections. Some tales show

more of it than others.(Name explanations:") Sometimes

the name-explanations are hardly relevant to the tale

in which they occur, like the digression on the origin

of the name 'Plain of Pig-counting'in the battle-tale

CMM. Other explanations are pseudo-etymolological

rather than legendary, such as that of Fand ingen Aeda

1ACC II$45.
21.384.
31.7145.
4See also BCC (LSS) p 8, KCRI p 88.

"'CMM I personal names $$3,41,43; place-names $$5,13,34,
58,73; CMT (i) place-names $$15,34,35,37,38,43,49,54;
TEC I passim.

6I $$34-7.



<>1

Abrat in Serglige Con Culainn1 'that is, "Aed" is fire.

The pupil is the fire of the eye. "land" is the name of

the tear which comes across it' . Recurring proverbs and

proverbial phrases, some of which survive to modern oral

tradition, must also be an authentic part of native lore,

though particularly popular in Middle Irish narrative.

However those said to have originated in a particular
3

tale often do not occur anywhere else, and one might

wonder whether some of them are the result of a stylistic

affectation of the storyteller.4 Some of the triads are

clearly ad hoc inventions, while others in tales are

rather academic quotations from the written collection:

Sepainn side a trddhi fora nemithir cruitiri doib .i.

suantraigi ocus genntraigi ocus golltraigi 'He played

the three strains for which a harper gets his status to

them, that is, sleep music and smiling music and weeping

music'.% G.Murphy® talking about Cath Maighe Tured (ii),

speaks of its 'museum arrangement' and 'tendency to re¬

cord stray scraps of lore.' It is clear that sometimes

_____

2See also TBC I 310 cda; I'bilD $64 bruaen (longer account

in lAJ than in YBL).

50'Rahilly 1921 pp 127-8.

4ef. J.Carney 1955 p 172 n.l 'It is my impression that

"proverbs" are often invented to give a particular

flavour to a tale.'

5CMT (ii) $164.
6196l p 21.
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these must be interpolations, of which some examples

have already been pointed out in the footnotes. In the

fragment of fiBC I in LU five place-names ana one personal

name explanation, and two triads, have been added as

glosses by the two scribes, including the triad quoted

above and incorporated in the text in later manuscripts.

Such additions could perhaps be explained as an attempt

to supply all the background information which a trained

fili might be expected to know if he were questioned.

This interest in lore seems especially characteristic of

scribes in the Middle Irish period.

middle Irish

Many of the Old Irish tales first written down in the

8th and 9th centuries were copied and recopied almost

without alteration in manuscripts, and thus preserved to

the present day. Meanwhile the language was changing,

inflections were being lost and the verbal system sim¬

plified. Obsolete forms in the tales were sporadically

modernized and the spelling brought into line with con¬

temporary practice, but in general the scribes seem to

have been concerned to preserve the antiquity of the text

they had received. I'hat the main interest in the ancient

written tales was as the embodiment of ancient tradition

is shown even more clearly in the texts compiled from

several earlier written versions in the 11th century.1
No information is discarded, so that these tales (which

only survive in compiled form) are full of doublets of

1|i1iiC I, TEND, FB, Serglige CC, GMT (ii), IHK p 25.



episodes or acknowledged, alternatives."'' Variant versions
pof the tale are referred to as slicht 'track'. Some¬

times variants are ascribed to the learned^dolaig), which
3could mean secular filid but in general other references

to .manuscripts(libair)show that mainly written sources

were used. This habit of quoting authorities is main¬

tained in later pseudo-historical texts.4
There is clear evidence of a different approach to

written narrative in the Middle Irish period in several

tales appearing in the Book of Leinster. These are T^in

Bd Cualnge (II) Mesca tilad (II) and Oath Ruis na Righ (I).

TBC II seems to be based on an earlier written version

lixe TBC I j and the same may be assumed of MU Hi

though neither it nor the earlier version is complete,and

there is little overlap. CRR I is the earliest known ver¬

sion of this tale, a sequel to TBC. All three are full,

polished, smoothly connected narratives, without doublets

of episodes or variant versions.

Conversations between the characters were regularly

told in direct speech in Old Irish talesindeed,the best

known tales of the period consist of a more or less con-

5
tinuous interweave of narrative and dialogue.In the

LL tales the use of direct speech, generally more wordy

1FB $$41,77; Serglige CC p x; TBC I v.TBC II xvii-xxiii.

2TBC I 825,873 etc., T.Bmere $$61,67.
.Btaxne iii $22; TBJDB (LU) $8; TB Flidhaise II OR IV 218.

4Cog. 166,163,176,186,188; CMR II 150,248,252 etc.

^B. Mac Cana, Eriu XXIII 109.
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than reported dialogue, is further extended. In TBC II

characterization not in the earlier version is provided

in remarks by the characters'^ and the naming of places
en route is made to depend on a remark by the 'Men of

2
Ireland.' In MJ II the plot is carried forward by the

■5
conversations and suggestions of the characters. The

forceful personality of the Connaught queen Medb is

emphasized in all three tales.

The language of narrative is much fuller and more

ornate than in earlier written tales. Alliteration is

very common, often linking near-synonyms* and words and

phrases are rhythmically arranged, often in groups of

three:^

(5) "Tinosetar glinni ceehtar n«af dib cu barbarda,

7 ba sed barbardacht na com^rgi co mbai
ndnbor i ngonaib 7 ndnbor i fuilib 7

ncJnbur ra hulib^saib eturru leth for

leth. At*racht Sencha mac Ailella 7 ba-

ro^croth in crafb sfdamail Senchada comba

taf tastadach for Ultaib."

"The guarantors of each of them performed

their duty savagely, and such was the

savagery of the general uprising that

1k. de Paor, Eriu IX 122 (4), 123(3), 127 (3)-(6).

2TBC II xlvii.
^Mtl xxi-ii.

4MU II 11.115-20. A. de Paor Eriu IX 130-1,133,135.



"between them there were nine men wounded

and nine men injured and nine men wholly

dead on each side. Sencha son of Ailill

stood up and shook the peaceful branch of

Sencha, so that the Ulstermen were silent

and mute."

However,as soon as one looks in detail at the language of
the tales,it becomes apparent that it is a mixture of

archaisms and contemporary Middle Irish forms.1 The

confusion of preverbs and the creation of articifial

deuterotonic verbal forms is characteristic of all three

tales: an extraordinary example is da-ong-sa mo br£thir .

Repetition

Repetition is also cultivated as part of the narrative

style. Messages are repeated verbatim to successive char-
%

acters . Dialogue is also repeated for more formal effects

1Grafb shows accusative singular inflection, but the dative

and not accusative plural follows the preposition ri (O.Ir

iri); the neuter pronoun sea refers to barbardacht £.*>and

cechtar, genitive singular masculine,causes nasalization.

The Old Irish t-preterite at-racht occurs here, but

r^^rig elsewhere in MU II (222,304,851).while tincsetar

shows deponent and s-preterite endings,and the ro infixed

fo*crotha is meaningless.

^MU II 181, see Ch.IY p , from tongia, unless for do•tong.

M.O1 Daly, Eriu XIV 126-131, MU XXX.

3TEC II 1719-21 and 1724-6,1874-80 and 1887-93,3099-4008

and4023-32; CRR I $$17,19.
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for emphasis in the threefold prophecy of Fedelm^, and
2

the asseverations of the Ulstermen ; and to hind together

the episode Pule Cethirn in TBC , or the sections on the
approach of the Ulstermen4 with their pattern of descrip¬

tion smd identification of individual warriors. Else-

5where also similar scenes are told in similar words.

However this technique, common in international

popular tales, also appears in rudimentary form in the

earlier literature. Linking passages in a series of

descriptions in repeated language in TLG II, MU II, have

assumed this form in the older tales which share this

6feature;0 and a repeated introduction or conclusion is
7

also used to give coiierence to frame-tales or episodes.

The dramatic device of threefold repetition of an incident,

common in International Popular Tales, also appears in Old

Irish: the cooling of Gil Chulainn's battle-fury in three

vats of cold water } Ndde's three journeys bacK to Scot-

1T£C II 204f.

2MU II 279-84.

3II 3664f.

4TBC II 4291f., MU II 1.523f.

5TLC II 4668-70 and 4683-5; MU II 58-76 and 89-105; ORR I

$$3,15 (verbatim), $$16,35,49. TEC II xivii-viii.

bTBG I, TbDD.

^TLC I Macgnfmartha 11 537,605,822, A.Fingein $$2-11,
Sc.Hmi) $$11-14, Acall. 11 610,870,1061,7758, FTC (Oss)

p 128f.
O

ILC I 815; but also in other Ulster Cycle tales: Serglige

GC $36, FB $54.



land for information^ Gochaid Airem's three games of
2fidchell with hiair." In some written tales events are

said to have happened three times, but the actual telling

of the repeats is omitted.5 however in Pled nricrenu,

which deals with the rivalry of three Ulster heroes, all

the events take place in triplicate. The fight with a

4-
giantr is told in similar but not identical words, referr

ing to the time before; toracht Conall Oe.rne.ch in sli ad

cdtna •... Oonall Cernach came bv the same route';

amal ro theich hoenaire 'as Lo egaire had flea.'' In the

section where the three warriors are described, the link¬

ing passage, an inquiry by meat, is abbreviated the secon

and third times with 2£l. 1 and so on.' After this she

craftily presents each one with a precious cup, pretend-
ft

ing he ie the champion. Loegaire Buadach is welcomed,

told he is suitable for the Champion's Portion and the

'kinoship of the warriors of Ireland', offerred a bronze

cup with a bira of write bronze on its bottom, ana

instructed to show it in Gonchobhar's Red Branch hall as

a sign of his supremacy. Given his cup full of special

wine he urinks it in one, Hedb saying it is a champion's

4
faunae a.; !, $iv.
2T.Ktafne (iii) $$3-5, a recurrent motif in later tales.

^Ping. Rcfonfin 1.115.

$38-40 (LU).

5$39.
$58-62.



feast' for him and wishing him wealth and long life.

Conall Gernach comes next, but this episode is abbreviat¬

ed (in LU) to:

(6) "Fo chen a Chonaill Chemaig1 ol Medb, 'is

eomadas cauradmfr 7 cuach findruini
dano 7 4n cJir fora Idr ' Iar suiuiu

dano iarom aoberur do Conall 7 a l£n do

fin .7r.w

The presentation to Cil Chulainn is told in the same words

as before but with extra details, as quite often in three¬

fold repetition. The linking passage between the many

descriptions of warriors in TBDD is also abbreviated to

a series of cues after the first example. The passage

includes a prophecy of the deeds of each man in the

ensuing battle, but after a few of these have been ful-

filled the narrative is cut short with the comment that

it is 'excess of narration' to tell the same things twice.

Thus exact repetition was familiar to earlier redactors of

tales, but the group of tales in LL is unusual in giving

the text again in full.
2

Thurneysen postulates a single redactor for the
■5

three tales, and A. de Paor gives a list of common

linguistic and stylistic features, in support of the

view that 'the word-for-word similarities are ... too

M152, LU only, 1.7913.

2IHK P 33.

^op cit. pp 143-b ^ETiu IX)
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striding to be explained as a mere correspondence in

taste between two contemporaries' . This redactor was

2
seen as a seminal influence on later Irish prose . This

x
view may well have to be modified > but in general the

personality of the redactor is less important than his

chosen style, a strange mixture of archaism and rhetoric.

He did not invent the alliterative style, which appears
A

in some passages in TBC I , as does the rhythmic group-
5

ing of phrases in threes. Some of the phrases selected

by her for comment appear in other unconnected texts:

the supernatural posture with one leg, one arm, one eye;

the spectres on the battlefield; Ctf Chulainn's tricolour

hair; the servants and their music; the press of the
£

battlefield. Sencha stands up and shakes his branch
7

as in the example above in many Ulster tales. TBC II

has a colophon (presumably the work of the redactor,

since the scribe of LL has his own adverse comments to

make) which offers a blessing to anyone who memorizes

this written version unchanged - presumably for recita¬

tion, since the manuscript tradition was by now well

1p 118.

2IHK p 33, A.de Paor p 146.

3C.O'Rahilly, Eriu XX 106. G.Mac Etfin?ZCP XXVII 76f.
4IHK P 113, A.de Paor p 146.

3A.de Paor pp 131-2.

6See Ch. VIff,$ ff. l8+,2b3,200,233
7CRR I $52, FB $29, A.Guill & Gairb $47.



established.* In creating this fixed text for his con¬

temporaries he incorporated many linguistic forms char¬

acteristic of the earlier written version} ana,since he

was so conservative in this respect,it seems unlikely

that the apparent sudden change in narrative should be a

complete innovation. It seems likely to me that he was

drawing on established developments in oral recitation

only partly reflected in earlier written tales.

Early Modern and later written Irish

Later written tales continue the development of a

sonorous, repetitive, ornamental and longwinded style*,

clearly designed to be heard rather than read*, as in the
2

story of Suibhne Geilt •

(7) "0' d chuala trd Suibhne sesddn na sochaidhe

7 muirn an mdrshluaigh nostogbaidh uime

asin mbile re fraisn<?liaibh na firmaiminti

6s mullaighibh gacha maighni 7 <5s fheigi
gacha ferainn."

"When then Suibhne heard the shout of the

multitude and the clamour of the mighty

host he raises himself out of the great

tree towards the showery clouds of the

firmament, over the tops of every j2ace

and the ridge of every land."

^TBC II 4919.

2B.Shuibhne $17.



IX

The sentences (connected mainly with ocus 'and') become

a great deal longer; the following example, in which the

children of the wizard Cailitfn create magic armies to

avenge their father on Oil Chulainn, is less than half
■)

the 'sentence' :

(8) "...7 do buailidar for fdrgrian na faitchi

ffruane da chaithimh ina timcheall, cor

dealbatar cathbuidhne commdra do sluagaib

7 do sochraidhibh do gasdnaibh siubhlacha

sanaigi 7 do bolgdnaibh buaidhirta bdlced

7 do duillebar dathdlainn dairbri..."

"... ana they settled on the grassy gravel

of the very green lawn to use it up around

them, so that they formed equally-big

battle-companies of hosts and multitudes

of the fluttering sprigs of sanais and of

agitated puff balls and of the beautifully-

coloured leaves of the oakwood..."

This scene is repeated in similar words later on in
o ,

the tale . Repetition continues to be used as a stylis¬

tic device in Early Modern Irish; both for short com-
*2 A

ments ,and longer episodes. In Cath Chrionna Lughaidh

Lagha has to kill three men before he gets the head of

1ACC II $12.
2$$15,20.
5BC $18, OF 11.815,850.

4SG pp 322-3.
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the real king of Ulster; while in Iromdam Guaire"'" the

coming of an extraordinary desire to one of the poet-

company, the telling of it to king Guaire, and his

seeking help from his half-brother Marbdn to satisfy his

guests, is repeated four times almost word for word. In

a much later tale, Cuireadh I'ihaoil Uf I-ihanann^in, Maol's

account of his husbandry provokes repeated comment from

Fionn}and the failure of three of Fiona's men to catch
2

Maol's pig is told in the same words each time .

Many alliterative pairs of synonyms, like sluagh

and sochaide or sochraiae in exx (7) and (8), become

almost formulaic in the later manuscript tales, from

Acallam na bendrach (12th century) until the end of the

written tradition. Examples of this feature, which he

considers as part of traditional oral narration, have
*2

been collected by K.O'Nolan 5 both of nouns (including
A

cath ocus comhlann 'battle and conflict' gail ocus
c

^aisceadh 'valour and heroism', maithe ocus mdruaisle
6

•quality and great nobles') .and of adjectives (includ¬

es laiair lan-chaima 'strong valiant', rfgda romdr

111.304-599.
2Lia Fail III pp 91-2,99-101.

^Horner and Irish Heroic Narrative, Classical Quarterly

XIX (1969) 10-13.

4Acall., A.Fhinn II, BCC, BBA, TgG.

5Acall., BCC, TGB.

6Acall. ,1CCR, BCC, BBA, TGB.



•royal, very great* )\ which can also he used as adverbs.
2Pairs of synonymous verbs also occur :

(9) "Sgreadus agus sgreachus an t-aitheach go

h-uathmhar aigmhdil & go neimhneach naimh-

dighe 6 neirah an chrdacht & an £laidh"

"The giant shrieked and screamed horribly,

dreadfully,and venomously, hostilely, from

the pain of the injury and the wound."

As well as providing a rich alliterative sound this re¬

petitive style would also give an audience a double

chance to catch at the meaning.

The narrative is also extended by the rhetorical

use of emphasizing sentences with the copula to intro¬

duce every new action:

(10) "Is 4 richt a ndechaidh, a richt edin ar

eittillaig..."

"This is the form in which she (Badb) came:

in the shape of a fluttering bird"

"Is and sin do innsaigetar Gil Chulainn 7 is

amlaid do bf s4 7 a chloidimh 'na l£im
dfrigh deis..."

"It is then that they approached Oil Ghulainn

and it is thus he was, with his sword in his
3

straight right hand..."

1BBA, TGI). Acall., A.Fhinn II.

2BEKD p 68.

3ACG II $ $42,43.



IS

In some tales almost every paragraph begins with Is and

sin.1 Other rhetorical paragraph openers in Early Mod¬

ern Irish are ciodh tra acht 'what then but', acht at£

nf cheana 'but there is something more',which can reach
O

huge concentrations in the later tales. The second

3
appears in TBC II. In dialogue each new speaker is

also amply signalled4:
"Bo labair airdrf Ghrec in tr£th sin ocus

is 4 ro raid..."

"Then the high-king of Greece spoke and

this is what he said..."

However,early Modern Irish tales also maintain the

show of archaism cultivated by the redactor of Tain B<?
5

Cualnge in LL and other Middle Irish writers. Some

even draw on the Ola Irish tales in manuscript, li<ce

Tochmarc Treblainne, which follows Tdin Be? Frafch almost

word for word in some passages.^ B^s Cearbhaill agus

Farbhlaidhe, which attaches itself to the Tochmarc

Etaine cycle^,affects in parts the short jerky sentences

of Old Irish narrative:

1Acall. 4606ff. BCL .

2ENG 21/20 times, TTT 16/29 times, ERL 12/19 times.

3439,1709.
4TGB p 70-

3eg. J.Carney 1955 P 168 n.

6J.Carney 1955 PP 212-3.

7$6.



(11) "Muscclus an rf faromh agus iarras fidh-

chiollacht ar Cherbhall. Imrit diph-

lionuiph. Robhaoi cos Cherbhuill tar¬

son bfithchill anunn. Robhaoi Farbh-

laidh abfus."

"The king woke up aftei*wards and asked

Cerbhall to play fidhchell. They play

together. Cerbhall's leg was over the

fidhchell on the far side. Farbhlaidh

was on this side."

The historic present is used sporadically in many of the

tales, apparently for deliberate effect; as when Cear-

bhall is brought out of prison^", or coloured birds settle
2

on the Otherworld apple tree. It appears fairly regular¬

ly with particular verbs, such as tdit 'he goes/went'. In

other cases the s-preterite ending (as in exx (S)»(ll)

above) is used instead of the past forms with do (general-

iaed from older ro, do, no) to suggest rapid action.

The majority of early Modern Irish tales have no use

for early Irish brevity, and in these individual archaic

forms contrast strangely with the rest of the narrative.

Infixed pronouns are introduced, often artificially, as

in ex. (l2a), and sometimes with little meaning: (lit)

XBCF $42.
2ETC p 352.

3A.Bruford 1966 p 33, BCF $$8,10,12,35,41.



(12)a "N£ fes doibsiua cia b^s rue iat; in

d£ine ro ort, n6 in trfmh n6 teidm ros

tromdithig"

"It was not known to thorn what death

had seized them, whether people had

slain, or plague or pestilence had

heavily destroyed them"1
"b "Ros labhair go faoilidh ffor-.

fhoi,sdineach fris 7 is eaoh ro r&idh"

"He spoke (it?) to hi® pleasantly,

with true composure, and this is what

he said"^

Fil appears with the accusative (nasalizing) in Colmh-

easgar ns r.Ouradh; Fil aarehna n-oile againn 'We have

■5
another suitable person1 as well as in Echtra Thaidin;

A

ni fhuil 4n nduine ami 'there is no one there'.

Obsolete gender forms are used, such as the feminine

form of 'three': do thoirbheir tedro pdg dh<5 go dil

'j go dfochra 'she gave him three kisses lovingly and
earnestly',

Archaism in Early Modern Irish prose is seen by

1EIG p 345.

2TTT 1.925.

^UNO P 55-

4KTG p 350.

^BE5>33 p 77; xromd.Guaire xii, FTP ix.



S. Mac Airt1 as a stagnant feature, an indication of the

greater literary cultivation of verse. It could equally

well he seen as a deliberate attempt to maintain the old

tradition. In contrast to the earlier written literature

however, it seems that the wording of Romantic tales was

altered freely by scribes in manuscript transmission.

Manuscripts of Eachtra Chloinne Righ na hloruaidhe tell
2

the same story in different words. Manuscripts of

Eachtra an Mhadra Mhaoil and Eachtra Mhacaoimh an Iolair

diverge 'not merely in words but also in the actual
3

nature and order of the incidents related.' Tdraidh-

eacht Dhiarmada agus Grdinne, and Feis Tighe Chondin are

4
available in print in southern and northern versions.

Other characteristics of Early Modern Irish narra¬

tive probably derive from the nature of the tales. The

later tales are much longer than the earlier, not only

because of their fuller style, but also their more dif¬

fuse plots, often tracing a series of adventures of sev¬

eral characters rather than one or two. A conventional

paragraph opening, when the scene changes from one char¬

acter to another, is d&la 'meetings' or iomthilsa 'adven¬

tures,* ie. 'concerning', with the name of the new sub¬

ject. Some tales use one or other of these, others both,

"^Seven Centuries of Irish Learning ea. B.O Cu£v, ch.VIII

108.

2ITS I .

3ITS X vi.

4TDG, Oss. and ITS; FTC, MI4IS and Oss.
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again often with great frequency.1 Iornthfea appears in

TBC I and II. Frequently there is an in-tale told by

one of the characters as well, often beginning with one
*2

of the conventional apenings of a tale. The Boyhood

Deeds of Cu Chulainn, told in flashback in TBC. are an

early example of this. It seems unlikely that such long

narratives were ever intended to be recited from memory.

Many tales address the reader: a leagthCdir;4 or refer

back to earlier passages with remhr&idhte 1aforemention-

ed', or amal adubhramar 'as we have said*.

Modern oral Irish and Scottish Gaelic

The passing of the Romantic tales into oral trad¬

ition from the 15th century onwards has been charted in
6

detail by Alan Bruford. Changes in the content of the

story; usually to make the sequence of events more co¬

herent and logical,and thus easier to remember; general¬

ly result in shorter tales of four or five episodes,

with a reduced cast list; and in-tales, especially those

introduced as 'flashback', either told in chronological

order or omitted. Tales with the same hero may be com¬

bined, or tales of native heroes may be combined with

1CNC 11/15, TTT 26/22; Caithr. Ihoir 14/34, ENC 4/22.
2A.Fhinn II $6, TDG Oss. pp 112,122.

5Ch. XI pp 3W-3S2.
4CMC p 62, TGG pp 22,68, TDG ITS p 30.

5EMC pp 32,68,91,117,119,152; B.Suibhne S$13,49; CMR II

PP 98,100,108 SgR.

61966, chs. 15-19.



ff©
international popular tales. International wonder

tales"1" were grouped with native tales by Irish tellers

as fiamiafocht, and "both types share the same narrative

style in Ireland and in Scotland.

The basic narrative is usually flowing and coll¬

oquial, as in folktales in other languages. The story
2of Critheagla gam Eagla, begins:

(13) "Bhf rf i nEirinn fadd agus bhf mac aige,

agus b'e' an t-ainm a bhf ar an mac Crith¬

eagla gan Eagla. Nuair a bhf sd bliain

is fiche d'aois, bhuail sd amach, agus

thug se a aghaidh ar an bhfaraige go

ndeacha ar bhruach na trdghadh. Thdinic

curachdn sndmh aige isteach dn mhuir

thrda-ch agus gan innti ach aon fhear

amhdin."

"There was a king in Ireland once and he

had a son and the son's name was Fright

without Fear. When he was twenty one

years old he set forth and faced himself

towards the ocean till he reached the

brink of the ebb, A floating coracle
3

came in from the rouglr sea with only one

man in it."

1AT 300-749.

2ZCP XIX 137, Galway Finn-tale + AT 1950, see p. 152.
*2

Marrator's interpretation, p.136 n.
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Emphasizing sentences, which here introduce the heroes1

names, and the use of the qualified negative are regul¬

ar features of the style; hi dhearna s£ ach lirghe
as neart a chuid fola agus a ghoil isteach air drlar an

ghrianiin. 'He rose up with the strength of his blood

and his valour inside onto the bower floor.' In Scot¬

land rhetorical questions also appear; Agus &u de a

chunnaic e dol seachad air ach fiadh agus cabar dir

agus cabar airgid air 'And what did he see go past but
p

a deer with a gold antler and a silver antler.. •, or Co
bu mhoiche bh'air a ghlun aig leabaidh an rlgh ach gais-

geoch na sgiatha deirge 'Who v/as earliest on his knee by

the king's bed but the knight of the Red Shield?1''

Repetition is also used. The following example,

from an Irish oral tale based on Eachtra Chonaill Ghulbain']
shows the heroine carrying out instructions already given

her by the hero; in a pattern of short sentences followed

by a longer reminiscent of Old Irish narrative:

(14) "Shll sf a dhuiseacht. Ghinn uirthe.

Tharraing si an ribe gruaige a bhf ar

mhullach a chirm. Nfor dhirisigh sin £.

Bhain sf ladhraicfn na coise de. Nfor

dhuisigh sin e. Bhuail si dhe'n leic

■^B^al.XV 145 Ubhall Oir, Micheal mac Donnchadha 1950

Galway.

2DGP, Sg.B p 17.

3EIA WHT II 485, also pp 476,477.

4LML P 53, Sedn 0 Briain; see A.Bruford 1966 p 242.



is cionn a chroidhe 4 gur chuir si trf

uain d'fhuil a chroidhe araach ague nfor

dhuisigh sin in

"She tried to wake him. She did not

succeed. She pulled the lock of hair

that was on the top of his head. That

did not wake him. She struck off his

little toe. That did not wake him.

She struck him over the heart with the

stone so that he vomited three frothings

of his heart's blood and that did not wake

him,"

Repetition of incident and wording, often threefold,

occurs throughout many oral tales, of native literary

and international origin.1 There is also rhythmic

repetition of phrases: Siod a mach gabhaidh Murchadh,

siod a mach gabhaidh Donchadh,agus siod a mach gabh-

aidh Brian Borr an athair 'nan ddigh 'Out there goes

Murchadh, out there goes Donnehadh and out there goes
p

Brian Borr(amha) their father behind thern. • This

^eg. Deirdire = Lg, John Mac Weill, Scottish: Maghach

Qolgar = BC, WHT II 179-86 (Alexander Mac Weill),

Fionnladh Ghoinneachan Skye TGSI V (1875) 19J Irish;

Ubhall dir Bdal. XV (1930) 14-1 (Micheal mac Donnchaaha),

(non-international wonder tales) Radharc an Chroidhe

Mh<5ir AT 706 + Kerry B^al.III ( 1931 ) 74.

2DGP, WHT II 22.
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example"*" appears to use the manuscript device of the

historic present, though in Scottish Gaelic this tense-

form is more often used for the future.

Nevertheless,as might "be expected; there is a con¬

siderable literary influence on the language of Gaelic

oral tales. Antithesis is combined with alliterating
2

adjectives;as in manuscript tales;in Deirdire. on the

results of a journey:

(15) "Bha iomadh bg ghaisgeach aig an robh

ceuin luthmhor leumnaidh luaineach aig

am falbh, aig an robh ceum fann fail-

neach fiaraidh a* ruighinn, aig

faidead an astair agus gairbhead na

slighe V

"There was many a young warrior of

energetic, bounding,frisky step when

he set forth,who was of weak faint

drooping step on arrival} from the

greatness of the distance and the

roughness of the way."

Pairs of synonyms, often linked by alliteration,

are used; though not in such great concentration as in

the manuscript tales: ag fiadhach agus ag foghaileir-

eacht 'hunting and fowling':* cath nd cruadh-chomhrag

Repeated, p. 223.
2p 42.

5LML p 90.



1 p•battle or hard fight' (Irish): aealbh agus dreach

'form and feature*; sithinn agus sealg 'venery and

hunting1. The second of these is common, the fourth

also appears in I)GP as told by Donnchadh mac Dhomhnaill.

J.F. Campbell comments on the version of EIA^ that the

language is typical of Highland tales:

"Words all but synonymous and beginning

with the same letter or one like it are

strung together, there are strange names

for the heroes, roundabout phrases to

express simple ideas, and words used

which are seldom heard in conversation

and which, are hard to translate."

The language of storytelling used a far wider vocab¬

ulary than that of ordinary conversation, and pre¬

served many learned expressions from the manuscript

tradition,^. Scottish drochaid for trfcha cetferlrish
pille for fidhchille. Archaic forms include trf

8
tiura pdg in the Scottish Deirdire } and atracht in a

1B^al. IV 199.

2Peirdire pp 78,84.

5EIA, WHT II 470.

4Sg.D pp 23,24,26.

5WHT II 467.

^A.Matheson,Eigse VIII (1957) 255.

7A.Bruford 1966 p 171.

8pp 8,56.



Kerry description of a storm at sea.x I wonder if the

muir thr^ach of ex. (13) were not really the Luir Threat

'congealed sea' common in manuscript romantic tales.

The old words preserved "by the tellers, though often
•x

not understood even by them, earned great respect from

the audience: as an informant told J.Delargy4 'they

had such fine hard Irish you would not understand a

word from them!' The wide literary vocabulary used

was an integral part of the longer tales, witness the

Scottish tradition that two of them (EIA and ECG) had

been invented long ago by two ministers to try the
c

powers of the Gaelic language. One of G.Murphy's in-
6

formants in Coolea refused to tell two tales inherit¬

ed from his father (33GL, I3CC) as, though he remembered
7

the plots,he had forgotten the language. Other tellers

could be highly critical of what they considered as
8

badly-told tales, as indeed so could their audiences.

It seems some tales were preserved in oral tradition

^A.Eruford 1966 p 190

2TGG PP 20,126; TTT p xiii 1.5485- P.SOAove.

^WHT I Introd. p lix; B^al.II (1930) 26, V (1935) 98.

41945 P 33.

5WHT III 186

^Duanaire Finn III xxxvii $4.
^Delargy 1945 p 24; Peiraire pp 4-7 (Alexander Mac Neill).

8Pelargy 1945 p 7



especially because they were difficult to tell"*, and
many passages in the Scottish oral versions of Eachtra

an Cheithearnaigh Chaoilriabhaigh can "be elucidated by
2

reference to the manuscripts. In general these are

passages of heightened language, over which it seems

special care was taken.

^CCR and CIG, A.Bruford 1966 p 64.

2A.Bruford;SGS XIV 133-54.
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Direct Speech IV

Conversation in direct speech is a constant feature of

Gaelic story-telling, appearing even in Old Irish tales Y/hich

otherwise contain no description and no verse, and whose narrative

is often so concise as to give the impression of a summary. This

impression is doubtless an oversimplification, and in fact most of

the apparent gaps in sense in the early literature can be filled in

from a knowledge of its social and nythological conventions. Later

tales and versions fill out the narrative, arid add or include poems,

or descriptions largely composed of formulaic phrases. Direct

speech,however, changes little throughout the tradition) remaining

characteristically terse and to the point where it appears in tales,

and Indeed on the lips of modern Gaelic speakers. Direct speech in

the tales seems to be firmly based on the conventions of ordinary

conversation, and in Old Irish has been taken by scholars as

representative of the early language as actually spoken.

Dialogue Conventions

Throughout the literature, when two characters meet, they

naturally greet each other. An unknown visitor is usually asked to

identify himself, a gesture of plain dealing ominous to refuse. In

early tales the interrogative used is often not 'who* but 'whose*,

clearly requesting his family background; as in Serglige §12:

(1a) "'Coich thussu?* ol iat. *Messi Oengus mac Aeda Abrat,'
ol se. "

"'Whose are you?' said they. 'I am Oengus son of Aed
Abrat, * said he. "



In TEDD §3 the king asks the beautiful woman found by the spring,

where she comes from as well:

(1b) "'Cest, can duit ocus can do luid?', ol Eochaid. 'Nl
ansa,' ol si. 'Etaln missi, ingen fitair rl Eochraidi
a sidaib, '"

"'A question, whence are you and where have you come
from?', said Eochaid. 'It is not difficult,' said she.
'I am Etaln, the daughter of Star, king of the Eochraige
from the Otherworld mounds. '"

In T. Bccfhola and A, Phiarmada, the villains Becfhola and Banban

give the ambiguous answer 'Nl do cheln 'Not from far away'} probably

revealing that they are from the Otherworld, since their royal

interrogators would expect to know anybody of any status from the
1 2

land around. P. mac Cana regards questions about origin as part

of a preliteraiy 'traditional formula for referring to visitors from

the Otherworld' and the regular conclusion of such a meeting follows

in Serglige §12: Luid uadlb larom in fer ocus nl fetatar cla deochaid

no can don luld 'The man went from them thou and they knew not

whither he had gone nor whence he came. '

In some tales welcome is immediately extended to an unknown

visitor, but with a hinted request for his name: Fochen don oclaech
3

nad athgenamar 'Welcome to the warrior whom we do not know. In

T. Etalne the Otherworld Midir gives the usual reply to a welcome (see

below), so that the king, Eochaid, repeats 'We do not know you. '

Midir answers, 'I know you however'; and only after a third, direct,

question does he identify himself. Known visitors are regularly

1. SG I 85, 81.

2. &iu XXVI 38-4d

3. T. Etfl-fne (iii) § 2, &> Nelll Nolglallalg p. 523, fi. Laegaire
p. 38a
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welcomed, (the narrative idiom for this also appears below) «nd oust

compliment the host by saying they expected such hospitality of him;

Alsl» Qeng. §6 (and note)*

(2) "Peraid-side failti friu. 'Pochen duib,' ol Bodb,
'a muintir in Dagdai. ' 'Is ed do• roachtmar. *"

"He welcomes them, 'Welcome,' said Bodb, 'people of
the Dagdae.' 'That is what we have come for.'"

This conventional response occurs in several early tales and seems to

be a spoken idiom Another recurring comment and response has been

identified in early Irish by a O'Rahllly. 2 This is ferda sin ...

ferda elcln. literally 'that is manly' 'manly indeed', but from Its

context simply a greeting. A hanged man and a talking animal so
3

address Nerae and Fiachna of Cualnge , perhaps with deliberate

familiarity, 'hello therel'?

Conventional greetings are less regularly included in later

tales, but the occasion for them is marked in Scottish Gaelic oral

tales by a recurring run in indirect speech: Y/HT II 221 (PGP)

(3») "Bheannaich Brian Borr e ann am briathran fisniche
foisniche file mile ciuin an seanchais. Fhreagalr
esan ann am briathran a b'fhearr, 's mar am b'iad
a b'fhearr cha b'iad a bu mheasa. "

"Brian Boramha greeted him In expert sedate ?
? peaceful words of wisdom. He replied in

better words, and if they were not better they were
no worse. "

Duncan MacDonald extends this formula in his versions of DGP^ andECCR

1. T, B Ft. §8, A. Guill & Galrb §24, B Shenain 2426 - see Ch.XI p^bS".

2. Eigse XV 327.

3. S, Nerai §4i Cophar II 210, 235.

4. S&Dl 17.



with a question to the unknown visitor :

(3*0 'Co an duine e, no co as a tainig e, no chit am
bu ghnath leis a bhith, no cait a bha e air a
ruighinn?"

"What man was he, or whence had he come, or where
was he accustomed to be, or where had he reached?"

The first part is fairly common1 and may well derive from the

manuscript description in DGP§292:

(3°) "Senuighus mac r£ tfirionn do briathraibh foilsuint'
fathach florghlic flreoilach dho, agus freagras
fear na h-aibide dho a ccomana na briathra ceadna."

"The son of the king of Ireland greeted him with
open skilllil truly-clever truly-wise words and the
man in the habit answered him in the same words. "

Another recurring feature of speech reproduced in Gaelic
3

tales is oaths. A common asseveration in the Ulster cycle is Tonmu

dia tonges mo thuath 'I swear by what (sometimes do dia 'by the god')

my tribe swears by. ' This is doubtless a genuine pagan survival:

there are other indications in the literature that the native gods

presided over particular parts of Ireland,and in Gaul there are

dedications to a god Teutates 'god of the tribe'. There may have

other oaths, invoking the Gaelic gods by name, but this is the only

one to be preserved in manuscript redactions of the literature.

Variations cm it persist in later tales, used to create an archaic,

pagan atmosphere: TGG p. 70 luidhlm fana delbh adharrdha 'I swear by

the gods of worship' • ELSR £122 a dhe da n-adhralm ' o god whom I
worship'. Another Romantic tale, JMI p 126, reproduces the old

1. TGSI XIII 71, WHT II 171, 475, W & S III 9.

2. Bruford 1966 p. 207 n. 40.

3. Rfr EB§§21, 32, 52, 74, 95; TBC LL 129, 1617, 1630,- TB
Regamna §§ 6, 7.



formula Tolnglro-si a dtoingid mo thuath.

In E. Moral §18 Medb swears a longer oath until she sees

the bulls (of TBC) fight:

(4a) MIs arm aspert Medb o bes lugai, 'Tongu na dea
thungus mo thuath, na tairinnfit ocus na coitelfat
for cluim na colccuid ocus xii bom blathcha ocus nl
cainfuirim mo taeib ocus nl calnairbiur derg
flatha na finn ocus nlconn airbiur biuth. '"

"Then said Medb, in the manner of an oath: I
swear by the gods my tribe swears by, that I will
not lie down)and I will not sleep on down or pillow,
and I will not drink buttermilk,and I will not
nurse my side, and I will not drink red ale or white,
and I will not taste food.. "

In Imr. CM pw 102 the hero refuses to eat or drink until he learns

his parentage. These conditions are also early associated with the

imposition of geasa. In FB §26 Bricriu tells the Ulstermen it is

geis for them to drink, eat or sleep until they set his house in

order, and in Tromd. Guaire (Ojs. ) p. 102 Marbdn puts the poets under

geasa not to spend two nights in one house until they know the Tain.

In oral tales the imposition of geasa has developed into a dialogue

run, and the Irish form can be traced right back to these early

examples: Beal.^144 (Ubhall Olr)

(4b) "Cuirim-se faoi gheas* thu, agus faoi mhor-
dhioral na bliana, gan an darna neal a cholla ar
aon leaba, na an darna beili ithe ar aon mhias.. "

"I put you under geasa, and under the great
misfortune of the year, not to sleep two nips on
one bed, or eat two meals on one dish,. "

These conditions may appear in Scottish runs, e. g. V/HF II 440 where

the hero must not stop day or night, or eat dinner where he ate

breakfast, or supper where he ate dinner. However those more usually

(in this example, also) contain threats, Sg,H p. 60:

(4c) "Tha mi 'gad chur fo gheasaibh 's fo chrosaibh *s fo
naoi buaraichean mnatha slthle siubhla seachrain,
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an laochan beag gearr donn as miot' agus as
ml-threoiriche na thu fein a thoirt do chlnn's
do chluais ' s do chritheamh beatha dhlot.. "

"I put you under geaaa and crosses and the nine
constraints of a wandering fairy woman in
childbirth, that a little short brownhaired
warrior, who is more timid and weaker than
yourself, should take your head and your ear and
your livelihood from you.. "

These can also be parallelled in manuscript tales*: in TGD 262

Pionn threatens Conan that the ' son of a slave ,. worse than

yourself .. will take your head and your livelihood'; and in TB

Plldhaise 11^ Brieriu threatens Fergus in verse with gels ort is

troig ana trogaln 'gels on you and the pangs of a woman in childbirth',

also found among the geaaa imposed in Calthr. Congh. pt 112, Both of

these ideas have become somewhat changed in oral tradition: ft en

stubhia has become siubhlach 'wandering', since a cowfetter (buarach).

especially a fairy woman's, is a magic bond in itself; and laoch has

become laogh 'calf. In both Ireland and Scotland the bespelled

person usually retorts by binding even stricter, and fantastic,

conditions on the opponent. ^

Like the recurring descriptions, these recurring scenes .

easily become stereotyped in language, whether in ordinary speech or

in oral/written narrative tradition. One feature of conversations in

direct speech in Old Irish tales, that has been regularly taken as

representative of the spoken language, is the use of dependent verbal

forms in replies. ^ Two examples from TBQ I are, (a; Ailill's

1. See Bruford 1966 pw 196.

2. CR II 106.

3. Bead. Ill 448j WEE II 351, MWHT I blh*

4. J4 Draak 'Qaotional Reflexes' Eriu XVI (1952) 74-78,* 14 Greene
'The Responsive in Irish and Welsh' Indo-Celtica, Gedachtnisschrift
fur Alf Sommerfelt 59-72.
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suggestions as to which Ulster warrior is harassing their forces

(this is the third query, the correct answer is in fact Cu Chulainn)
1. 3 {>7:

(5a) "'Ceist, inn e Eogan mac Derthacht?' 'Nach e,' ol
Fergus, 'ni thargad-side tar or chrichi cen
trichait (lIJ) carpat n-imrinn imbi. *"

"'A question, is it Eogan mac Derthacht?' 'It is
not,' said Fergus, 'he would not come over the
boundary of a province without thirty spiked chariots
around him, *"

(b) Cu Chulainn's suggestion that they catch wild deer alive, 1. 775:

(5b) M,Ni cumcisiu on a beo nach oe do breith,' ol int
ara. ' Qrimcim eigin,' ar Cu Chulaind. "

"'However you are not able to catch any of them
alive,' said the charioteer. 'I can indeed,' said
Cu Cfaulainn, "

The explanations of this,as a natural 'echo-tendency' in
1

conversation reinforced by emotion , or the maintenance in this
o

position of an archaic type of syntax , are less important here than

the opinion of these scholars that the tales reflect what was actually

said. 14 Draak also considers the independent use of first person

singular prototonic verb forms recorded in direct speech in the early

talesj such as atmu 'I consent'^, tlag-sa 'I (.fully intend to) go'^
as the result of emotional pressure.

The realism of the impressionistic snatches of conversation

appearing in tales of all periods is undeniable: TEDD §141; the

1. Draak pp. 74-5*

2. Greene fw 72,

3. TBC I 449.

4. TBC I 1448, TB FT. § 22.
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reavers march on the hall:

(6a) "'Ta cMin,' for Conaire, 'Cid so?1 'Fianna ar

thig, * ar Conall Cemach. '(5ig doit sund,1 ol
Conalre. 'Hie falter a les innocht,' or Conall
Cernacb. "

"'Silence a while,' said Conairew 'What is this?'
'Warriors "be-fore the house,' said Conall Cernach.
'There are warriors for them here,* said Conairew
'They will be needed tonight,' said Conall Cernach. "

Imr. CM p. 112, the fifth island, where the voyagers overhear the

inhabitants at a race meeting:

(6b) "'Hie ind each nglas.' 'Ulg in gabair n-uidir thall'.'
'Tuc in ngabuir ngill' 'As luaithe mo each-sal'
•Ferr leim mo eich-sii'"

"'Bring the grey horse*' 'Drive the cLn horse yonder* *
'Bring the white horse* 'My horse is fasterI' 'My
horse jumps better''"

B. Shulbhne § 64» Suibhne has a delusion of being beset by talking

heads:

(6c) "'Geilt e,' ar an c^tchenn, 'Gelt Ultach,' ar an
dara cenn. 'A lenmhain co maith,' ar an treas cenn.
'Gurab fada an lenmhain,' ar an cethramadh cenn.
'Kogo ria fairrge,* ar an cuigedh cenn. "

"'He's a madman,' said the first head. 'An Ulster
madman,' said the second head. 'Follow him well,'
said the third head. 'Long be the following,' said
the fourth head. 'Till be reach the ocean,' said the
fifth head. "

A Scottish oral version of CMf.t*- :

(6d) "'De th'agad an sin?' 'Ceann Phearghuis. ' 'Cha'n e. '
'Gu dearbh's e, ' 'Lig fhaicinn el'"

"'What have you there?' 'Fergus' head. ' 'It's not. •
'Indeed it is. ' 'Show it!'"

However the presentation of direct speech In manuscript

tales ought also to be considered. In the quotations here

1, Conall. WET II 178, Alexander MacNeill.



punctuation has been added, but Irish scribes had no speech marks,
no question marks. In exx. lb, 5a a question is prefixed celst. and

lb also contains the regular answer, ni annaa. This formula is not

only common in conversations in early Irish tales; but ,in the form;

eld dia ta? 'What was the cause of?' hi annsa. occurs at the

beginning of several talesj and of almost every article of the prose

compilations of personal and place name lore, Coir Anmann and the

Dindshenchus, In the Middle-Irish grammar Auraicept na nElces. based

on Latin models, the form celst ,, ni annsa occurs throughout. In

fact the formulajas queror .. non difficile seems to come from Late

Latin didactic texts in dialogue form between master and pupil, and

though especially popular in Hiberno-Latin sources this usage is 'not

necessarily Irish, ' Though celst is not a verbal form it is

nevertheless a borrowing of Latin quaestio. In the examples here, and

regularly elsewhere, celst is abbreviated to c. and ni annsa to ni.

Did the monastic scribe use this device in writing as a kind of

punctuation; or did he, with his Latin learning, habitually use It in

ordinary speech; or was it, with Its associations with an oral teaching

method, also well known to and used by the traditional native experts

in tales and learning, the fllid? Celst is used in this way quite

late in literary texts'] though it does not survive in modern speech,

Irish scribes, like oral reciters, had no punctuation mark to

indicate direct speech, so that in written and oral tradition

ambiguity is regularly resolved by referring to the identity of the

1. K, Jackson LHKB p. 55, see also B» L&fstedt 'frer Hlberno-
Latelnlache Gracmatiker Malsachaixus' (Uppsala 19o5l P» 22, with
references to articles by B» Blschoff and L> Bieler.

2. E, g, 0, Bergin, Irish Bardic Poetry poem 57, 17th century.
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speaker as In exx. lab, 5b, 6ac above. The form used in written

texts is unstressed ol (later jgr), analyzed by E. G» Quin. * It glosses

inquit IX 32®5, is present or preterite in meaning according to context,

and is followed by either an apparently independent third person

nominative pronoun (i. e. with initial _s, and stressed, though rarely

with a long vowel) or a personal name or noun in the nominative. The

modern oral form is arsa (plus subject) in both Irish and Scottish
. . A

Gaelic ( see cxju 8, 9b)}and this also appears in some written texts

though it is not acceptable in classical versew Like previous

scholars, <*uin rejects the idea that ol is a verb, but unlike than he

takes ol se as the basic form, and construes it as preposition plus

neuter accusative pronoun, 'beyond that, furthermore. * Its use in

presenting conversations would thus be simply to refer to the identity

of successive participants. If Quin is right this usage must have

continued in spoken narrative throughout, while being replaced in

written texts, even the most archaic, by an artificial literary 'verb'

ol. followed by its 'subject. ' However this theory need not affect

the realism of the actual utterances. Even Latin verbs are quite

commonly used to link the dialogue in manuscript texts. 'J

Characterization

Conversations are often used to illustrate the characters

in the tales. The impudent audacity of the seven-year-old Cu

nv»il oinn has already appeared in ex. 5b, but a further example is

1. Old-Irish ol 'inquit'j Celtica V (i960) 95-102.

2m See Quin p. 99*

3. P. Mac Cana, Eriu XXVI 38*



I 13.9, where the charioteer attempts to keep him out of trouble

by telling a hostile warrior he is only a child:

(7) "'Nida macc coin,' ol Cu Chulainn, 'acht is do
chuindchid chomraic fri fer do-dechuid in macc fil
and.' 'Is sain limsa on,' ol in laech. 'Bid
sain duitsiu indossa isind ath ucut,' ol Cu Chulainn. "

"'I am not a boy at all,* said Cu Chulainn, 'but what
boy there is has come looking for a fight with a man. '
'I think that's rich,' said the warrior. 'You'll
ind it rich now in the ford yonder,' said Cu Chulrinn. "

A hardened warrior in an early tale, Mac Cecht in THUD §162, asks a

woman passing by where he lies wounded on the battle-field, to relieve

him of the 'fly or gnat or ant' which is biting him: she pulls a wolf

off him and says 'this is an ant of an ancient land' vis semz&n

sentalman dm). The Ulster cycle also has a trouble-maker, Bricriu

Kemthenga 'Poison tongue'. He constantly provokes quarrels1; and
improper liaisons^; and these scenes usually appear in direct speech.
In E. uerai §18 an insinuating remark gets him laid up for a year, when

he explains the bellow of a defeated bull to Medb in Fergus' presence:

'Rofetur-so nf, a mo bopa, a Fhergua; as sin la£d ro-gaubuis

himbuaruch.' ol Bricriu. "'I know that, my daddy Fergus, that is the

song you sang this morning,' said Bricriu. " The respectful/familiar

term popa is used in other early tales, and preserved in the Ulster

cycle. ** In FB §44 Medb is familiarly addressed by Findabair a

mathamait 'motherkin'. The overbearing character of Medb, especially

prominent in TBC LL, is largely illustrated in her speech. ^

1. FB §6, Immacc. an da Thuarad IX.

2. FT Becfholtaig 502; TB Fjidhaise II, CR II 22.

3. TBC I 440, 43% TBPP §109; TB Flldh iee Ik CR II 106 and note,
4. A. de ?aor, Erin IX 126-127.
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Bravery and hardihood are also qualities demanded of the

heroes of the Finn-cycle, but these also lay stress on another native

ideal, generosity. The theme of contrasting the freedom and

open-handedness of the Fenian way of life with the discipline required

by St. Patrick and his converts begins in the Acallam and continues to

oral tradition, usually in dialogue between Patrick and Caelte or

Oisin. 1 From early Modem Irish on ;the dialogue is usually in verse,

as one of the Fenian lays; but & Hyde collected an oral Irish prose

version of St. Patrick's attempt to convert Oisin ;ppw 420-422

(8) "'A Phadraig,' ar Oisin, 'cia an gheall ar dhamhnaigh
Dia an mead sin d&oine?' 'Mar gheall ar ubhall na
h-aithne d'ithe,' arsa Naomh Padralg. 'Da roteitheadh
fhios agam go raibh do Dhia chomh cacd-radharcach agus
gur dhamain se an mead sin daoine ar ubhall, chuirfimis
tri capla agus raiile ag iomchar ubhall go flaitheas Be
chuige. '"

"'Patrick,' said Oisin, 'what is the reason why God
candeaned that number of people?' 'In return for
eating the apple of knowledge,' said St, Patrick. 'If
I had known that your God was so narrow-minded as to
condemn all those people for an apple, we wcxild have
sent three horses and a mule bearing apples to him in
the Kingdom of Godl'"

The Finn cycle also has its trouble maker, Canan, and there is often

entertaining dialogue between Canan, who is boorish and greedy, and

the more refined,and amorous Diarmaid. ^ In Bruldhean Chaorthuinn.
when the Fenians are magically stuck to the floor, Diarmaid brings

Canon food §32 and says, in answer to his cries, that he doesn't like

to throw it to him, in case it dirties him, and Canan retorts, 'A dog

doesn't flee from a bane' ln! thelcheann cu roimh cnaimh), Scottish

1* Acall. 11. 113-129*

2. Oscar au fl^au. EC XIII 417~425«

3. E» g, ELSH_§§ 72, 114.
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oral versions of the tale seem to have developed this inherited

situation in a further interchange at the end of the episode; Diarmaid

brings blood to release the Fenians from their enchantment, but leaves

Conen till the last, when"'" :

(9) "' Amhradh ort, theirig an fhuill' 'Nam bu bhean
bhriagh bhadanach bhuidhe mise 's maith a
dh'amaiseadh tu mil"'

"'Wailing take you, the blood has run out!' 'If I
were a fine curly-haired yellow-haired woman, well
would you look after me!*"

Characterization in international popular tales is generally

rudimentary, but even the stock figures of these can be illustrated

through their conversation by oral Gaelic storytellers. In an Irish

version of AT 1950^ Finn asks three stupid giants their greatest

possible laziness, the laziest of them to have a woman they have

abducted. The first says that if he were in a burning house he would

not move, the second that if he were on a rock with the tide rising

round him he would sit there till he drowned. The third says that,

if he were in bed with his back to the fairest woman sun or moon ever

rhone on, he would not bother to turn over; and is promptly awarded

the woman. Goll offers to fight him for her, but when Finn asks him

the lazy giant says 'd. mulae m'anam rxach dtroidfead' '0 Maxy, 'pan

my soul I won't' and Coll takes her.

Dramatization

Inportant parts of the plot are regularly 'dramatized' in

Gaelic tales by being cast in direct speech, especially those scenes

1. WHT II 185, Alexander MacNeilL,

2. Critheagla can Eagla. ZCP XIX 144.
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where direct speech would naturally be involved. A recurring scene

in the love tales is the meeting between hero and heroine, especially

vigorous in early Irish tales with their assertive womenfolk, TB ffr.

§13 (Fraech and Findabair) :

(lOaj "'Ceist, in n-elafa limn?' olse. 'Nl elub em,* olsi,
•or issam ingen rig ocus rigna. Nl fhil dot'
daidbri-siu nachimm-eta-aa o'm nuntir. '"

"'A question, will you elope with me?' he said. 'No
indeed,' said she, ' for I am the daughter of a king
and a queen. You are not so poor that I could not be
obtained from ny people, '"

Although she also has confessed her love for her suitor, Etaln is

carefUl to ask for her 'proper brideprice' in TBDD §2. However an

equally definite attitude to elopement is shown by the heroine ofECG,

found sitting at her bower window in a Scottish oral version: *•

(10b) "'A Dhia,' arsa Conall, 'nach robh thu agam a bhosl'
'0 nach leum thu *nuas 's nach doir thu leat mil'"

"'0 God,' said Conall, 'would you were with me down
here!* 'Well, why don't you jump up and take me
with you?'"

Deirdre does her own courting, in the Old Irish version built on a

icolic remark by Nolsi, 1^ §9:

(10c) "'Is caln,' olse-sseom, 'in tsamaisc tete sechunni'
•Dlegtair,* olsi-si, 'samaisci mbra bale na -bit tairb.*
'Ata tarb in chbicid lat,' or se-sseom, '. i. r£ Ulad. '
'No*togfainn-se etruib far ndla,' or sisi, 'ocus no-
gebainn tarbln oag amalt-so. '"

"'Beautiful,* said he, 'is the heifer which goes past us!'
•There are bound,' said she, 'to be big heifers where
there are no bulls. ' 'You have the lull of the province,'
said he, 'that is, the king of Ulster. * 'I would choose
between the two of you,' said she, 'and I would take a
little young bull like you.'"

In T. Becfhola I 174 the king builds a similar conversation on

Eecfhola's request for seed wheat; he, he says, has the best in the

1. TGSI XLIV 169, Angus MacLellan.
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province.

parrela also are usually told in direct speech, like that

over the fairy musician found in a yew tree which leads to the battle

of Genn Abrat, CMM I §9l

(ll) H,Beir breith dun, a Ailill. • 'Bee torbai,' or Ailill.
'Cid at*rubartbair in tan frith in fer * 'At .rubsrt-sa',
or Lugaid, * learn a ce'ol. ' 'AtTubart-aa,' ar Eogan,
'is lem in ceoluld.' 'Is fir,* or Ailill, 'la Eogan in
fer.* 'Is drochbreth,' or Lugaid. 'Fir dano,' or
Ailill. 'Nl fir,' or Lugaid, *nl gnath fir fort bdolu. *
'Hi tii as choir dia chairigud,' or Eogan, 'aithech samlut. •
'Bid aithech samlum-sa,' or Lugaid, 'louaaeras a cend-sin
dlt-sa ocus salteraa fort leccoin. •"

"'Judge for us, Ailill. • 'Little use,' said Ailill.
'What did you say when the man was found?' 'I, ' said
Lugaid, 'said the nusic was mine. ' 'I,' said Eogan,
'said the musician was mine. * 'It is true,' said Ailill,
'the man is Logan's. ' 'That's a bad judgement,' said
Lugaid. 'It is true nonetheless,* said Ailill. 'It is
not true,' said Lugaid, 'truth is unusual on your lips. '
'You are not fit to censure him,* said Eogan, 'a churl like
yew.' 'It will be a churl like me,' said Lugaid, 'who
will shear that head from you, and who will trample on your
cheek. '"

The motif of provocative boasting at a gathering, which regularly

begins a story plot in the later language, also naturally appears in

direct speech. In 0. Denna Big §8, Cobthach Coel holds a feast, at

which he asks who is the most generous man in Ireland, expecting to be

told himself. His harper Craphtine and fili Ferchertne answer in turn

that Labraid, who killed his only ox and his only cow for food on their

respective visits, is more generous; and are ordered out of the lend.

Another motif, the prohibition on admitting any one to a feast without

a craft, leads to the long interrogation of Lug, the god of every art,

by the doorkeeper of Tara in CIS1 (il) §§ 54-67. A further plot motif

always told in direct speech is the gambling of human and supernatural,

usually resulting in the imposition of geaaa. eventually formalized in

the 'bespelling' run, and quoted already, ex. (4)» p^-
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Other acaies may also "be dramatised In direct speech,

increasing vividness and suspense as the speakers, themselves

characters in the tale, gradually reveal further information. In one

of the Old Irish tales about him, Mongan pledges his wife to his fill,

in lieu of confirmation of his account of the death of Fothad Airgdech.

However as his wife weeps he answers her, saying he hears his rescuer's

feet in one river, thai another, and the third time in a whole list of

waters, coming from Monster to his fort in R&thmore. Prophecy is

combined with dinnshenchus in the Borama §64, where the high king Aed

is advancing to fight the battle of Belach Ddin Bolg, He asks his

bishop brother for the names of the places they pass, and then for their

explanation, but the names the cleric gives are those they will have

after the king's defeat: the 'Pass of the Fort of the Bags', where his

routed forces will abandon their provisions; the 'Flagstone of Breaking

Bones* where he himself will be vanquished and beheaded; the 'Gap of

the Shields', where his man will abandon their shields. In an Early

Modem Irish tale, Forb. DP § 99, the druid Mogh Buith makes three hounds

by magic to combat the three venomous sheep set on him by the eneny.

He then asks his assistant Cennmar for alternate reports on sheep and

hounds: as the sheep approach in single file the hounds are puppies

opening their eyes; as the sheep speed up, two in front and one behind,

the puppies move their eyes and ears; and as the sheep charge three

abreast the dogs are grown enough to have their ears pricked up and

their fur bristling.

In A. Dhiarmada various stages in the approach of the king's

three-fold death are picked out In direct speech. Three druids on

1. V. of Bran I 46.
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p. 80 prophesy three different deaths; one murder, as he wears a shirt

made from one flax-seed and a cloak of one sheep's wool, another

drowning, as he drinks "beer made from one grain, and the third burning,

as he eats the meat of pigs unborn. Diarmaid's response to this is

short : Is ecsamail sin 'That is extraordinary. * However subsequently

the ominous Bariban Invites him to his home (see ex. (l)) and offers him

his daughter instead of the queen, who refused to come. And at

Banban's feast the seemingly impossible conditions for Diarmaid's death

are all fulfilled, pi 81:

(12) "'liaith, a ben,' ol Banban friaa ingin, 'in fil etach lat
do'n rfgh?' 'Fil,* ol ind ingen. Do-beir le^ne as in
crieol ocus brat ocus nus>gaib in ri uirmro. 'Is maith
in lene,' or each. 'Is dingbh&La duit,' ol Banbeai, 'in
lene oenruaissni. Ingen imtholtanach lium inn ingen
uccut. Issi do*rinne oenroiasne do chur co nderna scuab

de, coaiba hlmaire eisein. * ' Is maith in brat, * or each.
'Is maith,' ol Banban, 'd'olainn oeaachaerach doTonad. '
Tucad iar sin biadh ocus liann ddib. 'Is maith in tsaill
nuici nad ro g&iair,' or Banban. 'Cinnus?' or Dlarmait.
'hi annsa: muca ainighi ro-gabtha scena d6lb co tuc;ta a
n-oircc eistip at e beoa ocus guiro«biata. ' 'Is maith
in chotm,' ar each. *Iss maith,' or Bariban, 'is corm
oengraindi.. '"

"'Well, woman,' said Banban to his daughter, 'have you
clothing for the king?' 'Yes,' said the girl. She brings
a shirt and cloak from the bag and the king puts them round
him 'The shirt is good,' said everyone. 'A shirt from
a single flax-seed,' said Banban, 'is worthy of you. She's
a strong-willed girl in my opinion, the girl yonder. She
it is who sowed the single flax-seed so that it became a
sheaf and then a ridgefdl. ' 'The cloak is good,' said
everyone. 'It is good,' said Banban, 'it was made of one
sheep's wool. ' After that food and drink were brought to
them. 'The fat of an unborn pig is good,' said Banban.
'How?' said Diarmaid. 'It is not difficult; pigs with
young had knives taken to them so that their piglets were
brought out of them alive and were fattened. ' 'The beer is
good,' said, everyone. * It is good, * said Banban, ' it is
beer from a single grain..'"

This example also preserves two features of dialogue mentioned earlier,

the use of the dependent form in replies, fil. and ni annaa. Part of

the success of these scenes1is their inherent repetition: (Na cl. a ben;

L V.of 1 iffa , jft^rSTwha. , FoTb.&D §11, ex (U).
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Plata bullg / cnama / 3ceith Itlr an?: ocus na coin ... ocua na

cadrigh; and what •everybody* aald above^, but this can become
over-rhetorical. A use of direct speech found mainly in late

manuscript tales and oral tradition (also in MJ II 277 and CRR I

§ 9) is exact repetition of son® asseveration by several characters,

as a form of emphasis. ^

'Literary* Dialogue

A tendency in late tales > however. Is to Incorporate fixed

proverbs and proverbial phrases into the dialoguew Proverbs do

appear in the earlier literature, and indeed are quoted with relish

by native speakers; but where, for instance, Cu Chulainn In TBC I

says 'Provided I were famous, I would not care if I were only one day

in the world', in Fog, PC §55 he quotes the proverb 'A man may live
2

after losing his life, but not after losing his honour' , and in

ACQ II §13 says Doig atd in senfocal culmnech scan: Buaine bladh nk

aaegal 'For I remember the old saying: Fame is more lasting than

life. ' This rust be the conssonest proverb in the literature, quoted

by Dubh Lacha in TPL §10 and thought by Finn in A. Fhinn II §40. A

variant of is quoted in EC §31 with 'satire' for 'honour', and
•pW ,

Conan's retort in the next paragraph (see ex (9)) is also a proverb.

When Loingseacbian"' tries to bring Suibhne to his senses by telling him

his father, mother, brother, daughter and son have died, Suibhne's

1. TTT 1624, 4454, 5616; OiC p. 6; In Beal I 229, III 452, S& : WEEP
ii isa

2. 0*Hahilly 1922 no. 276.
3. O'Rahilly no. 134.
4. 0'Rahilly no. 335.
5. E. Shuibhne §35.
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expressions of grief are in proverbial phrases; an only daughter is

a 'needle in the heart1, the death of his son is 'the drop that

brings a man to the ground, ' In OMR I L 106 Congal Claen asks who

is making each assault in the battle, 'everyone' tells him, and he

dismisses successive armies with proverbial phrases; such as 'the

valour of a dog on a dunghill* (gal chon for otrach): until the one he

fears arrives. In CAR I §§40-44 there is a dialogue scene in which

each man asks the one behind to take charge of the battle, and three

of the six reply with proverbial phrases for vain undertakings.1 In

CKR II §34 these take up the whole conversation:

(|3) • »^n cath ar do choimirce, a Chonuill,' ar Conchubhar.

'Is snamh a n-aghaidh srotha sin,' ar Cons-ll, '7 ni
fhaomhaim-si e»'

'An cath ar do choimirce, a Dhaire mhic Fhiachraigh,'
ar Conchubhar.

'Is roth fri learga soin,' ar Daire, 'ocus nl fhaomalm-si c. *

'An cath ar do choimirce, a Eoghain,' ar Conchubhar.

•Is urchar o theld o laimh anosa,' ar Eoghan, 'ocus nl
fhaomhalm-si e. '

'An cath ar bhur ccoimiroe, & aos dana Uladh,' ar Conchubhar.

'Is ailleacan a laimh leinbh sin anosa,' ar Aimhirgin ocus
ar Cathfhadh, ' ocus nl fhaoiaham-ne e. '

'An cath ar do choimirce, a Iriail,' ar Conchubhar.

'Is dlaoi flri dhian-ghaoith sin anosa,' ar Irial, 'ocus nl
fhaomhaim-si e. '

'An cath ar do choimirce, a Laoghaire Bhuadbaidh,' ar
Conchubhar.

'Is easargain darach do dhoirnibh sin anois,' ar Laoghaire,
'ocus nl fhaomhaim-si eL ' "

1. ChuVlll , Fighting ex. ( 8 pp2.77-2.80.



" 'The battle in your charge, Canall,' said Conchubhar.

'That is 'swimming against the stream,' said Conall,
'and I don't accept it. '

•The battle in your charge, Daire son of Flachra,' said
Concbubhar.

'That is 'a wheel against a slope',' said Daire, 'and I
don't accept it. 1

'The battle in your charge, E^ghan,' said Conchubhar.

'That is 'a cast of a cord from a hand' now,' said Eoghan,
'and I don't accept it. *

'The battle in your charge, learned men of Ulster,' said
Canciubhar.

'That is * a toy in an infant's hand' now,* said Aimhirgin
and Cathfhadh, 'and we don't accept it. '

•The battle in your charge, Irial,' said Conchubhar.

'That is 'a lock of hair in a strong wind* now,' said
Irial, 'and I don't accept it. '

'The battle in your charge, victorious Laoghaire,' said
Conchubhar.

'That is 'battering an oak with fists' now,' said Laoghaire,
'and I don't accept it. ' "

Eventually Cu Chulainn appears and takes the responsibility. Even

more formal utterances - poems in stressed and syllabic metres -

are of course attributed at an earlier date to characters in the

literature.

Verses are dealt with in another chapter, as are recurring

descriptions and their common dialogue Introduction - the Watchman

device, ^ This serves to make the formulaic tuarascbaLa of people more

vivid by attributing them to someone actually in the story; and extra

vividness is sometimes added, in the descriptions of mistaken

appearances, by making the watchers quarrel among themselves. Of

1. pJlOf. 2. pplS3-151=.
3. "See Ch.IX ax(d)vplg6-
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course the watchman device may he used without a formalaic description,

I have recounted an instance in Forhals Droma Damhftbalre. and it is

regularly used in oral tradition in the story of 'Oisln after the

Fenians'jwhere the blind Oisln summons up the deer of old time, and

has his lad describe to him the animals approaching, so that they know

when to loose the hound. ^ The watchman device with descriptions of

people disappears quite early, probably because these were themselves

being superseded in popularity by the 'action' runs: arming, fighting,

sailing. However in modem oral tradition,these runs also have their
associated pieces of dialogue. These were probably introduced, like

the early Irish use of the watchman device, to vitalize the run in the

context of the tale; but like it have become conventional. Thus the

fighting run is interrupted in oral Irish by the voice or rooin which

encourages the hero; and in both Ireland and Scotland the hero

afterwards has a dialogue with the vanquished opponent, usually a giant.

In Scotland this begins: 'Bas os do chionn. Cm. de t' eiric?'
2

'Death is over your head. What's your ransom?' At the end of the

sailing run,in Scottish tradition,one of the sailors is sent up the

mast to watch for land, announcing when he sights something at last:

'Tha e mbr a dh'fheannaig 's beag dh'fhearanry' 'It's big for a crow,

though small for land. '^

This survey was intended to illustrate the use of direct

speech in Gaelic story telling of all periods, from Old Irish to tales

current orally in Ireland and Scotland. However it will be clear that

1. WHT II 105.

2. Sg.Il 5U*

3. W & S IV 252, also WHT II 473* W & S IV 150; Irish: Bruford 1966
p. 192.
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most of the quotations come from either the beginning (in

manuscripts) or the end of the storytelling tradition; the latest

manuscript examples given in full are Middle Irish (6c, 12, 13).
This however is no accident. There are dialogues in Early Modern

Irish tales that are lively, if sometimes a little long-winded:

Clothru's seduction of her brothers (G. Cumair §8), Uathach's
attempted seduction of Cu Chulainn, with the proverb gach slolgh nach

soith soithfider 'every host which attacks not will be attacked'

(Fog. CO §43), ^oghan's meeting with three evil hags (CML§88),to whose

remarks he comments mildly, 'On my conscience, that is not the

activity of good women!* • These are all tales of earlier native

origin, like some Finn-cycle romances referred to already. Drawing

nearer to modern oral tradition, there is an enjoyably wooden

conversation in Sg, R. 1171 between the hero and a giant who shows him

a pile of heads and bones. However in general the Romantic tales,

and especially those not based on earlier native cycles, do not

exploit direct speech to the fill; it is used for short comments,

emphasis and rhetoric, but there is little attempt at realism or the

dramatization of whole scenes. Tales adapted from the classics in

Irish* follow their models in having very little direct speech,except

in long monologues attributed to the characters; and these also

appear in the Romances, presumably also under foreign influence.

However I think it is clear that, despite the apparent break, the

vigorous dialogue of early Irish tales reappears in modern oral
2

tradition.

1. Ch.Xr,pp3l33-4-.
2» See J. Delargy, The Gaelic Storyteller 1945 P» 33*
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Verse V

The verses which appear in Gaelic tales are of two metrical

types. In one the lines are measured by the number of syllables,

are grouped in stanzas and linked to each other by rhyme; in the

other the lines are measured by stress and rhythm, are not in any

regular stanzaic grouping, and are commonly linked to each other

by alliteration.

(a) Stressed metre

The second type is that sometimes denoted in early manuscripts

(LU, and LL - the most consistent) by the marginal abbreviation r.

In some tales such passages are also introduced by the Latin term
1

retoiric or in others, usually later, by the native words rithlerg/
2

riotharg 'an impromptu composition in free verse1 or rosg/roscad
3 4•a short chant' or 'maxim' . In some tales stressed metre passages

are referred to as la^d, probably at one time the generic term

for stressed metre poems in tales as it later, with rainn, became for
5

syllabic poems . However, the expansion of r as retoiric by
6 7

R. Thurneysen , followed by J. Carney , has led them to see

external influence on the genre; according to Thurneysen especially

that of deliberately obscure Hisperic Latin rhetoric, though he

also saw parallellism between phrases reminiscent of liturgical

formulae. Nevertheless Thurneysen found a possible native source

1. Derived from rhetorics ,IHK p.54,
2. Derived from retoiric by popular etymology, IHK p.54 .

3. retoiric TBDD para. 101 (LU 7^38)» A.Chonchobuir A para. 13 (LL),
T. Ferbe II 180, Forb. DP paras. 39<63; rithlerg CRR II para.27»
TTT 7135; rosg ACC II paras. 17,45 (GJ), ACT 3^6,WT, TTT 2711.

4. TBDD para. 101, Serglige CC para. 18, TBC I 3524 .

5. P.mac Cana, Celtica VII.
6. IHK p.55.

7. 1955 P-300.



for retoiric in obscure unstructured pagan mantic utterances, and

Carney pointed out the connection with 'archaistic legal formulae'

used for 'oral instruction'.

1
More recently D. A. Blnchy has stated that in the written

texts of early Irish law the archaic stratum, consisting of

'primitive verse or rhythmic alliterative prose', is frequently

denoted by marginal r. The oral tradition of the law schools

(fenechus)is said to have consisted of fasaige 'precedents', and

roscada, earlier translated by Dr. Binchy as 'legal maxims and

aphorisms* from the contents, now widened by him to include the

rhythmic mnemonic form in which they are preserved. In his view

marginal £_ stands for roscad. This view had already been reached,
2

through studying the examples in tales,by P.mac Cana • who suggests

that the term retoiric therefore be restricted by modern academics

to those passages apparently in rhythmic prose, or,as he regards

it,'as yet not analysed from the point of view of metrical structure'

Manuscripts usually separate the lines of stressed metre by stops,

but these can easily be omitted or misplaced.

Those passages clearly in regular metre have been dealt with

further by C. Watkins . He regards Gaelic stressed metre as the

native descendant of Indo - European metrics, and identifies two

types, a short informal line and a longer more solemn type, as in

Indo-European. The early Irish short line has but two stresses,

that is, two stressed words usually amounting to three or four

syllables without any caesura^and the final word of one line

1. Indo-Celtica ed. Pilch and Thurow p.31.

2. Celtica VII (1966) 65-90.
3. p.89.
4. Celtica VI 19k-2k9.



linked to the first of the next by alliteration. The long line WZ

could also vary in number of syllables, but/frequently consisted

of seven, two stressed disyllables followed by a caesura and a

final trisyllabic word. There is linking alliteration across the

caesura as well as between the final word of one line and the

first of the next. This is the type found most regularly in the

Laws.

1
Watkins regards the use of alliteration as an innovation,

since it *presupposes a demarcative word accent', which,he thinks,

could not have existed in Gaelic till the system of initial

mutations was stabilised in the 5th century. However, most

scholars have argued that the system of alliteration, in which

each consonant now alliterates both with its radical and its

mutated forms, must be earlier than the mutations. However the

rules for alliteration in stressed metre, especially that linking

lines, seem to be rather different from those which hold in later
2

verse: radical t can alliterate with d, c with g, a stressed word

with an unstressed, or an initial consonant with an internal^.

Thus a tolerance or taste for inexact phonetic repetition (as seen

later in Irish rhyme in syllabic verse within phonetic groupings)

already existed in the early language, and contrary to Watkin's theory,

•alliteration* was not even confined to stressed syllables.

1. p.219.

2. G. Murphy 1961 p.59.

5. e.g. ex. (1) ega/guss, ferge/fo (5) - chass/segdaib,
dianim/niamdai. See also the formulaic lines describing
lips and chariot wheels, Ch VI exx. 2, 5 } p^ /6f$ p 150, p HI.



It seems therefore that the type of verse cultivated in

pre-literate Gaelic tradition was stressed and alliterative, and

known by the generic term of roscad. The terra retoiric must have been

invented by later monastic scholars,who saw that their tradition

formed a parallel to, though not derived from, rhetorical style

in Latin. The use of marginal r (roscad)to refer to passages in

manuscripts apparently in rhetorical prose may indicate scribal

corruption, but it may also imply that in a arly Ireland the criterion

of ornament, i.e. heightened against ordinary style, was more

important than the difference between regular and irregular

rhythm, i.e. between verse and prose. Murphy, taking up

1
Thurneysen's explanation, has suggested that if 'retoiric'

represents the form of raantic utterances by ancient filid, then

regular stressed metre is the form they used for artistic composi¬

tion. If verse epic had been cultivated in early Ireland one

would expect it to have been in long-line stressed metre. In

fact all three types: long-line, short-line, and 'retoiric': occur

as interludes in the prose manuscript tales. Some tales include
2

only .roscad } while others have both roscad passages and verses

in syllabic metres""*.
All but one or two of the roscad passages in tales are

utterances of the characters. At times of stress whole conversations

take place in heightened language, as in Tain Bo Cualnge, between

1. p.7.

2. FB, CMT(ii), TEDD, ACC I,CRR II, Immaccallam in da Thuarad,
Algidecht Aithirne.

4-* A. Fergusa I, Org. DR.
3. T&C ,Seradi/fe Foxb.DP,TIT.



Ailill, and Fergus and Medb, whom he has just discovered sleeping
-] /

together ; in Serglige Con Culainn between Cu Chulainn, his
2

wife Emer, and another woman whom he loves; in Echtra Chondlai

3between Condla and the Otherworld woman and between outraged
h,

subject and feeble king in Esnada Tige Buchet . Most of these

conversations seem to be in unstructured 'retoiric', though

Watkins has shown that part of Seglige para. *+0 is in regular

metre, like the conversation in Longes mac|allislenn^. The
ft 6

language of the examples in Tain Bo Gualnge seems to be delibera¬

tely obscure. Conversations in heightened language are rare in
7later tales . However,the language of retoiric has clearly

g
influenced the speeches in Airecc Menman Uraird meic Coisse

9
and Erchoitmed Ingine Gulide .

In recurring scenes among the heroes -greetings, boasting,

exhortations- however, the utterances are regularly in stressed

metre. The first two are often constructed of kennings or metaphors

describing the hero. Greetings regularly begin with 'Foehen'

•welcome'jas in^the meeting of Cet mac Magach and Conall Cernach,

which shows some of the features of linking alliteration mentioned

above:

1. TBC I 1068 f.

2. para. 40 f .
3. para 1 f .

k. paras. 3-^ •

5. paras. 3-5,see ex. 5,f-H£?.
6. I 1068, 2k2& f.
7. T. Grainne ZCP IJ ^58,m; II Cg) 3071 f.
8. Paras. 29, 30, 32.

9. Paras. 6, 9 ♦

lO.Sc^la Mucce meic Da Tho para. 15.



(1) "Fochen Conall, crxde licce, londbruth loga, luchair ega,

guss flann ferge fo chxch curad crechtaig cathbuadaig"?
"Welcome Conall, heart of flagstone, fierce heat of a hero,

glitter of ice, red strength of anger under the breast of a

warrior wound-dealing, victorious in battle."
1

Conall answers in similar vein , and then continues

prophetically in 'retoiric';

» 'Bid menn innar n-imchromraic-ni on', ol Cona.ll, 'ocus bid

menn inar n-imscarad; bid airscela la fer rabrot, bid

fiadnaise la fer manath, ar ar-cichset airgjl( e ) oman
londgliaid, na da err, eblait echt ar echt, regaid fer dar

fer is 'taig seo innocht*. "

" 'That will be clear in our joint contest' said Conall, 'and

it will be clear in our joint parting, it will be famous

tales for the man of goads and witness for the man of awls,

for warriors will step forth in the fierce combat of lions,

the two chariot-fighters will perform deed upon deed,

man will go over man in this house tonight'. "

As well as greetings between adult warriors, the infant kings

Cormac mac Airt and Niall Noxgiallach are also greeted with a

2
roscad beginning Mochen ,and greetings in roscad are exchanged

/ 3
between Tadhg mac Cein and the couple on the Otherworld island .

if
Boasting is less common . Roscad exhortations are usually to

1. So also Sergliga paras. 17, 18, 38 (short line with Fochen,
reply in para. 19 in 'retoiric'; FB paras. 16, ^8, 52 (short
line, no Fochen); MU LL 58, 89, 833 (Fochen).

2. Gen. Chormaic p. 25^ ('retoiric'); EME para. 3 (short line).
3« E. Thaidhg pp. 3^9-50 (long line, short line, long line).
k. FB para. 35» CRR II paras. 35» 39.



in

battle, and begin with an imperative •Arise'. There are several

examples in TBC I; the (long-line) incantation of Lug (ell Loga ,

TBC I 2217) spoken by the god after he has healed Cu Chulainn in

his sleep, or the series of three (beginning 'Comergid rig Macha1

•Arise 0 kings of Macha•,)spoken by Ulster warriors before the
1

last battle. The first of these, all short-line, continues with a

series of commands, linked by alliteration:

(2) "Meilid faebra. Fichith cath. Claidig burach. Bendaich

sciathu."

"Sharpen blades. Fight the battle. Dig a trench. Strike

shields".

2
Exhortations aire probably the most popular of these types, and

certainly the longest-surviving. The later examples do not preserve

the conventional opening, but are otherwise in the same heroic

tradition,'5 including kennings:

(3) "A Mhic-Lughach laoch-arnaidh}

a thriath talchar troigh-esgaidh,

a bheithir bhailc bheimionnach,

a nathair nuadh neart-chalma ...

Ni rug righ na ridire

a n-am aigh no iorghaile

buaidh do laimhe,a laoich threine,

ariamh co n-uige a n-aimsir sin}

a Mhic mheanmnaigh mhor-Lughach"

"0 Sure warrior Mac-Lughach, determined nimble-footed champion,

mighty violent bear, fresh strong-valiant serpent:

1. 3905, 3917, 3930.
2. Other examples ACC I LL 13779, 13925 (long-line: 'retoiric1)

= ACC II para. 33, Serglige para. 28(long-line), TBDD para. 110
(•retoiricf), CMT (ii) paras. 129, 137 ('retoiric•) (zCP XII pp.
k02% 404), CRB II para. 27 (long-line) TTT 11 2711, 5711, 7135
(long-line).

3. TTT 1.7135.



US

No king or knight, in the time of battle or conflict, ever

took, 0 mighty warrior, the victory of your arm from you

until this time, 0 spirited son of great Lugh."

Other examples of stressed metre in tales illustrate most

of the functions of verse known in Gaelic society. Little has

been preserved of non-aristocratic poetry till modern times, but

in Tochmarc Etaxne there is a short line roscad sung by Otherworld

labourers as they build a causev/ay across a bog. In the tales
2 3

Serglige Con Culainn and Cath Airtig inaugural instructions by

senior warriors to kings-elect are in stressed metrej as in longer

independent native Speculum Principis texts, like Audacht Moraind.

The passage in Cath Airtig begins with a lament for Conchobar,

and long elegies in roscad appear in various early tales: for
Ll c,

Christ by Conchobar, for Cu Sui by his fili/, for Cu Chulainn

by his wife^. All of these seem to be in 'retoiric'. One section
n

of the elegy for Cu Chulainn lists the Ulster warriors- , lamenting

that each one was not there to help. Each line has internal

alliteration, and the verbs which form the line ends are in dependent

8
rather than relative form, according to Bergins Law i

1. (iii) para. 8.
2* 'retoiric'; a series of alliterative parallel commands,

paras. 25-6 .

3. Long-line, paras. .

A. Chonchobair A para. 12 .

5. ACR paras. 11-2 .

6. ACC I,LL 1^220 ff,
7. LLl.4256-73.'fifteen are named.

8. Eriu XII 200.



(4) "Apraind oach Conchobar claidebruad comairlestar

Pursan Md Eirrgo Echbel arnic ...
/ ✓

Apraind nach Sogan Alaind dcillestar

Dursan nach Feagnn mac Findchaerae forcmastar ..."
"Alas that red-sworded Conchobar did not advize.

Woe that Eirgge Horsslip did not arrive.
/

Alas that beautiful Sogan did not converse.

Woe that Fergna son of Findchaes did not preserve."

Verses in stressed metre are also used for description, of nature
2

or of people such as Deirdre, whose future beauty Cathbadh the
3druid describes to her mother while she is still in the womb s

(5) "Fot chr£ol bronn becestar

be fuilt buidi buide-chass,

segdaib auilib sell-glasaib;

sian a gruade gorra-chorcrai,

fri dath snechtai aamlamar

set a detgae d£aai)m }

niamdai a beoil partuing-deirg:

he dia mbiat il-ardbe

eter Ulad erredaibV

"In the hollow of your womb cried out a woman of yellow hair

yellow-curling, with stately blue-irised eyes. Her dark-

• purple cheeks are foxglpvo. To the colour of snow I liken

the treasure of her perfect teeth. Her scarlet-red lips

are lustrous. A woman for whom there will be tauch slaughter

among the chariot-warriors of Ulster."

1. Aig. Aithirne paras. 1-5, 7-9» ORH I para. 7, A. Guill & Gairb
para. 56, TBDD (Eg.) para. 156, Iaoacc.ia Pa Thaarad 11.149-73-

2. TBDD paras. 93, 100, 130, TBC II 4561; FB paras. 45, 47, 49 etc.
see Cu Chulainn and his chariot Ch. VI a p ll>1.

3. Lg. para. 4,ed. C. ''atkins Celtica VI p.223.



This is a long-line roscad, with alliteration both within the line

(over the caesura) and between consecutive lines in most cases.

The prophetic element also occurs in the rnochen greetings to
1

children as well as in the warrior greeting ex. 2b. Stressed

metre verses in tales seem particularly associated with the mantic

function. Several are said to have been uttered through divinatory

rites. Scathach's prophecy to Cu Chulainn of his future in Tain Bo

Cuailnge^, beginning fochen j.s said to have been 'sung1 through

imbas forosnai; and in various tales about him Finn is said to

have spoken through imbas and dichan dj!chetal after gaining his
3

magic knowledge and when using it to identify an unknown man, and
/ b

through teing; laedo ixi prophesying 3t. Ciaraxx . Another roscad

attributed to the god Lugh is an exhortation cetal said to have

been chanted by him as he went round the Men of Ireland on one

foot and with one eye closed, a magical practice called corr^uin-
5

echt . Many examples come to the characters who utter them as

67 8
visions in their sleep}or as portents . P. mac Cana has suggested

that the archaic formula co cloth n£ .'something was heard' which

introduces the various speeches in the TBC I 'retoiric' dialogues,

originally belonged to prophecies uttered in a trance, and was

1. Gen. Chorttu p.25b, BME para 3 - also by a druid.
2. T. ihiere para. 79. *

3. EC XXV 3^6, 3^8.
b. RC XIII 11.

5. CMT (ii) para. 128.
6. TBC I 3528, 390^; TBDD para. 101^A. Muirchertaig para. 33»

C. Chrionna p.321.

7. A. Fergusa II p.251.
8. Celtica VII 8l.



Ill
1

later generalized for any obscure archaic utterance • Many poems

j 2
contain the ambiguous word seel 'story, prophecy' . Some of the

prophecies of doom which punctuate Togail Bruidne da Derga are the

three uttered by the three red warriors, geis to the king, who
3

appear before him on the road. All of these begin: Bn a meic

mor in seel *Lo, lad, great the tidings', and the third includes a

description of the coming carriage in short-line roscad:

(6) "Mora airdi.airdbi saegail. sasad fiach.fothad mbran.

bresal airlig.airliachtad faebuir."

"Great the signs,cutting off of life satisfying crows,

sustaining ravens,din of slaughter, whetting a blade."

Similar gloating prophecies are attributed to the Morrigan> or

later to the bean sxdhewho washes the spoils before the battle„
of

Another recurring type of prophecy is thatva time of dearth and

evil at the end of the world^, which constitutes the entire listed
n

tales of Baile Bic meic De and Fis/Baile Fursa in their extant

form. A prophecy of this type also attributed to Becc mac D«- i*
g

Aided Dhiarmada keeps the short-line form of roscad, but substitutes

end-rhyme for linking alliteration:

1. TEDD para 101 (YBL); TBC I 3917, 3538.
2. FB para. 71, OMT(i) para. 20, Forb, D.D para. 6$,

CML para. 89.
3. paras. 32, 3^, 36.
k. TBC I 3877.

5. Caithr. Thoir p. 105.

6. Immaccallam in da Thuarad 1.1^9 (seel).
CMT tii) para. 166.

7. Ed. K. Meyer ZCP IX 168-9.
8. p.80.



17/2.

(7) "Mess fas fidh earn,

olcc blath ili gaith,

samh fliuch ith nglass,

iramat buar terc assy
"Mast empty, the wood beautiful, bad blossom, many winds,

summer wet, green corn, much cattle, milk scarce'.'

In early tales, or tales which contain only roscad poems,

speech poems in stressed metre were used in any poetic situation,

and by anybody. However in later tales, apart from those which
1

preserve the convention of heroic greetings , such roscad passages
2

as do occur are almost always attributed to druids and super-

3 ^
naturals, and are prophetic . In the words of P.mac Cana , the

form itself "was sufficient to evoke an impression of archaism

and to convey an oblique reference to the remote reaches of native

tradition", vihen the heroes of the Ulster cycle are shown as

5
Christian converts roscad is used to give their actual words.

The form of roscad passages tends to become more regular in

later tales and retoiric is rare. Some late examples preserve

some linking alliteration between the lines^, but others adopt a

7
pattern of loose and rhymes, either of alternate lines , or in

g
more complicated stanzaic patterns , as in the various types of

1. E. Thaidg, C5R II, TTT .

2. Forb. DP.

3. T. Ferbe II ll.l8l, 201 druid; C.Cumair paras. k,7 druids;
Calthr. Congh paras xviii,lxiv; CMl paras. 89,90 hags.

k. Celtics VII 76.

5. ACCJ 1^179, 1^198; A. Chonchobuir para. 12 .

Forb. DP paras. 39,62,65; C. Cumair paras. ^,7*
7. CML para. 89; Forb. DP paras. 6^,70.
8. Forb. DP paras. 39,8^.



syllabic verse. Alliteration within the line of the long-line

type remains clearly marked. In later examples also the sense is

usually divided into line units,and does not carry on from one

line to the next. Both this and linking rhyme could be derived

from the early examples which show parallel syntax in successive
1

lines . Repetitions of the same syntactic and rhythmic pattern

would be easy to compose, and passages in the form of long-line
2

roscad sometimes appear in descriptions: of food , or of a warrior,

in kennings^.
Many of the speech-poem roscada in tales, like ex.(3), have a

dunad, 'closure1, in which the last line of the poem is signalled

some quotation from the first, a familiar feature in syllabic
4

verse . This identifies them as self-contained passages, and if

ancient, goes further to show that the stressed-metre poems in

early manuscript tales are not merely survivals of a once-

consecutive narrative. However many of them seem certainly older

than the surrounding prose. Dr. Binchy^ states 'That all or most

of them were 'composed' at the same time as the rest of the text

is in ray view linguistically impossible'. He edits and translates
£

one of the TBG I dialogue 'retoiric' passages here , and- elsewhere

refers to the prophetic long-line roscad in L£ as 'an obviously
7

archaic poem' . Characteristic of the early examples is the

1. Exx. (1), (2), (4), (6), Serglige CC paras. 17, lS; ET3 para. 4
(noun and adjective, verb and object): see CRR II paras. 33, 39
Forb.DP paras. 65, 73, 7^, 92 .

2. Aisl. MC I p.8l.
3. T.Trof LL 32367-
k. TBC I 11.1931,2117.3905,3930; FB paras. 33,68; Serglige CC

paras. 17,18,19,28,38;and regularly in later tales.
5. 1972 p.32 -

6. pp. 3^-6, T3C I 10^8.
7. Eigse VI 182 (ex.5, p-"9).



Ilf

absenee of Christian Latin loans and the definite article in,

the use of sceo •and* rather than ocus,^ and verbs in Bergirfe
2 3

Law construction , tmesis, and the use of the dative without

preposition are common. Translation is often very difficult.

The archaism and deliberate obscurity of some early examples would

lead to corruption of the text whether in oral or in written
k

tradition .

later examples hark back to the earlier ones. Early examples
r £

may be imitated or rewritten for later versions of the same taleJ.
It is also characteristic for roscada to seem to be in language older

than the surrounding narrative. Various Early Modern Irish examples
7

regularly have verb-forms at the line ends, a memory of the

Berlin's Law construction?
g

As well as underlining dramatic moments, P. mac Cana thinks

that " 'rhetorics* of the TBC type were also probably regarded as

occasions for the storyteller to show off his verbal and literary skill -

rather like the 'runs* in a modern folktale - and presumably this

endowed thera with considerable importance in the eyes of the

1. TBC I 1.1956)LL 37020.
2. ex. (k) p. HI.
3. AAA para. 5» Forb. FF p.565, ETB 1.502.

There is some evidence that roscada might be written
down before the rest of the tale e.g. Forb. FF.

5. TBC II CFD 1.3^15f. ex. (M-
6. ACC II para. 33 from I 1.13925i CRH II para. 32

from I para. 38 •

7« CMP(i) paras. 20,55»57; CML para .90; A. Fergusa meic
Leide II p.251- ' " ~

8. Celtica VII 8*f.



filid as of their audience." It is no longer possible to discover

how the roscada v/ould have sounded in actual performance, but

presumably they would have been sung.

Stressed metre with its evocation of pagan anticjuit^
survived longer in tales than elsewhere. However it was also

subject to excisioa when tales were modernized. Nei'ther of the
< .

'retoiric' dialogues of TBC I is preserved in TBC II. Later in

Cath Maighe Lena the hags' prophecies, in short-line and long-
1 2

line roscad >are replaced by syllabic poems in some manuscripts .

Syllabic verse was taking over all the functions of .roscad.

In Caithreim Thoirdhealbhaigh (p.112) a prophecy in long-line

roscad is immediately repeated in a syllabic poem on the same theme.

(b) Syllabic metres

Syllabic verse, rhymed, stanzaic and with a regular syllable

count in each line, was once thought to be a development of

Christian Latin hymn metres. As with roocad there were several

types. The only one of these to have a fixed legal price in the
3 ^

early metrical tracts , dian, is,in its form dian midsheng , an

exact replica in Irish of the Latin trochaic tetrameter catalectic,

5well known in Irish Latin hymns . However the frequent

occurrence of a seven-syllabled line in long-line roscad is now also

seen as a source of the seven-syllabled lines of the most popular
g

syllabic metres )and rhyme as a possible development from the

1. paras. 89,50.
2. CML xii .

3. MV II para 93.

k. Quatrains: 8" 7" 8'" 7't b and d rhyme.
5. 3. Murphy 19SI pp. 12,21-29.

12 126. Quatrains: dsbide 7777a and b, c and d rhyme;
rannaigecht 7X 7X 7^ 7^~ (mor) 7^ 7^ 7^ 7^ (bee), b and d rhyme;
ae freslige 7^ ?3 7^ a and c, b and d rhyme.
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1

fixed cadence in streased metre . As with roscad there were also

syllabic metres with a shorter line, used in less formal, more

2
lyrical situations . Probably syllabic verse was first cultivated

by Irish monks, in the words of the metrical tracts'^ they are

•new forms' nuachrulhg for the nualifcride. 'the new learned'.

However from the beginning they use a poetic vocabulary and are

linguistically more conservative than prose.

Nevertheless early verses in the syllabic metres show a

new introspective note, generally considered as the result of the

new emphasis of Christianity on the individual soul rather than

kin-group or social ideals. In religious poetry the authors put

themselves inside the minds of their characters and the hermit

lyrics saw nature in a new light, as the personal creation of God.

This emotional intensity appears in syllabic speech-poems in

early tales, contrasting strangely with the terse, clipped narrative

and dialogue. In the religious tale Comrac Liadain ocus Cuirithir

the poet hero and heroine arrange to consummate, their love at their

next meeting, but before this can happen the poetess, Liadan,

tries to renounce the world and takes the veil. When and why she

does this is hardly made clear in the prose, but comes out in the
if

final poem I

1. C. Watkins, Celtics VI 2^8.

2. However,J. Carney regards both debide and rannaigecht metres
as descendants of the two-stress roscad line, from types
which developed rhyme between the end words of every second, or
every fourth line, thus dividing the poem into stanzas (Eriu
XXII 56,58), like the rhyming roGcada in Forbais flroma
Damhghaire. A syllabically regular form of the second type
exists in Old and Middle Irish as a lyric metre: ochtfhoclach.

5. MV I para. 68.
*+. p.22, treochair, 1st and last verses.



"Cen ainius

in chaingen do rigenus:

an rocharus rocraidius.

Ba mire

na dernad a airer som,

manbad omun rig nime ...

Deilm ndegae

ro tetaind mo chride-sae

rofess nicon biad cenae."

"The bargain I have made is joyless, I have tortured the one

I loved. It was madness not to do his will, but for the fear of

the King of Heaven. ... A roar of fire has split my heart. It is
# \

known it would not exist without him. "

1
Other poems are dialogues between herself, her lover, and the

saint to whom they go for counsel. An example of the new attitude

in secular tales can be found in Scela Gano meic Gartaa.n., a

historical romance about 7th century characters. Christianity is

only referred to briefly, but whereas, in the old tales containing

roscada, an attempt to hunt swans is liable to bring a character
2 i

into contact with the pagan Otherworld } in Scela Cano the hero's

unsuccessful casts provoke him to a verse meditation on his real

3
mission in exile.

/ ^ 5
In both Scela Cano and Comrac Liadain syllabic poems are

sent as love messages, and this theme is also used in Fingal

1. pp. 16, 20.
2. Compe,rt CC, Serglige CC .

3. 1.68.
k. 1.190.

5. p.l^f.



Ronain, a tale which;although also about 7th century characters,
maintains the pagan setting conventional in the older native tales.

Here a chance couplet uttered by the hero is capped by his young

1stepmother as if it were a love message to her • This motif of

2the verse contest occurs widely with syllabic quatrains . However,

in this case R^nan in rage has his son killed. Afterwards,
3repentant, he laments by his son's body with the same verse .

"Is uar fri clo'i ngaithe

do neoch in-gair Bu Aife

iss ed ingaire mada

cen bu, cen neoch no chara

Is uar gaeth

i ndorus tige na llaech

batar injnaine laoich

bftis etrainn ocus gaith

'It is cold against the whirlwind for the one who herds

Aife's cows (some standing-stones): this is vain herding,

without cows, without the one you love.

The wind is cold in the doorway of the warriors' house:

dear were the warriors who used to be between us and the wind.

His frightened wife interjects a lament of her own, and R<f>nan

brushes her aside in a further quatrain :

1. 1.126 f.

2. CMR I 1.139, Tromd. Guaire 1.1190.

3- 1.168, debide :2nd verse has 1st line shortened,a. s^lUVfe losV ii» 13.
1.189, rannaigecht bee ,
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"Cotail, a ingen Echach,

nxdat mera na doene;

cid broina-su do brattan

ax he rao maccan chaxne."

"Sleep, Eochu's daughter, people are not savages. Though

you wet your little cloak it is not my little son you mourn."

His words are immediately proved wrong in the prose, for his

son's fosterbrother bursts in and throws at her the severed heads

of her family, and she "falls on her knife". R^nan continues with

another long lament. Both show the freedom of early syllabic

verse to use quatrains of different metres in the one poem.

The tales above, all 9th century, contain only syllabic verse,

of various types. The Ulster tale Longes mac nUislenn,however,

balances the roscad prophecy of Deirdre's momentous life at the
1 2

beginning with two syllabic laments by her at the end . These

poems can become very long: almost the whole of the extant Aided

Fhothad Canainne (listed as an Aithed)^ consists of a syllabic
k

poem(reicne)sung by Fothad's head to the woman whom he had arranged

to abduct, telling her how fate had turned against him. From the

10th century whole tales are occasionally told in syllabic verse,

if
as well as in prose versions .

Another early use of syllabic metre in tales is in descriptions
5

of the native Otherworld regularly also introduced as speech poems.

The earliest example of this is the two long poems which make up

1. (a) ex. (5) p.lli
2. paras. 17»l8:
3. Fianaigecht K. Meyer 1910 pp. 1-21.
4. ACR = Brinna Ferchertne ZCP III *f0; EME Eriu IV 91-111;

STB ZCP VIII 261-73, P.32 .

5. See Ch.VII ff>ZXX-q.-
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1
most of Imram Brain attributed to the supernatural woman who

invites Bran, and to Manannan. As well as the metre, obvious

Christian references show that these poems are a monastic development

on the echtra theme. The Christian references also appear in

other examples^)such as one in Tochmarc Etaine which reads like
3

an interpolation. The Otherworld poems in Serglige Con Culainn

contain Middle Irish forms, while in Echtra Laegaire the

Otherworld poems seem to have been added in one ms. only, in
k

language slightly later than the prose . It seems that the

monastic redactors began a fashion for poems describing the

Otherworld in the native echtrai, a fashion satirized in Aislinge

Meic Con Glinne, the latest example. In Early Modern Irish tales

description of the Otherworld is, like other traditional

descriptions, in prose.

As well as composing lyric poems in the syllabic metres^

the monastic scholars' main use for them was to record information:

history, chronology, or lists. Several tales which otherwise
5

would contain no syllabic verse have this kind of composition added .

In some tales the poems which appear are merely extracts from

this type of verse, quoted to prove a point - for which purpose it

seems verse was deemed more reliable than prose. All the verses

in Cath Maige Mucrime I are of this type. This is probably most

1. debide with some rannaigecht ,,paras. 3-30, paras. 33-60.
2. rannaigecht and debide,T. Elaine (iii) para. 10.

3. debide paras. 31,33»3^«
k. p.378, 11.18,103 f. debide .

5- ACC I 14065: deaths of Ulsterraen; T. Emere para. 92 = names of
Ulstermen.



common in 'historical* king tales^but in Tochmarc Etaxne two

variant versions of episodes are supported by quatrains, and the
2

trilogy ends with verse corroboration by a senchaid . This use of

verse in tales is mainly confined to the Early Irish period^where

it has more to do with the gathering of traditional knowledge

than with narrative style'.
Speech poems in dramatic situations, continuing the roscad

tradition, is the most constant use of syllabic verse in tales.

For a while in tales which use both types of metre, roscad holds

its own in the ritual utterances of ancient heroes, or as the

vehicle for vision and prophecy. However even in tales using roscad

syllabic poems may appear on these themes: an .exhortation
/

beginning Erig a gerait Hlad 'Arise, 0 warrior of Ulster' in

Serglige Con Culainn ; a prophecy by an Otherworld warrior in
Tochmarc Etaine'J a visionary prophecy of C(i Chulainn(Atchiu fer

find firfes cles 'I see a fair man who will perform feats'),

possibly replacing a roscad, and another prophecy labelled r_

in TBG 1^ (all in debide). Both the poems which appear in one

n

version of Compert Conchobair are syllabic prophecies (one

1. Borama paras 13,36,^+0; Cog pp.30,32 etc.; EME paras. 1?»19
(ends tale); A Dhiarmada pp.73t82 (ends tale).

/

2* f- Etaine (i) para. 26, (iii) paras. 21,23.

3. TDG Oss p.15^; Caithr Congh paras. I, XLVII (ends tale);
CMR II pp.1^2,146,14b,150,166,168; ACT paras. 6,7,8,9,1^.

4. para. 30.

5* (i) para. 23.

6. 11. 67, 2372 .

7. EC VI 176,177.
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called rithoiricc) in ochtfhoclach, the other, a greeting to the

newborn child beginning Mochean, in a shortened rannaigecht metre.

Other examples of these types in syllabic metre can easily be

found''.
The other types of syllabic speech poem in later tales are

rarely as moving as the earlier examples, though in Buile Shuibhue

and the early Finn-cycle tales there is a special place for poems

2 3
describing nature ) sometimes borrowed from earlier tradition .

4
Death and personal tragedy regularly provide a setting for laments .

Dialogue poems with quatrains ascribed to alternate speakers are

5 6
common. With occasional exceptions the number of metres in use

tends to be narrowed down to straight debide, rannaigecht and
7

ae freslige in later tales . In Early Modern Irish the verses

which appear in tales; are generally much looser and less polished

metrically than contemporary eulogistic verse, the composition

of which by now preoccupied the professional talents of the filid.

A firm tradition of the alternation of prose narrative with

speech poems in syllabic verse seems to have been established in

the Middle Irish period. Modernized versions of tales had new

8 9
poems added, from Middle Irish to Early dern . In tales where

1. ExhortationsE. Thaidg p.345; prophecy:C. Almaine para. 6,
ENC p.150; mochean:FDG 1.363* OCL para.24.

2. Acall 329; FTC Oss p.138.
3* Macgnfm.Fhinn para 20^Uath Beinne Etair p.130.
4. T. B. FUdhaise II CR IV 24, ECR1 p.96.
5. Sc.MMD para. 3; A.Guill & flairb para 6; CRR I paras. 5*19*22,29;

CML paras. 36,40,47; Forb.DD paras. 24,28,31*35*37.
6. CFD in TBC, much ochtfhoclach .

7. A. Bruford 1966 p.35 and n.

8. TBC II, T.Ferbe II .

9. T. B. Flidhaise II; ACC II; T. Etalne (ii) II; OCU; CMM II.
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1 2

every scene or even every paragraph was expected to contain a

syllabic laoidh by one of the characters jit is clear that all these

verses cannot be at points of high emotion. Quite early a con¬

vention appears whereby what has already been told in dialogue or

3
prose narrative is repeated in metrical form . In Aided Muirchertaig

the poems regularly repeat and amplify a conversation begun in
4

prose . The purely ornamental nature of these verses is emphasized

in the comment of one known poet-author of romances that he added

poems to 'grace* his adaptation of EMI since he liked the story^.
The poems would have a very decorative effect, since, like the

syllabic verses which have survived in oral tradition, they were

no doubt sung.

However,it is perhaps not surprising that they were not

considered a necessity in all later tales. Many never contained

them^jand many of the poems in Aided Muirchertaig,Oidheadh Con

Culalnn, (ACCI1) and Cath Maige Lena were omitted in later manu¬

scripts. In the later Finn-cycle the verse and prose traditions

become quite distinct, with tales told either entirely in prose

or entirely in syllabic verse; however usually maintaining the

conventional setting established in Acallam na Senorach of a

question by St. Patrick and an answer in the first person by

Oisxn or Caelte.

1. E. Thaidg, A. Fhinn II ,

2. A. Muirchertaig, CML .

3. Serglige CO para. 29, T. itaine (iii) para. 5; E. Thaidg
pp.346,347«349 iTfeC U etc.

4. paras. 4, 16,26 .

5. A. Bruford 1966 p.46 ,

6. EAC, EMM, ERL .



These Fenian lays survive into oral tradition in Ireland and
%

Scotland. In Scotland the tunes are preservedf in Ireland the lays

may be recited with different voices for Oisln and St. Patrick.

The motif of capping syllabic verses also survives, usually in

anecdotes telling how a poet got the better of some other
1

character . However verses rarely appear in oral tales. Alan

Bruford quotes examples from Ireland and Scotland of verses from
2

ECRI, ECG, OGH, OCL >as well as others which seem to have been

composed for the tales in oral tradition. In general, apart from

literary survivals, any verses appearing are more likely to be

related to the jingles which appear in some international popular

tales.

1. LSIC pp.339,3^2 .

2. 1966 pp.17^-178.
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^eserintlon 71

A certain airount of description appears even in Old Irish

written tales. Things heard, smelt, felt or seen may he noted; hut

especially the colour, shape and size of objects. Description may

consist of nouns and adjectives, often in verbless sentences; hut

also of comparisons, simile and metaphor, and sometimes of

hypothetical statements, giving the result if some particular thing

should befall the object of the description.

Descriptions show a special interest in colour. Certain

colours had particular significance: a white red-eared animal or

green-cloaked woman clearly come from the Otherworld, while an all-red

creature is the same with definitely hostile connotations. The

richness of Karly Irish colour words is illustrated by another motif

often used of the glamorous Otherworld, that of things which are

cacha datha 'of every colour', sometimes further explained:1
..".etir glas ocus gorm ocus derg ocus huaine ocus chorcair
etir dub ocus fhind ocus odhor ocus buidhe, etir brecc
ocus dond ocus alad ocus ruad','

."both blue \,or green, or greyj and dark blue and red and
bright green and purple, both black and white and dun
and yellow, both speckled and Iran and motley and russet'.'

This selection indicates some differences between the English and

Gaelic sense of colour; plas is vexy difficult to translate, referring

to several different hues in English, while words which in English

describe pattern rather than colour appear in other lists of colours.

1. T. Troi II L88Q.

2. Irnth. Aen. p. 120; Acall. (i'r. ) 1. 280}.
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The love of bright arid diverse colours appears throughout

the literature. Black, red arid white are often used together^-,
especially associated with carrion birds, bl^od, and corpses of the

battlefield* Qi Chulainn and Conall Cernach have chariot-horses of

different colours, not notching pairs? Vihile Cu Chulainn*s

appearance becomes ever more colourful in later descriptions, Conall

himself has eyes, cheeks-^ and brows'4 of different colours* Retainers

are often mounted half on horses of one colour, the rest on horses of
5

another. In Aided Guill ocus Qairb a chieftain's retinue wear

cloaks of yellow, red, bright green, dark blue, purple and black**, and

in the Romantic tale Sachtra Chloiime id^h na liloruaidhe a wooden

palace and a ship are brightly painted'': ' every other plank in that

ship was a dark blue plank and a red plank, a bright green plank and a

black plank, a yellow plank and a white plank. * Finn's hound Bran is

described in orslly-preserved Fenian lays^5 as having a white belly,

black flanks, yellow legs, green back and red ears. Other strangely

coloured animals are described in the earlier prose literature. ^ In

early Irish tradition the three disfiguring blisters of 1 shame, blemish

and repro-ch' raised by satire were given the colours red, white and

b * fr'jfe § 7» Imr, Cti ch. xii, C..I p. 114, J^C p. 78.
2. FB §§47, 49.

3. FB §47, i'BBd §97.

4. TBC ot. 4535.

5* TB nartada § 4 (%i ), A. Phiarmada p. 74»

6. §23.

7. pp. 60, 56.

8. e. & A. RacLellan, Stories from South Uist p. 211.

9. Imr. Brain §15, Rercumd uiiix L 265, *-« Fergusa meic Lelde II 242.
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black or grey (glasJ. * The same colours are also used

consecutively of people disfigured by strong emotions, usually shame

or fear. 2 This motif is elaborated in the early Modern Irish tale

Euallghubha Uilella Olulm^ where Qilill becomes white, yellow, dun,

hard, black and weak as he hears of the death of successive friends

and relations*

These qualities are expressed by mesns of comparisons: as

white as bleached linen, as dun as rich tswny milk, as hard as the

handstaff of a corn-kiln. The imagery of Gaelic comparisons is

generally homely and direct, and in the early language there is a

marked preference for the equative degree of the adjective^", expressing
an exact equivalent. In formal description, as in Nuallahubha

s /

Oilella Oluim. comparisons with the equative, which became obsolescent
5

in the 12th century, are maintained well into Early kodern Irish. J

After the 15th century comparisons are expressed either with the new

equative locution comh ... ri, or the comparative of the adjective

sometimes an inverse comparison 1 than which snow is no whiter1, or a

simile. The second and fourth of these also appear earlier. Not

every adjective shows an equative form in the early period, and those

which do tend to reappear with the same referents. Most of the

equative comparisons preserved in the later literature have already

become stereotyped at an earlier date.

1. It Meroney, JCS I 22,5-4.

2. Altram TIM §6, EOF §4, TTT L 277, BCC LSG pp. 4-5.

5. SGd VT (1949) 1-10.

4. In -lthlr followed by the accusative.

5. 0. Bergin, Eriu XIV 140-5; TBC dt. Introd. xliii-iv.
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Many of the recurring oolour-comperisons refer to native
1 r\

plants; as white as white flowers or as bog-cotton , as blue as

the bluebell-^, as red. as foxglove^ or 'purple of the herb of the

rock'} possibly a dye obtained from a lichen.^ The conventional

hurope&n comparison to a red rose does make a late appearance in

Gaelic narrative^but alongside the native plants.

Other conventional European comparisons are common in

Gaelic literature. 'As white as snow*, often 'as one night's snow'^
fi

as well as 'as white as a swan* a.xe well known, 'As black as

(char-)coal*, often 'smiths' charcoal doused in cold water' is common,

especially in later narratives. ^ The comparison favoured earlier

seems to be to a beetle's beck. ^ Red tilings are sometimes compared
11to blood However a much more frequent comparison of redness is
12

partalnp: an obscure term clearly,^from the initial p- of foreign
origin. Sometis.es things are said to be made of partalnp;^ and one

1* bsnulrhther re banar.olth For. CC §18; fHOP §2, BCC GGG jt 72, "'•HC
P. 7o i geal,. \ p-!38f n. 3

2. findithlr ceriach aleibe VBD^. §109; T. Ailbhe §5 Igealy. F;lL p, 121.

3. glaislthir bugha TBGD §97: TBC St. 1.4556. Acall. 1.6636,
T. Treblalnne p, 169 C norm.,; >;las is also used of holly: Prull.

4* derglthir sian TB1L- §§2, 97; Imth. i.en. 1.1924-

5. rU II 1.579 saiaalta re corcalr lossa liac; T. Tebe 1.479, BCO GGG
it 72; comderm re coreair chadlie 'as red as wood-purple' Acall.
1. 6635; deirge agus coreair ch /llleadh BCF p. 50, may refer to the
same plant.

& it 52, JJJC P> 122.

7. cillthir snechta oenaidchi T£DD § 2, T. Ferbe 1, 43, ' C. I p. 64,
it 78.

8» gillthir gels T. Ailbhe §5: TBF §9, TB£ St. 1.4636.
9. duibither gual ngoibnidi T. Ailbhe § 5, nir dhnibhe sengual soileach

arna bhathadh a"n-uisce 'no blacker was old willow-charcoal doused
in water' Palter. Congh. it 126; SC.J p, 64, TGD p, 259.

10. duiblthlr drulmne daell TBDii §§ 2, ?7l Bg£ §33, £2£ Gss. it 124.
amail full JU-. §7; FTC Gss. p. 124, 04C 1.47.

12. derglthlr partaing TBiiG §2, FIG 1.687, BCF p. 51, GCRI pw 52.
13. TB Fr. §9. TBC I 1. 34.
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suggestion is that it is borrowed, from Parthiea and mearia ' Parthian

leather dyed scarlet'. 1 Another persistent stereotyped comparison

in Gaelic tradition, this time of tone rather than colour, is the

equally obscur binnlthlr teta mendchrot 'as sweet as the strifes of CV

harps') sometimes expanded 'constantly played in the hands of sages*

1 llaxaaib suad oca sirshe inn. /. enftchrot only appears in comparisons.

These ex&niples show the traditionalism of Gaelic imagery,

comparisons of size and shape again show its directness. Things are

as big as 'one of the great trees which are on the green of a great

fort^ or 'a fidchell board'** or *a reaping basket'''. Things are 'as

tall as a ship's raast'^ or 'as high as a lark goe3 on a beautiful

windless day*^ or 'as long as the front spout of a bellows'^. One

image which also appears in the Bible is 'as long as a weaver's beam*

Comparisons of speed generally refer to animals and birds:
10

hawks, swallows, startled deer as well as to the wind. ' oome of the

traditional referents here are e.Iso obscure, such as cliabhach.

1. W. Gtokes, IT iii 222.

2. TgC II I. 4340, AcalL 4060, IB Plidhaise II CR II 100, BCF p. 51.
X TBC Id. 1. 1581.

4. fb. Kg, §91.

5. TBDD §§58. 97.

6. tbc I 1.1960, .CM pp. 102, 134, MS ?•

7. KC I 1. 3612.

8. Amalrgen Prull

9. ThDiJ §§ 61, 128.

ia roc I 1.29495 Acall. Pr. 1.6057; Porb, 00 55 21. 96; TGD p. 262.
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fiamhaln and fara: this last probably a marten rather than a vessel,

since it climbs trees. ^ Traditional metaphoric kennlngs for heroes

frequently refer to animals, both native and. once so: bears, bulls,

hounds and stags; and exotic: lions, dragons, griffins. One strange

example is nathalr 'a serpent* which is a native word, although there

ere no snake3 in Ireland, so that the term must have been preserved in

some auch context as this since the Goidellc invasion. These kennings

are found not only in tales but also in Bardic poetry.

Traditional 1/escriotive ■ aasages: 'Ru-ws'

The Middle Irish redactions in which mary older Gaelic prose

toles appear in manuscripts frequently contain quite long descriptive

passages on fixed themes: the heroes and their accoutrements, their

i.orses end chariots, their preparations for battle, their womenfolk,

and also feasting in magnificent halls. Similar passages appear in

modem oral tradition in both Scotland and Ireland. The written

versions have generally been unpopular with modern editors; for example

J. PacKlnnon^ *•

"This is the first of several rhetorical passages in this
manuscript, too common in other Gaelic compositions, old
and modem. ... hile such passages testify to the
copiousness of the language and to the great command over
the Gaelic vocabulary which many native authors undoubtedly
possessed, they not infrequently mar the literary beauty of
many of these sagas and detract from their historical
value. " j

Nevertheless, G, burphy says 'Description of the ceremony of court life,

of the interior of palaces, and of the ornament of clothes and weapons,

1. JTGG pw U&t DC fk 31*

2. 'Ib J'lldaise Ii, CR II 206.
J. The modem oral examples are voneraUy referred, to in Erufluh as 'runs' (LFp.iol, W&S JYI51,

MWHT Ixv ) which I have used, in -Die title of this thesis as a convenient it vajw£ -term fot the
Whole gjfenie. See "Braford. litis p.3t> for a full discussion.
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1 2.
Is universal in heroic literature'. A. B. Lord remarks on the

importance of 'descriptions of heroes, horses, arms and castles' in

assessing the quality of an 'oral epic tradition'. Despite their

absence from much of the oldest written stratum of the literature,

some of the Gaelic descriptions seem to hark back to a tradition

older than writing The most remarkable of these is the account of

the Celtic war-chariot, no longer in use in historic Ireland.

The special character of the long descriptive passages is

acknowledged in native terminology by a technical term tuaraacbal.

literally 'describing*. P. i.ac Cana has noted marginal t used beside

a chariot-description much as r might be used to mark a stressed metre

poem^, and the word appears in full as a heading to some examples:
/deTba.

Tuarascball charpalt/Con Culalnd annao * fere is the Description of Cu
cha-riot,

Chulainn* s/foim'. 7 sometimes the word tuerased-a 1 is introduced into

the text leading up to a description: nirbo aegunda a thusruscbail

'his description was not genteel', followed by a description of an

ogre^; ba h-alulnn an inls sin tra ocus ba h-amra a tuaruscball

*beautiful then was that island and its description was wonderful'

(description follows/^ ocus I'a h£ so tuaras>,bail na bruidnl , i,. 'and
this was the description of the hall i. e, (description follows).'

1. G. Murphy, Saga and Myth (1961) p. 27.
2. The Singer of Tales (i960; pw 86.

3. Celtica /II 71.

b TBC I CFD 29U, JBMM 2335.

5. ra §37.

6* I""T' cc §52.

7. Alt ran] TDM §'3.
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Tuarascbal is rarely' used with the type of descriptive

passage moat popular in later tales, where instead of static scenes

of places and people actions such as arming, fighting, hunting and

travelling are described. An alternative term corughadh 'arrangement'

can be found from the 13th century on, for example introducing the

description of a man1 or of a hideous hag2. One manuscript of the

Romantic tale achtra Chonalll GhulbtCn gives two descriptions of a
5

battle, with the comment: Ag so corughadh eile air an ,,cath ceadns.

tola do rogha dhiobh 'Here is another 'arrangement' of the same battle,

take your pick of them'. Corfi rathe. literally 'arrangement of a

battle',survives as a general term for descriptive passages in Irish

oral tradition, along with culaidh ghalsge 'battle-dress', which must

have originally referred to the arming description. ^ In Scotland the

term was raith or slubhal^approximating to the English folk-tale term
' run'.

(i) descriptions of People

As is likely with a heroic literature, such as that

cultivated in early Ireland, most of the characters described in the

early tales are warriors. These descriptions may vary in length, but

the content, though not the language, Is fairly fixed: physical

L Acall. 4201, awlinson Mi.

2. Calthr. Thoir pw 104.

3. A. Bruford 1^66 . 43 n. 19.

4. J. Delargy li45 p> 34 n.

5. SSWHT I xv n. 1»
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appearance (especially hair colour,, followed "by clothing aid then

weapons, A typical example is that of the man who cones to help

Cu Ghulainn in Tain Bo Cualnge. at the beginning of the 16th century

episode Breslech Maige i uirthenne1':

(l) "Die rrbal Laeg and conacca ni, in n-oenfer dar
fiartharsna in dunaid fer nKrend anairtuaid each ndfriuch
ina dochum 'Oenfer sund chucun ' lnnosse, a Chucan,' or
Lae& 'Cinnas fir andsin?' or CXI Chulaini 'hi hands#.
Ftr cain mar and dano. Berrad lethan laiss. Folt
casbude fair. Brat uanide i forcipol immi. Cassan
gelairgit is in brot uassa bruirme. Lene de sr6l rig fo
derg-andliud do dergor i custul fri gelchnes co glunib del
Dub-sciath co calathbuali findrtdni fair. Sleg coicrind
ina laim Foga fogablaigi inna ferrad. Ingnad em reb
ocus abairt ocus adabair dogni, aclit ni saig nech fair
ocus ni saig-seom for nech, felb nachas faiced nech he. '
'Is fir sin, a daltan,' for se, 'cia don; chartib
sithcaire-sa sein .. "

"While Laeg was there he saw something, a lone man coming
straight towards him from the north-east across the camp of
the men of Ireland. 'A lone man is coming towards us now,
little Cu,• said Laeg. 'What sort of man is there?' said
Cu Chulaind. 'hot difficult, a big handsome man with a
broad haircut, curly yellow hair on him, a greenish cloak
gathered up round him, a brooch of white silver in the cloak
over his breast, a shirt of kingly satin with red embroidery
of red gold next to his white skin to his knees, carrying a
black shield with a hard rim of white bronze, a five-pronged
spear in his hand, a forked Ravelin next to it. onderful
indeed is the game and sport and play he makes, but no one
attacks him and he attacks no one, as if no one saw him *
'That is true, ay fosterling,' said he. 'That is one of ny
othexv-'orld friends "

2
The motif of invisibility si ows that the visitor is from the Gtherworld, *"

Another example, also from Tain u6 Cualnge. gives the
Z

character's physical appearance in greater detail*':

(2) Ttjt< buiden aili ann dldiu isin telaig oc blemin iiidi,' or
Mac Roth. 'Is toichim sluaig ar melt. Toiseach fil i

1. roc 1 2090-8.

2. MI II 11*561, 623b

3. roc I 3689-703.
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n-eirinach Ml buidne sin, ni coiiadig laech tad, chaime
itir dclb ocus ti&thach ocus deceit. Fait tobach
dergbuldl fair, gnuis choir carrm cbutroaM. Aged
fochael forlethan, bedll dergo than&idi, det nieiuis
neaonnda, guth glan gleorcLa, cuinaiu chein corcarda
chumdi ehtacb. Ailldem do delbf lb doxne, brat corcra
hi forcihul inbi, bretnas fo a llouecor de or tttM
b&nbruindih, CuarBcieth co tuagmflaib llldathaoha co
cot roth aii'Cid huasa clly. Gaf fata facbarglas la
foga feig fobartach in* laim, claideb drduirn 6tr fora
main, lene eulpatach co ndergindled iitbi 1 costal. *
*Cia sin, a Fhergaia?* or AililL *«o fhetamar iramorro,'
or Fergus, 'is lrth gliad em,* or ae, * da-danic and, is
clariud comlaind, is lonbruth archun; Rochaid mac
Faithemaln 6 Brig IXusae far cliamain insin

"Another ccsspany has cor;* now onto the little hill In
die-main Hide,' s id h&c Both. 'It is the approach of
a host from its size. lie is a chieftain who is in the
forefront of that comp&iy; rarely is there a warrior
more beautiful, in form and clothing and raiment.
Cropped red-yellov: hair on him, a fitting crimson well-
proportioned countenance. A face narrow below, broad
above; thin red lips; shining pearly teeth; a clear
bright voice; a beautiful crimson shapely visage. he
is most beautiful of human fom. A purple cloak
gathered up around him, a brooch with its full ornament of
gold over his white breast, a curved shield with many-
coloured arching animals and a boss of silver above his
left side. A long blue-edged spear with a keen
aggressive Javelin, a sword with a golden hilt of gold on
his tack, a hooded shirt with red embroidery close about
him' 'ho f* Utah; Fergus?' said mil ill. 'I know inJleea,'
said Fergus, 'he who ewe i there is half a tattle, he
Is the dividitii of a co. bat, he is the fierce heat of a
slaughter-hound. That is -.ochaid mac Raithemain from Brig
Duime, your son in law "

In most cases such a detailed Ascription of physical beauty is only

given to the hero of a tale1) especialLy if he is e king, in accordance

with the convention that the ideal king is physically as well as

morally perfect. however, like the heroes in some other tales,

itochaid's main role in TEC is that of a suitor, and this ssey be why

his looks are described here.

It Ou Chulainn, hiaburchsroat UJ L 9265; Breech, TB Fr. §17; MaiM,
T. rerbe 1.37; Cearbhall, to* §11.

2, Cormac Con hongea, : M §46; Cormac mac Airt, >■« Chormaic § 3.
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Details of physical appearance are almost always included

in descriptions of women. Togail Bruidne Da Derga opens with a

picture of the hero's ancestress, Etaxn, washing at a spring. If
1

nothing else her green clothing indicates her Otherworld origin:
(3) "Bui rx amra airegda for ]£rinn, Eochaid Feidleach a

ainm. Do-luid feachtus n-ann dar aenach mBreg L^ith,
co n-accai in max for ttr in tobair ocus cxr chuirrel
argit co n-ecor de or acthe oc folcud a lluing argit,
ocus ceithri h-e<5in <$ir furri ocus gleorgemai beccai di
charrmogul chorcrai hi forfhleascuib na luingi. Brat
cas corcra fo loi chain aicthe. Dualldai airgdidi
ecoirside de or oibinniu isin bratt. Lene
leburchulpatach isi chotutlemon dei sxtiu uainide fo
derg-inliud (Sir impi. Tuagmila ingantai di or ocus
airget fora bruindi ocus a formnaib ocus a guallib
isind lene di each leith. Taitned fria in grian co
bba forderg dona feraib tuidhleach ind oir frisin ngrein
asin titiu uainidi. Da trilis n-orbuidi fora cind.

Fige ceithri ndual ceachtar nde ocus mell for rind
each duail. Ba cosmail leo dath ind fhoilt-sin fri
barr n-ailestair hi samrad no fri derg-or iar ndenam a datha.

"There was a wonderful excellent king over Ireland, whose
name was Eochaid Feidleach. Once upon a time he came
across the assembly-ground of Brx Leith and saw a woman
at the edge of the spring, with a bright (?) silver comb
with ornament of gold, washing her hair in a silver vessel
with four birds of gold on it, and small bright gems of
purple carbuncle on the rims of the vessel. She had a

curly purple cloak with a beautiful fleece. Silver filigree
brooches (?) decorated with pleasing gold in the cloak. She
wore a long hooded shirt, stiff and smooth, of bright-green
silk with embroidery of red gold. Wonderful arching animals
of gold and silver on the shirt on her breast and her
shoulders and her shoulder-blades on each side. The sun was

shining on her so that the men could see clearly^the
glittering of the gold against the sun from the green silk.
Two golden-yellow tresses on her head, each of them a
braiding of four plaits, with a bead at the end of each
plait. They thought the colour of that hair was like the
flower of the flag-iris in summer or like red gold that has
been polished.

The description continues with the woman undoing her hair to wash it,

with her arms through the neck opening of her dress, so that her body

is visible. Her arms are as white as snow, her cheeks red as foxglove,

1. So also A. Muirchertaig para. 2, EAC para. 5.
X. Mol p. 12,5.
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her brows as black as e beetle, her teeth like a shower of pearls,

her eyes as blue as a "bluebell, her lips as red as part aims These

conventional comparisons are regularby used in descriptions of people

to refer to the same parts of the boc^y. * her shoulders, fingers,

aide white as foem and soft like wool, thighs, small round knees,

straight shins and heels are then described in short sentences with

adjectival epithets. 3he has the 'bright blush of the moon' in her

face, a proud lift to her brows, a ray of lovemaking in each eye and a

dimple of pleasure in each cheek, alternately coloured with the redness

of calf' s. blood end the whiteness of snow. She has a soft voice and a

graceful gelt;

(}bj ia si trd as caemeam ocus as dildeem ocus as cdram
ed-connercadar sdili doine de mn&ib domain. Ba ddig
led bed a siueib di. Ba fria as-breth: cruth edeh
co h^tain. Caern cfech co hwtain. "

She, then, was the loveliest end most beautiful end most
perfect that the eyes of men had seen of the women of
the world, Th^y thought she roust be from the otherworld
mounds. It was regarding her it v.as said: All are
shapely till fitaSh, All are lovely ti ll 'tafru "

Physical Appearance

This is one of the longest of all descriptions of people, but

the same detail of physical appearance is also found in other descriptions

of women. Many descriptions, both of men and women, include their

being the 'most beautiful of humankind', ^ They provide an opportunity

i. Men: Slaburcharpat CO iAI 1,3272, h. Fsrbe 1. 37. lift 1»576, Imth. Aen.
L 1'j22i.. Acall. 6c 55. Ch^rc-alc §3, BGF §11, ChC jy 47, ' IP» 78.
Women; FTC ( Osay ) py 12k, r,'M > 52, *KC pw 122, HC4b' » 36.

a T3C II 1.185, 3£§15, AlsL vu J w 97, ZlS. §5, £!M A 52, §3£
[jy

> Ken: .bull. T. Trol I 1.31847, 3.74, J32 3.3935; v.omen:
I iuirchertsin § 2. Forty 3D §20, §20.
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for constructing the early Irish ideal of physical beauty.

Physical stature is admired, as implied in ex. (1; f<r cnin

jnjSr: in other examples the warrior is said to be taller than anyone

else. * Elsewhere in Tain Bo Cualnac uocha^d mac Faithemain is

distinguished by being head and shoulders above his companions^ a motif

which appears in other tales'*, and pexsista to oral tradition in

Scotland**; In Aialinge Oenguso-* it is used of the hero's Otherworld

sweetheart.

Fair or golden is the p. eferred hair-colour, as in the

examples quoted. For Otherworld people, and women, this never varies

(though women's eyebrows are always black), but men may also have red,

black or brown hair, especially whoa a contrast is needed. ^ The

international motif'' of black, red and white colouring for the hero's
8

hair, cheeks, and s!<in appears earliest in Irish , but although the

actual colours are favourites in Gaelic description black-haired heroes
9

are the exception in manuscript tales. Skin, however, is always white.

1. FOG 1.575, FTC §74.

a TBC I 1.1667.

3. T. Trojf I 1. 32333.

4. Oeirdire p, 52.

5. §8.

6. F.DG 1.715 ff. 3 young men red-haired, fair, and brown-haired;
Calthr. Co: -gh. p. 14 one warrior red-haired, the other fair.

7. 265.1.1*.

8. Lg. § 7 in Oeirdire p. 36.

% ECF§§5, 11.
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The triangular face, 'broad above and narrow below* is that

familiar from early Celtic representati na of the human head. The

line ajged fochael forlethan from ex. {2j is stereotyped: it occurs

three times in descriptions in T£C X, of r edelm the woman-seer and the

Ulster kin*, Conchobar^J elsewhere of Conchobir's son Cormac Con Longes^
and the Ccnnaught hero I'raeciA Complexion is often described as

cortra. eorcarda 'purple'} possibly 'rich-blooded', but probably Just

•bright'. Cheeks and lips are red, and the line beoil derga thansidl

(ex. (2,} also recui's, mainly in descriptions of women.Blushing and

dimples seem to be favoured for botii sexes: Coualre' s companions blush-*

and Cu Chulainn's dimples are coloured^. A pleasant voice is much

mentioned, and this is the traditional subject of the comparison

bjnnithlr teta mendch-rot. ^

Another type of description appearing in early Irish tales is
8

the warrior ana entourage. Fraech's array, as he goes to visit

Adlill and Medb, is provided by his aunt, the goddess of the Boynei^

1. 11.27, 3141.

a TBDB §75, BoC §46.

3. TB Fr. §17.

4. TEC n 1.138, Alal. m I » 57, J&C §5, T. fftafne (il) II §4,
U Laegadre p. JSCt

5. TBDo §55} women Fog, CC §16, dew oral Be Irdire iw 24.

6* 1 MJL Also: a young warrior, jdi. jw 6j woman, Alsl.
&C II jw 57.

7, Women: TBC II 155, JgjC jw 122} men: TEC II 4329, AcalL 1.6830 Fr. ,
B® § 11.

8. TBC I 1.7, TB BarU § 4, Cano §4} TBC II 1.157, T Ferbe 1.1,
Cqphar II pp. 238 , 235; BJ£ §§8-10, 44-45; U Dhiarmada > 74

5. TB Fr. §3.
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(U) "-cua dobert coicait mbratt ngorm, ocus ba cosmail
cech ae fri druimne ridofle. Ocus cetheora oa dubglassa
for cech trutt. ocus inflech derggoir la cech irbratt,
Ocus lenti bangela co tuagt.ifla.it 5ir impu. Ocus coica
sciath n-argdide co n-imlib. wcus caindel rfgthigl i
llaint cech ae ocua coica serrand findruine ar cech n-ae,
Cdlca toracht dl or forloiscthl lm cech n-ae» I.irmitluda
di charnaocul foib enls, ocus is dl lecaib logmeirib a
n-airfarn. ho lastais in aidche amal betfs ruithni greni,
ocus colca claideb n—<5rduiin leo, acue gsbor bocglas fo
ahaidi cech fir ocus beilge oir friu. Paella. .d arggait co
cluciniu oir fo braglt cech eich, Colca acrann corcra
co snathib argait estib, co afblaib oir ocus ar^ait ocus co
ceridmflaib. Coica echlasc findruine co rnbacc&n or&a for
cizm cech ae. Ocus secht mllchoin i slabradaib argalt ocus
ubull n—oir eter cech n-aei Broca credumai impu. Boco
rabi dath nitd beth intib. iorfesser comaire leo co cornaib
ordaib ocus crgclidib, co n-etaigib Hdathaehaib, co mongaib
ordaib sfdbudib, co leunaib etrachtaib. Eatir trf druith
remib co mlndaib argdidit to dfor. dceith co fethul
chowduala la cech n-ae, co cXrbachlaib, co n-esnadaib credumai
lama toebaib. Trier cruittire co n-ecosc rfg im cech n-aew "

"And she gave fifty dark blue cloaks and each one was like a
beetle's back. And four dark grey comers on each cloak.
And an axiimal brooch ol" red gold with each cloak. And bright
white shirts with arching animals of gold around them. And
fifty silvered shields with .rim And a ' candle of a
king's house* in each man's hand and fifty rivets of white
bronze on each one. Fifty coils of refined goldrowft each one.
Points of carbuncle under them, and their 'front irons' were
of precious stones. They used to thine in the night as if
they were sunbeams. And they had fifty gold-hilted swords,
and a grey horse under each man, with bits of gold, A silver
peytrel with little bells of gold under each horse's neck.
Fifty purple saddles (?) with silver threads from them, with
clasps of gold and silver end with animal terminals. Fifty
horsewhips of white bronze with golden hooks over each one's
handle. And fifty greyhounds in silver chains, with an apple of
gold between each one. They wore bronze leggings. There was
no colour that would not be on thent Y.ith them were seven horTi
players with silver and golden horns, with many-coloured clothing,
with golden long yellow manes, with splendid cloaks. There
were those fools Cor druids ? j before them wearing silver

with gildings Tich one had a shield with engraved
insignia, with crested rods, with bronze insertions on their
sides. Three harpers each dressed like a king."

The presence of every colour is a typical feature of Otherworld splendour.

The motif of carbuncles shining in the dark must derive ultimately from

Isidore of Seville1 but is regularly associated with the Irish Otherworld.

1» Bibb Kt.ymologiarum JvVIxiv, J. Carney 1J55 p. 82.
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The Introduction of Descriptions

Three of the examples given above occur at or near the

beginning of a tale or episode; all three (exx. (l) (3) (4))
associated with the motif of the Otherworld visitor, often used to

open a tale. The rich description would provide an evocative

introduction to the story to come.

It is characteristic of Otherworld people to appear out of

nowhere1 and in ex; (lj the appearance of Lug to Laeg is expressed

with a proleptic accusative pronoun and a definite noun-objects co

n-acca ni, in n-oerifer. According to J. Carney^ this construction

is used with deliberate dramatic intention 'to anticipate something

strange, mystic or startling. ' It is also used with the verb 'to

hear', as when introducing the brief description of the wailing

Otherworld women who cany Fraech away^j and the analogous passive

formula con cloth n£" ' something was heard' is used to introduce mantic

or obscure speech. ^ As CI O'Bahilly points out,-* in Middle Irish the

proleptic accusative becomes regular in introducing descriptions. She

would see It as merely a matter of syntax, a form used when the object

of the verb of perception is a long phrase or phrases. I find it hard

to believe that there is nut some stylistic consideration involved.

L e. g. T. Etaine (lii) § 1.

2. 1355 p. 301.

3. TBJr. § 2a

iP. M&c Cana, Celtica VII 87.

5. Celtica VIII 166.
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The introduction to the description of Etafn (ex. (3))

does not use the proleptic accusative pronoun, though she is still

in mnaf 'the/this woman', and the article may be used for stylistic

emphasis. Reactions to her appearance from the spectators in the

tale are expressed:'They thought she must be from the Otherworld

mounds' , 'They thought the colour of that hair was like the flower

of the flag-iris'. Very often dar le is used to express the reactions

of a speaker in the tale, the spectators or even the audience to whom

it is told: Indar latt ba fross do nemannaib bof ina belaib . i, a

fiaclai 'You would think it was a shower of pearls within her lips,

that is, her teeth. The conventional descriptive imagery is often

enlivened by being attributed to some person involved, in this way.

The most dramatic presentation of a description is the

'watchman' device, used in examples (lj and (2), where one character

recites the tuarascbal to another, who identifies it from his account.
2

This has often been held to be a borrowing from the classics ; indeed

J. Carney classes it with 'The External Element in Irish Saga'. As

well as the Iliad^, which would not have been known in Ireland, Carney

quotes examples from Statius' Thebaid. Beowulf and Eilhart's Tristan.

However none of these can be the source of something that was very

freely used in early Irish with the long native type of description;

and, on balance, a manuscript source seems unlikely for something so

1. TKI1. 35.

2. M. Dillon, Early Irish Literature p. 15; Carney 1955 p. 305.

3. Book III.
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much more at home In oral recitation, where different voices and

expression could be used for the different characters. I think it

is better regarded as a native development,in Ireland as in Homer,

making use of the Gaelic preference for direct speech. The watchman

device falls out of use in Early Modern Irish^ ; though appearing as
2

an archaism in one late Ulster cycle tale.

Another feature 01 the presentation of descriptions of

people in early tales,which disappears in Early Modern Irish, is the

grouping together of them in series. The description of Rochaid mac

Faithemain, ex. (2j, is the ninth in such a series, which usually

describe approaching warriors. In the simplest cases the series is no

more than a threefold division of the hero's retinue: Into warriors,

women, and boys^ or warriors, women, and poets, followed by the hero.

In 1'axn Bo Cualnge^ three companies of Cormac Conlonges' retinue are

described approaching Cruachu, with Cormac himself in the third. In

TBC I the three descriptions show a definite progression: the hair

and the shirts become longer, and the cloaks brighter, from speckled,

to dark grey, to purple in the third company. The suspense is

inci'eased (most clearly in TbC II; by a use of the watchman device: as

the people see each company they ask/Is that Cormac?', and Medb says no,

until the third appears. In Fled Brierend^ the three Ulster warriors

1. FTC 1.74, Caithr. Tholr p. 14 are exceptions.

2. Wp. 47.

3. 3c. Cano §4*
4- BDC §§44-46.
5. I 1.7, II 1.157.

6. §§ 44-52.



Laegaire Buadach, Conall Cernach and Cu Ghulainn are described by

F'indabair to Medb, who identifies them, not only with their names,

but with a roscad acknowledging their prowess (and a prose explanation

of the roscadj. '"/hen she reaches Cu Chulainn she says Is banna rla

frais on tra 'That, then is a drop before a shower'. These

threefold scenes in ascending order increase the dramatic tension,

like the threefold repetition of folk-tales.

This descriptive section of FB has its own title 'Tochim

Ulad co Cruachnaib Al 'The Approach of the Ulstermen to Cfuachain aL

Tochim seems to be used as a technical term for these scenes, and the

section of TEC from which ex. (2; is taken is titled Tochim na mBuiden

'The Approach of the Companies'."'" In Middle Irish tochim becomes

synonymous with tuarascbal: raibe ar doman ingen bud chalme tochim

na tuaruscbail ina s£ 'There was no girl in the world of more lovely
p

description than she',followed by a description.

Tochim na mBuiden is a much longer series, and the number of

descriptions fluctuates: twenty-one descriptions in TBC I, one of

these changed and one absent in TBC II twenty-nine descriptions in

TBC Stowe, including one of three siege-engines.^ Tain Bo Cualnge

has another series, Fulle Cethlrn 'Cethern's Wounds'-' in which Cethem

describes and Cu Chulainn identifies his assailants. There is a

series of thirteen descriptions in the later version of Mesca Ulad. ^

1. TBS 1 ?°97.
2. EMb §14, also FTC Oss. p. 122; TTT IX. 1152. 6281, 6621.
3. 1.4291 f.

4. TBC St. 1.4447 f, 1.4591.

5. 512 1 If 2784 f. 12 groups; II 1. 3667 f. 9 groups. EC,
6. 11.518-786.
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In Togall Bruldne Da Derga in YBL there are twenty-seven descriptions

of Conaire's followers in Da Derga's hall, apparently combined from

two earlier versions of tne tale. However fourteen further

descriptions have beem added by hand H in the LU version, making this

the longest series of all, with forty-one descriptions. ^

In these long series the repeated question and answer of the

watchman device gains a new Unction, to bind the whole series into a

coherent whole. In Tain Bo Cualnge each description has the same

opening sentence; Ailill asks Fergus to identify the warrior and

Fergus replies with his name and kennings. In Mesca Ulad each

description is introduced?Unsea rlusan anair anechtair? "Lo, next to

them, beyond them, from the east', and the

identification scene includes Ailill, Medb, and Cu

'"Is rigda in tuarascbail' ar Medb. 'Is rfgda in
lucht issa tuarascbail1 bar Gu Ru£. 'Ged on, cia
sut?' bar Ailill. 'Ni h-annsa', bar Cu Ruf ... "

'"The description is kingly', said Kedba. 'The folk
whose description it is are kingly' said Cd Rui
'What then, who is that?' said Ailill. 'Easily told',
said Cu Ruf ... "

This conversation is repeated with different epithets throughout. A

few shorter descriptive series appear in early Modern Irish tales. ^

Dress and Equipment

The mention of the long descriptive series must illustrate

1. §§75-139 HJ.
2. MJ II 1.545.

% c. Cola Dremne pp. 7a-8a; CRR II §§23-26; TB Flidhaise II CR XX
208 , 212-222, 302.
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how numerous the descriptions of people are in early Irish literature.

Descriptions in series are deliberately varied from each other, and

there are many different details of hairstyle, dress and weaponry.

The descriptions quoted form a representative sampler Many of the

details cannot now be translated precisely: the type of comb called

cjfr cuirrel (3), dualldai apparently from dual 'a tress' (3); the

alriarn on a spear and exrb&chaill on a shield (4); acrann (4)

normally means 'shoe'. The exact sort of decoration implied by indled

(l, 2, 3)> ecor (2, 3)# eanaid (4) and conduala (4) is also lost in

time. however the basic items vary little, and have been taken as

providing a realistic picture of dress in the Irish Iron Age. ^
Information about Irish dress in the historic period has also been

2
collected by H. 3P. mcClintock using translations of the native

descriptions, depictions of people in native religious art, and

accounts and illustrations prepared by foreign observers from the

12th century on.

Hairstyle

The descriptions use a great many terms for male hairstyles^,
including metaphors from vegetation (dosbile 'a great bushy tree'^")

c r

and clothing (forthf 'overmantle' ). Words originally referring to

1. K. Jackson 1964 P- 15*

2. Old Irish and Highland Dress, Dundalk 1950*

3. e. g, BDC § 44.

4. rn>D§97, *1 §91.

5. TBG II 1. 158.

6. C. 0* Rahilly, 1 Words Descriptive of Hair in Irish', Sigse VIII
177-8a
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cutting or baldness seem to have been transferred to actual styles:

berrad (!>> tobach (2> } and mael }'baldness*j can all be used where
the hair reaches the shoulders. In some cases mael and compounds

o

seem to refer to a crest of hair. A very common term is mong 'mane'.

It seems clear that long luxuriant hair was the most admired. Eochu

Kond^ has a 'fair yellow mane' (mong findbuide) which hangs down onto

his horse's sides, and Ou Chulainn returning from his Boyhood Deeds

has fifty locks (airlaj of yellow hair between one ear and the other, ^

In one of the late Ulster cycle romances"' Per DiaJhas long fair hair in

coils Ccuachy to his belt. Long hair was cultivated by the Irish

nobility until very late; it is admired in bardic poetry and commented
f.

on by foreign observers.

In the earlier descriptions the mature warriors are often

represented as wearing beards, usually degablach 'forked'J
8

occasionally reaching to the navel. Beards are little mentioned
9

later. 7

1. TBC I 11. 16 , 3146 , 3388.

2. TEC II 11. 3667, 3688; MJ II L. 688.

3. La. DP 1.89.

4. TBC II L 1203; also Acall. 4080 Fr. , 4942.

5. CMC p. 74.

6. McClintock pp. 42, 73.

7. TBC II 11.4926 , 4311, 4329 , 4459; MJ II 11.526, 562, 581.

8. TBC I 1.2712 (Fergus); T. Trof I 1-32333.

9. But see Acall. Fr. 11.380, 3638; BDC §46; Caithr. Congh. p. 14«



One other description of a woman* mentions her long hair

in plaits, as in ex; (3), the style accepted by Professor Jackson.2
In most cases there is no indication how women1s hair was worn.

Depictions of Christ and the evangelists in ecclesiastical

illuminated manuscripts of Irish origin, like the early 9th century

Book of Kells, regularly have flowing curly hair and beards, but these

are probably based on bastern specifications rather than current

native notions of beauty. However, it is perhaps significant that

the saints depicted on the early 12th century shrine of St. Maedhoc

show the men with long hair crimped in various ways and with forked

beards, and the women with two long plaits or ringlets. Their costume

is also consistent with the tuarascbala (see belowj which may indicate

that the fashions described were still fairly close to reality in the

12th century, whatever their earlier origin. 3

Clothing

The basic articles of dress for both men and women seem to be

a cloak and brooch worn over a long tunic or shirt. This costume,

with some distinctive details, also seems to be represented on

ecclesiastical sculpture and metalwork from the tenth to twelfth

centuries.

The Cloak

The usual word for 'cloak' in the descriptions, as in the

1. TBC I 1. 36.

2. 1964 p. lp.

3. H. McClintock opw cit. ;p. 6, Illustr. no. 8.
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examples given, is brat. Occasionally other words apparently

denoting a similar overgarment are used: lend1, tl1, and fuan. worn

by kings and chief warriors only. ^ The material, if mentioned, is

almost always wool: the phrase fo lo chain (ex; (3)) recurs and the

adjectives lomar 'fleecy1, and cas 'curly', are common. The colour is

always given, and in early descriptions the whole range of bright

colours is used, though corcra. borrowed from purpura, seems the most

favoured, as in (2), (3). It is the only colour found with the fuan.

usually combined with another alliterating epithet: cas. cortharach

'fringed', cetharbennach 'four cornered', coic-diabhail 'five-folded',

as in (3j. Later the use of corcra and another alliterating epithet

becomes almost foraiulaic for the cloak, though there is another formula

for a green cloak brat ualne aendsthe. ' a bright green self-coloured

cloak1. ^ The decoration implied by corrtharach is unclear; another

frequent epithet cimsach also means'fringed'or'bordered.' Some cloaks

also have tassels luban.£

Fr. Shaw in a careful article^* has investigated the shape

and manner of wearing of the cloak. The epithet cetharbennach

!• IbDiJ §§95, 112, 116, 118 etc. , mostly in that part of the series
interpolated in HJ; W II 1L 526, 702.

2. A Phiarmada p; 74, Oophar II 1.136.

3. TBC I 1.3595 Conchobar, 1.2355 C6 Ghulainn T. Eta£ne (iii)
§TT Midir? T, Troi I 1. 32333 Hector; BDC §46: Cormac Conlonges.

4. Acall. 1. 4942, MC §5, TDL I §4.

5. A. Dhlaxmada p. 74, ex; (8) below combined with buttons in one late
example: G. Cula Dremne p. 7b.

6. Kriu XVI 200-204.



implies the garment was quadrangular, and several early descriptions

mention decorated corner-pieces (oa 'ears', as in ex. (4)). The

cloak of later illustrations seems to have "been semicircular. The

obscure phrase 1 forcipul (exx. (l), (2)) is used only of cloaks,

regularly in TBC but rarely later, where 1 fllliud 'folded'^ seems to

be used as its equivalent. Occasionally an adjective luascach

'flowing*, is used of early cloaks, and Fr. Shaw would contrast thi3

with the cloak 1 forcipul i. e. with the ends ' gathered up' about the

wearer. The adjectives coic-diabgil. cethar-dl: ball would refer to

more elaborate arrangements.

The Brooch

Description of the cloak is almost always followed by

description of the brooclx In the series of descriptions in TBC

Tochiro na mBuiden an occasional character wears it uasa doit 'above

his upper arm', but the place mentioned in ex. (l): ina brat uas a

brulnne becomes virtually stereotyped at all periods, helped no doubt
2

by the alliteration. It is used with whatever type of cloak has

been mentioned. 3 The scene of Arrest of Christ on the High Gross at

Monasterboicc (10th century) clearly shows Christ wearing a cloak

fastened on his breast with a pennannular brooch. ^

The words used in the examples: cassan (l), bretnaa (2),

1. TBC II 11. 3667, 3688i T. Eta&e (i) §22.

2. EAC §25, TTT L 1149, TGD p. 263.

3. lend TBDD §125, fuan TBC I 1. 359A.

McClintock pu 2, Illustr. no, (l).
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ail lech (4) are only some of the possibilities. Gassari is rather rare,

and when it does appear the epithet gelairgit seems to be fixed.

M^lech only oocurs early, but oan be associated with many other
O

references to animal designs and the zoomorphic ornament familiar in

surviving early Irish art. Bretnas is fairly common-'1, but the most

frequent terms are Jo and delg, which become regular in the later

descriptions. There is no particular term meaning a pennannular

brooch, unless it be roth, lit. 'wheel'^j while delg also means 'thorn'.

The brooches are usually said to be of precious metal: gold,

silver, or findrulne. sometimes with decoration of inlay*' or gems^.

The Shirt

Description of the lelne is almost entirely fixed in early
~7

tales. It is white, or 'whltehoode-''(gelchulpatach ) 'inset/
> 8.9

/embroidered with red (co nderg-intliud ), and worn i custal . Some

of these elements survive in Early Kodern Irish tales: leine gelchuloatach^
n

go nderg-mfclind derghudh do dergor re grli n a cnis ' reddened

1. TDL I § 4.

2. TBC I 1. 3206, W II L 7?4-

3. ME §14.

4. TBC I TB 11.3754, 3783; TBDD §99 - from the king's chin to his
navel.

5. TBG I Bill 1. 2356, FB §49.

6. GMT (ii) §16, T. Troi I 1.32333, T. Becfhola p, 74-
7. TBG I Jl. 3598 , 3823; TBDD 6 132.

8. TBC 131. 3958 , 3823, 3809; TBDD $ 132.

9. TBG I1L. 3958 , 3809; MJ. II 11. 605 , 748.
8DC §18, & Chormaic §25.

11. Chormaic § 25.
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•with redgold next to the surface of her skin'*. Re srlan a gelchnis
ft

is used of Conchobar's l6lne in Mesca Ulad and itself becomes a

3fixed phrase^. The earlier phrase is also maintained in some tales:
I c

a ccustal a choeimh-chnis^vre nusmur a gheilchnls . However the
K

various corruptions show that the old formula was breaking down.

At all stages the material is described as silk or satin

(exsm (l), (3)), sometimes 'gold threaded' cSrshnaltb. ^ An

alliterative pair of epithets with leine. sfta / srebnaide / sroil

'silken / filmy / satin' becomes stereotyped in later tales. ^ Length
O

is rarely mentioned,except in TEC which describes shirts to the knee,
9 ✓

or to the calves^. Only persons of some status wear the leine to the

feet3"^) though this has been accepted as the norm for women. An

alternative term for leine in some texts is calmmse. borrowed from

Latin camisia. This, like lend for cloak, is characteristic of the

descriptions added by the interpolator in LU to the series of people in

the hall described in TEDD11. The difference in teraiinology shows he

was using a different source.

1. Acall. Br. 4942.

a II L 526.

3. Acall. 1.369, CIL pb -3 (iha Sgeal Aj turaiochta ed. 14 mhac an tSaoi,
Dublin 1967.)-

4. TTT 1.1154.

5. TDL II §4.
6. C^T (ii) §16, TBC II 1.1205, E. Chormalc 25. EorU_nn $20.
7. TBI II 1.4560} Tim. OM ch. 17; B, Bulbne §8j TTT 1. 1153.
8. TBC I TB 11.3607 , 3618.

9. TBC I 1. 14, II 1-168.
ia TBC I 1.18, TEDD jlOOh.
11. $ 112-125.
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The literary description of the leine does not agree very

v.ell with the picture gained from native and foreign illustrations,

and foreign l6th century accounts. These all agree that the leine

worn by Irishmen in their day was of linen (which appears in a few

native descriptions1) regularly dyed yellow with saffron2. A yellow
"Z

silken leine does appear in some late fiddle Irish descriptions.

Embroiuery is not mentioned in the 16th centuiy accounts. However

occasional tuarascbala say there was a band of embroidery round the
/ 4

hem of the leine. Sacred personages are generally depicted in native

religious art as wearing a cloak over a long undergarment to the feet;

and on the early 10th century High Crosses of Muiredach at Monasterboice

and of the Scriptures at Clonmacnoise, and the early 12th century Breac

Maedhog (though not in the early 9th century Book of Kells, whatever

its provenance) this undergarment clearly has a narrow band of

decoration round the bottom 5

Sixteenth century illustrations of Irish people by foreign

observers generally show the leine worn at mid-calf or knee-length. ^
However some of these illustrations make it clear that this is a longer

garment being worn pouched over a belt, and this may be the meaning of

1. TBDD §100h, m II 1.603.
2. McClintock pp. 75, 82, Frontispiece.

3. T33C II FC 1.3730, TB 11.4382, 4471; Acall. 11.469, 3346 , 3638 (men),
3892, 7659 (women, see also the Scottish Gaelic arming descriptions,
Ch. VIII, pp 150,15b.

4. TB-jJU 110Oh, Lg. DP 1.89 'from the knee to the ankle*.
5. McClintock jx 2, Illustr. nos. (l>, (2), (3).
6. McClintock nos. 17, 18.
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the obscure phrase i cust&l in the native tuarascbala. Characters

are often further described as hitching up their clothes"*- to their

buttocksmellaibh a 1Cracii)in preparation for a journey on foot.

Wide hanging sleeves to the leine appear in these late illustrations

and accounts, but not hoods.

Weapons

As with the descriptions of dress, so K. h. Jackson accepts

the weapons described as in general those of the Iron Age: 'one or

two throwing javelins or a broadbladeu thrusting spear, a long iron

sword, often described as gold-hilted' and a round wooden shield with

a decorated rim. The dvandva compound gaisced 'arms', from gae 'spear'
o

and sciath 'shield', confirms that these were the basic weapons. As

with the articles of clothing, many of the details of construction and

decoration which appear in the tuarascbcla are now obscure. -.eapons

are also described in the later arming descriptions-^ but I Till deal
with the earlier types here.

The dlileld

The shield is usually the first part of the warrior's

weaponry to be described in the static tuarascbala. quite often its

colour or shape are mentioned: usually muted colours; white, grey

and brown, black; and round, oblong, or curved (crulnn. fotal,
crorn/ cuarj. Decoration of 'arching animals' as in ex. (2; is fairly

1 pine FB £ 20, Aisl. 1-C I 85»
2. 1564 pp. 15-17.

3. Ch. VIII q. v., pp Zfy-lSI.
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common. * However the main interest in the descriptions is in the

distinctive features of "boss and rim, which may "be described in

separate sentences, and may also be used to stand for the shield

itself. The native terms for 'boss* are cobrad arid tul, as in

examples (l) and (4,, as well as bocoit, a borrowing from Latin bucca.

The rim^bil)seems to have a cutting edge ffaebuip as well as decoration:

co faebur conduala 'with an engraved edge'. ^ The border^imel)
(ex. (4y) seems to be the same part, which might be decorated or of

different metal from the rest of the shield. B-.aile (ex; (l))is
sometimes translate! 'boss', but, if connected with the homonym

meaning ' cov/fold', probably means some sort of circular band, and maybe

the rim, as seems possible here. Decoration of concentric circles

seems to be implied by another term coicroth lit. 'five wheels'.-*
Various other features, apparently ornamental, such as those described

in ea (4), are still obscure.

The Spears

The warrior is generally described with a pair of spears,

following the account of his shield. The regular words for a spear

are sieg or gae. and the association of one of these with a smaller

typeffoga)is common. The use of epithets, or the adverbial phrase
ina farrad. alliterating on f become conventional. ^ The main spear

is generally said to be in the warrior's hand. Other types of

1. TEC I TB 11.3599, 3762; TWD§95, Imth Aen. 1.1924.
2. TBC I TE1L 3608 , 3736.

3. TBDD § 91.

4. TEC I TB 1.3635, Siaburcharpat CC ID 1.927a
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large spear are the si eg eolcrinne ex. (l>, mana^s 'broad-bladed

spear' and lalgeri 'lance' Lad of small spear, bunsach or craisech,

javelins or darts. These can occur in almost any combination. The

kenning caindel or tuire idgthaige J candle / tower of a royal house'} is
often used for an impressive spear, (ex. (4;) Other accounts

indicate that rivets might be used to fasten the shaft to the spearhead,

£... . t; at the spears might be thrown with the aid of special cords, but

in the descriptions these features seem to be more for decoration. In

TIC II the description of Rochaid mac Falthemmain's spear continues^":
co cuane mnaib lo; a, co semmanaib iindixiine 'v/ith heroic spear-cords,

with rivets of white bronze'. Various words: toracht exi (4)» fethan.

fonasc.seem to be used of metal bands round the shaft, apparently for

decoration.

The Sword

The most frequent conventional descriptions of the sword say

that the hilts are gold(claideb orduirn. as in examples (2) and (4)),or
made of bone or ivory7co n-imdum/ co n-eltaib det. 2 ) A kenning colg

det 'bone prickle* probably refers to this latter type. ^ Another type

is called maeldorn 'bare fist'\ presumably indicating a different type

of guard. In the descriptions swords are carried in many different

1. TB 4429.

2. TBC I 1. 3662; I. Ferbe II 1. 4-

3. §76.

4. MJ II 1.748.
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ways: on the left side, on the thigh, on the belt, even on the

character's back, as in ex. (2). Scabbards are occasionally

mentioned."'" The sword is the only one of these weapons to appear in

the 16th century illustrations by foreign observers , where it is not

belted to the body but contained in a scabbard,which would have to be

simply thrown aside when the sword was unsheathed for battle*

The Chariot

The description of dress, hairstyle and weapons in the early

tuarascbala is so circumstantial and detailed that it seems it must

have been realistic at one time or another. I have shown that some

elements were still valid in the twelfth century, and others in the

sixteenth. Nevertheless, given the traditionalism of Irish society,

and the basic simplicity of the costume described, there seems no

reason why it should not go back to prehistoric times. However the

best evidence for the archaic origin of these conventional descriptive

passages is the description of the warrior's chariot, a piece of

equipment that had gone out of use in historic times.

The section Tochim Ulad co Cruachaln in Fled Brierend

contains three descripti ns of horses, chariots and warriors:

Loegaire Buadach, Conall Cemach, and Cu Chulainn; recounted by

Finaabair to her mother Kedb. I quote the description of Conall

Cemach and his chariot^:

1. TBDD §95, 99; T. Ferbe II 1.36.
2. kcClintock, Illustr, no, 18.

3. §47 as edited by CI Watkins, Celtica VI 231.
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(5) "Carpet fidgrind fethaigthe,
da ndroch flnna umaide,
sithfe find fcaargit,
cret aurard dr6sachtach,
cuing druirrinech dronuallach,
da' n-all dualcha dronbudi.
fer findchass foltlebor,iisin charput/
drech lethderg lethgabur, (laiss)
fuamain find fuinechda,
brat gorm cr6nchorcra,
sciath dond telbude,
bil chonduail cr^&umai.
luchair derg daigerdae
ara durn

^ derglasaid,
anbluth n-en n-etegnaith
uasa creit chroncharpait. "

"A smoothed chariot of fine wood, two light-coloured
copper wheels, a light-coloured pole overlaid Yfith silver,
a very high creaking frame, a ridged firm-curved yoke,
two plaited firm yellow bridles. A fair-curled flowing-
haired man in the chariot: he has a face half-red,
half-white, a fair washed^kin^a dark-blue tawny
purple cloak, a brown yellow-bossed shield, a bronze
ornamented rim, A fiery red brightness blazes red on
his fist. A charging along (?) of wild birds over his
tawny chariot's frame."

Conall Cernach is immediately recognisable by his half-red, half white

face. However the other two descriptions of the chariot^" are very

similar, as are chariot descriptions in other tales, all connected with
/ O

Cu Chulainn . The epithets vary to some extent, but the parts

described are constant. It seems this tuarascbal was fixed in wording

to an unusual extent, and its occurrence in different texts with minor

variations in wording suggests oral trans.mission. D. Greene has

analysed the technical terms used, to reconstruct a picture of the vehicle

used in pre-Christian Ireland, taking the presence of alliteration

between them as a guide to the earliest epithets used with each part. ^

1. 12 §§45, 49.

2. ThC I C£2 1. 2955, TE 1. 3847; T. Bmere §14; Slaburcharoat UJ
1. 926a

3. The chariot as described in Irish literature, in The Iron Age in
the Irish Sea xtrovince, CBA Research Report 9 (1972).
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He provides a summary of the various versions. *

The word caroat itself is apparently identical with Welsh

carfan 1 framework*, while the Gaulish equivalent was borrowed into

Latin as carpentum. the name for a general-purpose vehicle. The Irish

tales also show that the chariot was the regular means of transport in

early times: riding on horseback, as in Tain Bo ffrafch. ex. (4) may be

a later feature but it was also characteristic of the s^de. ^

Three of the four versions of the description which

include this line describe the chariot as of wood, with the epithets

given here j in the fourth fid- 1 become feth a minor difference.

There is evidence th t the carpat was easily dismantled^ and a foxmulaic

description of its creaking appears in early tales announcing the

approach of a chariot warrior.^ The crett ir. '•-cribc:I v 'creaking'

in three of five versions; the others have alliterating epithets,

including compounds of glinne 'firm'. However crett used here for the

body of the chariot is a general word for 'framework' in Old Irish,

confirming the impression that this was a light weight vehicle. Cuing

is the usual word for 'yoke', and evidence elsewhere shows that it had

two peaks, to fit the pair of chariot-horses.'' The epithet drulmnech

'ridged' appears in all five versions which describe the yoke,

generally followed by a compound adjective containing dron 'firm'.

1. p. 7y, all but TEC I CFD.

2. TB Fr. 1. 26 n.

3. TX Greene ojx cit. p. 63.

4. Ch. IX, Land-travel, p ZSZ.
5. II Greene op. cit. p. 69.
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The terms used for the other parts of the chariot are much

more specialized, and in several cases entirely restricted to the

vocabulary of chariotry. In other contexts droch 'a wheel* has been

replaced by roth; this 'as happened in one of the chariot descriptions,

while another includes a line on each, either from conflation, or

because the redactor no longer knew the meaning of drool. Despite

references to metal in three versions, droch is cognate with tree/

trough and probably denoted a wooden wheel. The epithets in another

three versions are duba tairchisi 'black and ? ', and duba dorcha.idi

'black, dark' in TBC I CffD. omitting the obscure word and regularizing

the alliteration. The references to metal could be transferred to

another part of the wheel mentioned in one description; the fonnad

'wheelrim' or 'tyre'.^ If the line fonnaid reidi rurthecl.a followed

the pattern of a sentence per item, one would expect the dual rather

than the plural here, but the words may be two further alliterating

epithets for roth 'smooth-tyred, swiftly running'.^

d£thbe 'pole' is another word associated almost entirely

with chariots, and rarely occurs outside the formulaic descriptions.

In this case the majority of versions describe it with an adverbial

phrase; co fethain findruine 'with a ring of white bronze'. D. Greene

accepts tills as original, since the pole joined chariot and yoke, where

some sort of attachment would be needed. However such rings or bands

are a common decoration to spear shafts in the descriptions. Three

versions of the chariot-description include the line fertsl cruadl

colgdlrgj 'hard shafts straight as a sword*. The basic meaning of

1. D. Greene op. cit. p. 64.

2. TBC I TB.
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fertas is 'spindle', but it occurs in the literature both for the back

shafts of the chariot, also called fert. and for the chariot pole in

front, otherwise known as s^thbe. The plural here mu3t include all

three shafts. Finally the bridles all preserve an old word replaced

almost everywhere in Old Irish by srlan. a borrowing of Latin frenum,

possibly with the introduction of horse-riding. The alliterating

epithets here appear in four out of five versions.

The archaic terminology oi this early chariot-description

argues that it is, as it implies, a genua o account of the Iron Age

Gaelic war-chariot, of which D. Greene gives a reconstructed drawing

in his article. ^

The Style of the Early Descriptions

The occurrence of versions of the one description in several

texts, and the archaism of its terminology, are two striking features,

but another, which has no doubt aided its preservation, is that it is

in verse. Different manuscript versions have added various extra-

metrical words, but the basic composition consists, as Calvert V/atkins

has shown^j of heptasyllabic long-line rosead with a trisyllabic

cadence, and regular alliteration across the caesura, though not

between lines. The versions in Fled Bricrend. if one omits the

description of the horses, also have a tiunad on the word carpat.

The question has arisen at various times whether all

tuaruscbala were originally in verse. In her edition of a later prose

1, op. cit. p. 65*

2. opt, cit. Cel-tita. "ZL £31.
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chariot-description^" C. 0'Rahilly conjectured that 'all such

descriptions of men, weapons, chariot and horses were originally

memorised by He /Hid in verse form'. Certainly some of the early

metric lines describing the chariot can be traced in many later

examples, including this one. It also closes with the opening word,

in this case incorporating the watchman device: at-chondarc 'I saw*.

In one manuscript of Fled Brie emd the description of Loegalre is

given the marginal abbreviation V , for tuarascbal2 ? while in another
tale a prose chariot description is labelled jb, for roscacL ^

Stressed metre is used for several other descriptions in

early Irish, almost entirely descriptions of people. The description

of the heroine Deirdre quoted from Longes mac nUislenn^ forms part of

a stressed-netre prophecy. In the series of descriptions o-f people

in the banqueting hall in Togall Bruidne /a Perga three are in stressed

metre, those of Mac Cecht the champion, three Fomoireonce captured by
e

Mac Cecht, and the king, Conaire. These seem to have been in one of

the Old Irish versions conflated in the extant text, since in each

c e there is also a prose description. The description of Cu

Chulainn's tricha cet in TBC II, which fills the place of the

description of him in his chariot in TBC I, is also in long-line

roscad. ^

1. Cathcharpat Sexrda. Celtica XI 196.

2. P. Mac Cana, Celtica VII 71»

3. ACC I 1.13902, Cathcharpat p. 195»

4. Ch. V ex. (5), p 'lf.
5. §§37, 93, 10a

6. TBC II TB 11.2^61-8 n.
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The content of prose and stressea-retre descriptions of

people seem very closely related. The description of Gonaire, like

that of Deirdre, uses familiar colour-imagery for physical features:

soerdath snechtaidi (skin; rotuga {eyes/ .. ndt-elabrat (brows).

This description, like that of cd Chulainn's tr^cfaa cet in TEC II,

follows the same order as the prose tuarascbala: phy-sical features

(cheeks, skin, eyes, brows, hair TBDD: hair, faces, eyes TBC IIJ

then clothing (cloak, pin, leine TBDJ; TBC II) then weapons (sword

and scabbard, shield, spear 1'BDD; spear, shield, sword TBC II;.

The description of Mac Cecht^ is mainly concerned with weapons: the

warrior's shield with its rim and boss, the spear with its 'front iron'

ana double points, the huge sword. A few recurring expressions

appear only within the roscad descriptions^j but others are found in

the prose descriptions as well. ^

The description of Cu Chulainn's tricha cot is made up, like

that of the chariot, of short verbless sentences of a noun and two

alliterating epithets, the second trisyllabic and providing the

cadence. However the descriptions from Togail Bruidne I>a -Jerga have

much longer sentences, with the sense running on from line to line of

the roscad. The account of each item in the description of Conaire

1. TEPD f 87.
2. Fuaman find ikunechda Fh § 47 and I'BDM § 100, sellglassaib hg. § 3

and IBSD $10 .

3. Ingelt suili sochaidi lit. 'a grazing for the eyes of a multitude'
TBDu 100 and Gen. Chorn.aic p. 254, TEC St. 1. 4450; l£nti sfti
srebnaide TBC II 1. 4564, the earliest version: see lcine above;
gae gormruaih glacthoimsidi. 'a dark-reddish spear fitted to the
grasp' TBDM 687 and T. dmere§ 15, claideb ^rduirn intlaisse 'a
gold-hilted iidaid sword' TBD.D§ 1O0 and TBC II TB 1. 4308 etc. ,
T. Ferbe II 1. 35, MU II 1. 536.
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begins with at chiu 'I see', which also provides a dunad to the piece.

This serves as a reminder that, through the use of the watchman device,

all the rose ad descriptions preseve the convention of being speech-

poems. 'he examples given have also clearly been composed at some

time for a particular tale, rather than inherited as floating formulae

from prehistoric oral tradition: the description of Deirdre continues

with prophecies of her future, that of 0^ Chulainn* s tr^cha cet with

their grief for their wounded lord, and the descriptions from TBDD

mention the Hall. *

However there is evidence that descriptions in metre were

once more prevalent from within the prose tuarascbala. where lines

consisting of a noun plus two alliterating epithets often appear among

the other short descriptions of each item In these the second

epithet is regularly of the trisyllabic length required for long line

roscad. The pattern is particularly common in describing the
2

physical appearance of women:

(6) "f&ghti boga blaithghelai, meru seta sithgelui,
ingni ailli iuchanda .... traighthi tana toinnghelu. "

"Soft warm white forearms, long white graceful fingers,
beautiful pale-red nails .... slender white-stowed feet. "

Much of the tuarascbal of Rochaid mac Faithemain, quoted,

(ex. (2)) could be reconstructed as verse ( folt - chumdachtach.

- fobartachQ. and in this case many of the lines recur:

alged fochael forlethan, beoll derga thanaidl already mentioned; but

1. Eruldne Da Dergae taurchororuc §93; isin brudin bror.it Ik §100.

2- T. Etaine (ii) II §4» Also: TEC II 1.185; JiME §15; Alsl.
p. 27; EAC §5,
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also det niamda nemonda, wsing the familiar image of 'pearls'.*
/mother recurring line on the same pattern is da braf dubai dorchaidi

'tvo block dark brows'. The lines describing Rochaid's spears recur

in TBC^ and the second one in other tales'4'. The conventional

epithets in later tales for the cloak, corcra corthorach or uaine

oendatha^also fit into this pattern. Using these recurring lines it

would be possible to construct a conventional description of a warrior

all in verse - his skin, face, brows, lips and teeth, cloak and shirt,

spear and sword.

It is the later prose descriptions which contain most lines of

this pattern, but there is an obvious reason for this. In early times

rosead must have been distinguished from prose recitation by being sung

in some way. Later when the regular type of verse was syllabic many

passages in stressed metre became corrupted and confused with prose, as

can be seen from the manuscript tradition. However some metric lines

were preserved, whether because the rhythm was appreciated or because

they gave an air of archaism, Lines of this pattern were also very

easy to reproduce. A striking example is the description of Fell

developed in Saints' Lives and native religious literature generally,
5

where the demons include :

1. TEC II 1.189, J23 §14, T. Ft aLie (ii) II §4, TEDD §75 %>
2. TBC I 1. 30, T. Tro4 II I. 361, FAC §25.

3. i mr: 1.2362.

4* Siaburcharoat. HJ 1.9270, T. Kmere §15.

5. Betha Brenaino, Lismore Lives 1. $650. See also d.Keating 'The Three Shafts
of heath1 ea.a&erji-n (MA H3l) 1.^1* £., esj>. 77.W,0O-b767 Ct; ifiMS)-
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(7) "Dracuin derga demnachaa
tigri trena tangnacha
scoirpi gonna glmacha
sealhuic ruadha ro-arda

gritha garbha goib-gher&
daela dubha dronn-mhora .. "

"Red demoniac, dragons, strong treacherous tigers,
dark-blue lobsterish scorpions, russet very-high
hawks, rough sharp-beaked griffins, black
humpbacked beetles .. "

In this case the description is clearly Middle Irish, since it depends

on the generalizing of feminine plural adjective endings for the

trisyllabic cadence.

I am not sure that all descriptions, even of warriors and

their equipment, were originally in verse. There may well have been

stylistic variation. The detail and length of the prose descriptions,

especially the Tochim episodes, suggests that they were recounted as

much to inform as to dazzle the audience with very long-winded eloquence.

The narrative style of these passages consists of a pedestrian series

of short, largely verbless sentences, little elaborated except where a

few alliterative phrases nave become established in the least

changing parts of the description, or alliterating pairs of epithets

used as in the roacad tradition. On the other hand these have rhythm

and alliteration as intrinsic features, and although the sentences may

be of greater length, the repeated, syntactical pattern of noun and

epithets is good for creating a quick impressionistic picture. The

convention that items are to be dealt with individually in a certain

order seems common to both types.

■oeacx'iptions of detainers

Most of the descriptions of people in tales are descriptions

of warriors. Even when a warrior's retainers are described, they tend
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to be shown in clothing to fit his station, thus the three harpers in

the passage quoted from Tain Bo Branch (ex. (4)) dressed 'in king's

attire'. However in Togail Bruidne Da Derga. especially the lopg

series of descriptions of people in the hall, the servants are

described in quite different clothes from the aristocracy. A typical

example is Da Derga's retinue*:
(8; "Tosnanic Da Dergae iar sin trf cojjcait oclach ocus

fotolberrad co clai3 a da chulad far each fer dfb
ocus gerrchocholl co mell a nda larach. Berdbroca
brec-glassa impu. Trf cofcait maglorg ndraigin co
fethnib iaraind ina lamaib. "

"Da Dergae came to them after that with a hundred and
fifty warriors. And each one had a long (?) haircut
to the hollow of the two sinews at the back of the
head, and a short hood to their buttocks. They wore
speckled grey short trews. A hundred and fifty
blackthorn clubs with bands of iron in their hands. "

Oochall. or its diminutive cochlene. a borrowin; from Latin cucallus.
n

seems to be the servants' regular upper garment^ s. although cloaks

are also mentioned. Berdbroca/ berrbroca are also worn by other

servants. ^ The word brag has been discussed by 0. Bergin. ^ In

modern Gaelic it means 'shoe*, but it can hardly bo dissociated from

the Gaulish word for 'trews', bracae. mentioned by Diodorus Siculus,^
In the description quoted from Tain Bo Frafch (ex. (4;) broca seems

to refer to leg-coverings; and the compounds berrbroc and fuathbrog

seem to refer to garments, probably to be equated with the short

trousers and loin-cloths worn by the soldiers arresting Christ, and

L TBDD §60.
2. TBC I 11. 2969, 3259; T. Hmere §16; TBDD $$113, 115, 126.

3. TBDD §§123, 126, 127, 135.

4. Eigse III (1942) 237-239.

5. v 3a
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Cain and Abel, on Kulredach's cross at Monasterbolce. ^ Gaelic men

seem to have gone barefooted, &3 can still be seen in 6ome 16th century

illustrations. * from the evidence in native writings and sculpture

idcClintock pustulates that there were two costumes in early Ireland, a

' .outhern* costume of brat and leine v om by the upper classes, and a

'Northern* costume of jacket and trews, worn by the lower classes, or

indigenous subject population. ^

In some descriptions the upper garment worn by retainers is

called not cochr.ll. but inar. ** In equally early tales this garment is

worn by people from i he othervrorld: in Tain Bo Fra^ch the women who

come from the mounds to fetch iiraech's tody** wear a purple inar

'jacket', and green helmet(cennbanr)• in Tochmarc becfhola^ an
OtherworId warrior wear'3 a 'jacket', 'helmet', and an enormous amount

of jewellery: golden ornaments of some kind in his hair and gold and

silver bracelets to his elbows. In other early tales women from the

Jtherworld are simply said to be wearing * strange garments', and one

wonders if this is the eff ect intended in these descriptions. ^
Jewellery is worn by warriors in the tuaruscbala. including the neck

ring(pudtorc) also characteristic of the Geuls^j but, a surprising amount

1. McClintock, illustr. noa. 1 and 4»

2. MeClintock, frontispiece and no. 18.

3. ofk cit. p. 9.

wc. Gano § 4; flg (il,§33: the Dagdae in bucrisfc guis&
3. § 2a
6. p. 1/6.

7. Imr. Brad. £ 1; T. Ferbe I 1. 2.
8. otrabo IV iv 3, idiodorus t 27J TrC I 3243? Chormra. c § 3.
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is worn by the retainers in TPDD. l;rluding crystal arm-rings y fallRej.

golden thonibrings (ordnasc, and 'ear-' : a* (aire 'uimriuch, . and silver

necklets (mulnee. by the harpers, *

Descriptions of Peo le, 12th century and later

I rave already mentioned the yellow colour for the leine

replaces thf earlier white in some 12th century tuerascbala. and

is reflected by l£th century foreign observers. Another change of

about the same date, end similarly reflected, is the elevation of the
/ O

inar to a regular . ■ .rment worn by the upper classes on top of the leine.

Trie illustrations collected by JteClintock^ show a considerable variety

of decollation, from fringing to floral patterns. An elaborate lnar

given by a king is described in Buile Shaibhne^: purple, with a fringe

or border (dmaa. of gold and carbuncles, embroidered all over with

silver 'in every place the point of a needle could reach' and fastened

with silken loops and buttons (cnal.oe. a horse loan,. The faidersn

which appears in some descriptions^ is apparently a kind of Inar.

Developments in the language and contents of tuaraacbala by

the lpth century are no doubt best shown by an example, here the

heroine of Tox al^-heaeht Talse Taolbhr.hl.le, who comes to Ireland in a

boat at the beginning of the tale and puts Fionn under geasa to find her*^

1. § 119, DO.
2. Imr. 00 § 54 ylate fc&j} Acail* 11.1943> 3346» 5372.
3. Especially nos. 13 and frontispiece.

4. § 8.
5. ..call. 1.2438, Fr. FD 11.364, 955} Fori, DP §20.
6. TTT 1.109.
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(9) "Ro eirigh o'n geurach iar sin inghean alainn il-dhealbhach
fa caoimhe don cheathair-dhuil. Is amhlaidh imorra baoi
in inghean sin agus lehe easnadhadh or-shnaith a custul a
caoimh-chnis ag is ionar snath-chaol sfor-ettrocht
sireaghda cona chnaipidhibh oaoine comhdhlutha do'n or
aluinn ilbhuadhach fri hiadhadh agus fri oslugadh ar
uachtur na horleineadh sin, agus brat donndearg dath&Lainn
dealbhchomharthach cona eo cuanna ceardamhail caomh-oir
isin bhrat os a ban-bhruinne, da' asa exeirihla orrdhaidhe
eidir a troighthibh tana toghaidhe ocus talmhain, calla
briocht-rionnta buadh-chlochach ban-rfoghna 1m* ceonn cona

liagaibh busdh-loghmhara brjLQgLa isin mionn r.dr-ettrocht. "

"Jifter that there rose up from that ship a beautiful many-
formed girl who was the fairest of created things. That
girl was like this; with an embroidered shirt of gold
thread next to her fair skin, and a fine-threaded ever-
splendid silken jacket with fine evenly-spaced buttons of
beautiful gold of many virtues to do up and undo over that
golden shirt, and a red-brown beautifully-coloured emblem-
bearing cloak with a fine well-wrought brooch of fair gold
in the cloak over her white breast. Two rare golden shoes
between her choice slender feet and the ground, a queen's
veil preciously bejewelled with multiform engraving about
her head, with its stones of costly virtue and power in the
very-splendid diadem. "

Shoes (assa, maelassa; usually described as made of metal) appear in

descriptions of women in Old Irish. ^ In later tales they become a

regular part of the dress for men as well, and the phrase eter a throig-

thib ocus t; " .,ain becomes conventional, as here. In early tales the

most likely headdress for men or women is the diadem, mind.^ worn in

Acallam na Senorach 'as a sign of a king/queen'^ apparently borrowing

the significance of the foreign 'crown'. However in Early Modern Irish

other headdresses for women appear: breit 'kerchief', coirce 'coif*,

1. TBC I 1. 32, T. Becfhola p, 174.

2. T. I'erbe II 1.123, HOC §18, E. Chormaic §25, C. Cumair § 8.
3. FB§45, Sc. Cano § 4.
4. 11.4942, 5583.
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but most frequently the caille 'veil'; as here. Although the

description of it and its jewels is highly impressionistic, the caille

must be associated with the 'linen wreathes' worn round their heads by

Irislllkmen according to 16th century foreign observers. ^ In some late

tales the borrowed word sguird is used instead of leine.^

Ugly Supernaturals

Mai\y of the most radiant and detailed tuarascbala in Early

Irish are of people from the Otherworld, as in examples 1, 3, 4 above.

However a more menacing side of the supernatural appears in the

literature in the characters of ogres and hideous hags, also described

in tuarascbala. There is very little distinction between their dress

and that of low-class humans, for example an ogre in Fled Bricrend:^-
(10) "Mael dub demsidi fair. Arit odor immi. Inar co

foph a thona im sodain. Senbrisca asalcha *ma chossa.
Matan maglorci mori fria ais amal mol mulind. "

"Black shorn hair on him. A dun mantle about him. A
jacket to his buttocks. Dirty old ? round his
legs. A ray of a great big club like a millshaft
behind him, "

However, as in descriptions of women, there is often great emphasis on

physical appearance, always huge and grotesque, often dirty and smelly

as well. In early examples comparisons with the equative are made

much use of. Almost all that remains of the TBC reinseel Fochond

Lolngse Fergusa is the opening scene, where two hideous warriors arrive

at Emain for a feast:

1- C. Cumair$8; Fog. CC §18: KCRI pp. 52, 168,• TGD p. 168, DGPja. 309.
2. McClintock, ppw 74, 77, 83; Illustr. nos. 19, 25, 26.
3. TTT 1. 3938, f. 315 "below n3,
4. § 37.
5. Amairgen. Prull, BCL p. 290, BEEP 86, BCC ]> 12 (LSS).
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(ll; "Mael demis chirdub for ceohtar de. Gia focherdtha
doxn lan d' fhiedublaib fora cenna no g^ulad fora
fixxn axa n—acairbi, Batir mesraini a nd£ shuil.
Batir culrridir o& Batir duibidir cir. Batir
meitithir coire colptliaige a ngluine. No sceirtfide
saland meich di checht&r dena da llurgan. Leithir
leth ndamsheiche cechtar a nda thraig. Ba rmnoir
choire ndarta cechtar a nda odbrand. Brothrach co

lluibnib finnaib im chechtar de. Ro aurtha mac secht
fiibliadan. di cech mbrothairaiu ro bol foraib. Bciath
for muin cechtar de. Ba lleithir domain dabcha.,.
Dubidir domain coire cechtar a nda ngnusa. Batir gilidir
snechta a fiaclai. Batir meit fiacla camaill. Batir
moir elaideb ngarinna a nda claideb. Andar let ba mor
mbliadna o batar fo thalmain. (inda llat ba mor mbliadna
o batar fo thalmain.] Inda llat ba cul scian srub
cechtar de. Da liaigdelgg n-iairn ina rnbrutt. Batir
leithidir tri artemu. Batir fintia na lluachracha dia
n-eis oc imthecht. "

"Shorn jet-black hair on each of them. If a fistful of
wild apples V/ere thrown on their heads it would stick on
their hair, they v/ere so bristly. Their two eyes v/ere
measuring-vessels. They were as pointed as an egg.
They were as black as jet. Their knees were as big as a
cauldron for a yearling heifer. A sackful of salt could
have been stripped off each of the two shins. Each of
their tv/o feet was as broad as half an oxhide. Bach of
their two ankles was as big as a cauldron for a heifer.
Both of them wore a mantle with white tassels. A seven

year old boy could be killed by every fibre on them A
shield on each one's back, as wide as the bottom of a vat...
Each of their two faces was as black as the bottom of a

cauldron. Their teeth v/ere as white as snow. They v/ere
the size of camel'3 teeth. Their two swords were as big
as a weaver's beam. You would think they had bean under
the earth for many years. You would think each one's nose
was the back of a knife. Tv/o iron brooches set with
stones in their cloaks. They were ©s wide as three
flstlengths. The rushes were white after them as they
moved. "

This concentration of imagery is characteristic of descriptions of

ogres. ^ All sorts of homely comparisons are used, especially the

different sizes of cooking pot, the favourite analogue for the ogre's

swollen joints. Black skin, often contrasted with white teeth,
2

appears in many later descriptions of ogres. Another motif used of

L TBDD §58; Prull; ForU DP $77; TGG p. 12; ERL 1. 3235? EM §3;
EMC p. 14lj BCL pw 29a

2. ECHI p. 66j Fog. GG §10; TOD p, 259.
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both sexes is that the supernatural has only om hand, foot, and eye}
a posture also adopted by characters in early tales for the magical

2
practice of eorrsulrtecht. The bristling hair which would impale

fruit is one of a group of motifs recurring in descriptions of ugly

supernaturals^ (with a mouth so big the innards are visible^ and

c; Ives and knees back to front^, which also appear in descriptions of

warriors distorted by battle furyA Although the watchman device is

not used with this description, the audience is involved by the many

appeals to their opinion (aadar let, and the effect these creatures

have on their surroundings — their weight crushes the rushes.

ooae descriptions provide a detailed anatomical account

usiug adjectival epithets only.' However there is no attempt to keep

to the alliterating pair prescribed by the roacad line. An '..arly
s

modem Irish example in the 'ha-g' or fury Krictho in Cath Cathardhaj ;

(12) "Ba granna in turceirthl atconncas annsin, In ammelt
aingidh hricto reaalta, edon caillech dhochx-uidh
doidelfca dicoll, os i cael corr cruaidrengpeh.

1. THD..) §33; FTC oss. xx 140j SC jew I4l| fc-GHI jv 102 (hag).

2. mu§6lj OT (ii. §128.

3. mtl §3S ogre; Fi£ 1.140; BCC p, 309* §108 hags.

4- A, Quill A Galrfr §9; F,o& .GC §63; o%.I p. b6.

5. 'i. ttcere §60: FUG 1. 1 39 s Fcrb. DP §78.

6. CK

7. Aipairren. "AC §4, TyO §19: ogres; CMS §13-» !3£k §e7> Cajthr. Tholr.
p, 104 etc. : hags,

8. 1. 4lTFh ccw'tu.t-vj-
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Aghaid glasb^a etlaide inalcaille le, co cuirri
gruaide, co tuille oile, co luimi lecon. Glennshuili
locliatha linnaca ina clnn. Sron cuasach c^car
croimremar, tulgorm tanaidhe, urchrom urgranna alee.
Blaescbheol duvglass duaibhsech firuathmar fodrecda le.
Garbeccur grainenail do bir-fhi aclalbh barrglassa
bunodra i cechtar a da' drant. Mong liath roinnldi ' na
scualp aimreidh forscailte iuma cend. Lama lacrerara
litarrda aice. Cruib gsrbae glaiss-fethacha leo.
I eoir cromma ceindremra for a garbglacaip. Ingne
aithghera odurbhuidhi in seabaic fortha. Medon crapach
cuislennach aici. Sliasta accaelae ibraide, agus d&
gldn garba glicurda. Da coiss colpthae fiarcamma
finufadacha fotha. Da lethan-aliasait delecha
-formeracha ica fulang. Grainniu delbaib domain a
taidbred. Mesu isi fein inas a forcsi. "

"Ugly was the outcast who was seen there, the wicked crone
Ericto of Thessaly; to wit: an illformed misshapen
emaciated (?) hag, and she skinny, spiky, hard-loined.
She had a sad wan grey ghost-like face, with sharpness of
cheek, with hollowness of jowls, with bareness of brows.
Watery grey-pitted deepset eyes in her head. She had a
cavernous greedy thick-curved nose; thin, blue-bossed;
bent and hideous. She had a greyblack gloony truly-
horrible undershaped (?) scaly mouth. A rough repulsive
row of pointed teeth, grey on top, dun at the root, in
each of her two gums. A very-grey uis^hevelled mane in
a rough scattered brush about her head. She had thick-
hollow hairy arms, with rough grey-sinewed paws. Bent
thick-ended fingers on her rough graspers, the very sharp
dun-yellow claws of a hawk on them. She had a
shrivelled veiny middle. Very thin yew-hard shanks and
two rough rattling knees. Two bent-crooked hairy shins
under them. Two broad uddered (?) long-toed paddles
supporting her. Her appearance was the ugliest of the
world's forms. She herself was worse than the sight of
her. "

The detailed bodily ugliness of ogres end hags represents an

exact reversal of the physical perfection expected of idealized kings

and their ladies in Early Irish literature. The ambiguous glamour or

menace of the supernatural is sometimes expressed by contrasting two

tuarsscbala; the Goddess of Sovranty who invites lovers as a hag, but

becomes beautiful in the embrace of a fitting mate1j the glorious

Spirit of Poetry who appears first as a hideous spectre2. Sometimes

1. M3 §§11-15.
2. xk-ull.
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both aspects appear in one description; the goddess Eriu changes her

appearance from moment to moment1 ? a druid looks different to his
2

friends and his enemies . descriptions of haps remained related to

the supernatural hag as a belief, 30 that the 'banshee' who washes the

clothes of those about to die is given a tuaraacbal in Caithi^iii.
3

Xholrdhealbhaigh T as are hags coming to abduct a child in a modem
oral tale. ^ After the few early examples where the ugliness has

onthological significance^ ogres function merely as small-bra ned

belli., erent opponents for the hero, so that when they appear in modern

oral tales the description has become almost entirely that of the

international popular tale, with several heads, and making a great

noise as they approach. ^

oral descriptions of hags, while sharing bob of these

features, also preserve some very old motifs: the deformity of being
7 fi

one-armed, oris-legged, and one-eyed j or the visible innards .

(13/ "Ach elm b'fh&de gus na uh'fhairich c crlth air t&lanh
ague fucin air speuran aig crdll ■ h * nrredh roghlas
b© gijrainnds dreach ague aealbb agus aogasg a' tighinn,
uj c hair dhe * cich thoisgeil sir a gualainn dhels agus
urchair dhe 1 clch dhels air a gualainn thoisgeil, agus
an fhiacall a b* fiialde astoigh's i bu chrenn rothaid
an jrothad di ith, agus an fhiacail a b'fhaide amach 'si
bu bu bhrod grii saich dhith. Eha e * smr.ointesn gur
robh e 1felcean a crldhe1 a a gruthan air chritta air

1* 'Xochomlad .. .ac dlled' eu. ana tr. Dofcbs, ' L. Celt, lu § o.

■ ♦ "'-xt, §i6.

3. pp. 104, 140.

4. Irish, GJ 7 107a.

5« Amairgen. PrulL

6. sec Oh. I>i,p.a«1.
7. Irish: Tsfc p, 45.

8. Scottish: Sg, D. p. 39.
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urlar a cleibh nuair a bha i sgamhadaich a* dlreadh
an leothaid a nuas 'ga ionnsaigh ague sleagh theine
air gach gualainn aice. "

"But it was not long till he noticed the earth quaking
and a noise in the sky from an armed (?, very grey hag,
the ugliest of face and form and clothing, as she came,
with the tip of her left breast on her right shoulder
and the tip of her right breast on her left shoulder;
and the tooth farthest in was her walking sticK for
the road and the tooth furthest out was her goad. He
thought he could see her heart and her liver trembling
on the floor of her chest, as she panted while climbing
up the slope towards him, with a fieiy spear on each
shoulder. "

The motif of enormous teeth is developed in some late

manuscript descriptions"'' and is very popular in oral tradition. The

long breasts are found in other Scottish tale3.

Hags and ogres are the main descriptions of people in oral

tradition, except where a description was an intrinsic part of a

literary tale. Thus the hermit of JG-P and the hero ofECC appear in

oral versions. ^ Women are occasionally described-^ and one Scottish

oral tale preserves the motif of the supernatural hag who becomes

beautiful, with descriptions printed by the editor as verse^:
(14) "Chunnaic iad an ainnir bu luraiche air do dhearc suil riamh:

Bha a suil ghorm mheallach mar dhriuchd meala
Ar bharr f&iiein nan lios.
Mar uchd eala no cloimhead canaich
Bha snuadh lannair a cneis. "

"They saw the loveliest maiden eye ever beheld. Her
large blue eye was like the dew of honey.* Like the
breast of a swan or the down of bog-cotton was the
radiant beauty of her skin. "

bG£ p. 34, pJoSH §106, hags; rAD§4, §66, ogres.

Irish: 4CP I §1, Scottish: Sg. D p. 17; Scottish only: WHT I 315,
Sb XIV p. 134-

Delrdire p. 24; LSIC p. 2Q5 (I'TCy.
4CP I 300, 308. U»1t soil
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I have quoted the description of Conall Cernach-'- (ex. (5))

as an example of an archaic piece of a warrior's equipment - the

war-chariot, and an archaic form: stressed metre. Loegaire Buadach

and Cu Chulainn are described in the same fashion in this tale^, but
in all other metric descriptions of the chariot the warrior concerned

is Cu Chulainn^. A description of Cu Chulainn in his chariot was

preserved in 19th century Scottish oral tradition, and its development

can be traced back through the manuscript literature to this metric type

- a period of over a thousand years. The description appears in many

tales of which Cu Chulainn is the hero^ as well as independently-5.
For discussion it can be divided into its three main parts: the horses,

the chariot, and the warrior.

The Horses

All the metric tuarascbala preface the description of the

chariot by a description of the horses - always two. However instead

of the expected line consisting of d& ech plus two alliterating

1. FB §47, <juote.Af>pi JtS-173 aBove.
2. FB §§45, 49.

3. TBC I 1. 3847, iaiaburcnarpat LU 1.9251, T. Emere §§ 11-16.

4. ACC I, LL 1.13902, II §§ 32, 35; CFD Fr. §42, H212 §42; TBC I
BMM 1. 2279 , CFg 1. 2944, II bU, 1. 2295, CFD 1. ^14, Stowe
11.2334, 2843.

5. Cathcharpat Se-xcda; ocottish oral: Lx p. 2: two almost identical
long versions from the Grant (1814/ sn:' - ECGalium (1816 Collections
(FacCallum quoted here as having the better spelling;; LF p. 3
from Skye, and TGSI XIII 288 from a man in Thurso, iruch worn down.



epithets1 the form is always a long series of adjectives. Laegaire

Buadach's two chariot-horses in Fleet ! rldfend are described as a pair:2
(15 j "Da ech bruthmara brecgUssa comdatha comchrotha

corrimathi combuada conduaiha comleimnecha biruich
I'ichiiid agenmair allmair gablaich guipchuil

....talaich tullethain forbreca fosenga forlethna
forrancha cassiriungaig caaschairchig". (22 adjs. )

"Two horses of great passion, dapple grey, coloured
alike, shaped alike, equally good of equal virtue,
equally swift, equally bounding, prick-eared
highheaded, great-spirited, great-bridled, striding
narrow-^uzsled, wavy broad of forehead, dappled above,
slender below, broad above, impetuous, curly-maned,
curly-tailed''.

Aa in all the descriptions of horses many of the adjectives show the

late spread of feminine plural endings to all genders. This may be a

scribal innovation, but it means the first two epithets here could not

provide a tx-isyllabic cadence in Old Irish,

However there is also an independent description of a herd

of horses using an adjectival chain which appears in very similar form

in two early tales:^

(16; "Tr^ coeco.it gabur ndubglas. xtt e cendbeea corrderga
biruich baslethain bolgshroin bruinnideirg beolaide
saitside sogabaldai crechfobdi fegi faeboidae femendae
cona trib coectaib srian cruanmaith friu".

r

" f\ -ondred and fifty dark-grey horses, and they small-
headed, red-pointed, prick-eared, broad-booved with
flaring nostrils, red-chested, well-fleshed, easily-
stopped, easily-caught, swift to raid (?) eager, keen,
vehement, with their hundred and fifty bridles of
good red enamel on them".

The other version preserves the native word all for 'bridle', and the

presence of a good maity correct masculine plural endings in this and

1. It Greene op, cit. p. 63. To him the adjectival chain is the result
of 'enormous conflation* by 'later redactors'.

2. FB §tf.

3. T. iWne (iii) §3; TBDD §51 - which I quote.
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the description of Loegaire's horses suggests that "both must be Old

Irish in origin. Later independent descriptions of horses still use

the form of the adjectival chain1 even in Scottish oral tradition2.

These are independently worded, but the descriptions of

Loegaire's chariot-pair and the herd seem to be closely related to

the descriptions of Cu Chulainn's chariot horses. In olaburcharpat

one seems simply to follow the other, so that this description, the

longest in the context, runs to 36 epithets. Many of the descriptions

seem to be closer to the herd-chain than to the chariot pair. ^ The

group of alliterative epithets in com seems to be the most persistent

part of the chariot-pair description,^- Some of these ( comdatha.
comchrotha") would provide a good trisyllabic line ending. Pomdatha

/ £
however is avoided with Cu Chulainn's horses' > doubtless because of the

tradition that one of Cu Chulainn's horses was grey, the other black.

In the descriptions of Conall Cernach and Cu Chulainn in Fled

Bricrerm their horses are described individually. I quote from the
/

description of Cu Chulainn:

Cath 1.4733, 20 epithets; TSivJ p. 156, 25 epithets.

2. IF pw 210 Liurchadh mac Briain arming run, 20 epithets.

3* Cendbeca sruindbeca corrbeca biruich bascind bruindldeirg. TBC 11.2111,2151
CFD. EML1; cendbeca cruxndbeca corrbeca ... bedaalch bolKshr6in

Ll 1.1210S bolproisc. ACC I; cendbeca cruindbeca baslethna ... bedgalgf
bolnshroin brulrmideirg. Cathcharpat. p.l9b.

4. Pi ech commora comchrotha. T. Emercfa-. da ech coiamora comalli. LU. 1.9253
Slaburchr rpat; the chariot hitched ar n-eachalb croda coroardda.
Cathcharpat pWt.j ar da n-eachalb crodha~coOTnora. CFJ Fr.

5. Acht namma co sain delba ocus datha 'but with a difference of form
Lu xlisif- an& colour', Siaburcharpat; cldat cuibdi cororiata ... nfdat

comdatha 'though they are harmonious, trained together, they are not
the same colour*, ACQ 1,111.1390b.

6. FB §§2£, 5-CL
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(l7> "Lch liath lesslethan lond luath luamnach londmar
lugle:Imnech lebormongach maignech toirnech
trosmar tuagmong ardchend uchtletban (14 aujs. j
Araile ech cirdub cruaidchend cruind coelchos
calethan cobluth dfan dulmar dualach druimlethan
dronchochech maignech aignech bairmech
baleceimnech belcbeimnech lebormongach
casmongach scuaplebor grind. " (20 adjs. )

"A grey horse, broad-hnunched fierce swift flying very-
fierce heroically-leaping flowing-maned huge
thunderous very noisy with arching mane hi^i-Leaded
broad-chested.
The other horse jet-black, with a hard head, rounded,
narrow-legged, with a broad ? , ? , eager, of
great motion, wavy broad-backed flrai-x«rled huge (?)
spirited angry boldly-stepping boldly-stamping flowing-
maned curly-maned f1owing-tailed neat. "

The colour-adjectives make Cu Chulainn's Liath Macha and Dubh Sainglenn

clearly recognizable, although they are not named in the identification.

Cu Chulainn's horses are also described separately in many

later tuarascbala of him and his chariot. ^ All these versions seem to

be related, and though the Scottish oral tuarascbala describe the

horses ;four in the longer versions) as a group, part of the description

is clearly derived from a version which described the Grey and Black in

turn. However within the form of the adjectival chain, and often

preserving the same sequence of alliteration, the different versions

vary considerably in length and wording.

The grey horse is described first, and liath 'grey' is usually

the first epithet. Alliterating with it the element lug- ('small', or

Lug, the hero-god) gradually gives way to luath;or luth- ('vigour'),
persisting to oral tradition, ^ The sequence maignech tairrngech is

LI 1.15907 7.12.8? 1*153 . ,

1. ACC 1, and II §32; TBC I Blu.i, GIB; II (L and Stowe; CgD (not 13C- ,;
CFD Hp 12 SfyCathcharpat &xrda.

2. Lugaid luathleaaaech ? swiftly-leaping, ir-C I BkM, CFD; liath
lesleathlan lugJLeinaiech leabormongach. I'LG il GT'D; 1uthi cimnech ot. ;
lugllath lemnech. ACC I; luthmar luathl eli.inech, ACC II § 32; luath
liath l&thmur 1aigir leiirnech, Ci'-/ Hp 12%tt}luath lutlugmar
lugl&rmcnnach,. Cathcharoat. p.l?fr.
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also persistent in earlier versions, ^ A final pair of epithets in

f ( fotrnar fochuirsid 'throwing up great clods, ? ' ) appeax-s in

some manuscript versions. Stuagmar 'greatly arching' appears in

manuscript and oral tradition. $ The wording of ACC I and CFD Hp 12

is very close for the description of the Liath Mecha (though not of

the Dubh Sainglenn;, though CFD H2 12 is the only version of the chariot

description to put the black horse before the grey.

The description of the black horse in Fled Brierend begins

with the colour-adjective cxrdub followed by a group of adjectives

alliterating on c. Casmongach is persistent and sometimes Joins this

groups,v.hile other versions add cenand ('whiteheadeaO which survives to
5oral tradition. The colour adjective is more often contained in the

6
group in d.1J A group alliterating on _s appears in several manuscript

versions'' and in oral tradition,

I quote the description of the grey and black horses froi.. the
Q

longer Scottish oral version:

LL 1.13708 p. 1%
1. ACQ I; Cathcharpat; CFD Hp 12.

IZI10 l.ztsu y . r
2* ±22 1 WX ACC I; CFD H2 12 .fo-.fotmar forranach AOC II §32.
3. ACC I, CFD H2 12.§V1-
L. TBC It Cathcharpat. CFJ H2 12.

p. CHrdub cenand. ACQ I; cenand cael coscrund fata. Cathcharpat p.Hfaj
ceindfind crofind eaelcosach. CFD Hp 12,

l.itio
6, Dub dualach dulbrass druim-lethan - the entire description^ TBC II

and Stowe; drondub dualach dualbras, Cathcharpat pfflidorudub dualach
dulbhras, ACC II § 32; drond ndubdualach, CFD Bg 12.

7. Seredchoel 'narrow heeled', TIC 1: seng seta ('slender, graceful')
:.,e edchael, Cathcharpat^(>3seng sircael, Cr'D Hp 12 $#•,sc.ru: se;;hdha
selridchael, ACC II § 32# •

3. LP p. 2,MacCallum 11.21-23, 22, 31-40.



(18j "Clod a chimeax * sa* charbad sin?
Chimear * sa' charbad sin
Na h-eich liath luthmhor stuaghmhor l&idir ...
JD'an goirear an Liathmhor mhaiseach. "

(same introduction;
"Ha h-eich chirm-fhionn chrodh-fhionn chaol-chasach
Ghr inn-glyuagach, stobhradach, cheannardach,
Srol-bhreideach, chliabh-fharsuinn,
Bheag-aosda, bheag-ghaoisdneach, bheag-chluasach
Mhbr-chr idheach, mhbr-chruthach, mhbr-chuinneanach,
Seanga, seadi is iad searachail,
Breagha, beadara, boilsgeanta, baoth-leunnach
D'an goireadh iad an Dubh Seimhlinn. " (21 adjs. )
"What do we see (?) in that chariot?
We see (?) in that chariot
The grey vigorous great-arching strong horses ..
Which is called the great^'aplendid Liath. "

"The white-headed white-footed narrow-legged horses
in fine coat, ? , high-headed; of little age, not
shaggy, small-eared; great-hearted, great-formed,
■lender, graceful and narrow-heeled, beautiful,
playful, gleaming, wantonly-leaping, which theyxrould call the nubh Seimhlinn."

The third, fifth and tenth lines quoted are clearly related to the

manuscript descriptions, while the verb form in lines one and two

preserves a literary ending obsolete in the modern Scottish Gaelic

vernacular.1 Presumably this description is derived from a manuscript.
2

however the only manuscript version known which names the horses is

Slaburcharpat. where the horses are not even described individually.

Doubtless a native audience would be able to identify them from their

colours themselves, though strangely enough in TBC I the colour of

neither horse appears in its description.

1. Mar is used with various tenses and verbs in 18th century Ulster
Manuscripts (h. J. A. Williams, lJigse XII 297-300) and in the
Scottish f'emaig Manuscript, ed. iiac Parlain e. g. pj>. 46, 84» 148.
I am indebted for these references to Professor B. «j Buachalla.

2. Apart from the gloss ♦ 1. in Liath , ACC II § 32. Sialbu-ToHa.Tpa.t LU.IW?.
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The description of the horses individually is no doubt an

expansion of description as a pair, mqybe itself an expansion of an

original metric line made to fit the roscad chariot description.

However in many versions of the chariot description the horses are

described both together and individually. ^ This was clearly the case

with the original of the Scottish oral versions, which have the horses
2

described as a group three times > interpreted as a sort of caach-and-

six in the Skye version, where the three groups are thought of as

being at the front, in the middle and behind. This is a straige

survival in Scottish oral tradition, since the latest versions we have

extant in manuscript only describe the horses individually^ or

4
together .

Hov/ever, the unstable state of the run, adding elements,not

only according to the rules of alliteration, but also by a repeated

compounding element^, antithesis^, and loose rhyme7> and losing them

again, suggests that it mej always have teen part of living oral

tradition.

The Chariot

The metric description of the chariot followed the

description of the horses, the logical progression from the point of

65/1-13 11181, 7.MSO 118/7
!• T. bmere; TEG I ELk. GmJ; TOG II CPU; ACG L, LL U3804.

2. The second and third instances were quoted from mac oaxium above.

3. ACG 11$ 32, CFD H2 12.§4i.
4. GFD Pr. §4-1.

5. ex. (15) 11.1, 5J ex. (17) 11.7 and 8; ex (18>, 11.8 and 9.

6. ex (15) 1. 4, ex (13/ 11.8 and 9. ppKVfV
7. ex (17) 11.6-7. f
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view of a 'watchman* describing the chariot's approach. In later

descriptions of Cii Chulainn however a prose account of the chariot

develops, which owes little to the earlier type, and describes the

chariot first. It had no doubt by now become the distinguishing

characteristic of a hero of ancient times. The description of the

chariot becomes increasingly impressionistic and unrealistic, though

in the earlier prose versions several different parts are still

mentioned. Sometimes further items had been added to the rosead

description: pupall corcorda. fortche uanide 'a purple awning, a green

covering'"'', popull uainidi. huaitne intnaise 'a green awning, an inlaid

post'.^ In TEC I Cr'D a prose description of the chariot precedes

the horses and part of the rosead description follows. The version of

this passage in TEC II is different in several respects and the roscad

description does not appear.

A typical prose description of the chariot is that which

begins Cathchar pat Sexrda:3
[Ijj "...t iundarc arid carput feig foduirn f/thamail

f'indruine co llus, co lluas, co llangliccus, co
pupaill uainicda, co fertsib findruini, co
rrothaib finduma, co creitt uraird dirig
dresachtaich dasachteig caemchnessairt cholggfata
chol^gatchaia, co carput chraesletlian chraesluath
ar da n-echaib ..."

"I saw there a swift strong smooth chariot of white
bronze, (advancing, with vigour (le& luth) and
speed and full skill, with a green awning, V7ith
shafts of white bronze, with wheels of fair copper,
with a very high straight creaking frame, moving
violently, of beautiful surface, long as a sword,
of handsome covering; a roomy swift chariot drawn
by two horses ..."

1. Slaborcharpat^ LU l?2fe3.

2. TBC I TK 1.3850.

3. p.1%.
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A chain of adjectives describes the horses, hut neither in this nor

in other versions of the prose chariot-description do these epithets

have the dative plural endings that would he required before the

tenth century. The prose chariot-description is clearly a Middle

Irish development. There is an echo of the metric type in the

adjectives urard .. dresacht.-ch applied to the creit. while the

alliterating epithets in f- of the chariot itself may also he

connected. Some other parts appear in TEC I CFD: co tuing 'with a

yoke (?)', co tarbclaraib 'with hull-hoards (sidepieces/', co

lungetaib ( obscure).

It is this type of chariot-description which appears

generally in later texts. 2 The alliterative phrase co ll^s co lluas

co llangllccus appears in some other examples^ > and seems to be

reflected in the long Scottish oral version, where the carhad,

decorated with findruine (fionndulnn) and with a jewelled seat

(_cathair/ > was made far am hu luthmhor ' s far am bu laidir / 's far am

hu laxghllc am poball ur 'where the youthful people are vigorous,

strong, and fully clever'.

Some of the manuscript versions mention weapons for feats

carried in the chariot^, and TEC II CFD says the chariot itself was

armoured(cdlcrlnd cetharrind 'five-spiked, four-spiked'.) This is also

implied in the title Cathcharpat Settrla 'The ./ictcled Battle-chariot',

1. See also Fergus' chariot, TEC I CFD 1. 27C7, CFD ftl §12.
U.7-13102. „ „

2. TEC II CFD, ACC I and II §32, CFD Fr.
3. TEC II CFD, CFD Fr. , A<X> II § 32,* LF p.2..
4. ACC I; TEC I CFD and EMM, * Z1&5.
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though spikes are nowhere mentioned in that text. However in the

episode Ereslech Maige I.airthemne in TEC there is a development of a

description of the chariot on that theme, where ^u Chulainn in battle-

fury leaps into his vehicle: 1
(20j " Is andsin do-reblaing ind err gaiscid ina

chathcharpat serda, co n-erreib iarnaidib, cona
faebraib tanaidib, cona baccahaib, ocus cona
birchruadib, cona tliairbirib niath, cona ngle's
aursolcdi, cona thairngib gafthe bitis ar fertsib
ocus iallaib ocus fithisib ocus folomnaib don
charpat-sin. "

"
. . Then the chariot-warrior leapt into his sickled
chariot, with its iron sickles ,cona sherralb) with
its thin sharp edges, with its hooks, and with its
hard points, with its heroic spikes, with its
arrangement for opening (aursloicthly. with its (?)
nailsjwhich were on the shafts and thongs and loops
and cords of that chariot. "

As with TBC I CFD, TBC I EMM shows a transitional stage in the chariot

description, continuing Is amlaid bo£ in carpat-sin 'This is how that

chariot was* with a version of the earlier prose account and a

description of the horses. ' This passage is oritted in TBC II, and

ACQ II §35, which contains an expanded version of the 'sickled chariot'
theme.

The Warrior

As the most famous hero of the Ulster cycle Cu Chulainn is

frequently described in tales, with or without his chariot. A table

showing the various tuarascbala and their contents is included at the

end of this chapter.

In I'led Brierend the three warriors escribed with their

chariots have each a distinguishing feature. Conall Cernach has his

one red, one white cheek. Loegaire Buadach has hair of three colours:

brown next the head, blood-red in the middle, and hair which covers them

l.TBCl 1.0X80,111.2.2,%.
Z.T3C1 2.0X25.



as a 'golden diadem'.1 Part of the description is in metre: ro

laaat tr^ imrothu / imma chend cocairse 'They put forth three streams

round his head of goodly arrangement. ' Cu Chulainn's distinguishing
2 ^ ^

feature is: ocht ngemma deirg dracondai / for lar a da lmllsin.

'Kight red dragon-gems in the middle of his two irises (of the eyeJ',

apparently a metaphor for multiple pupils. Many-pupilled eyes are

attributed to other supernatural-^ or royal personages^ in the tales,

but are most regularly found in descriptions of Cu Chulainn. He

usually has seven pupils-*, and frequently seven fingers and seven toes

as well**.

In Fled Brlcrend Chulainn is introduced as: Fer brolnech

dub isin charput as aldem dl feralb hErend 'A blackh&ired melancholy

man in the chariot who is the most beautiful of the men of Ireland. '

Cu Chulainn is described as blackhaired in several early descriptions:

fer bee bradub 'a small black-browed man'^ j maeldub demis fair 'shorn
Q >

black hair on him' . In TEC I TB Cu Chulainn's black curly hair

reaches his shoulders. Hov,'ever black was not the most admired hair

1. §45.

^ §51.
3. TBC I 1. 38; TBDD § 19.

4* p. 90.

5. Three in one eye, four in the other T. Tifriere §6, in each eye
TBC I 11.70, 3010.

6. T. Bmere §6.

7. *JJ II 1.539.

8. olaburcharpat UJ 1.9264.
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colour in early Ireland, and the tenor of many early tales Is that

Cu Chulainn belied his heroic prowess by looking too small or too

young. 1 His hideous distortions in battle fury gained him the nick-
2 z

name of 'sprite' or ' sprinter*-3 explained elsewhere as being because

two of the seven pupils were aslant.A Cu Chulainn's attractiveness

to -women Is made much of however*', and later desaripti ma seem to be

composed in order to give him an image of surpassing beauty.

Tricolour hair is regularly ascribed to Cti Chulainn in

these later tuarascbala. In fact, apart from Loegaire in Fled Bricrend

and the doomed prince Le Fri Flaith in To;;ail Eruidne Da Derga (who has
\£,

hair of gold, purple and bright green; , all other instances of the

motif in the literature refer to Cii Chulainn, The wording used in

descriptions associated with the chariot-run is clearly closely related
, 7

to those in Fled Bricrend. as in Aided Con Culainn (Ij:

(21) "Fuil fer findeass foltlebor issin charpat-sin,
Luinech derg daigerda 'na laim ar derglassad.
T^fiblaith (. i. Ion gaile; etarluarmach uassa erra
oencharpait. Folt dualach trd; ndatha fair . i.
folt dond ra tuind cind. Folt croderg iar
n-irmedon. -Ind orda ra-tuigedar dianechtair.
Cain cocaru3 in chind 7 in fhuilt-sln coCc/uirend
teora imshrotha de imrno ccncu "

"There is a man with flowing fair curly hair in that
chariot. A fiery red lance blazing red in his hand.

1. TBC I 11.1324, 143a

2. A shlriti, xnC I 1. 1363.
3. F£ §§ 43, 28; see also Qerglige S 3.

4. TBC I 1. 3010.

3. 1. Uaere §§6-7; -trglige §3.

6. §105.
7. LL 1.13111.
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A hovering bird-flock (?) , (that is, the moon of
valour;, over the chariot-warrior of a single
chariot. He has wavy hair of three colours, that is,
brown hair next to the surface of the head, blood-red
hair in the middle. A golden diadem covers it on the
outside. Beautiful the arrangement of that head and
hair, so that it puts three streams of it round his
head. "

The first three sentences can be found in the roscad description of

Conall quoted^ and a further line, in the foam Jil dldiu lmbisidi brat

gorm cruanchorcra} appears in the description of Cu Chulainn in TBC I
utsa.

CFU It does not contain the line about the birds, which the

glossator here is trying to interpret as the motif of the beam of light

that rises above a warrior's head in battle fuzy, but adds the motif of

seven fingers and seven toes. The description of the tricolour hair

is worded almost the same as in the description of Loegaire, but in the

final sentence both show the 11th century verbal form cuirend,showing

that this is a Middle Irish adaptation of the metrical line. Both

continue with comparisons of the colour of the top hair, to gold thread
\ 2

and buttercups ^ ?j , or to polished gold, and the 'yellowness of a bee

on which the sun shines on a summer day'"'.

/ A,
The description of Cu Chulainn in Cathcharpat oerrda.

beginning: Dofuil sin char,outain laech foltfhind foltlebor uirtchomsid

cumachtalg, ' A fair haired flov in; -haired strongly-powerful mighty-

warrior appioaches in that chariot', is also closely related. It
r

includes similar sentences about the lance and birdflock, cuts short

the description of the hair after the three colours, but as well as the

1. FB §47j ex. (5,,
2. ACC I, LL l.l3<?/8.

3. TBC I cm 7.a/?b3.

If. p.llb.
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motifs of seven pupils, seven fingers and seven toes includes a further

elaboration: Cu Chulainn has seven dimples on each cheek, with seven

rays from each of them.

In TBC BA1M Cu Chulainn is not described with hi3 sickled

chariot, but afterwards, when the distortions of his battle fury have

subsided,he comes to show his 'gentle beautiful appearance' to the women.

Cu Chulainn is not described with his chariot in Comae i''ir Diad in

1BC II, but there is another tuarascbal of him at the end of the

I.iac +nimartha. ^ In both these tuarascbala Cu Chulainn has four

brightly-coloured dimples on each cheek, of yellow, bright green, dark
2

blue, and purple. The EMM description contains all the multiple

motifs so ffir mentioned: eyes, fingers and toes, hair and dimples. All

but the hair appear in TBC II Macgn^martha. C. O'Rahilly^ thinks this

and the version in TBC III^" are derived from TBC Bi/Ifc. but a general

traditional source seems more likely. A versification of the

description of Cu Chulainn and his chariot in syllabic metre-* includes

the coloured dimples, sevenfold pupils, and tricolour hair (trf foilt ni

h-inand a ndath;. The latest prose description of Cu Chulainn and his

chariot, in ChD K2 12,'' begins as in Cathcharoat. further corrupting the
lines about the blazing lance and birdflocks, but including the dimples

1. TBC II 1. 1198.

2. TBC I Kju. 1. 2349, TBC II Lac^nxm 1. 1202.

3. TBC II 1. 1199n.

4. ZCP VIII 538-9.

5. Perglige S 37.

6. §41.
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with the other motifs: cethrl tibre frl (?) cechtar a dt( gruad . i.

tibre buide ocus tibre gorm ocus tibre ualne ocus tihre derg 'four

dimples on each cheek, that is, a yellow dimple and a dark blue dimple

and a bright green dimple and a red dimple'.

The manuscript description of Ci{ Chulainn is clearly

recognizable in the longer Scottish oral versions. These do not refer

to the dimples, but all the other motifs are included:"'"
(22; "Ciod a bhiodh 'na shuidhe 'sa' charbad sin?

Ehiodh 'na shuidhe 'sa' charbad sin
Jin laoch cumaiseach cumhachtach deagh-fhoclach
Liobhara, loinneara, deagh-mhaiseach.
Tha seachd seallaidh air a rosg
' S air leinn gur maith em fraodharc dha.
Tha se meoir chnamhach reamhar
Air gach laimh 'tha 'teachd o' ghualainn.
Tha seachd fuilteanna fionn air a cheann:
Folt donn ri tointe a chinn,
'3 folt sleamhuinn dearg air uachdar,
*3 folt fionn-bhuidh air dhathan oir,
'S na faircill air a bharr 'ga chumail*.
D' an ainm Guchulain mac s^imh-Suailtl
-.hie Aoidh, mhic Aigh, mhlc Aoidh eile. "

"Who would be sitting in that chariot? There
would be sitting in that chariot the mighty,
powerful, eloquent warrior, polished, shining,
truly-splendid: There are seven 'sights' in his eye,
and we think his vision Is good. There are six
bony thick fingers on each hand and arm from his
shoulder. There are seven fair heads of hair on his
head: brown hair next to the surface of his head,
slippery red hair on top, and fair- yellow hair the
colour of gold, and the coverings on his head holding
it: Whose name is Cilchulaln son of genial Suailti,
son of Aodh, son of Agh, son of another Aodh. "

Chariot-Travel

Various conventional descriptions of travel by land are

discussed in Chapter IX and are dealt with here only as they affect the

history and development of the description of Cu Chulainn and his

1. 11. 41-55, LFp.A.
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chariot. Two versions of this^ are introduced by the conventional

list of chariot noises illustrated by the example from Tochmarc Ijnere^.
The description in blabarchaxoat n Gulainn is introduced by strange

appearances, a great wind which has escaped from Hell as it opened to

let Cu Chulainn out, mist which is the breath of the men and horses,

and a raven flock which is the clods cast up by their hooves. ^

Uther references to travel are inserted at various points

within the chariot descriptions. Some lines in ornamental language

following the account of the Liath Macha in i'led Brierend** include the

phenomena which regularly constitute the 'strange appearances': clods

'blaze' under its hooves 'with fourfold strength'fco luth cethardu^ it

overtakes bird flocks, and emits breath and sparks ( ulblech tened

trichemruaid tatnit a croes glomarchind ' sparks of blazing red fire shine

from its gaping muzzle end'.) Farts of this description appear, in

varying degrees of corruption,in the same place in several later

tuarascbala of Cu Chulainn*s chariot;J particularly the phrase which

becomes fo luth cethar crua 'with the vigour of four hooves', and the line

about the sparks. Cathcharpat Setr-da introduces the theme of the strange

appearances towards the end of the tuarascbal: Samalta lim ra trdf airdi
ind echrad sin: elta duben os chind arbaige 4- ra clter tentide ra cith

snechtaide 'I liken the characteristics of that horse-team to three things:

3U T. iimere J11, TBC II Cgi 1. 285a
2. Ch. IX ex. (1), p. *82..
3. HJ 11.9240-50, f>f>. 131- 2.87 itlow.

% Qathcharoat. ACC 11^32, CffD H2 12. §4-*-
(,. p.m.

\
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a flock of black birds above a slaughter field, or a blazing mass of

fire or a shower of snow'. It explains: Ba samalta lim fri

sponcaj.bllg teined trichemruald taltres dar craes globarchlnd dolb,

'What shines over their gaping muzzle-ends seems to me like sparks of

blazing red fire'; repeating the line used of the Liath Macha above.

The black birds are clods thrown up, the snow is not explained.

Comracc Fir Diad in H2 12 has a similar passage, describing only clods
tSic"]

like black birds, and foam like falling snow: sneachta ... ig snaighii.

Gome of the descriptions introduce conventional comparisons

of the speed of the horses, to swallow, wi;;d, end cliabach over the

plain'- or hawk from a cliff in a day of fierce wind, a spring wind on

p
a March day over a coastal plain, and wild stag started by hounds .

These could have been added at any time, but their position in the

description-' argues some continuity of tradition. Also, a phrase from

TBC I GIT): Is e triccius ocus attius imoroget 'That is the swiftness

and jollity with which they drive around'; appears in the later examples

with the same comoarisonsbls 4 sin gliccus a&us trice agus tairpinhi

ocus trenluas cingit na h-eich 'That is the cleverness and swiftness

and impetuosity and hardy speed with which the horses step forward'.^
The long Scottish oral versions, after comparisons of speed to mountain

mist, a hand, and a hare on the plain, end with lines which seem to

TZZ85 pdfb . / , ' , *
1. TBG I Bid , Gathcharpat \ plus deer and marten tgo luas amale no

felrbhi no iaralnde; AGO 11^32, CFD H2 12. §^-1.
2. TBC II and Stowe, ChD. LL 1.112.1,

3. Between the chariot and horses described individually / after the
description of the horses.

4. AGO 11^32; Oathcharpat 0. 136, CFD Hp 12.^2,.T6C1 1.1%%
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reflect both this phrase and the 'strange appearance' of foam as snow:^-
(23> "Gum bu ceum trie, ceum luath, ceum muirneach

Na h-eacha a' teachd chugain
Mar shneachd ri snoighead nan sllosaibh
Ospartalch agus unaghartaich
hen eachalbh 'gat ionnsuidh. "

"It was a swift, speedy joyous step for (?) the
horses coming towards us. Like snow was the
panting and (?) of the horses approaching you. "

I do not know what to make of the endings of ca-c-h. unless they
2

represent eachrad , obsolete in Scotland.

The tuarascbal of Cu Chulainn in his chariot appears in

Gaelic literature from Old Irish to 19th century oral tradition in

...cotland. It is introduced into any relevant tale; as G. 0' Eahilly

says^ 'it is as if the mere occurrence of the word caroat in a text

triggers off one of these stereotyped passages'. However the form is

constantly changing from the early to the modern instances, and though

all the texts are obviously related, it is rarely that one written

version can be said to be the basis for another. ^ In practice the run

appears mainly in two tales: Tain So Qualn^e ,including its sometimes
' 5

independent episode Coznrac Fir Diad, and the death tale of Cu Chulainn.

Later versions of the tale do not simply modernize the tuaraacbal found

in the earlier version. The text of the tuarascbal seems to be

developing independently.

1. 11. 60-4, LF

2. See Cathcharnat, p.H7.
3. Cathcharpat pw 194»,

4. But ACC II §35 is clearly baaed on TEC BM4; T. Tmere §§fl-7b is a.
compilation: see Ch. 3C. f.

5. ACC.
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There is evidence for this in the independent existence

of Cathcharpat Setrda. found in LL next to the list of tales a fill

should loiow, and doubtless itself also part of learned equipment. "L
Cathcharpat Serrda is self-contained: it begins with the watchman

device: Atchondarc 'I saw'; and also ends with it: lassin oclach

atchonnacc 'with the warrior I saw', like the dunad of a poem It

is of considerable length, describing the chariot, horses (together

and individually/ and their progress, warrior (looks, clothing, weapons)
and charioteer, before the strange appearances of their approach.

However, examples in tales can be just as long: in Siaburcharpat

strange appearancee, horses together, chariot, Cu Chulainn's

appearance, clothing and weapons, and the charioteer:la TEC I CFD

chariot, speed, horses together and individually, Cu Chulainn (mainly

appearance) and charioteer. The beginning of the description in CHD

Hp 12 is now lost but It may well once have been equally full.

The importance of the tuarascbal of Cu Chulainn in native

eyes is further illustrated by the subtitles in Tain To Cualnge:

Tuarascb/il c'harpait Con Culaind annso, in tres orfincharpat na

scelaigheachta for Tahaich Fo Cualngc 'Here is the Description of

Cu Chulainn's chariot, the third chief chariot of story telling on the

cattle-raid of Cooley' j Tuarasoball Delba Con Culaind so 'Here is

the Description of Cu Chulainn's form'. ^ TBC BMM is given the title:

1. As with the written tales, it is not clear whether this text was
intended to be memorized, or was simply a recording of a version of
a piece memorized in oral tradition. LL 181a,sec -p-2L above.

2. TEC I L 2941 CFD.

3. TEC I BMM 1. 2335.
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In Carpat Sgrrda ocus in Breslech I'or Paige Fuirthemne inso ' Kere is

the Sickled Chariot and the Great Slaughter of the Plain of Muirthemne',
in and the chariot appears as the colophon to the episode in

TBC II: Carpat ft-xrda conlcce sin 'The Sickled Chariot up to here'2.
Biaburcharoat Con Culalnn ' Cu Ghulainn's jpectral Chariot' is the

title of a tale, but a tale actually built around one of these

descriptions.

The various tales in which it might occur in manuscript were

known in Scotland-', but the oral versions, like Cathcharpat Setrda. did

not form part of a tale but seem to have been recited as independent

pieces. One teller referred to both Carbad Alaire Chuchullin 'Cu

Chulainn's Palfrey's Chariot' and Carbad Comhralg 'Battle-chariot* as

4
pieces his father had known. The four printed versions seem to go

back to one original, but of the late manuscript texts to contain the

tuerascbal only CPD H2 12 contains as much detail as the long Scottish

version^, and it seems too corrupt to be the source. The long oral

versions, like Cathcharpat Setrda?Incorporate the watchman device here,
in the form of repeated question and answer, as can be seen from

examples already quoted. c The description begins:

(24; "Cia fath do thurais no do sgeul?
Path mo thur^ais Is mo sgeul
Peara(ibh> Pirinn siod mar chlmear
Air teacht chugaibh as a' mhagh ... "

1. I. 1.2072.

2. TBC 11 2&8'

3. TBC, CFD, AGO? see A. Bruford 1966 p. 256.

4. LP pw 3, Skye.

5. The chariot, horses together with comparisons of speed, grey horse,
black horse, Ci{ Chulainn with multiple pupils, fingers, and colours
of hair, chariot travel.

6. exx. (18), (22), above.
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" /hat Is the cause of your (s. ) journey, or your news?
The cause of my journey and ny news . the men of
Ireland yonder as we see, coming towards you (pi. )
from the plain. "

The two words turas and sgeul may have been created at some time from

the one word tuarascbal. while the reference to the Men of Ireland is

reminiscent of TEC Tochlm na mBulden. The description may have come

from a lost version of a tale, or been learnt independently in the way

suggested by Cathcharpat Serrda. The most satisfactory solution, from

the prestige of the piece and its many variations in surviving

manuscript tradition, seems to be to conclude that it was once much more

widely known than now, and probably in both written and oral versions.

All the collectors of the Scottish oral description present

it in regular lines like verse, without any explanation of how it was

actually performed. ^ however various Scottish descriptions are treated
o

in this -ay by editors j and it seems to be merely a convention to show

that the description is reduced to a regular rhythm. It is not likely

to indicate that the description was originally in verse.

1. Though the Skye informant associated it with Ossian's poetry,
hP P. 3.

2. See, CW VI ex. (lh)j-p-'^7.
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Descriptions of Everyday Life VII

(a) The 3anqueting Hall

The descriptions of the hall which appear in various early

tales give, like the early tuarascbala of people, a detailed and

consistent account of its structure. The description of the hall
/ 1

is also referred to as a tuarascb&ll . A typical description is
2

that found in Tochmarc Emere of Conchobar's famous Red Branch

Hall:

"Is amlaid iarora bax in tech sin .i.Craebruad Gonchobuir fo

intamail Tighe Midchuarta ,i. nox n-imdhadha a thenid co

fraigidh ann, tricha traiged ina ardai each airenaig credumai

bax isin tig. Extscur de derg-ibur ann. Stiall ar chabur

e iar n-xchtur ocus tuige slinded iar n-uachtur. Imdhaidh

Conchobuir i n-airenuch in tige co stiallaib airgit, co

n-uatnaib credumaib, co lxgraid oir fora cend&ib, co

ngemaib carrmocail innlib, comba comsolus la ocus adaig

inti, cona steill airgit uasia rxg co h-ardiiss in rxgthige."

"That hall, i.e. the Red Branch of Conchobar, was in the like¬

ness of the Hall of the Mead-Circuit, i.e. there were nine

compartments from the fire to the wall in it, and every

bronze 'front* in the house was thirty feet in height. A

partition of red yew in it. A wainscot (?) below and a

shingled roof above. Conchobar'S compartment in the front

of the house, with silver slats, with bronze pillars, with

the lustre of gold on their tops, with gems of carbuncle in

1. Late examples: T.B.Flidaise II (CR II 100); Altram TDM para. 3.
2. §2^alsoFB paras. 2, 55; TBF para. 7» Eriu IV 30 para. 21:

'Scela Conchoboir' para. 2 ed. & translated W. Stokes from LL.



them, so that day and night were equally bright in it,

with its silver slat above the king to the ridge-beam of the

royal house."

Bricriu's hall as described in Fled Bricrend is compared

to the Red Branch Hall, and also to the 'Mead-circuit Hall*. This
is

legendary building at Taravdescribed and illustrated in a tract
1

in LL and YBL . This shows a rectangular building with a fire in

the middle over which the cauldrons of food were cooked. These

2
cauldrons are mentioned in some of the descriptions } as well as

/ *5
the forle3 or 'skylight' above the fire which let out the smoke .

The shingled roof appears in other descriptions, which make it
if

clear the hall was made of wood . The most characteristic feature

is the imdai, or 'compartments' for eating and sleeping, arranged

along the walls of the building, and apparently raised above the

level of the floor in the centre. It is in these imdai that the noble

subjects of the series of tuarascbala in Togail Bruidne Da Dergae
5

are described, while the retainers are on the floor as in the

plan of Tech Midchuarta. The descriptions give each imdae an

ornamental facade, aurainech, and the king's imdae is regularly

described as richer and more prominent than the others^. The

decoration of the pillars is elaborated in Scela Conchoboir to

1. Suidiugud Tige Midchuarta LL Dipl. Ed. Vol. I 117.

2. TBFr. para. 7? Eriu IV 30 para. 21; ScMMD para. 2.

3. TBFr. para. 7» Suidiugud Tlge Midchuarta 1.3692.
4. TBFr. para. 7 (pine), FB para. 55 (oak).
5. for lar in tige paras. 109* 135» 138.
6. TBFr. para. 7 5 TBDD para. 995 FB para. 55? Eriu IV 30 para. 21 •,

T. B. Flidhaise II (CR II 100).



golden birds with gems for eyes. Ia later tales they make music1.
The early decoration of stiall 'strip, panel, slat, border'

(stiall ar chapur 'slat over a Joist' is a fixed phrase) and

fleac 'rod, lath' running from vat to ridgepole;or fronting to

midbeara;is difficult to interpret and not used in later tales.

However they seem to have been specific technical terms a* one

/ / 2 s /
time. In Scela Cano meic Gartnaia every house on Gartnan'a

island has a stiall ar chapur of red yew.

The description of the hall does develop to some extent.

Several early examples mention windows: sealstir, from Latin
3 h

fenestra . In Fled Bricread Bricriu constructs a griaaan

•sun-room* with glass windows for himself and his wife above the

hall. A hall in one of the Old Irish tales about Mongan also
/ 5 /

has a grianan and windows , and grianan continues as the name for
the women's room. In the .Early Modern Irish tale Foghlum Con

6 /
Gulainn" Scathach's hall is described as a grlanan with windows

(here the Norse loan fuinneog). and seven iadhal between each pair

of windows. E. Gwynn suspects literary influence on the descrip¬

tion of the Tech Midohuarta, as in the prose text already referred
7

to and in one of the dindehenchus poena on Tara ;

!. T.B.Flldhaise II, Altraa TDM para. 3.
2. para. 1.

3. TBFr. para. 7» sixteen with copper valves; FB para. 55 « twelve
with glass valves.

h, para. 3.

5. V. of Bran I 56.
6. para. 17-

7. Met. Dinda. I 70-7^, poem IV.



from the descriptions of Solomon's house and temple in the Bible

and apocrypha. However the particular features - measurements in

cubits and candelabra (cainnelbrai)-do not appear in the early

native descriptions, which seem rather to have introduced imdai

into translations of the Solomon material. Nevertheless the

carbuncles which shine in the night must be an exotic borrowing,
■■

2
and the motif in Sc^la Muicce Meic Da Tho whereby each visitor

gets only one thrust, successful or unsuccessful, with the

flesh-fork into the cauldron, sounds less like Celtic hospitality

then the practice of the Jewish temple described in the Book of

Samuel^.
The only description in later tales to preserve any of the

decoration of the earlier wooden halls is the account of Fionn's

'Speckled Ship' (Breacbharc) with alternate planks of 'red yew•
; 4

and 'brown black oak' studded with carbuncles and other gemstones .

Later halls are all metal and marble (marmor) with a golden floor

and carbuncle-studded walls 'making day and night equally bright'
5

within a marble rampart} twelve marble doorways with doors of

gold, and pillars of glass, silver and bronze Most of the later

descriptions of royal halls are set in the Otherworld, and in many

a new wonder-motif is added: the roof is thatched with coloured

7feathers.

1. LL 11.3691-5-
2. para. 2.

3. I Samuel 2.14.
4. TTT 1.1043.

5. E.Thaidg p.351 .

6. A.Fergusa meic Leide II p.249.
7. Acall. 11.787,806 (brown, red-purple, dark-blue and yellow);

E. Chormaic para. 34 (white); A. Fergusa meic Leide II p.244
(white); EAC para. 18 (white and purple).



This motif is regular in Irish oral tradition when dwellings

are described,but there seems to be only one occurrence of it in

Scotland.1 In Scottish tales dwellings, often also called grianan ;

as well as the hiding-place on the hunting hill used by Fionn and

his men, are described more by situation than construction:

(2) ..'.'air chul na gaoithe's ri aodann greine, far am faiceadh iad

a h-uile duine's nach faiceadh duine iad".

..'.'behind the wind and facing the sun, where they could see

everyone and no one could see them".
2

This is also characteristic of the Otherworld , but in oral tales

may simply mean the place was well-concealed.^
(b) The Land

(i) In a Good King's Reign

Another conventional prose description which appears in Old

Irish and later tales is closely connected with the ancient belief

that the worth of a ruler affected the fertility of his land. The

pre-Christian theory of ideal kingship celebrated in the king-

tales is illustrated with various descriptions of the king's own

physical beauty, of the hideous hag who becomes the beautiful

goddess of Sovranty in his embrace, and finally of his land during

his reign.

The examples in early tales are all associated with the most
k 5

famous legendary kings: Conchubhar , Cormac mac Airt, Conn

Cetchathach^, and Conaire mac Eterscel^. The glowing description

1. WHT I p.l9.Ir-: bezl.YLrn, SK124. See p.303 beW
2. T. Etalne(iii) pa.ra.IO v. fe Ch.VI ex. (1) iqs. See. p. izlow.
3. MV/HT I 3^6, 3^8; MvjHT II 258 , 260; W & S III 9 FTC, W & S IV

18b EIA.

k. T. Eroere para. 1.

5. Gen. Choroaic p.255«

6. Airne Firigein para. xv.

7. TBDD paras. 17, 66•
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of the land under Conaire brings out the pathos of his early

death: much of the description given below is later repeated to,
1

and dismissed by, the man who kills him:

(3) "Ho batar tra deolatchaire mora ina fhlaith.i.

secht mbarca each mis mithemon do gaba.il oc Inbiur

Colbtha cacha bliadna, ocus mes co gluine each fhogmair,

ocus imbas for Buais ocus Boind i medon in mis mithemon

cacha bliadna ocus imbet chainchomraic cona rru bi neach in
/

n-aile in nErinn fria fhlaith. Ocus ba bindithir la each

/ /

n-aen guth aroile in nErinn fria fhlaith ocus betis teta

mennchrot. Ni luaiscead gaeth caircech mbo a raedon earraich

co meadon foghmair. Nirbo thoirneach ainbhthineach a

fhlaith."

"There were, then, great bounties during his reign; that is:

seven ships arriving at Inber Colbtha every June every year,

and oak-mast knee-deep every autumn, and 'poetic knowledge'

on the (rivers) Bush and Boyne in mid-June every year;

and abundance of peace, so that no man killed another in

Ireland during his reign. In Ireland during his reign

everyone thought each other's voice as sweet as if it were

the strings of the mendchrot. The wind did not disturb a

cow's tail from the middle of spring to the middle of autumn.

His reign was not thundery or stormy."

Imbas on the Bush and Boyne seems to refer to the bubbles of poetic

inspiration which, according to native mythology, might float down

the rivers from a source in the Otherworld.

1. TBDD para. 17, repeated para. 66.



The belief in the influence of a king on his kingdom is also
1

recorded in historical texts, sometimes with short descriptions.

In fact the Annals of the Four Masters seem to have borrowed this

2
description from TBDD for Conaire's reign .

The description of Ireland after Cormac mac Airt's accession,

3
in the tale of his birth, deals mainly with physical prosperity:

the rivers so full Of fish they cannot flow, the woods and plains

difficult to traverse because the ground is covered with mast, or

honey bestowed from heaven, because of the justice of his reign.

Most of the other descriptions of the fertile land in tales

are used as the opening passage.^ Tochmarc Emere begins: B&i r£
amrae airegdae i nEmain Macha fecht n-aill 'There was once upon a

time a wonderful excellent king in Emain Macha*, and briefly

describes Conchobhar's reign: Bax sidh ocus saime ocus subaige.

Bai mess ocus class ocus murthorad, 'There was peace and quiet

and happiness. There was mast and earth-produce and sea-produce'.
*

The first, alliterative, line appears in the opening of the trans-
j5

lation tale Togail Troi of Saturn's reign; and both appear in
6

Echtra Chormaic' , which begins: Ri uasal oirdnide rogabastar
/ /

flaithius ocus forlamus for Erinn fecht n-aill, 'a noble disting¬

uished king once upon a time took the kingship and control of

1. LG LL 1.23^1; AFM AD 15, AD Ik (a bad king).
2. AFM I 90, 'Age of the World' 5160.
3. Gen. Chormaic p.255.

para. 1.

5. I, LL 1.3082^.
6. tiara. 1 .



Ireland*. This inverted order, emphasizing the initial word Ri

'king*, becomes increasingly common as the opening line of Middle

Irish and later tales, even when no description of the king's land

follows.

Airar^ uasal oirbitnech ro gab uas Erinn *A noble "honouiea.

high-king took charge over Ireland* begins another text in which

the land in Cormac's reign is described: Tesmolad Corbmaic 'The
1

Ardent Praise of Cormac'. In this Cormac is compared to Solomon

for his judgements, because of which calves are born after three

months, yearlings are already milch cows, and cows' udders are

full of beestings and vessels cannot hold their ceaseless output

of milk. Bach furrow gives a sackful of grain. The rivers are

full of salmon, and honey is poured from heaven, as in Gen.

Chormaic. Cormac is then compared to Octavius: Octafin Aughust,
/

a poet called Senuath Eiges is quoted on his appearance, and the

description ends by saying Ireland was made into Txr Tairngire,

the 'Promised Land' of the Celtic Otherworld, in his reign. In

the Book of Lismore version of Airne Ffngein a description of

Ireland in Cormac's grandfather's,Conn Cetchathach's, reign is
2

added to the end of the tale . In this the land only needed

ploughing for six weeks in the spring, and the trees bore fruit

three times a year. There were no weapons but goads, no insects

but bees. Ireland is again compared to Tlr Tairrngire, and

the cuckoos which sang from the horns of the cattle sound like

Otherworld birds, such as those whose singing induced milk from
3

the cows of luchna' • However it is also likened to Parrdus

1. SGI 89-92.
2. para. 15.

3. ACR para. 1.
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•Paradise*, and the description in Tesmolad Cormaic is referred to:

•it is not known which reign was better, as Senfhuath Eices told

in his tesmolad of each of them.*

Other descriptions praising a good king's reign introduce a

further motif: the peace was such that a lone woman could traverse
1

the country in safety. This appears by itself in Cogadh Gaedheal

re Gallaibh, of the reign of Brian Boramba^. The earliest
-Tna.n -r

example of the motif seems to be from the EnglishvBede , who
It

treated it as a proverb of his day. It is probably a literary

borrowing into these much later Irish texts, which may also have

borrowed from each other. The Irish setting in both C. Cumair

and CMM II includes the place names Tonn Chlxodhna and Beann Eadair.

Cath Cumair goes on to synchronize the king it describes, Eochaid

Feidlech, with Christ, Conaire Mor, and Augustus, and the

description is called tesmolta in Cath Maige Rath II. All these

tales inflate the style of the description considerably, with

alliterative adjectives and parallel phrases.
5

The descriptions in the Romantic tales are less concerned

with learned parallels than a short decorative introduction to

the tale:^
(k) "Ard-rxgh uasal oirdhearc feasach fir-ghlic fxr-eolach

calma curata ceartbhriathrach ro ghabh flaithios agus
/

forlamhas agus forsmacht ar chrxochaibh glan-aille cnuas-

toracha na hloruaidhe, dar ba chomh-ainm loruaidh mac

1. C. Cumair paras. 1-2} CMM II p.385; CMR II 100-6 .

2. Cog, p.136.
3. Hist. Eccles. II xvi.

k. R. Flower, The Irish Tradition, pp. 90-2.

5. TTT 1.1; ECRI p.50; EMI p.7^.
6. ECRI p.50.
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Dhealbha rahic Dhathaoin mhic Dhaire Dheirg-ghlais mhic

Ioruaidhe ^c. Ba lachtmhar loilgidheacha, ba cnuas-thorrach
coillte, ba h-iasg-lionmhar aibhne, ba trom-thorrach fearoinn,

ba buidheanmhar br&gha, ba thoiceach oireachta, ba chonaigeach

ard-chealla agus ba h-iosdaighthe ollamhuin le linn an

trein-Righ sin."

"A high-king noble illustrious, wise truly-clever truly-

knowledgeable, valiant warrior-like and of righteous words,

took sovranty, sway and power over the bright beautiful

regions of Norway with their clustering fruits, whose name

was Ioruaidh son of Dealbh son of Dathaon son of Daire

Red-green son of Ioruaidhfend so on). Milch cows were

full of milk, woods were cluster-fruited, rivers were full

of fish, lands were heavily productive, halls were full of

companies, assemblies were wealthy, great churches were

rich, and poets were entertained (?) during the time of that

mighty king."

The theme of the good king's beneficial effects on his land,

with its descriptive possibilities, survives quite late in
1

Bardic poetry. However>by the time the description of the

fertile land had established itself as a suitable opening passage

in talesjthe storytelling tradition was losing interest in

native kings. Some of the tales which include the description
2

are rewritings of older versions , but in others the events are

3
not even set in Ireland . Despite a few recurring phrases, most

1. Irish: 17th century, e.g. ITS XIII 176f., Daibhidh C Bruadair;
Scottish: late l8th century, e.g. Duncan Ban Mac Intyre ed.
MacLeod pp. 437-^ •

2. CM II, CMM II, C. Cumair.
3. ECRI, EMI.
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of the extant descriptions seem to be literary workings-up of a

common theme rather than an established descriptive passage.

The king's land is not described in oral tradition.

(ii) The Otherworld

Although early Gaelic literature is permeated with the

notion of the Otherworld, which often provides the settinj for

tales, prose descriptions of it are not common. Probably the

oldest is that appended to one version of the TBC remscel
-

^
Gabal in tSida . After the god Oengus wins sid in Broga from the

Dagdae, the text continues: 'Wonderful then is that Iand'( Amra

dano a t£r hisin). It contains three trees always in fruit, a

live pig and a cooked pig, a vessel of special drink, and none of
2

these things ever fail. Echtra Chormaic which, though late, embodies

much older themes, includes a description of a spring in the

courtyard of an Otherworld dwelling. Nine everlasting purple

hazels drop their nuts into the water where five salmon eat them,

and send bubbles along the five streams, sweeter than any music,

which flow from the spring. In the prose Dinnshenchus the
3

mythological source of the Shannon is so described , the source of

poetic knowledge. These descriptions seem to keep to native

ideas of the Otherworld, and are not marked stylistically.

However in many Old or Middle Irish tales, especially Echtrai,

there are descriptions of the Otherworld in syllabic verse, usually

put in the mouth of sin Otherworld person trying to entice humans

1. LL 1.32926.

2. para. 32 .

3. RC XV 456.



to go there. The motifs gathered together in the poems are basi¬

cally the same as those found in references to the Otherworld

elsewhere:''
(5)a "Dabach and do mid medrach

oca dail forin teglach:

maraid beos, is buan in bes,

conid bithlan do bithgres."

"There is a vat there, of mead that causes merriment,

being distributed to the household. It remains still-

a lasting custom - so that it is everfull for ever and

ever."

(5)b "Atat isin dorus sair

trx bile do chorcor-glain

dia ngair in enlaith buan blaith

don macraid assin rxgraith."

"In the entrance to the east there are three great trees

of purple crystal, from which the everlasting gentle bird

flock calls to the youths in the royal fort."

Things made of glass, and the singing birds, appear elsewhere

in connection with the native Otherworld. The earliest examples

of syllabic verse describing the Otherworld are no doubt the

poems which are the most important feature of Imram Brain, the

colca rand rogab in ben o tjurib ingnath 'fifty verses the woman

from the unknown lands sang', announced at the beginning of the
2

tale. These contain a prophecy of the birth of Christ, and the
3

picture of the Otherworld is influenced by Christian ideas:

Serglige CC para. 33» 11.510, debide .

2. Imr. Brain paras. 26-8.
3. Imr. Brain para. 7.
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(5)c "Fil and tile co mblathaib

fors ngairet eoin do thrathaibj
is tre chocetal is gnath

congairet uili each trath'J

"There is a tree there with blossoms on which the birds

call to the hours. In harmony they call together every

canonical hour".

1
This influence appears in the verse descriptions in other tales:

(5)d "At-chia.m each for each leath

ocus nlcon aice nechj
/

teimel imorbuis Adaim

dodon-archeil ar araim."

"We see everyone on every side and no one sees us. It is

the darkness of Adam's transgression that has prevented

us from being counted."

The form of syllabic verse seems to have been first cultivated

in the monasteries, and these verse descriptions seem to be a

monastic addition to the tales, using a blend of pagan and

Christian ideas.

A few Early Modern Irish tales contain prose descriptions
2

of the Otherworld . They preserve the earlier motifs of fruit

trees and singing birds. An additional delight is the humming of

bees, first described in the accounts of the islands visited in
3

Imram Curaig Ua gCorra . Despite the similarity of contents the

wording of the descriptions does not seem to be related at all.

They only appear within the genre of Otherworld voyage-tales, the

Echtrai, and are not found in modern oral tradition.

1. T. Etafne (iii) para. 10 v.6.
2. EAC paras. 9«l8 (a tuarascbal); E.Thaidg p.3^6 (prose and

versel-ENC p.104.
3. paras. 60, 71.



(iii) Times and Seasons

Description of natural surroundings for their own sake

appears in Old Irish lyric poetry, often attributed to Christian

monks and hermits. Lyric poems describing nature, in various

metres, are also a significant element in some tales, especially

those of the Finn cycle, with its emphasis on a life out in the
1

wilds. Sometimes these seem to be older poems deliberately
2

introduced to embellish the text. Roscad addresses to a wild

duck and a spring sure added to the Egerton 1782 version of TBDIp.
Other roscad nature poems in early tales are concerned more

mundanely with advizing the suitable time of day or year for a

particular action. In A^gidecht Aithirne^ the host Amairgen

utters four poems describing autumn, winter, spring and summer

as his guest tries to leave, and only when summer has arrived

will he let him travel. In Cath Ruis na Rig the bad conditions

for a military expedition in winter are described in roscad
5 6

and in prose . In Aided Guill ocus Gairb Laeg describes the

evening in rosgad, beginning Dered dind lo 'The end of the day',

to dissuade Cu Chulainn from travel.

In later tales morning and evening are sometimes described

in prose. Some recurring phrases in the Romantic tales appear

first in the Acallam: ro eirigh grian asa circaill teintighe 'the
I - MMMaMWHMWHMMhMinMMMWaMMMMHMMMIMalHBMMMIUHMMMBMMaMI

sun arose from its fiery orbit','' is dered do lo ann or dochuadar

1. Acall 1.329; B. Shuibhne paras. *f0, 585 OCU CR I 108.
2. Macgnfm. Fhinn para. 20,'Uath Beinne Etair'1.20.
3. para. 156.
k. paras. 1-k.
5. CRR I para. 65 CRR II para. 5, prose description only.
6. para. 36.
7. Acall 1.46Mf; TTT l.^lMf, ECRI p.110.
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/ f / /
neoil ailli aengela an lai as ocus tancatar damalta dorcha na

1
h-aid^chi chugainn 'It is the end of the day ... since the beau¬

tiful all-white clouds of day have departed and the dark 'ox-herds'

of night have come to us.' The coming of day often follows a

feast, and the coming of night often ends a fight, in descriptions

in manuscript tales. Another recurring phrase in manuscript
/ /

describing the sunrise is: gur shoill^sigh e cnuic agus ceidi

agus cabhain an talmhan ina timcheall 'so that it (the sun)
2

lit up the hills and mounds and hollows of the land around them' .

The sunrise is rarely described in oral tradition.

There are however oral runs describing nightfall, often
3

following a travelling run in Scotland and a fighting run in
k

Ireland . Both areas preserve the recurring manuscript phrase:

neoil dubha dorcha na h-oidhche 'tighinn, neoil slthe seamh an

latha ga fhagail, 'The black dark clouds of night coming, the
5

peaceful quiet clouds of day leaving him*. In Scottish runs this

is followed by the birds going to roost, while the traveller
6

still must go on. Fionnladh Choinneachain describes the terrain

of a whole day's journey:

(6) "Ma'm bu mhoch a dh'eirich grian ar glas-shleibhtean's
/

air gorm-choilltean, bu mhoiche na sin a dh'eirich mac

na bantraich agus dh'fhalbh e air a thurus. Bha e

1. Acall. 1.1619; TTT 1.^791; oral tradition - see below.

2. TTT 1.^1^8, ECRI p.86.
3. A. Bruford 1966 pp. 188, 193.
k. Beal I 310, VI 299, XXX 151.

5. Scottish, WHT II 312; see Irish example below^-O.
6. TGSI V (1875) 31.



a'siubhal frith agus fasaich, machraichean mine

gorma* s garbhlaichean glasa shleibhtean, gus an robh

ciaradh air an adhar is neul glas air an speur, agus

eoin bheaga nam preas a'sireadh cothrom cadail fo

sgith nan corra-chreag's fo dhubhar nan crann uaine".

"If it was early that the sun rose over green mountains

and dark-blue woods, it was earlier than that that the

widow's son rose and set out on his journey. He was

travelling heath and desert, smooth dark-blue

plains and grey rocky mountain places, until there was a

darkening in the air and a grey cloud in the sky, and

the little birds of the thickets seeking the opportunity to

sleep under the shelter of the pointed rocks and the shade

of the bright-green trees".

Irish oral evening runs are distinguished by the 'white horse'

which takes shelter under a dockleaf, explained to A. Bruford as

1 2
a 'small worm* or 'grub'. The version which follows also

preserves some manuscript comparisons in the description of travel

(7) "Do ghaibh se sin tris na gleannta mar a sceinnfeadh cat

idir dha staca ar thoir franncach, no seabhac caol

uaithne tri scata mhion-eanlacha la cruaidh earraigh

Marta, no miol-mor tre bhro bioranach la gairbhthin.

Leanadar 'sa rioth go raibh neoin bheag agus deireadh an

1. 1966 p. 19*+.
2. Beal IV 196.

3. Ch. IX ex (5), also Ch. VIIIbex. 2.87,275.
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lae ann, soillse solais an lae ag imtheacht uatha,

deallradh dubh dorcha na h-oidhche ag tarraint orra,

eanlacha na coille craobhaighe ag dul fri thortha chun

suain agus sior-chodlata, an lair bhan ag dul ar scath na

cup6ige agus an chupog ag teicheadh uatha."

"He took off through the glens as a cat would spring between

two stacks after a rat, or a slender bright-green hawk

through a flock of little birds on a harsh spring day in

March, or a whale through a jagged storm wave on a day of

rough weather. He followed that course till little clouds

and the end of day had come; the brightness of daylight

leaving them, the dark black glow of night drawing in on

them; the birds of the branchy wood going to find slumber

and lasting sleep, the white mare going under the shelter

of the dockleaf and the dockleaf fleeing from her."

Descriptions in Syllabic Verse

Descriptions of people, of dwellings and of natural surroundings

seem to be the only descriptive passages in tales which

occasionally appear in syllabic verse. The other conventional

descriptive passages in manuscript tales, usually of activities

such as hunting, fighting or travelling, seem to be restricted

to prose.

Descriptions of people in syllabic verse include the
1

heroes of tales as well as other less important characters.

/ 2
Syllabic descriptions are also referred to as tuarascbal } and

1. Find, T.Ailbhe para. 5i Froech,T.Treblainne p.169; even Cu
Chulainn in his chariot,Serglige CC para. 37-

2. T. Ailbhe para. 5* Forb. DP para. T. Treblainne p.l69,
A. Guill & Gairb para. 10, T.B.Flidhaiae II CH H 220 ,



clearly versify the conventional wording established in the prose

1
examples. Syllabic verse descriptions include the same items :

8a "Claideb russi roindes cru

cona imdurnd airgdidu,

sciath co mbualid oir budi

ocus co mbil findruini'.'

"A scarlet sword which blood reddens, with its silver

hilt; a shield with a ring of yellow gold, and a rim of
2

white bronze".

8b "Daine duba co nert niadh

co leintib gela ri grian."

"Blackhaired men with a hero's strength, with white shirts

shining in the 3un (?)"-;
and comparisons of size"^;
8c "Oen suil ina chind, ceim ngle,

meit fri coire colpthaige?

"One eye in his head - a clear step - the size of a

cauldron for a yearling calf",

and colour

8d "At-chonnac-sa feine Froech

arnach faca loech budh mo;

dergithir partaing a beoil

gilithir eoin Locha Lo."

"I myself saw Froech, for I had not seen a taller warrior;

his lips were as red as partaing, as white as the birds

(swans?) of Loch Lo."

1. Serglige CC para. 37.

2. T. B.Flidhaise II,CR II 21k.
3. A. Guill and Gairb para. 10.

k. T. Treblainne p.169.



Several incorporate the watchman device, as can be seen in the
1

example above . Several of the descriptions in syllabic verse

2
begin quatrains with Fil , the dependent form of the verb 'to be*,

but apparently an original imperative meaning 'behold'.^ Fil also

appears in the roscad chariot descriptions and the Otherworld

5
descriptions in syllabic verse. Thurneysen says introductory

Fil 'There is' occurs in 'archaic texts and poetry', but it seems

possible to associate itparticularly with descriptive passages

designed to be visualized by the audience. Prose descriptions of

people may have been versified in syllabic metres because there

was already a tradition of the possible use of roscad rather than

prose. Further, the consciousness of the watchman device, of

descriptions regularly being uttered by a character in the tale,

would mean there was no incongruity with the normal function of

verse as speech poems in having descriptions in syllabic verse.

There was no such tradition of the watchman device with the

conventional prose descriptions of hunting, fighting, travelling

etc., nor indeed with the description of the Hall.

Descriptions of people in syllabic verse seem to be verse

renderings of established prose pieces, descriptions of the

Otherworld in syllabic verse seem to be a new development in the

1. Also T. Allbhe para. 5! Ad-condarc laech; Forb.DP para.
Tarfas dam ,

2. Serglige CC para. 37: 2 of 8 verses; T.Ailbhe para. 5: 3 of 8
verses; T.B.Flidhaise II CR II 2lAsist. verse.

3. GOI para. 780 • Or an impersonal transitive fonn 'it sees^C Watkins Exiu
k. Ch. VI ex. 5 ,f>M
5. Imr. Brain paras. 7 (quoted above), 25, Mf; E.Laegaire 1.53.



monastic scriptoria based on earlier motifs rather than a well-

known tuarascbal. Verse descriptions of halls seem to be

influenced as much by verse descriptions of the Otherworld as by

the earlier tuarascbala in prose.

Some of the descriptions are introduced as places the hero
/ 1 /

has visited - in Aided Fergusa meic Leide a poet;Aed Eiges?

describes the dwelling and people he found on an echtra to the

sidbrug 'Otherworld palace' of the leprechauns. Bricriu

2
describes Oilill Finn's hall to the Connacht people on his return

In Acallam na Senorach^ Cael brings Creide the poem she had re¬

quested, giving the tuarascbal of her great royal house and her

precious vessels. All these descriptions are referred to as

tuarascbal. However only that in Tain Bo Flidhaise uses any of

the early terminology of halls, imdai, and pillars (uaithne)

surmounted by birds, which in this text are singing. Creide's
k

house has feather thatch anlOtherworld birds singing:

(8)e "Ro choiteltais fir gona

cona taescaib tromfhola

re henuib side oc sianan

os bordaib a glain-grianan

"Wounded men with their heavy spurts of blood would sleep

with the Otherworld birds singing above the eaves of her

bright bower".

There is a vat in the hall full of malt liquor, and an apple tree

in fruit above it, as in descriptions of the Otherworld.

1. II p.2^9.
2. T.B.Flidhaise II 102 .

3. 1.798.
k. V.Ik .
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Bricrius verse description of Oilill Finn's hall is also

presented as a deliberate decorative composition, versifying a

prose description immediately preceding. The use of verse to

repeat the narrative immediately preceding seems to have instigated
1

several of the verse descriptions .

(c) Burial

All the other recurring descriptions in Gaelic tales are

descriptions of actions. Unlike the static descriptions they
/ 2

are rarely referred to as tuarascbal y and never seem to be turned
into verse.

One activity described throughout the manuscript tradition
/ > 3

is that of burying the dead. Tain Bo Cualnge describes the funeral

rites for Etarcomal, slain by Cu Chulainn:

(9) "Cladar a fhert iarom. Satir a lia. Scribthair a

ainm n-ogaim.Agair a gubae."

"Then his grave was dug and his headstone set up.

His name is written in ogam and a keen

lamenting him performed."

and there are other early examples**. The 'name in ogam* which

appears in most „ is represented in actual practice on the ogam

stones found in Ireland and generally inscribed "(the stone) of

so-and-so son of so-and-so". Some of the descriptions also
/ 5

include funeral games, as in Acallam na Senorach and many later
6 7

examples > of which I quote that in Bas Cearbhaill agus Farbhlaidhe ;

1. A. Guill & Gairb para. 10; T.B.Flidhaise II,CR II 102* 21^,
216, 21b, 220.

2. Only Fighting: Cog. p.l80, Ch. VIII p.273 (TD£).
3. I 1.1385.

AAA para. 13, A. Blaf Briugad para. 12, Seel Baile p.22.
5. 2^89, 3103, 3195.
6. ACC II para. 58; BC para. 26; ECRI pp. 96, 126; TGD p.272 .

7. para. 6l.
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(10) "Do feradh a cluiche caointeach agua do togbadh a Ha os

a lecht ague do sccrj(ophadh a h-ainra occhuim, aahail ba

gaath",

"Hor funeral games were held and her headstone was set up

over her grave, and her name was written in ogaa, as was

customary."

The alliteration of lia and lecht, and the final phrase, are both

fairly common in late examples of the description* It does not

appear in oral tales.

(d) Feasting

Many of the descriptions of halls are connected with the

preparations for a particular feast, and several examples give some

account of the provisions laid in1. Other descriptions dwell on
2

the precious dishes and cups in the hall or pastimes, of fidchell
3 ^

and embroidery, which are also described at feasts .

Independent descriptions of feasting first appear in two

Middle Irish tales in LL, Mesca glad and Cath Rula na Both
5

describe the servants at work;

(11) "Ocus ra ergitar iar tain rannairl fri ralnd accu ocus

daleaain fri dail. Ocus ro dailed in fhled-aain for aathib

Lochiainne corbat mesca medarcaini. In n-uair ropo

thresslu flalth flru ocus ba. corarad cacha dessl ocus each

thrir dib ra curit ina a-aitib ocus ina n-imdadaib ocus ina

cotaltigib iat. Ro canait ciuil ocus airfiti ocus admoita

doib. Ocus tarrassatar-som and co solustrath eirge arnabarach."

1. FB para. *♦; Sc.?@fD para. 5? V. of Bran p.56 (Tucait Balls Mongiia).
2. T. Ferbe II l.kOlj Ifflth. Aon. 1.368.
5» T. B. Fraleh para. 8? Altram TDM para. 3.

A. Fhinn II para, k.
5. CRR I para. 13? MO II 1.19^.



"And then carvers got up to carve for them and spencers to

disperse. And that feast was served to the nobles of

Lochlann till they were drunken and jolly. When ale became

stronger than men and their conversation was between twos

and threes they were put in their places and their compart¬

ments and their sleeping houses. Music and minstrelsy and

eulogies were chanted to them. And they stayed there till

the bright time of rising on the morrow."

Meaca Ulad includes doraidi re doirseoracht •doormen looking after

the doorways*. The same phrases recur in other Middle Irish texts,

though they seem not to survive to later tradition.

The description in Mesca Ulad begins with the approach of

the guests to the hall:

(12) "Is amlaid tancatar, each briugu cona bantuilg. Cach ri

cona regain. Cach fer ciuil cona chomadas. Cach segaind

cona banshegaind."

"This is how they came: each hospitaller with his consort.

Each king with his queen. Each musician with his mate.

Each chieftain with his lady."

A longer list of ranks appears in the description of the Feast of
2

Tara in two Middle Irish tales , which no one was permitted to

attend without a spouse^. These tales deal in detail with where

each rank sat in the hall, and what ration of food and drink each

received - red meat for the warriors, veal and lamb for the young

people and offal for the retainers. In a later description of

1. ftannairi re rainn FB para. 1^, Acall 1.798 (the verse descrip¬
tion of Cred's hallT, plus dalemain re dall Lg.DD 1.12, plus
dorsidl re doiraeoracht Acall 1.^606.

2. T. Ailbhe paras. 6-9; Suidiugud Tellaich Teara Eriu IV p.12^.
3. T. Etajfne (ii) para. 2.
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feasting the nobles get white wine, the chieftains old mead, the
1

hospitallers bragget and the rest beer. The practice of sharing
2

out the provisions according to rank appears in early didactic texts.
X

and in the l8th century Gaelic Scotland as a genuine native practice.

Feasting descriptions in later manuscript tales are still
if

concerned with seating according to rank:

(13) "Ocus do suided buird ocus binnseda na cathrach, ocus nir

cuired isel i n-inad in uasail na uasal i n-inad in isil,
acht gach aon ina inad imchubaid do reir a uaisle ocus a

athardha ocus a eladan ar na bordaib sin."

"And the tables and benches of the castle were set up, and

the lowly man was not put in the place of the noble, nor the

nobleman in the place of the lowly, but each one in his

fitting place according to his nobility and his ancestry

and his art at those tables."

However this interest is gradually superseded by the more general

appeal of food, drink, and entertainment.

The provisions for the feast are briefly characterized in

the Acallamp by the recurring phrase nua cacha b{dh ocus sen

cacha dighe "new of every food and old of every drink". This is

widely used in later tales^ and, in the form bias gach bxdh agus

1» T.B.Flidhaise II, CR I 30*f •

2. Cr^th Gablach ed. D. Binchy, Med. and Mod. XI para. k6j
Lanellach Tigi Rich ocus Ruirech 'The Full Complement of the
House of King and Overking' ed. M. O'Daly, Eriu XIX 8l-6.

3. CR I 30b n.

k. TGD p.268; also TDG (Oss) p.202; BBA SG p.336; Sg.R. 11. 26,
"Tto.

5. 11. 27, 2795, 5060.
6. T.B.Flidhaise II CR I 304, II 206; EMI p.l6*f; ECCR p.276-,

Sg.R. 11.26, 1906 , 391+8 , 6952.
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1
sean gach dighe 'the taste of every food etc.' appears in Irish

2
oral tradition . A similar description: rogha gacha b^dhe agus

togha gacha dighe 'the choice of every food and the pick of every

drink* also appears in late manuscript tales^ and oral tradition
k

in Ireland . The food and drink may also be described in manu¬

script tales with pairs of alliterating adjectives, already fairly

stereotyped in the 15th century: a mbiadha saora sochaithmhe agus

a ndeocha garga gabhalta mine meisgeamhla 'their noble appetizing
5

foods and their fierce alcoholic fine intoxicating drinks*.
g

This type of description appears in Scottish oral tradition.

Late in the manuscript tradition some provisions aire distinguished

by place-name adjectives: Spanish wine, Greek honey, and
7 8

Scandinavian beer; all of which are found orally in Ireland .

Another feature found in both Irish and Scottish oral runs, that

may have come from a manuscript version, is the taste of honey on

the food,^ bias na meala ar ach aon ghr£m agus gan aon ghr£m tur'
10

•the taste of honey on every mouthful and no mouthful dry'.

1. EGF p.Mf.
2. Beal V 98, 296 (Cork), XVI 119 (Kerry).
3. EOF p.Mf; Sg.R. 11. 537, 2992, 8015.
4. Beal I 189-92 (Mayo).
5. ECRI p.l80; also OCU (CR I 120); TOG (Oss.) pp. 163, 202}

EMM p.2k \ ELSR para. lM, ENC pp. 3, lML.
6. WHT II 22k, 5, 6; M»7 - see below, p. 23%
7. Sg.R. 1.2992; EGF pp. 38, Mf.
8. Beal IV 9k, V 296, 8, XV lk2, 156, 182, 187.
9. Scottish: T3SI XIII 70.

10. Irish: Beal XXX 13^ Sean 0 Bhriain; I l89f, II 297, IV 9^, VI
121, 300.
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The pleasures of intoxication, and of music, are taken for
1

granted throughout the tradition;

(1*0 "Nuair a bheidh meisge ortha do dhatim dighe, do chur

dhiobhtha le sinim theuda, agus an uair a bheidh meisge

dhiobhtha, do chur ortha le deocha garga gabhaltach".

"When they were drunk with drink they put it from them with

the playing of strings, and when drunkenness was away they

put it back with fierce intoxicating drinks."

Music, praise-poems, genealogy and tales are regularly described
2

in manuscript tales;

(j5) "Ho eirghe an aes chillil, oirfidedh acas eladhna do sheinn

na cruitedha ceolbhinne caeintheadacha, acas a ttiompana

taithnemhacha taidhuire; acas do ghabhail a ndrechta

ffilidheachta, a ccraebha coimhnesa acas a ngega geinelaidh".

"The people of music, minstrelsy and art rose up to play the

harmonious fairstringed harps, and their pleasing

plaintive timpans, and to recite their poetic compositions,

their family trees and branches of genealogy."

The same elements sire prominent in Scottish oral feasting runs"^;
(16) "Fion an aite oil, ceol an aite eisdeachd, ceir an aite

a losgaidh, biadh an aite a chosgaidh".

"Wine in the place for drinking, music in the place for

listening, wax in the place for burning, food in the place

for eating."

1. Sg.R. l.M*25.
2. CRR I para. 13? OCU CR I 12, GJ I 391* quoted; BBA LSS p.19?

ECRI p.lifO; ENC p.3.

3. TGSI XIII 70, also WHT II 1^, 167, Mtl (Alexander Mac Neill);
Sg.D p.^+l.



fuaim clarsaich shies is seisd fidhle shuas 'the sound of the
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harp below and a fiddle tune above'; le Caithream bhard's le

fuaim dan 'with the declamation of poets and the sound of lays*.

Music

Several Old Irish tales describe the wonderful effects of

2
music played by people from the Otherworld . The music is divided

into three types: gentraiges 'smiling strain' which makes all its

hearers laugh, goltraiges 'weeping strain' which makes them all

cry, and suantraiges 'sleeping strain', which lulls all its

hearers to sleep. Magic sleep-inducing music becomes common sis

plot motif, lulling the enemy so that captives can escape^ or lovers
.4

meet .

In later tales the idea of music so sweet it could lull even

people in pain to sleep is also used as a descriptive hypothesis.

5
The wording seems to be fixed as early as the Acallam . Such

music often still has an Otherworld origin, like that played by a

piper from S^d ar Fernen:^
(17) "Ocus do sinn ... cuir ocus puirt ocus adhbhuinn duinn,

innus co coiteolad aes gonta no mna re lamnad no fiallach

galrach no curaid crechnaide no laeich leonta fiisin ceol
I

soinemail do-rinne".

"And he played strains and tunes and melodies for us, so

that wounded people or women in childbirth or sick warriors

or wounded champions or injured heroes would sleep at the

exquisite music he made."

1. TGSI V (1875) 29, 37-
2. TBFr. para. 10; CMT (ii) paras. 73t 163-4; CMM I para. 8.
3. CM (ii) para. 164.
4. Org.PR 1.368.
5. 11.432,854 - quoted from the verse description of Creide's

house, 4620, 5553*
6. A. Fhinn II para. 7; also Caithr. Congh pp. 111,134 (Otherworld

birds); TTT I.6782; EMI p.!jT.
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A longer description recurs in Eachtra an Cheithearnaigh Chaoilriabhaigh
1

as one of the particular accomplishments of the mysterious Ceatharnach .

This tale has survived to oral tradition only in Scotland, with a

2
music run which appears in other Scottish oral tales .

A description of the effects of music is also incorporated
3

into many oral Scottish feasting runs:

(18) "Thogadh an ceol's leagadh am bron. Bha deochanna mine

misgeach's deochanna garbha gan gabhail: ceol ann an teildan

fiodhlach a' sior-leigheas gach galair, a chuireadh fir

ghointe agus mnathan siubhla nan cadal air a mhor-bhaile

an oidhche sin."

"Music was raised and sorrow laid down. Fine intoxicating

drinks and rough drinks were taken, music in fiddle-

strings ever healing every sickness, which would put wounded

men and women giving birth to sleep in the great town that

night.

Many descriptions in manuscript and oral tradition give the

duration of the feast; often three days and nights in manuscript

tales, seven days and nights in oral tradition. The festivities

are regularly brought to an end by weariness and sleep, as in ex.

(11). In late manuscript tales the motif of dividing the night

into thirds, for food and entertainment, followed by sleep,
5 /

appears. . The example quoted from Toraighecht in Ghilla Dheacair
■p. 235

(ex. 13) continues the description till sunrise in the mornings

1. SG pp. 277, 278, 280, 288.
2. ECCR: WHT I 302, 303 Scottish Studies XIV 137; (EIA) Roeg Gaidhlig

p.775 see A. Bruford 1966 p.203, SS XIV 152 n iC.
3. TGSI XIII 70; almost identically in WHT II k6l (EIA) and WHT II

210, 211 (PGP), which I quote.
k. FB para. 55, Acall 1.2795; TGD p.268.
5. EGF p.38; Sg.R 11.26,537,2992,^052,7159,7^92.
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(19) "Tucad biada saora sochaithme chuca ocus deocha blasta

brigmara. Ocua tuoatar in chetshel don oidche re h-ol,

in dara sel ro ceol ocub re h-aoibnes ocue urghairdiugad

menraan ocus aicenta. Tucatar in tres shel re suan ecu® re

sirchotlad do denaa, no gur e'irig in ghrian ina eirchaill

teintide oa cionn na t&lraan tromfodaige arna mharach".

"Noble appetizing foods were brought them and tasty powerful

drinks. And they gave up the first part of the night to

drinking, the second part to music and joy and cheering of

mind and spirit. They gave the third part to slumber

and longaleeplng, until the sun rose like a fiery circle

over the heavy-sodded earth on the morrow".

A triadic division of time occurs much earlier, when

Conchobar spends his day watching the boys' games, playing fidehell,
1

and eating and drinking till he is sleepy. The motif is very

2
popular in Irish oral feasting runs, which may include storytelling

and dancingfrinnce^. In Connemara and Mayo the storyteller's own

k
art often predominates. Th® 'thirds of the night' do not appear

in Scotland.

(20) "Chaitheadar an oidhche sin 'na tri treana, trian le

fiannaigheacht, trian le sgeulaigheacht, trian le caitheamh

bidh ague dighe agus le sior-chodalta".

"They spent that night in three thirds, a third for Finn-

tales, a third for storytelling, a third for consuming food

and drink and for long-sleeping".

1. TBC I 402 II 744.
2. also EOF p.^8.
3. Beal XVI 119.

4. Beal IV 194; also I 47, 189 f, 332, IV 324f, VI 300;
extended to four thirds to fit everything in Beal XV 146 f.
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Several Early Modern Irish tales begin with the description
1

of a feast, often with the opening sentence inverted for emphasis:

Fleadh mhor-chaoin mh^r-adhbhal do commoradh le Fionn mac Cubhaillt

2
•A great fine enormous feast was celebrated by Fionn mac Cumhaill'.

Oral versions of manuscript tales, as well as international

tales told in Scotland and Ireland, frequently end with a

3
description of a feast, very often for a wedding. The run which

appears is like that used in the body of a tale, but there is

sometimes a more homely emphasis on the abundance of food and
4

drink, found widely in instructional popular tales . Turkeys,

geese and bullocks are killed for the wedding feast which ends an

5
Arran tale . Drink overflows in a Scottish run, told by a tinker

in 18596.
(21) "... ftinn iad banais mhor ghreadhnach a mhair seachd

Lathan's seachd bhliadhna's cha chluinneadh tu ach lig lig's

big big, fuaim tail's tarruing pinne, or 'ga phronnadh

bho bhonn m. coise gu barr am meoir fad sheachd bliadha's

seachd lathan."

"...They made a great joyful wedding that lasted seven days

and seven years, and you would have heard nothing but lig

li£ and big big, the noise of the adze and the drawing of

spigots; gold being bestowed from the sole of the foot to

the fingertips for seven years and seven days".

1. OCT IT.

2. BBA p.16.
3. Ir.: B^al I 296 (AT 300)xvi 119 (Finn tale); Scottish: WHT

I 248 (AT 301); TGSI V 37.
4. e.g. the enormous spreads in Breton oral descriptions of

feasts, RC VI 66, III 339.

5. Eigse I 13, ed M. Dillon.
6. WHT I 174.



(e) Hunting

Hunting, especially of birds, is occasionally mentioned as

1
a pastime in early Irish tales . Sometimes the birds are magic

ones which lead the pursuer into the Otberworld, a *plot motif*

which is used of birds and other animals hunted throughout the

story-telling tradition. In the Finn-tales hunting, usually of

deer and wild boar, is represented as the favourite occupation of

Fionn and his men, occupying them all summer 'from Bealltain to
2

damhain* . The setting of the hunt is especially popular in the

later Finn tales and other Romantic tales, where it may reflect

the interests of the Norman. -Gaelic aristocracy. The huntsmen

are not mounted, but rely on their hounds and retainers to drive
3

the game to them.

Decorative descriptions of the hunt appear in Early Modern

Irish;^

(22) "Do suidhighedh ocus do srethnaighedh in taealg le6 fo

fheadhuibh ocus fo fhasaigib ocus fo fhanglenntuiph na

ferann ba coimnesa doip ocus fo muighib reidhe ro-ailli

ocus fo chailltib clithardluitha ocus fo dhoiredhuib dos-

leathna diraora. Ocus do chuaid gach duine fo leth d'fhianaib

hErenn ina duraha sealga ocus ina lithair licthe ocus ina

berna baegail mar no gn^thaighdxs cosgur gacha sealga do

chur roimi sin".

"The hunt was arranged and spread out by them through the

woods and desert places and sloping valleys of the country

nearest them, through level very-beautiful plains and

1. TBDD paras 1?, 26; TBC I 11.680, 691; Coapert CC para. 2;
Sergllge CC para. 7.

2. TGD p.258.
3. Acall 1.90^ .

4- A.Fhiim II §2.



through dense sheltering woods and through vast broad-bushy

oak-groves. And each man of the Fianna of Ireland went

aside to his hunting mound and his place for casting and his

vantage point, as they were accustomed to take the spoil

of every hunt before that".

The spreading out of the hunt is sometimes described with place
1

names rather than common nouns , in a conventional Irish setting.
2

Other tales have more alliterating epithets , and alliterative

phrases describing the various terrains^. The huntsmen also take
k

up their positions *as was customary* in other tales .

5
The noises of the hunt generally form part of the description

These are often said to be Finn's favourite sounds; as when he

sits in his duma selga with his hounds Bran and Sceolaingt

(23) "Ocus ba binn le Fionn in sel sin beith ac feithem is ac

eistecht gotha na ngadhar ocus glaedh nglan ngrennmar na

ngasradh, luadhaile na laechradh lanluthmar ocus tormain na

dtrein-fher ocus fedgaire na feinne fa fhoraoisib fiadha

fasaig na crfche; gurba chlos do na coigcrlochaib ba choimnesa

doib na gartha selga do leicetar, innus gur cuired fiada as

fhasaigib, ocus m^olta ar mullaigib, ocus sionnaig ar

sechran, ocus bruic as broclasaib, ocus ein ar eitiollaig.

Ocus do leicedh gach cu fhergach fhxrneimnech da heill

fa'n tulaig fa'n am sin."

1. BCC SG p.306, TGD p.258.
2. FTC para. 1^

3. EMM p.l, six.
FTC para. 1, EMM p.l, EAG para. 3«

5. A. Fhinn II para. 6 (separately); BCC p.306 quoted.
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"And Finn found it agreeable for that while to be watching

and listening to the voices of the hounds and the clear

clamourous call of the young men, the activity of the

vigorous warriors and the hubbub of the champions and the

whistling of the Fianna through the wild deserted forests

of the area, so that the hunting cries they uttered would be

heard in the neighbouring lands nearest them, so that deer

were driven from desert places and hares from hills and

badgers from sets, foxes set wandering and birds set flying.

And at that time every angry truly-venomous hound round the

knoll was released from its leash."

The spreading out of the hunt, the taking up of positions

by the huntsmen and the noises generally form the content of the

manuscript descriptions. Hunts are often described at the beginning

of a tale, following an inverted opening sentence emphasizing

the word sealg •hunt' : Sealg romhor ro-fhairsing do commorad le
1

Find, 'A great wide-spreading hunt was gathered by Find'. In

some cases the hunt is not described immediately, but is picked up

in the next paragraph as an tsellg reamhraidhte 'the aforementioned

hunt*. The language of the description is not fixed, though

phrases recur: for example guth na gadhar and miolta— eit-

iollaig from ex?* in Eachtra an Cheithearnaigh Chaoilriabhaigh^.
A description of hunting occurs occasionally in oral tales

in Ireland. An oral version of BGC (Cronan Mhac Imilit)^
describes the unleashing of the hounds with eight rhyming and

A. Fhinn II para. 1; also: FTC, BGC, EMM, PGP, BAD, EAG .

2. p.280; other creatures: foxes, wolves, and madmen (geilti)
in both BCG (GGG) p. 67 and EOF p.10.

3. Beal II 26.



alliterating adjectives, and the spreading out of the hunt by

referring to local place-names, as in some manuscript hunts. Finn

appears; ag eisteacht le guth gadhar, le glam coilean 'listening

to the voice of the hounds, the yelping of the pups'. In another
1

oral Romantic tale , the hero listens to the hounds and le fuaim

slabhra, ag eisteacht le blaoch na bhfear anoir agus le feadiuol

na bhfear aniar 'to the noise of chains, listening to the shouting

of the men westwards and the whistling of the men eastwards'.
2

The noise of chains (leashes?) also occurs in manuscript descriptions .

3In another tale from the same parish, the hero calls to his

hounds: siolgaire miolgaire, sealgaire balgaire, fidxn ifoidin,

buidin boid£n, maidin ro agus fLaigh h.o Inaipun, an impressive but

almost meaningless list of vocables. This description also includes

the shouting and whistling of the men eastwards and westwards,

suggesting a local oecotype of a hunting run. The oral

descriptions seem always to be used as an opening flourish,

as sometimes in manuscript tales.

(f) Welcoming

In early tales characters are usually made welcome in direct
if

speech, using a conventional greeting . However the very end of

the manuscript tradition sees a formulaic 'welcoming run' develop

in this position, and this run is regular in Irish and Scottish
5

oral tales. Already in Eachtra Ghiolla an Fhiugha when Murchadh

1. Beal VI 116.

2. EGCR p.280.
3. Carna, Connemara: IFC MS p.2kk f.
k. Ch. IV ex.Ci
5. p.H.
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is received by his mother and :

(2if) "Is iongnadh nar mhuchsl re pogaibh e, agus nar bhaith sx

re deoraibh e, agus thiormaigh si re brataibh for-uaisle

sloda agus sroil e,"

"It is a wonder she did not smother him with kisses nor

drown him with tears, and she dried him with really noble

silk and satin cloths,"

the run continues with her feeding him on the tastiest food and the

oldest drink, keen intoxicating draughts (geura gabhala), Greek

honey and Scandinavian beer. Mlcheal 6'Donnchadha sometimes

combined a welcoming run with a very similar description of a

1
feast , and the welcome is combined with the feast by other Irish

2 3tellers , as well as on its own . The wording is almost exactly

that of the MS tales, but that it is no longer hypothetical, and

the hero's lady friends often dry him with their own hair as

if
well. In Scotland a welcoming run more often follows the land-

travelling run, and the wording is completely different: the hero's

feet are washed and he is put to bed: Thug i doibh uisge blath

gun casan is leaba bog fon leasan "She gave them warm water for
5

their feet and a soft bed under their hips".

1. Beal XV 142 Ubhall Qir.

2. Beal V 10,Padraig 0 Loingsigh, 296', XVIII, 77,Sean 0 Briain;
XVI 119? IV 324, 325 , 326 , 327.

3. Beal V 297, XXVIII 67, 70, XV 146, 147, 1^8, 149.
if. Beal VI 62j XV 142, 146, 147, 148, l49,Mxcheal <5 Donnchadha.
5. W & S II 374.
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CHAPTER VIII

Descriptions of Battle

a) Arming p-2|f-?.
b) Fighting p.2K>.

(.1) Battle-fury/Distortion j>-2A>0.
(ji) Challenge

Oil) Battle f>Ul.
(jv> Single Combat p.JlbS.
(y) Carnage p-2,l>^.



Descriptions of Battle VIII

(a) Arming

Although generally popular in heroic literature, a description

of the hero arming does not appear in Gaelic narrative until

fairly late - the earliest examples are Middle Irish. According
1

to the Classical accounts and depictions of the Gauls , and the

earliest native tales;it was the custom of the Celtic warriors

to fight naked: tornocht acht a n-armo namma 'Stark naked but for
2

their weapons' . The protective clothing and helmets

characteristic of the later Gaelic arming descriptions would have

been quite out of place in this primitive heroic tradition. In

some tales^ the hero simply takes up his weapons, and this may

represent the original type. The earliest texts are those des¬

cribing Cu Chulainn and I»aeg arming in TBC BMM*1, but these are very

long and inflated like the rest of the episode, and presumably

had antecedents now lost. The clothing and weapons described are

closely related to those in the static tuarascbala of people.

The items follow in their natural order, as the hero dresses

himself and takes up his weapons. A good example illustrating

this basic pattern, and also early enough to preserve the
5

accusative case, is that in Eachtra Airt meic Cuind:

(1) "Ocus do eirigh an macam ocus do gab a errad comraic uime

.i. inar suairc srollaighi uime ocus an mbanfhuathroic

mbrecsholus do or orloiscthe re imtus a medoin. Ocus do

gabustar a dond-chathbarr digrais dergoir ima cheand. Et
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. J. Tierney I960 p.198; Diodorus Siculus V 29.2.
2. TBC I 1.3938.
3. T.Ferbe II 1.300; Forb.DD paras. 82,8^; Fog.CC para. 35.
k. I 11. 2189,2213.
5. EAC para. 28.



do ghabh a sciath mbocoidech mbanchorcra ar sduaighleirg

a droraa. Et do gabh a chloidemh clais-lethan co indill

gorm, at do gab a dh£ shleigh crand-reamhra crochbhuighi

ocus indsaighis each a chele dibh."

"And the lad rose up and put on his battle gear, that is, a

pleasant satin jacket, and a white bright-speckled apron of

refined gold around his middle. And he put his peerless

brown helmet of red gold on his head. And he put his

bossed light-purple shield on the arching slope of his back.

And he took his wide-grooved sword with a dark-blue hilt,

and he took his two thick-shafted red-yellow spears, and

each of them attacked the other."

The native garments of inar and fuathrog are the only protective
1

clothing worn in the earlier arming descriptions. Laeg wears a
r 2 f

deerskin inar and Cu Chulainn a fuathrog of leather over one of

satin. Fer Diad"^ wears an iron fuathrog on top of leather and

satin ones. Cu Chulainn also wears a battle-belt(cath-chrios).

It seems that both this and the fuathrog •loin cloth, apron',
4

could cover the whole torso.

in ,5
However, the description of Achilles arming in Togail Troi.

he wears a luirech *coat of mail1, a borrowing of Latin lories',

1. TBC I 15192.

2. TBC I 1.2223f.

3. TBC II CFD 1.3248.
4. fuathrog to armpits MU II 1.645; eathchrios from waist to

armpits TBC I BMM 1.2221, from loins to shoulders C.Cath
1.4671, from thigh to chin CRR II para. 27.

5. LL 32999.



and in later Gaelic tales this becomes a regular part of the
1

description, often as well as the native garments. Some of these

examples add a further piece of armour, the scabal or 'shoulder
2 * *

piece' (from Latin scapula) . Finally in Caithreim Thoirdhealbhaigh

and later tales there appears the cotun, 'acton', a borrowing of

Middle English cotoun^. This was a quilted coat to the knees

for protection in battle in the Middle Ages, and often

represented on tomb effigies in Ireland and north-west Scotland,

where the vertical ribs of quilting appearing under chain mail
if

give the appearance of a pleated kilt. Thus, as with the static

tuarascbala of people, the arming descriptions also reflect

changing fashions in the Gaelic world. Helmets (cathbarr or

clogad) appear throughout the manuscript arming descriptions.

The arming description gains in popularity as the tuarascbala

of people are gradually abandoned, but in some late manuscript

tales, during the currency of both types, warriors at rest are

also described in full armour of mailcoat, acton, shoulder-piece

(scabal) and helmet .

Helmets, (often hats,hata ,in Ireland),^ luireach, and cotun

(often simply cota in Scotland) are preserved in the arming runs

of oral tradition. Except for the description of Cu Chulainn

1. CML para. 81} OCT para. 20; A.Fhinn II para. 31.

2. OCT para. 20, A.Fhinn II para. 31.

3. Calihr* Shoir. PP»39,63; TTT 11.1389,31V? ,4608; TGG p.Mt; BBA
LSS pp. 30-1.

k. H. McClintock, 1950, p.67} Illustr. No. 17 etc.

5. TTT 1.3565, BCL p.289.
6. Beal I 230, 358.
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arming in TBC BMM, the leine 'shirt' is rarely mentioned, except
1

in rather late manuscript examples . The silken shirt which

appears in these is preserved in oral tradition in Ireland and

Scotland, In Scotland the shirt is regularly described as yellow,
p

its historic colour in 15th-16th century Ireland.

The weapons in manuscript descriptions of arming are rarely

different from those of the static tuarascbala of warriors, a

3
sword, two spears and a shield, though in one late tale the old

tradition is garbled when the hero boldly takes up two each of

three different kinds of spear: sleagh, crafaech, and manais.

The position of the shield ar stuaigleirg a dhroma given in ex.(l)
k

is virtually stereotyped in manuscript descriptions of arming.

The phrase is also used in static descriptions of armed warriors
5

(see above),and occasionally in oral tradition . The epithets of
g

the shield in ex (1) are also very close to those current orally

in Ireland and Scotland. The weapons in oral tradition are a

sword and a shield, with the addition in Scotland of a club and a

7
dirk, found in some manuscript descriptions. A further element

in some manuscript versions is the description of the warrior's
8 9

horse, which also appears in oral tradition . Gauntlets

1. SAD para. 24; TTT 1.1389; P-32.
2. Ch. VI p. Ifef .
3. BSBD pp.72-3.

TBC II CFD 1.32601 A. Fhinn II para. 31; TTT 1.31^7 etc.
5. LSIC p.239.
6. also SMM p.4,
7. Caithr. Thoir pp. 39,63; SGF pp. 30,40.
8. C. Cath 1.4733}J®L 1-288; BGF p.30.
9. Irish: IJeal V7, XV 55 (Bladhmann mac an Ubhaill, P. 6 Loingsigh;

Ubhal.1 Oir, Micheal 0 Donnchadha)'; Scottish: LF pp.210, 211.



(lamhainn)'* and greaves or shoes (assa, broga^ appear in some

manuscript descriptions; broga and spurs (spuir) in late tales

and in oral tradition in Ireland^.
The description of arming in manuscript tales is often very-

long and elaborate, the most extreme examples being those referring

to Pompey and Caesar in Cath Cathardha —the second well over a

4
hundred lines in the printed edition . In some tales it is simply

5
the numbers of alliterating adjectives that are increased.

In Toraighecht Taise Taoibhghile the hero puts on his battle-dressi

(2) ".i. a lene shreabhnaidhe shn ath-choel sh£or-edrocht, agus a

chotun corr-chuanna cortharach cadas-ghlan agus a luireach

leabhar lanrighin lucht-fhairsing."

"that is, his filmy fine-threaded ever-splendid shirt,

and his fine-sharp fringed protcctir^ bright acton, and his

long i tough, fully-roomy mailcoat".

Strings'of alliterating epithets, as in the early descriptions of

horses, also appear: twenty describing an army's swords ,

7
sixteen describing a mailcoat: and traces of this technique

appear in the Scottish oral runs.

1. C. Cath 1.4675; CML para. 8l; ERL 1.288; TGG p.44.
2. C. Cath ,11. 4-664, 5205; TGG p.44; EGF p.50.

3. EGF p.30; Beal 1.99, XII l4l, XV 155.

4. TBC BMM I 1.2213 f, II 1.2230 f; TBC II CFD 1.3246 f; A. Fhinn
II para. 31; TGG p.44; C. Cath 1175S60-73^, 5203-335.

5. TTT 1.1392.Also: Caithr. Thoir. pp. 39,63.
6. Cog, p.l60.
7. Caithr. Thoir. p.39.



Ia other descriptions of arming the account of each item is

inflated with phrases giving further information about its material

and decoration, its component parts and its past history. The

first line (to fosgadh) of the following account of Cii Chulainn's
1 2

sword in an arming description recurs in another example :

(3) "Do ghabh a chlaidhemh trom tortbhuillech, go bfed

go bfigh go bfosgadh, go gcruas cruaidMaroinn, go cc^ocrus
foladh flannruaidhi, go ttruaill fad* fiondruinne, go

ccresaibh aille airgid a n-ardgabhail goili ocus gaisge ara

thaobh".

"He put his weighty heavy-smiting sword, with its whistle,

its shaft, its apertures (?), with the hardness of hard

iron, with the hunger for scarlet-red blood, with a long

scabbard of findruine, with beautiful belts of silver, in

a support of valour and might high on his side"

The shield is another item often given particular attention:'
(*0 "Tarraid a sciath scothamlach sc&thuaine co mbuailtib

breca bithailli do banor, ocus co comradaib finnaille

finndruine, ocus co slabraduib snithi sesmacha senairgit

for sduaghlerg a dhruma"

"(Finn) seized his bright-green shaded flowery shield

with speckled ever-heautiful rings of pale gold, and

with light beautiful bosses of white bronze, and with sturdy

woven chains of ancient silver, on the arching slope of

his back."

F°g» DC para. 35.
2. CCixTnajjc §17.
3» A. Fhinn II para. 31.



1
Caesar1s shield has a shield belt (sciathrach) of lion-skin,

an iron border (imelbord) and point (loss} bosses (cobrad) designs

of various animals: toads, lions, dragons, griffins and serpents,

and pagan spells written on it.

The warrior's helmet, sometimes further surmounted by a

diadem(mind^is often covered in jewels. Fer Diad's helmet"^
is decorated with enamel, crystal, and carbuncle; while Pompey's

diadem, his 'sign of emperorship', has a border of red gold with

rows of crystal and carbuncle, designs of animal forms, two

'horns' with gems from India and chimes which are binnither teta

mendchrot, and a jewel in front which makes night as bright as

day. Caesar's diadem is decorated with pearls, and Indian gems

which have been brought in the claws of birds 'over the fiery

mountain from Adam's paradise**. In Cath Maige Leana the minn ardr

is decorated with Indian carbuncles that make night as bright as

day; in other tales African gems have this property^. Various

articles in the manuscript arming descriptions are said to come

r 6
from Manannanjor Tir Tairngire, the Gaelic Otherworld: a jacket

7 8 /
a shirt, or armour . In one later tale Cu Chulainn wears

1. C. Cath. 11.5325-32.

2. C. Cath 11.4703, 52835 CML para. 8l.
3. TBC II CFD 1.3255.

4. C. Cath 11.4703,5283.
5. BEBD p.72.

6. TBC II BMM 1.2260; CML para. 8l.
7. A. Fhinn II para. 31.

8. OCT para. 20.



Manannan's own helmet, covered with designs of animals and African

gems: mar ata diamond, tofas berol agus onix 'such as diamond,
1

topaz, beryl and onyx*: a final learned flourish .

The other type of inflation found in manuscript descriptions

of arming is to multiply each item. In TBC BriJlech Maige
' 2

Muirthemne Cu Chulainn puts on twenty-seven waxed shirts under

his battle belt. The other arming descriptions which include

waxed shirts have presumably borrowed from this, since they
3 4

generally also quote the number . As already mentioned, Fer Diad

wears three fuathroga, one on top of the other, and Pompey^ wears

a mailcoat of electrum over one of iron. In the same description

Pompey puts on leggings (braici), and over them in turn greaves
* 6

(assan) of satin, lionskin, iron, and electrum. Many descriptions

emphasize that the hero puts each garment on top of (ar uachtar)
ry

the one before , so that in Toraigheacht Gruaidhe Griansholus

Cu Chulainn puts on a mailcoat over a fuathrog over an acton over

twenty-seven waxed shirts. In the independent Scottish arming run
o

describing Murchadh mac Briain each item 'was wrapped around'

(do dh'iathas mu) the one before: two belts round the mailcoat

round the breastplate round the acton round Murchadh's shirt.

1. TOG p.44.
2. I 1.2216 II 1.2233,

3. A. Fhinn II para. 31 (24); TGG p.44 (27), CML para. 8l.
4. TBC II CFD 1.3247f.

5. C. Cath 11.4672-83.
6. 11.4662-70.
7. A. Fhinn II para. 31} Caithr. Thoir. p.39.

8. LF p.210.
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Shields in the manuscript arming descriptions often have
1

multiple bosses: five or seven subsidiary bosses arranged around

the central one, 'like little houses round a royal house, or low

hillocks round a high hill^'
Oral Versions

The basic contents of the arming description do not vary,

and the opening line is fairly fixed throughout the manuscript

tradition: Is andso rogab a chatherred catha ocus comraic ocua

3 4
comlaind; Is arm ain do gab Conn a eirred catha uiae ; Qsus do

5
ghab a chulaid catha ocua coalainn uime . As with other

conventional descriptions, the opening line is often given alone
6

in subsequent occurrences . The same opening line is clearly
7

recognizable in oral versions:

(5) "Oh'eiridh mi dhol ann am threallaichean cath ague

comhraig. Chuir mi or® mo leine sheuntaidh sheuah de'n

t-srol's de *n t-sloda shleamhuinn bhuidhe, slnte ri'm

chraicionn; mo chita caoiah cotain air uachdar a'chaonnh

bhroitinn, mo sgiath bhucaideach bhacaideach bharra-chaol

air so thaobh cli; mo shlachdanta cruaidh curaidh annam

lairah iheis; m'iuchair sginnichdinn chaol air mo chrios,

mo chlogada cruadhach mam' cheann a'dhlon mo mhaise mhullaich,

a dhol an toiseach na h-iorguill's an iorghuil a'dol na

deireadh. Chuir mi orm mo luireach thorantach, shlth-

thorantach, chorra-ghleaada, gun fhitas na gun os, ghormghlas,
ii

ghormghlan, leudar leothar Lochlannach, fhada aotroa inntinneach .

1. TBC II £FD 1.3260.
2* C. Cath 1.5316! Fog. CC para. 35.

3. TBC BMM I 1.2214.
4. CML para. 8l.
5. BBA p.340.
6. TOG p.80{ TTT 1.1930.

7. Scottish: WHT II 228 (PGP).



"I got up to get into my gear for battle and conflict. I

put on my charmed mild shirt of satin and slippery yellow

silk laid against my skin, my fair cotton coat on top of

the fair garment, my bossed knobbed narrow-topped shield

on my left side, my hard champion's dub in my right hand,

my narrow protruding key on my belt, my hard helmet on my

head to protect my splendid pate, going into the strife

and the 3trife retreating. I put on my thundering, peacefully

thundering mailcoat, in good condition, without flaw, without

? , dark-blue grey, bright dark-blue, harmonious

broad Scandinavian, long, light-weight, high-spirited."

This was recorded in 1859» the following Irish example in

1927:1
(6) "Bhuail se 'mis (uime) a luirthneach loirthneach lochlainneach

a sciath iach<&iiuil airigeadifil; a le'ine shfoda shfbhriste,

hata daingean dobhriste, bh£ biogoideach baindearg; a

chloidheamh briotunach colgnimhneach ar a thaobh cle go

bonntaisteach, agus a ainnt scrite thuas ar uachtar a sceithe

na litreacha Romhanacha, gurbh e fein saoi geacha catha,

buadh geach a b'fhearr, sas a chirt a thagairt i dtxr

namhaid, gan coir na ceart a thabhairt uaidh, le meid a

bhuille, le geire a seine, le buadh a ghaisce's a chloidhimh!

"He flung on his ? Scandinavian mailcoat, his ?

silvern shield, his silken well-broken shirt, his strong

badly-broken hat, which was spotted and pale-redj his

British poison-tipped sword advantageously on his left side,

and his name written on the top of his shield in Roman

1. Irish: Be'al I 310 (Kerry).



letters; that he was himself the master of every battle, the

excellence of all that was best; the means of announcing his claim

in the land of the enemy, without right or justice being taken

from him, with the strength of his blow, the sharpness of his

knife, and the virtue of his warriorship and his sword."

This run was not one of the commonest in oral tradition

(I have about twenty examples from printed tales from Ireland and

Scotland) but nevertheless seems to have been the most highly

regarded. In Ireland culaidh ghaisge 'battle-dress* became the
1

general term for all oral runs . The Scottish example quoted

describes Murchadh mac Briain, and a run describing Murchadh

and his horse (as in BGF p.30) , seems to have been current as a

2
separate piece in the 19th century. Another piece recorded

separately, called'Putting Soghan O'Neill on Horseback'(Eoghan
/ / . 3
0 Neill a Chuir air Bach) , seems to be a parody of it. A further

arming run which seems to have had a semi-independent existence

in Scotland is Moladh Chlaidheimh Chonaill 'The Praise of Conall's

4
Sword*, referring to Conall Qulban and also found in Scottish

5
oral versions of BCG . Another passage recorded from l8th century

Scottish oral tradition gives a unique description of Cu Chulainn's

sword.^
All the Irish examples I have used were recorded in the

twentieth century, so that it is therefore not surprising that

the Scottish runs collected in the 19th century often preserve

more of the language and features of the manuscript descriptions:
7

the scabal and spears , the motif that a weapon can cut a hair in

1. J. Delargy 19^5 p.34n.
2. LF p.210, An Gaidheal IV 1%.
3- LF p.11.
4. LF p. 209.
5. TGSI LXIV 168, Angus Maclellan: introduced by : Agus sin nuair a

rinneadh moladh a chlaidheiah'And that is when the praise of
the sword was made'.

6. LF p.l.
7. LF p.210.



a stream , the series of alliterating adjectives describing a

2
horse . Scottish runs describe animal designs on the shield,

but the written boast regular in Irish oral runs also appears in

manuscript tales^. Irish versions also often have a fuller descri¬

ption of the sword, with multiple blades: faobhar 'un bearradh,

faobhar 'un ghearradh, faobhar os cionn faobhair agus treas-

fhaobhar 'an edge for shearing, and an edge for cutting, an edge

over an edge and a third edge'. Irish runs have some humorous

elements which are less evident in Scotland: the battledress of

eelskin (coitin craiclnn easconn)or rubber (culaith 'india rubber')

the horse with three qualities each from a woman, a bull, a fox
5

and a hare .

1. TBC I BMM 1.2235; Fog.CC para. 35; LF p.209; TGSI XIII 77.

2. Ch.VI a, exx. 16, 17; C.Cath 1.473; LF p.210.
.fp.uo,i<u.

3. 3GF pp. 30, 40; BEBD LSS p.73-

4. Beal XV 155, VI 65 - both Galway tellers.

5. Beal V 11 Kerry, XV 155 Galway; also EGF p.30; Eoghan 6 Neill
do chuir air each.
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(b)

Descriptions of fighting become popular in the literature at

about the same time as the descriptions of arming, from the

Middle Irish period on and especially in the Romantic tales and in

oral tradition. There are some earlier examples,but these already

show the innovations in weaponry and armour illustrated in the

arming descriptions. However where these, hy their mention of

specific items and details of decoration, reflect the development

of actual fighting equipment, the descriptions of fighting are

largely impressionistic, and only achieve any sort of fixed content

or form in oral tradition. Battles, combats of one man against

odds, and single combats are all described in manuscript, but only

the second and third in oral tales.

Battle-fury

The excitement of the fight is often built up by preliminary

description of the combatants and their anticipation, including

the ancient motif of battle-fury, in which the character cannot

tell friend from foe and the luan la^ch •warrior*a moon* rises above

1 /
his head . Cu Chulainn in particular goes through a whole series

of physical distortions, description of which appears in various
2

tales . The longest example*, of thirty-three lines, is virtually

a succession of motifs, several of which also appear in descriptions
/ 3

of ugly aupernaturals. Gu Chulainn* shakes all over, his feet and

knees come to the front, his sinews bulge, one eye sinks into his

head while the other protrudes, his mouth gapes so that his liver

1. FIX} 1.23^; FB para. 25.

2. TBC I 11.^28, 1651 j FB para. 27; Sergllge CC para. 5?
Sc'&la Conchoboir (Eriu IV 30) para. 20.

3. TBC BMM I 1.22if5f, II 1.2262f.
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and lungs are visible, he snaps his jaw and sparks come out, his

heart pounds, his hair bristles so that it would impale apples

which fell on it, the luan la£ch rises from his forehead and a

1
stream of blood from his crown. In some examples there is a

further motif: that he has a drop of blood at the end of every
2

hair, also used of C\i Chulainn in a state of exhaustion in TBC .

Several of these motifs are used together in later tales to

describe the battle-fury' or simply anger, of characters in other

tales . In others a more general account of hands speeding up,

5
hearts hardening and faces changing colour is used . Battle-fury

is not described in oral tradition.

Challenge '«

g
In manuscript tales the fight sometimes begins with a battle-cry .

7
In the Romantic tales a challenging blow struck on the shield,

g
or on a special combat post (cuaille comhraic)} becomes increas¬

ingly common before single combats. The effects of the blow make

buildings shake,and men and beasts are frightened by the noise.
9

In late manuscript tales pregnant women and animals within

earshot miscarry through fright, and this motif appears in Irish

oral tradition1^.

1. FB para. 27, Scela Conchoboir para. 20.
2. II k00$% ^029.
3. T.Trof I 1.32327. II 1.1^73; CF pp. 5^-5? ECRI p.88.
k. Aisl. MC I p.51.

5. TTT 1.3505. Acall. 1.6^90.
6. CWT (ii) para. 132{ CRR II para. 29; A. Fhinn II para. 35.

7. TDG Oss. p.91*; ERL 1.3987.
8. Sg.S 1.5900.
9. Sg.R 1.5900.
10. Beal I Mt, IV 88, VI 70.



Descriptions of battles generally begin with the two sides
1

making for each other . One of the earliest of such descriptions
2

is that in Cath Maige Mucrime japparentl.Y 9th century :

(1) "Is and tra for-fopart cechtar na da ergal dochum araile.

Annass immorro in gress ro llasat for cechtar na da leithe.

Amainsi na tadbsin ro batar and.i. findnel na caeilce ocus

/
ind aeil dochum inna nel asnaib sciathaib ocus asnaib

boccoitib oca n-essorgain de fhaebraib na claideb ocus de

imfhaebraib na ngae ocus na saiget iarna ndegaursclugud

dona curadaib; ocus beimnech ocus briscbruar na mboccoti

iarna truastad dena calggaib ocus dina buirjsLb; in tairbrech

dina dibairgthib na n-armf in toescad ocus in tinsaitin na

fola ocus na cro a ballaib na n-e'cland ocus tre thoebu na

miled."

"Then each of the two battle lines rushed towards the other.

Violent then was the attack each side launched against the

other. Violent the sights there, that is, the white cloud

of chalk and lime cloudwards from the shields and bucklers

being struck by the edges of swords and the double-edged

blades of spears and arrows being well warded off by the

champions. And the crashing and smashing of the bucklers

being smitten by swords and rocks. The piercing hail of the

flights of weapons, the gushing and dripping of blood and

gore from the limbs of the fighting-men and through the

sides of the warriors."

1. T. Troi I 1.32507; Cog, para. 99? CKR II para. 29; A. Fhinn
II para. 35•

2. I para. 52,M. O'Daly pp. 17-18.
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Arrows, a borrowing from Latin sagitta, are never mentioned

in the static tuarascbala of warriors, and seem to have been unknown

to the early Irish. Likewise the chalking of the shields, widely

referred to in battle-descriptions, is not mentioned in the static

tuarascbala, though shields are fairly often said to be 'white*
1

(gel)t which may signify the same thing. The cloud of chalk

raised from the shields during the battle is early accompanied by a

2
shower of sparks from the weapons . In the Romantic tales the

clouds become a triad composed of chalk, sparks and blood^, and
this motif appears in the fighting description in both Irish and

Scottish oral tradition .

5
In many examples the noises of the clashing weapons are

augmented by the cries of carrion birds . Ravens were doubly

associated with battlefields as one of the forms taken by the pagan

war-goddess Bodb^. However in CMM. I the air is black not with

ravens but with demons waiting to take the souls of those fated to

die to hell''. In Tain Bo Cualnge^ bananaig ocus bocanaig ocus

geiniti glinne ocus demna aeoir 'goblins and sprites, spirits of

the glen and demons of the aircry out prophesying bloodshed

1. TBC I TB 11.3599*3762.
2. FB para. 15.

3. Acall. 1.7585. BEEB p.107, EOF p.^2.
4. Ir.: Beal V 12 Kerry, 101; Galway XII 89, Mayo.Sc.: WHT II 480.
5- T. Perbe II 1.328; Imth. Aen. 1.2^88; C.Airtig para. 14; TTT 1.1555.

6. T.Troi I 1.32510, CML para. 95. Caithr. Thoir. para. 112.

7. para. 51.
8. TBC I BMM 1.22^+0, II 1-2.2,57.



when g{l Chulainn dons his armour, and these,plus badhbha belderga

•red-beaked ravens* and arrachta foluaimnecha na firamenti

1
•fluttering spectres of the sky'j cry out round Fionn . In many

manuscript tales a long list of supernatural creatures cry out
2

encouraging the battle . These do not appear in oral tradition.

Carnage ,

The resultant carnage is the part of the battle-scene which

earliest gains a recurring description in tales. In Old Irish

the hero's achievements (or intentions) are often depicted" by

one grim understatement: the enemy's dead outnumber their living

(bit lia a mairb oldate a mb^)^, or nothing escapes but what birds

carry away in their claws (acht na mberat /oin ina crobaib)^
or is despatched by the weapons (cona dechadar a,cht a ndeachaid do

rind gai ocus do gein chlaidib)^. These also appear in later

tales . TBC BMM ends the description of carnage with only one in

three of the Men of Ireland surviving, one eyed, with broken
7 f

haunches and broken heads . In later tales no fear innste sgeil

ina maoidhte morghnjlomh 'man to tell the tale or boast the mighty
g

deed* escapes from the hero's onslaught, and the hero of several

1. A. Fhinn II para. ^+0.
2. Cog, para. 99; BEBD p.85.
3. FB paras. 5,21; TBDD paras. 85, 9^, 103»
*+. TBDD para. 62; MJ II 1.928.
5* Sc. Cano para. 3> Lg. para. 15.
6. ECRI p.152; TIT 1.3^50
7. TBC BMM I 1.2330,11 12335.
8. TGD Oss. pp.92,167; BAD paras. 20, 26.
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oral Scottish arming runs leaves no fear innaeadh sgeoil na

maoldheadh an tuairiageoil •man who would tell the tale or boast of

the account', unless he were one-eyed, one-eared, and one-kneed.

Another type of description lists the severed limbs left

on the battlefield, first appearing in a threat by Fergus in
/ 2T&C e>m

Tain Bo Cualnge, collects each type of limb together: torcratar

bond fri bond ocus meide fri m^ide •They fell sole of foot to sole

of foot, and headless neck to headless neck*. In late manuscript
3

tales tho remains are gathered into three heaps, a cairn of heads,

a cairn of bodies, and a cairn of spoils, and this is common in
4

Irish oral tradition •

Elaborations

As well as developing these motifs which continue to modern

Gaelic oral tradition, fighting descriptions in manuscript tales

are often considerably elaborated in their form; ornamented with

alliteration, and extended by repetition of the same rhythmic and
i

syntactic pattern. This elaboration can be applied to any of the

established sections of the description:

-.he appearance of the army^,
(2)a "Ba ffrglan faircai for feinnedaib na Frigia inn uairsin

ri langlaini na laech luath londbailc, ri taitnemaigi na

trenfher tend trenbuillech, ri cafrai na curad crodata
/ / "

cruadger, ri alii na n-aaruth anathlam imderg ...

(9 repetitions of the pattern).

1. LF p.209} TGSI XLIV 168} WHT II 172,228-
2. TBC I 1.4010} Caithr. Thoir. p.117, Tm Bffl I 1.2309, II 2315.

3- Sg.R. 11.1105,6695.
4. Beal I 232, VII 200, XV 155} LSIC p.239; a Scottish example

is quoted by A. Bruford, 1966 p.205 n.17.

5- TTro£ I 1.32487.
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"At that time it was truly splendid to survey the fighting-

men of Phrygia, because of the full brightness of the swift

fierce bold warriors, and the shining of the firm strong-blowed

strongmen, and the handsomeness of the hard keen bloodstained

champions, and the beauty of the resolute crimson heroes..."
1

the battle-distortions of the warriors,

(b) "Ocus do maelgormaighedar na maelshuili morliatha

malachgharbha ocus do coohdrannt'^aigheadar na clairfhiacla

craebhghlasa cnaim-reamhfa cogantacha craesfhairsinga ocus

do chasadar na cromsxona cuasleathna comtharrthacha

craebhshilteacha."

"And the large grey rough-browed deepset eyes became dark

and sunken, and the green-branching stout-boned chewing

broad-jawed front teeth snarled, and the wide-nostrilled

vengeful streaming bent noses sneered."

the onset,^
(c) "Is annsin ro innsaid each a ceile dfb co dana dibraichtech

duthrachtach ocus co fergach fortren feramail ocus co

laeohda lamlaidir leomanta ocus co ferrda fortill firarachta."

"Then each of them made for the other, fiercely hurling

missiles, eagerly; angrily very strongly, manlily;

heroically with strong arm, lionlike; as befits men, dominantly,

vigorously..."

the fight,

1. CF 2Sk.

2. NFF para. 8;Stair Nuadat Find Femuin ed. & tr. (German)
K. Muller-Lisowski, ZCP XIII (1920) 195-250.

3. TTT 3^93.
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(d) "Ocus ro fhearadur comhrac d^sgir dana dasachtach, ocus

deabhaidh dhifhreagra dhoi-fhreasdail ocus gleo gaifeach ger-

ogla garbh-aigmheil ocus troid thalchair threin-neartmhur
/

thinneasnach, gur chriothnaigh an talamh trom-athlamh tren-

adhbhal fa throighthibh na ttreinfhear ..."

"And they offered fierce bold furious combat, and unanswerable

uncontrovertible strife, and a dangerous sharp-fearsome

rough-enormous battle, and a violent strong-vigorous impetuous

fight, so that the heavy-nimble strong vast earth trembled under

the feet of the champions..."
1

or

(e) "Tugadar saithte santacha sarluatha da sleaghaibh sliopa

slinngheara agus da gcraoiseachaibh craosacha cro-fhairsinge

a gcorpaibh agus a gcneasaibh a cheile, ionnus gur briseadh

agus gur brughadh na ceinnbheirte, gur tolladh agus gur

treaghdadh na luireachadh, gur sgoilte&dh agus gur sgabadh na

sgiatha"(6 repetitions of the pattern)

"They sent eager very-swift swarms of their polished sharp-

bladed spears and of their greedy wide-socketed javelins into

each others' bodies and skins, so that helmets were broken

and smashed, mailcoats were holed and piercedj shields were

split and shattered."

the noises'^

(f) "Scolgaire na sgiath ag a scoltad ocus drongair na lurech

l/nech ag a laechbrised ocus coicetal na claideb re c£ruib na

cathbarr o.cus letgaire na laechraide."

'The clangour of the shields being split and the din of the

1. TGG p.50.

2. A. Fhinn II para. 35.
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chased mailcoats being broken by warriors and the music of the

swords on the crests of helmets and the clash of the warrior-

bands."

and the carnage,''
(g) "Ocus do b'iomda ... cluas arna ciorrbugad ocus cos arna

cnaimgherrad ocus lam ar ledrad ocus corp arna ciorrbad ocus

taeb arna tollad"(repetitions of pattern)

"And there were many ....ears shorn and legs cut through

the bone and arms mangled and bodies hacked and sides pierced."

Oral Versions

In later manuscript tales this elaboration of style is often

all that distinguishes the frequent descriptions of fighting from the

surrounding narrative. However, in modern Irish and Scottish oral

tradition the descriptions of fighting have developed fixed contents

and form, and are inserted by the teller into any suitable tale, as

1*
with other oral runs. However there are various types, and an

2
exceptional teller might know more than one. Most oral runs describe

single combats, but another type, of one man against odds, appears

3 k
as a separate description in both oral and late manuscript tales .

p.XU
This makes great use of comparisons, see below. The single combat

of oral tradition is often a wrestling match rather than a fight with
5

weapons :

T. &6A p3^i- , , / —— —
1*. e.g. P. 0 Gribhthfn, Kerry: Beal I 385, III 383, 393; A. MacNeil,

Barra: WHT II 178, 198, M+5.
2. P. o' Loingsigh, Kerry; Beal V (Bladhmann mac an Ubhaill):

PP»?»9 (««« below), 12, three descriptions of1 single combat; p.8,
lone warrior against an army.

3. Beal XV 155 Galway; WHT II 226 Scotland (DQP).
k. TOG Oss. pp.92,167; EAD paras. 20,26; Sg.R. 11. 1105,2569,6695.
5. Irish: Beal V p.9 (Bladhmann mac an Ubhaill).
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(3) "Riugadar ar a cheile. Bhuaileadar lamh i n-^ochtar agus lamh

i n-uachtar agus lamh i mbuaic na h-iomrascala; is da dtiocfa^
o ^ochtar an domhain go h-uachtar an domhain a feachaint ar da

iorarascalai's ortha araon ba choir teacht a feachaint.

Dheinidis talamh bog don talamh cruaidh agus talamh cruaidh do'n

talamh bog, ardan do'n islean is lslean do'n ardan, is

thairrigidis toibreacha fior-uisce tr^ croidhe na gclocha glasa

anibs."

"They got to grips with each other. They struck a hand below
at the. top of

and a hand above and a hand -the coiribat, and if one were to come

from the underneath of the world to the top of the world to see

two combatants it would be proper to come and see them together.

They were making soft ground of hard ground and hard ground of

soft ground, high ground of low and low ground of high, and

were drawing springs of fresh water from below through the heart

of the grey stones."

Some of these motifs appear in descriptions in late manuscript

tales. The fight which would be worth travelling from the ends of the
1

earth to see is somet3.mes expressed in a more learned fashion: it

would be worth coming from the Garden of the Hesperides in the west
2

of the world to Cathair na d-Tuathfhine . The effects of hard ground

made soft and high ground low, and vice versa, and the discovery of

springs, appear in Eachtra Ghiolla an Fhiugha^ and the effects
on the ground appear in one of the Sgealta Romansuiochta tales ^
1. BGF p.lf2.
2. GGG p.56.
3. p.^2.
k. Sg.R 1.7783.
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l^elow: j
in a form close to the Scottish oral run dheunaidis bogan do'n

chreagan agus creagan don bhogan 'They were making bog of the rock,

and rock of the bog'. The Irish version above, from Kerry, continues

with an extravagant account of the clods thrown up by the feet of the

combatants: one would travel through bog and mountain till it struck

three teeth from the mouth of an old woman sitting smoking her pipe

in London, and the teeth would travel through woods and moors with

such force that they destroyed three mansions in the Western World.
1

This flourish appears in other Kerry versions . An alternative motif,
2

also in Bladhmann mac an Ubhaill , says that the fighters would make

the whitebacked yellow cow behind the hill that had never seen a

bull, drop a whitebacked black calf"'. In Irish oral runs the victor

of the wrestling match usually drives his (giant) opponent by

degrees into the ground, first to the knees, then to the waist,
k 5

then to the neck . In Scotland the loser is thrown:

(4) "Dheanadh iad bogan air a*chreagan agus creagan air a'bhogan.

Anuair a b'xsle raehadh iad fodha, rachadh iad fodha gu

an suilean, 's an uair a b'airde rachadh iad fodha rachadh
s \

iad fodha gu an gluinean. Ach smuaintich Iain Og an seo

gu robh e fad'o a chairdean agus goirid o a naimhdean.

Thuge an togail shunndach shanntach aighearachv,s chuir e

seachad air mullach a chinn e$ 's bhuail e a chliathach

ris an talamh 's bhrisd e da aisinn fodha's te/ os a chionn."

1. Beal III 82, 383.

2. p.12.

3. Beal II 125, III 82.

k. Beal IV 38, VIII 202.
5. «WHT 1X32..



"They would make bog of the rock and rock of the bog. When

they sank most deeply they would sink to their eyes, when

they sank most shallowly they sank to their knees. But
%

at this time Iain Og thought he was far from his friends

and near to his enemies, and he threw him forth onto the top

of his head, and he struck his ribcage on the ground and

broke two ribs under him and one above."

1
The battling Fenians in one manuscript tale are also

spurred on by remembering fad a ccarad agus foigsi a n-easccarad

"the distance from their friends and nearness to their enemies,"

and this is common in Scottish oral runs. In Irish oral runs

2
the encouragement often comes from a bird, usually a robin,

which addresses the hero. Another incentive to finish the fight

is the coming of darkness. This is common in manuscript tales^
if

but in Irish oral tradition a description of the coming of night
5

is sometimes added to the fighting run .

Comparisons

A distinctive feature of Gaelic fighting descriptions is

the great use they make of comparisons. In the account of Cu

Chulainn's battle fury^ there are various comparisons of his

distorted limbs, as in the tuarascbala of hags and ogres. He

shakes 'like a rush in a stream', his sinews bulge 'as big as a

1. TTT

2. spideoigjfnyBeal. IV 216, V 12, VIII 202 etc.

3. ERL p.162 TTT 1.^791.
k. Ch. VII ox.CO, pp. 127-5.
5. Beal I 310, XXIX k?t XXX 151.
6. TBC I l.l651f-
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warrior's bar® fist' or 'the head of a month-old child', a

•wild heron could not pluck out' the eye sunk into his head,

and the sparks from his jaw are 'as big as the skin of a wether'.

The jet of blood from his head is ardithir imaorro remithir

talcithir tresithir sithidir seolchrand prlmluingl mori 'as high,

then, and as thick, as firm,as strong and as long as the mast of

a great chief ship', and makes a black fog 'like the smoke of

a royal hall where a king comes to be attended to on a wintry

evening'. The description of the fight between the two bulls in
1

Cath Findchorad is also full of comparisons: their eyes redden

like flames from resin, their manes become a3 rough as a sea-

strait and the crests on their backs like iron. The blow when

their heads meet is as great as the impact of Tonn Chlidhna (one

of the 'three waves of Ireland') against a rock.

Metaphorical kennings for the heroes, which appear in roscad
2 / 3

greetings between heroes , and in tuarascbala are also used in
k

fighting descriptions, usually of a pair of opponents:

(5)(a)"Is ann sin do eirgedar an da chairthi gan crithnugadhh,
/ r / ♦

agus an da beithir gan baeglugadh, agus an da omna gan
/ / /

fheodhughadh, agus an da lingcne re leirdigail, agus
/

an da bile buadha buan-lethna barr-tholrthecha, agus an
/ / /

da eo togacha dighaiane adconacas os fhiihbadhib Erenn.i.

Oilill Finn agus Fergus mac Roigh".

"Then rose up the two uashakeable standing-stones, and

the two unconquerable bears, and the two imperishable oaks,

1. para. k•
2. Ch.V exx.(!),£), fp.UU,II7.
3. Ch.VI exP.'^BCC LSS p.7.
k. TBC II CFD 1.3285,G. Cumair para. 15i TB Flidhaise II (CR IV

22), which I quote.
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and the two lynxes bent on full vengeance, and the two

lasting broad fruitful-crowned trees of virtue, and the

two prime abounding yews visible over the woods of Ireland,

that is, Oilill the Fair and Fergus mac Roigh".

Kennings for the opponents become a part of most descriptions of

single combat; others which frequently occur are'tidal waves'
yj / / 2(tonn rabhartha )and 'pillars of combat'(uaithne aigh.) Other animals

3 1+ /
include dragons and hounds . In Toraighecht Dhiarmada agus

Ghrainne^ a description of a fight ( tionsgnamh 'form' ocus

tuarasgabhail an chomhraic ) describes Diarmaid and his opponent

as:

(b) "Dha dhamh dhana no dha tharbh buile no dha leoghan cuthaigh,

no dha sheabhac urranta ar bhruach aille".

"Two fierce stags or two furious bulls or two raging lions,

or two fearless hawks on the brink of a cliff".

The stags are often damh d^lestnn 'of the flood'. These compari-
6

sons appear in oral Irish fighting runs from Kerry :

(c) "Dheineadar fe/ cheile mar dheanfadh dha tharbh buile, dha

leon cuthaigh, agus dha sheabhac faille fuaire'.'

"They made for each other as would two furious bulls, two

raging lions, or two hawks of the cold cliff".

1. C. Cumair para. 15.

2. TTT p.75.

3. EL3R para. 99.

*+. C. Cumair para. 15.

5. Oss p.9^.
6. Beal III 383 = ECRIj Pa'draig 6 Gribhthjfn.
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Others'' add dha mhuic alia na Fianna^ochta 'two wild pigs from
2

Fenian Lore'. Connemara tellers may have more homely calves,

rams, and stirks. This part of the run does not appear in oral

tradition ixi Scotland. The comparisons with various animals seem

to have been regular early enough for the two bulls in

C. Findchoradh to be compared, rather incongruously, to two rams,

dogs, or boars fighting. An obviously humorous extension in

Irish oral tradition ^ adds dunghill cocks and butchers' dogs

to the traditional bulls and lions. There are also conventional

k /
comparisons for the warriors individually. In TEC Laeg taunts Cu

Chulainn fighting Fer Diad, and Cu Chulainn threatens Fergus mac

Roigh,with an almost identical series of comparisons. The LL
5

list is longer!

(6) "Rat chur in cathrrrflid fhail itt agid mar churas ben bald

a mac. Rot shnigestar mar shnegair cuip a lundu. Rat

melestar mar miles mulend muadbraich. Rat tregdastar

mar thregdas fodb omnaid. Rat nascestar mar nasces fe'ith
fidu. Ras leic fort feib ras leic seig for mintu."

"The warrior before you has chastized you as a fond mother

chastizes her son. He has belaboured you as flax is

belaboured in a pool. He has ground you as a mill grinds

malt. He has pierced you as a tool pierces an oak. He

has bound you as honeysuckle binds the trees. He has swooped

on you as a hawk swoops on little birds."

1. Beal V 12, II 125, I 102.

2. Beal I 293, VI 65.
3. Beal IV 198.

I 3085, ^0995 LL 3303, ^787.
5- CFD 3304.



Laeg taunts Cu Chulainn with a similar list in later Ulster cycle
1

tales, and Finn is also described as encircling an army like
2

honeysuckle or a fond mother embracing her son . This series

of comparisons may have been borrowed from one tale to another,

but Finn's attack on the array is described with further recurrent

3
images: he cuts through them like an ox that has bean beaten,

If
or lion whose young have been attacked, or a torrent down the

mountain. Most comparisons of one warrior against an army are

on the pattern of a fierce animal making havoc among weaker
5 6 7

ones : a lion, or bear, among pigs; a whale among fish or

8 9
leviathan among sea-creatures ; an eagle among doves . Oscar in

10
Gath Gabhra fights the Ulstermen:

(7) J.'amhuil racht loinge lan-mhoire da hanncraibh re glan-
/ / / /

ghluaiseacht gaoithe lanmhoire, no leoghan cuthaigh

trean-bhaile chum fiaidh, no seabhac ag leirsgrios

sgaotha mionneanlaith, no madra allta idir treatha

caorach".

..'.'like the rush of a great ship from its anchors with the

clear motion of a great wind, or a raging strong furious

lion towards'deer, or a hawk at the wholesale destruction

of'drove of little birds, or a wolf among flocks of sheep".

1. A. Guill and Gairb para. 19; TGG p.52.

2. A. Fhinn II para. kO.
3. Also GRR II para. 37.

k. ftoth: T.Troi II 1.7^-

5. T. O'Rahilly, Irish Proverbs pp.1^5-6.
6* T. Ferbe II T.Trorf II 1.1^73; CMM para. 53.

7. TDG Oss. p.167; EAD para. 20.
8. TTT 11.3263,7226.
9. ELSR para. 113.
JO. f.tyO.
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The frequent comparison to a hawk attacking small birds,

which appears in both these examples, and the wolf or dog attacking

aheep, are found in both Irish and Scottish oral runs describing
1

a warrior against odds. Some additional images appear in Irish
2

oral tradition: a dog or buzzard attacking hens , or wind blowing
3

through a bag of feathers .

Another series of recurrent comparisons in manuscript tales

deals less with the combatants than the actual fight. Some of

the images of course are used in both types. The comparisons to
k

a mountain torrent or sea surge used of one warrior are also
5

used for opposing armies . The longest and fullest series of
6

comparisons for a battle is that in Cath Cathardha' . Sling-
7

stones fall like a shower of hail . The blows of the weapons

g
are like hammers on an anvil and the puffing and blowing of the

warriors like bellows. In other tales this image is U3ed in
9

descriptions of battle fury, a-ni in one the warriors raise dust
10

like the steam from a smithy . In Gath Catharaha the imagery

for the sights of battle is very close to that used in

1. Irish: Beal I 332, XII 8?; LSIC p.223; Scottish: <HT II 228.
2. Beal VII 200, XV 155.

3. Beal VI 65.
k. A» Fhinn II para. bO;C.Flndchoradh para. b.
5. C. Cumalr para. 12; ECRI p.132; BEBD p.109.

6. 1.5857 f.

7. feats, SRL 1.A059.
S* A. Fhinn II para. ^0; TIT 1.2059; C.Cumalr para. 15; ONC p.8*».
9. SRL 1.A327? C. Gabhra p.1^6.
10. CNC p.51.
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earlier descriptions of approaching chariots. Clouds of chalk

from the shields are like mist lifting on a summer morning, and
2

the flashings of the weapons like lightening. The movements of

the weapons are like bees round a hive in summer, a comparison

often used ofjfeats.*^ The locks of hair shorn from the warriors

are like snowflakes, or the thatch of a royal homestead torn

off by the wind; while the blood running through the mailcoats
if

is like water running through a weir of stones. Other battle-

descriptions use forest imagery: the warriors are like trees,

hewn down after the battle so that only the sturdiest are left
5 6

standing . Weapon blows are likened to dry trees cracking,

or crashing into each other with the wind while the javelins
7

sound like a winter wind among the trees . Elsewhere the warriors
g

are likened to woodcutters.

Another type of description in manuscript tales of the dangers

of a battle, or of the great carnage caused, is a series of
9

proverbial phrases expressing impossibility or innumerability.

1. Ch. IX ex. (2.), p.0,83.
2. Sparks from the armour rise like meteorites through the mist of

chalk GNC p.86; the warrior's eyes are like stars in battle fury
descriptions: ERL 1.^328, C. Gabhra p.1^6.

3. TBC II CFD 1.3095; Fog.cc para. 35; TTT 1.3166; ERL 11.2819,M+00.
k. The locks of hair are like leaves blown down, and blood showers

like rain, CF p.37.

5. CF p.38; CRR I para. 3^» II para. 29.
6. A. Fhinn II para. 40.
7. CRR II para. 35.

8. TTT 1.2059; ELSR para. 56; TGD GJ p.605.
9. T. 0'Rahilly?Irish Proverbs pp.128-33.



The hopelessness of fighting the Fom6iri is expressed in Cath
1

Maige Tuired by:

(8)(a)"Ba beirn cinn fri haldf ba laum a net natrach,

ba h-aigedh gc^tenid'J
"It would be striking one's head against a cliff, a hand

into a serpent's nest|"^e "face •feoW&TS.s fite.
Other examples have longer series . Xn the later Tochmarc

Etjduie^ ten such phrases are used of unrequited love, and in

Aislinge Meic Conglinne an enormous list illustrates the use

of instructing Mac Conglinne about his eating habits. However

they axe almost always used of battles against hopeless odds,
5

and a later example illustrates the commoner phrases :

(8)(b)"Is snamh i n-aghaidh easa, agus tuargain darach do dhornaibh,
/

agus cur ghainimh i ngad, agus lamh a nead naithreacha

neimhneach nimhe."

"It is swimming against a waterfall) and battering an oak

with fists, and putting sand in a withy, and a hand into

a venomous poisonous serpent's nest".

Some of the proverbial phrases for innumerability, such as the
g

stars of heaven and the sand of the shore, appear in the Bible

and are familiar in other languages. Many others are found in
7

Gaelic tradition. In Cath Maige Tured the numbers of rabble

killed cannot be told:

1. (ii) para. 127.
2. C.Cath 1.V595, 11 useless things; ECRI p.86, 7 useless things.
3. (ii) H para.. 9-
k. I 71-2, ^5 useless things; II p.125, 19 useless things.
5. TGG p.36.
6. Genesis XXII 17.

7. (ii) para. 1^8.
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(8)(c)"co ro hairmither reanda nime ocus gainem maurae ocus loae

snechtae ocus drucht for faithchi ocus bommadn eghae ocus
/ . / /

feur fo cossaib greghae ocus groigh meic Lir la maur-

ainfini"

"until the stars of heaven and sand of the sea and snow-

flakes and dew on the green and hailstones and grass under

the feet of horses and Manannan's horses on a day of great

stormineas are coiuvtei."

•The horses of Manannan*, the Gaelic sea-god, is a kenning for the
1 /

waves. In Aided Con Culainn Cu Chulainn leaves innumerable

•half-heads, half-skulls, half-legs and half-arms, and red bones'

on Mag Muirthemni, and the eight proverbial phrases include:

dulli for fidbaid ocu5 budi for Bregaaig •leaves on the wood and

buttercups (?) on the plain of Bregia*. Stars, sand, dew and

leaves are the phrases most frequently used throughout the

manuscript literature, often referring specifically to severed
2

heads and limbs, rather than more generally to numbers of warriors,
3

feats, or the slain . One of the few non-military uses of

proverbial innumerability is in Aialinge Meic Conglinne where the

phrases refer to fleas in a blanket.

Both types of proverbial phrases occasionally appear in
/ 5

tales in oral tradition, for example Ubhall Oir y where on three
occasions the hero's helpers advise him against the task he is

bespelled to do:

1. I, LL 1.13952.
2. TEDD paras. 89,98,102; T.Trol^ II 1.1158; OCU GJ II 8a.
3. CoK. p.^2, ERL p.171J T. B. Flidhaise CR IV 218; ECBI p.190.
b • I p. 10. "Pa.ro 3\j,jee -p. 3l>5 "below.
5. Ir. Beal XV 1^6, l*+7, 1^8.



<8)(d)"N& ann duit ach oar ghainimh i ngad, no mar shruith i

n-aghaidh «as, no oar choahaireamh realtogaif oldhcha raa-

dhorcha"

"All you can do about that la Ilka sand in a withy, or a

stream against waterfalls, or counting the stars on a vary

dark night."
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Travel IX

(i) Land-travel

Most of the description of travel by land in early tales is

connected with the chariot warriors of the Ulster cycle. Description

of the approach of chariot generally leads on to description of the

people carried in them. One type of introduction is the list of

noises made by the chariot in motion,centred around culgaire,
Z 1

compound of an archaic word for chariot: cul. In Tochmarc Emere

the noises introduce the description of Cu Chulainn in his chariot:

(l) "A mbatar na h-ingena i suidiu for forad oenaig in duine,

co cualatar ani 'na ndochum: bosgaire na n-ech, culgaire in

charpait, siangal na tet, dresacht na roth, imorrain ind

laith gaile, scretgaire na n-arm. 'Feiced oen uaib', ol

Emer, 'cid dotaet inar ndochum•.

"While the girls were there on the assembly-bench of the

fort they heard something coming towards them, the hoofbeats

of the horses, the chariot-noise of the chariot, the whistling

of the cords, the squeaking of the wheels, the fury of the

warrior, the screeching of the weapons. 'One of you see'

said Emer, 'what is coming towards us'.

The other type of description of travel,often introducing

description of the passenger, concerns the visual effects caused

by the moving chariot. The chariot horses are regularly depicted

as throwing up clods, foam and dust, (TBC II I.587) which are often

described with comparisons, as in Aided Guill ocus Gairb^•

1. para 11.

2. TBC TB I 1.357'+, II 1.^213: the Ulster warriors; TBC II CFD
1.2850: Cu Chulainn; CRR I para. 53, Acall 1.1780 (plus Fr.)
no further description.

3. para 32.



(2) "Lotar rempu. Ba samla fri crich in da chlod do-ringensat

roith iarnaide carpait Con Culaind in la sin do thaebaib in

sliged.-

Ba samalta ri h-elta duben ic snigi dar mag moradbal ina

curtis na eich do cheppaib,y do chorrfotaib,^ di fuatnaib
talman asa n-aigthib siar sechtair fri fonascad ngaithe.

Bu samalta fri eill ngeise ic snige dar mag moradbal ana

curtis rempu d*uanfadaig dar glomraigib a srian. Bu samla

ri diaid do rigbruidin in dendgur,^ ind analfadachy in
smutgur ar tressa na h-erma dobert Laegh mac Riangabra ar da

n-echaib Conculaixm in la sin."

"They set out. The two ditches the iron wheels of Cu. Chulainn'

chariot made of the sides of the track that day were like

a boundary.

The amount of blocks and pointed clods and posts of the

earth the horses threw backwards over from their faces

against the tossing of the wind was like a flock of black

birds pouring across a great vast plain. The amount of foam

they threw forwards over the muzzles of their bridles was

like a flock of swans pouring across a great vast plain.

The road dust and breath and smoke-dust was like the smoke

of a royal hall with the vigour of the driving Laegh son of

Riangabor brought on Cu Chulainn's two horses that day."

The great ditch cut by the chariot wheels also appears in
1

other descriptions . Another recurring motif is that the

impact of the chariots* arrival at a dwelling knocks all the

1. TBC I BMM 1.2299, ACC II para 35.
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1

weapons off their pegs inside .

As can be seen from ex. (1) these descriptions of the

approach of chariots quite often invoke the watchman device. The

strange appearances of clods and foam are often reported by the

watchman as fact, and interpreted by the person to whom it is told.

An elaborate scene of this type introduces the section Tochim na

mBuiden 'The Approach of the Companies' in Tain Bo Cualnge. The

herald Mac Roth looks out over the plain of Meath and sees that
2

all the wild animals have come out of the wood into the open .

Then he sees mist filling the valleys so that the hillocks are

left like islands in a lake. Sparks come out of the mist, and a

variegation of all the colours in the world. A great thunder

follows, and a wind which nearly tears out his hair or bowls him

over. Fergus says that it is the Ulster warriors who have frightened

the beasts from the wood. The mist is their breath, the sparks

and colours are their eyes. The thunder is the din made by the
3 b

chariots . The explanation is fuller in TBC II : the mist is

warrior-breath and dust, the 'islands' in it are not only hillocks

but also the heads of warriors, and 'caverns' in it are their own

and their horses' nostrils. 'Linen cloths' or 'falling snow' are

explained as the foam from the horses, 'bird flocks' the clods

they throw up. Sparks and colours are again the warriors' eyes.

Metaphorical images from the landscape are once used of a

5
huge single warrior . However the whole scene becomes conventional

in introducing an approaching army. It is used without the watchman

device in the translation tale Cath Cathardha^. Metaphor and fact

1. FB para bb; MU II 1.^9^5 used in TBDD para 55 when the raiders
arrive in their ship.

2. TBC I 1.3555.
3. 5ee above
b. I.^l83f.
5. TBDD paras 87-8,Mac Cecht.
6. T75920f.



are mixed up, so that it seems that 'birdflocks', together with
1

•leopards' and 'eagles',are the same as banners. It introduces a

new image: oakwoods and sparks are the ranks of spears held aloft,
2with their flashing blades . A similar scene is introduced into

another translation tale, Togail Troi, though this time the

strange appearances are of an approaching fleet. Here Priam's

watchman describes"^ as seems to himfandar lemsa)a black shadow

on the sea, as black as a beetle's back or a whale; a dark mist; a

variegation of all the colours of the rainbow all around; green

mountains covered in woods; and a huge wind and thunder; as if

the caves and cliffs, standing stones and cities of the world

were falling. Priam is asked to explain:

(3) " 'Cid andsain ale?', ar each. 'Ni anse em', ar Priam. 'Is

q in dubfoscu'd dub dorchaidi dubithir ri drummann daile no

muc mfn maethsleman mara atchonnacais, uchta ocus airbrunni

na liburni lanlethan lanmor, arna niamdubad di phicc ocus di

thuis ocus di resin ...» "

" 'What is that, then?' said everyone. 'Not difficult,

indeed', said Priam. The dark black shadow as black as the

backs of beetles or a fine soft smooth whale you saw is the

bows and prows of the very wide very great galleys, blackened

and polished with pitch and incense and resin'..."

The mist is the furious breath of the heroes, the colours on

their sails and shields decorating the sides of the ships, the

hills and woods are billows covered in prows and masts, and the

loud wind and thunder are from the gnashing of the warriors' teeth,

1. onchona, aquili.
2. 1.^93^ f.
3. TTrox I: LL 1.321^8 f.



the clashing of the weapons being made ready aboard, and a vast

list of noises made by parts of the ship in motion, like the

noises made by approaching chariots. The later version contains

a list of all the colours of sails and shields .

In native tales the strange appearances always refer to an

approaching army, and in two tales the description is cast as a

dialogue between two watchers who disagree over the interpretation
2

of what they see. In Mesca Ulad one watching druid sees chariots,

the other raths; one white shields, the other white gateposts to

the raths; one weapon-points, the other antlers of wild stags;

one horses throwing up the clods, the other merely cattle and
7

birds. In Aided Con Rux"^ Cu Rui's deceitful wife tries to convince

her husband that the armed warriors and horses he sees are merely

his people bringing building materials for his fortress, and cattle.

The scene in Mesca Ulad contains syllabic verses which elaborate -

often ironically - the imagery of the prose descriptions, and some

of the lines also appear in ACR. In Mesca Ulad one druid takes up

the other's 'birds' : whether they are ravens, corncrakes, starlings

wild geese or herons:

(if) "Masa elta giugrand gur,/masa elta g/si ger, /Ls fata uadib

co nera,/is garit uadib co fer."

"If they are a flock of harsh barnacle geese, or a flock of

keen swans, they are a long way from the sky and a short

way from the grass J "
5 /

The same druid , or in AGS, Gu Rui, comments on the cattle:

1. Quoted in Ch. VI, Tflrof II 1.836f. (p.137).
2. II 1.356f.

3. para. 6.
if. II l.if68.

5. l.k&k.
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"Masa cheathra co ndath chethra/aiiat alma choelbo,

At a for beg beartas faebro/for tauiu cacha enbo."

"If they are cattle, cattle-coloured, they are not herds

of thin cows. There ia a little man brandishing weapons

on the back of every single cow."

Despite the presence of chariots, the description in these tales clearly

dates from a time when riding on horseback had become the norm.

The theme of the strange-appearances grew up around descriptions

of chariot-travel, and is not used in the later literature.

Descriptions of land travel in later tales generally consist

of several comparisons of speed, like those appearing in the

description of Cu Chulainn* s chariot • Six are used together in
/ 2

Acallam na Seam-ach^ where Caolte pursues an enemy:

(5) "Mar eirb no mar faiale,ao mar iarainn, no mar soighid a

bogha, no mar luas menraan duine, no oar sidhi

gaethi geri gailbighi doilbthe draxdechta a

tijm .cheil ouiae maighshleibi i llo cruadhgaethi

erraig".

"Like a "hind, or a swallow, or a marten (7), or

like an arrow from a bow, or the swiftness of a man's

mind, or like a gust of keen stormy enchanted druldic

wind round the back of an upland plain on a harsh

windy day ia spring."

1. Ch. VI ajpdtoff.
2* ..call. Fr. 1.6057.
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Those most often found together in manuscript tales
1

are the comparisons to swallow, deer and iara , and the spring,
2

often March,wind. The speed of the March wind also appears

in oral tradition: Bheireadh e air a ghaoth luath Mhart a

bha roimhe agus cha bheireadh a ghaoth luath MhArt a tha

na dheagnaidh air 'He would overtake the swift March wind

before him, and the swift March wind behind him would

not overtake him*.' This expression is generally used of

land travel, especially the magic horse of international

popular tales, but in Irish tales also appears in the sea-run.

A dialogue scene using comparisons appears in Scottish tales
k

associated with the description of sea-travel; the hero

asks how fast the ship is travelling, and is told first,

as fast as a mountain deer (cho luath ri fiadh an tnleibhe),

next that she is overtaking the March wind, as above,

the third time that she is as fast as the minds of

1. Forb. DP paras. 21, 96; 5RL pp. 2,7.

2. TOD p.262, BCL p.293.

3. Scottish: Sg.D. p.l8; also TGSI XIII 71,
WHT II kkk\ Irish: Beal. I 330, 335, X 15,
19, XXVIII 73.

*f. W & S II 350 (AT 650 elaborated);
TGSI XLIV 175 (ECO).
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wanton women (ri aigne nam ban baoth). The first two times he
1

demands more sail> but the third answer satisfies him at last.

Some conventional description of land travel develops in oral

tradition. In Ireland the hero is shown fresh at the beginning of

his journey: Thugadh se an cnoc do leim agus an gleann do choisceim

2
'He was taking hills at a leap and glens at a step' . In Scotland

the travelling run is also an evening run, emphasizing the hero's
weariness at the end of the day by the sight of the wild creatures

3
going to rest ?and other recurring phrases: Bha a falbh gus an

robh dubhadh air a daonnaibh agus tolladh air a ghruaidhean 'He
k

was travelling till his soles were blackened and his cheeks hollow'.

An Irish description of the approach of a giant illustrates his

effect on the surroundings: a^cuir xochtar na coille ina h-uachtar,

uachtar na coille a*guil i n-iochtar, an crann criona a brise,

agus a*crann ur a luba 'putting the bottom of the wood to the top,

and the top of the wood going to the bottom, old trees breaking and
5

young trees bending' .

Itineraries

A feature of Gaelic narrative throughout the literature, and

one probably allied to the interest in topography shown in the

dinnshenchus, is the giving of an itinerary of place names for any

journey undertaken. Some of these can be very long, for instance

the 67 names listed in Slige na Tana 'The Route of the Tain'^ though

strangely enough, fifty-three of the place-names are never mentioned

again. The route taken by the poet Nede and his three brothers on

1. find the run is repeated, ¥ & S.
2. Beal IV 21*t (Clare).
3. See Ch. VII ex..C-)> p2A7.
k. M.'/HT I k2.

5. Beal XXVIII 71 (Galway).
6. TBC II 1.279.



their return from Scotland is given in Immaccallam in da Thuarad :

(6) "Do cumlaiset iarum a Purt Rig dar fairgi co rra gabad i

rRind Roiss, assaide for Semniu, for Latharnu, for Mag Line,

for Ollarbai, for Tulaig Roisc, for Ard Slebe, for Craib

Telcha, for Mag nErcaite, for Banna, iar nUactur, for

Glendrige, for Tuathaib h(kmBresail, for Ard Sailech fris'

raiter Ard Macha indiu.j for Sid-bruig na hEmna."

"They set out then from Port Rig over the ocean till they

landed at Rind Roiss, thence over Islaad-Magee, over Larne,

over Mag Line, over the Larne water, over Tulach Roisc, over

Ard Slebe, over Craeb Telcha, (Crewe) over Mag Ereaite, over

the river Bann, along Uachtar, over Glenree, over the

districts of the Ui Bresail, over Ard Sailech which is today

called Armagh, over the otherworld Mound of Bnain."

The exact location of many of these names is unclear now,

but apart from Port Rig they all seem to be in Ulster. Likewise
2

Mac Con Glinne's journey from Roscommon to Cork seems to go

through actual place names in their natural order. The inclusion

of the ancient and contemporary names of a place is a common

practice, reminiscent of dinnshenchus. The itineraries seem to be

intended as information.

Nevertheless there are examples even in Early Irish where

the list of placenames is also regarded as ornamental. In Fled

BricrencK the places visited by C4 Chulainn when driving the Liath

Macha round Ireland are arranged to alliterate with each other'. Brega

Midi, Muresc; Murthemni, Macha, Mag Medba; Currech, Cleitech,

Cerna; Lia, Line^ocharna; Fea, Femen, Fergna ... In later tales,

1. para. V.

2. Aisl. MC I p.9.

3. para. 32.



for instance, an itinerary of the hunt usually set in Munster is

often incorporated in the conventional description of hunting.

One of these is preserved in his version of a manuscript romance

. / 1
by the Kerry storyteller Sean 0 Conaill ;

(7) "D'eirig fia r<5mpa go lua sa la agus do thug se a aghaig

anlos, agus do leanadar e thri Chilnhtae Luimini chun go

dtaini'se go Cj(ll Airne. Qhuibh se ansan anuir thri Ghleann

Charthaig agus Bealach Oisin, agus anuir thrid a'gCroma-

Ghleann mar sin anuir go dtanadar go Beitheachan..."

"That day a deer rose up swiftly before them, and set its

face southwards, and they followed it through county

Limerick till it came to Killarney. Then it went westwards

through Gleann Charthaig and Bealach Oisin, and westwards

through the crooked Glen like that westwards till they came

✓ 2
to Beitheachan*'

(ii) Sea-Travel

Although the settings of Early Irish tales span both Ireland

and Scotland, and the Otherworld which is sometimes reached across

the sea, the action is always centred firmly on land. Nede's

journey from Skye to Snhain Macha (ex. 6) gives details of his

route in Ulster, lut the first part is simply denoted by dar

fairgi 'across the ocean'. The Immrama however show much more

interest in the 'wonders' of the deep^, sometimes gained from

apocryphal sources. In Teuga Bithnaa. includes 'sea monsters'

(bledmila), situating some in the sea round Mag Mell, the Gaelic
C ^

Otherworld; and the UxChorra pray for protection from storms and

monsters on their voyage.

1. ECM, LSIC p.208.
2. Others: Beal I 75, 98.
3. Imr. CM gara i.
k. Rec. I, Eriu II 96-162, ed. & tr. W. Stokes.
5. Rec II, Celtica IX 1-60 ed. & tr. U.nic Enrx & G. mac Niocaill,

para. k2.
<o. Im C C- para. 41.
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The earliest description of a sea-voyage includes both these

hazards, when a storm divides the fleet of Coaall Ceraach, returning

from exile ia Lewis after Tain Bo Caalnge, into three:1
(3) "Atraacht glassaafad ia rnara moradbuil doib, ocus at-raachtatar

a roin ocus a rossail ocus a chorrcind ocus a chenandaia

ocus ilriaaa in mara aoradbuil daibsium..."

The green tempest of the enormous sea rose against them,

and its seals and its seamonstero and pointed-heads and little

white-heads and the many waterways of the enormous sea rose

against them..."

In the translation tale Togall Trox, of similar date, the

building and first voyage of the Argo are described in detail.
2

Her heroic crew push her out to sea and begin to row:

(9) "Coaerracht in muir ard uathmar Slliapoutile ina iramairib

anfoille immarda, ocus ina colbaib gorma gleglassa, co meneca&ed
in fecht aHe ina ettrigib anfoilli ocus ina h-allaib uathmara

imdomni. Ccrba reill 4/U£j0k ailli ochorbi-ecca... for ouirgrian
ia mara."

"The high terrible sea of the Hellespont rose in its great

equally-high ridges, and ia its dark-blue very-green banks}

and gaped the next moment in its great furrows and in its

terrible equally-deep precipices, so that the beautiful speckle-

sided salmon were visible on the gravel of the sea."

After this they row and sail to land. Short descriptions of

sea-travel occur elsewhere ia the tale, including another where the

sea •rises''" ia 'waterfalls* 'foams* and 'gushes*. A similar
/ k

description appears in Acallaa na Goaorach where the waves rise.

1. Cm I para. 10,Lh 1.22755.
2. T.Trox I : LL 31012.

3. LL 1.31800.
<♦. 1.3759.



and the salmon, described with the same alliterating epithets as in

Togail Troi, come to the surface*. More exotic sea-creatures appear

in some of the Early Modern Irish OtherworId-voyage tales: roin ocus

lifidhna ocus toilgind ocus rauca mara 'seals and leviathians and
1

hole-heads and whales'; strange singing birds, salmon, seals and
2

bleidhmhiola (sea- -rMynsttxs).

In other early Modern Irish tales any journey by sea may

provide a place for a description. In Toraigheacht an Ghiolla

3
Dheacair the Fenian heroes Oscar and Goll set out in a ship for

Greece:

(10) "Ocus tucatar cul le txr ocus agaid do rahuir, ocus do

chiuasaib na bochna brecuaine is do bhennaib fergacha

fiarghruamda fuairfhliucha na fairge. Ocus do ghluaisetar

rompa co laidir saothrach siubhalghrod co rabatar ac eistecht

re faoidh na muc mara ocus na murduchan ocus re

piastaib ingantacha na h-aibeise, gur ghabatar cuan ocus

caladphort i gcriochaib na Greice glanailne. Ocus do thair-

rngetar a long i dtir i n-inad nar fhet tonn a tuarcain na

a minroinn na carraic a combrised."

"And they put stern to land and prow to sea, and to the

borders of the speckled bright-green main and to the raging

perverse melancholy cold and wet peaks of the ocean. And

they moved forward strongly ^strenuously, and with swift motion,

so that they were listening to the cry of the whales and

the mermaids and the wonderful monsters of the abyss,until

they found harbour and anchorage in the territorjksof bright

beautiful Greece. And they dragged their ship ashore to

1. EAC paras 9» 21 - where they are attacked by the hero.
2. £. Thaidg p. 3Mf.
3. p. 273-4.



a place where wave could not batter or smash it, nor rock

break it up."

The first sentence here recurs in late manuscript tales,
1

and in oral tradition, often followed by the use of oars, and the

hoisting of the sails: do tho'gbadar an breid snasda snaith-righin

siuil a mullach a chroixui reidh roireamhair 'they raised the

neat tough-threaded sail to the top of ±bs smooth, very-stout
2

mast* • With alliterating epithets this line is also

characteristic of late manuscript tales, though, as Bruford has
3

pointed out, in a simpler form it appears as early as TBDDi
/ / h

ro togaibseat iarua na seola for na crundu . The beaching of the

ship is not often described in manuscript tales, but is regular
5

in oral tradition.

Another sea-run in TGD contains another feature of the

description which recurs in late manuscript tales (though with

earlier antecedents)^ the three provisions of the ship: biadh a

n-ionad a chaithmhe, arm i n-ionad a dhibhirce, agus or a n-ionad

a phronta 'food in the place for eating, weapons in the place for
7

throwing, and gold in the place for bestowing'. The ship is

rowed out to sea, and the description continues with a storm.

1- T- dhaidhbhe p.26; Sg.R. 11.2300, 3804.
2. TTT 1-1230; also ENC p.157, EAD para 27, Sg.R. 11.2300,3804-
3. 1966 p.39-
4. para. 53? also Caithr.Oongh.p.72, OCT para. 11.
5. Sg.R. 1.2260.
6. T.Troi I 1.30982 LL; OCT para. 11.

7. TGD p.265; also EMM p.58, Sg.R. 11.2300, 3784.
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In several early Modern Irish tales the description of the
1

sea voyage is clearly used as a special occasion for display .

Some examples extend to several paragraphs, like those in Cath
2 ✓ 5

Finntragha and Cath Maighe Leana^. One long description, titled

in the colophon Cobhlach Chloinne Mileadh Espaineadh ar Teacht

a nSirinn 'The Fleet of the Children of M^l from Spain arriving

in Ireland',is inserted independently in a 15th century manuscript,
/ ^

with the name of its author, Conchubhar ftor mac Cruitin . Along
5

with Cathcharpat Setrda } this is one of only two set piece

descriptions I know of which appear in manuscripts as individual

compositions* and the unique ascription to an ancestor of the

l8th century scribal and bardic family,(for whom, the text says,

it was one night's work ), indicates a special pride.

These long descriptions generally begin,like the shorter

versions, with the launching and rowing of the ship out to sea.

The part they elaborate is the description of the storm: the

roughness of the sea and its effect on the ship and crew, and

the sea creatures. The same syntactical pattern is often repeated,
6

sometimes as many as ten times. In TGD the sea 'rises up' as

in exx (8) and (9) :

1. Bruford 1966 p.38.
2. 11. 36-78-

3. paras. 32-5; translated by K. Jackson in 'A Celtic
Miscellany' (London 1951) PP- 190-2, as 'one of the longest
^decorative descriptive passages) in Irish' p.170.

k. Celtica VI 259-61, ed. G.mac Wiocaill.

5. See Ch. VI a , p. i07-
6. p.265, 8 repeats of pattern.



(11) "ina cnocaib corracha camthacha cennghruanda,

ocus ina bruachaib dorcha duba doscaoiltej

ocus ina tonnaib craoislethna cnisghela,

ocus ina maoilennaib mongruada mera mf-cheillide..."

"in its jagged curving gloomy-headed hills,

and in its dark black dishevelled banks,

and in its wide-mawed white-skinned waves,

and in its red-maned wild senseless humps..."

In other examples the ship sails 'over* the various descriptions of

the water: et tair faithchibh fliuchlethna falcc-bhuana falccmhura

feargacha fuarchraebhacha na fairrge 'and over the broad wet ever-

flooded great flooded angry cold-branching greenswards of the ocean'
The storm is depicted as straining ship and heroes to the

utmost, and the list of individual parts damaged can also be ex¬

tended:

(lib) "Co war fhiguib in ghaoth aca clar gan

crithnugad xd. tairrnge gan tegadh na falann

gan fasgad na reng gan ro-brised..."

"So that the wind did not leave them with

any board unshaken or nail unheated or

2
prop uncrushed or cord not thoroughly broken..."

Noises from the parts of the ship, the sea, and the sea-beasts

are frequently listed:

(lie) "Conach ccualadar ni ar bioth

acht madh nuall mho'r mhuichneach mheasgaighthe

na murdhuchonn, agus gotha gaibhtheacha gaireachtacha

na n-en ccorrach crith-luaimhneach ccoimhghearanach'i

1. Celtica VI 26l, 10th repeat of pattern. Also CML para. 32 5
TTT 11.206, 376^, 1236j TGD p.265.

2. CML para. 3^« eleven repeats; CF 1.59» fifteen repeats.
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"So that they heard nothing at all but the great gloomy

confused howling of the mermaids,and the terrible laughing
cries of the unstable restlessly-moving birds complaining

1
together."

The description of the sea journey is so common in the later

manuscript tales that Alan Bruford has been.able to compile a

2
summary of its contents in seven sections:(l) provisions,

(2) launchingj(3) rowing and hoisting of sails,(4) the sea rises
in a storm,(5) sea-beasts appear,(6) land is sighted,and (7) the

ship is beached. However, all these elements are rarely found in

the one run in manuscript. Some are late introductions, but

others are as old as the history of the description in manuscript.

In the Romantic overseas echtrai the description is used every

time there is a journey, and the contents seem to be varied

deliberately. There are two different versions of the sea-

description in TGD, while other tales vary the alliterative epithets

if not the contents . Toraigheacht Taise Taoibhghile contains

eight descriptions of the sea journey.

In other tales multiple description of the sea journey is

avoided. Second or subsequent occurrences are signalled by one

of the recurring phrases, and then cut short by other formulae:

the ship sails on a n-althghearra gacha h-aibhlise 'the shortest

if
way over each abyss' , or 'no tidings of them, little or much,are

1. TTT 1.1246; CF 1.50; Celtica VI 261.
2. 1966 p.38.
3. BAD paras. 16, 27; TTT 11.206, 1228, 2642, 3066, 3764,

3828, 3855, 5409.
4. OCT para. 32.



told'Cai h-aithristear a bheag na mhor do sgeultaibh orra)uatil
1

they reach harbour .

Nevertheless the description of the sea journey is one of the

most popular in oral tradition, where it still appears dividing
2

the scenes of long episodic romances • The wording is still

closely related to that in the manuscript tales; indeed I have

found one oral Irish run, beginnings

(12) "Do sheoladar rompa i muinrinn mara ague mor-fhairrge

gur eirigh se dhoibh na cnuic cuasach cainnteach, agus

na raorar (?) rai-chialldha mor-thonnach..."

"They sailed forth on the surface of the sea and the great

ocean till it rose up against thera in its noisy concave

hills and its senseless great-waved wilderness..."

which reproduces almost exactly the words of a tale in an l8th

century MS"'. Some oral versions are almost as long as those in

manuscript, including most of the elements to be found in the
4

literary versions . However these are not always introduced as

in the manuscripts, so that strangely enough it often seems to be

the hero who damages his own ship in his haste, or the ship itself

which disturbs the ocean and its creatures. Unlike the manuscript

tradition, each teller has his own version of the description which
5

he uses in any tale , though occasionally a teller may alternate
g

two versions • The sea journey has established distinctive local

1. EAD para. 27; BCRI pp.142,162; EMM p.58; EMI pp.80,176.
2. Scottish: DGP WHT II 224-8, LCC TGSI XIV 82-8, five times;

Irish: Beal. XIX 109-22, seven times.

3. Seal IV,97; GJ XIX 102 para. 7, including muinchinn and mothar
which I have translated above.

4. Scottish: Sir Uallaibh O^orn TGSI XIII 70$ Irish: Beal. V 4-6,
Padraig 0 Loingsigh.

5- Duncan MacDonald, Sg.D. pp.27»55; Sean (5 Se', Beal. I 28, XIX 43.
6. DGP WHT II 224-8.



oecotypes in both Ireland and Scotland. Many features of the

Scottish oral type were already established in the l8th century,
r"

since they are quoted in Alasdair mac Mhaighstir Alasdair's poem
1

BirXinn Chlainne Raghnaill .

The examples given have been chosen for their closeness

both to the manuscript and to the oral standard, one from Sean
^ 2.
0 Briainin 20th century Connemara, the other from 19th century

Tiree:

(13) "D'ardaigh se uirthi suas a cuid seolta mo'ra poco'ideacha

pacoideacha. Thug se a tosach go mhuir agus a deire go

thir, nach bhf^gfat se tead tire gan tarraint, maide ramha

gan brise, halamadoir gan robhrise, go ro sglog-sglog ag a

bhfaidhlean binn o thosach na luinge go deire na luinge,
I '

go ro mio ltogai beaga na faraige thuir is na faraige thiar

bheil-deirig a tiocht ar bhois agus ar bhais a mhaide ramha.

Go bhri an mheasga a bhi se a bhaint as a bhfaraige gur

eirigh si ina tri tonna tabhail uirthi..."

"He raised up upon her great spotted speckled sails. He

put her prow to sea and her stern to land, so he should not

leave a mooring-rope unstrained, an oar unbroken or helm

unsmashed, till the sweet-voiced gull cried sglog sglog

from the prow of the ship to the stern of the ship, till the te-1-

woutheismall creatures of the ocean eastward and westward
\

were coming onto the blades of the oars. Because of the

disturbance he was thrashing from the ocean it rose up in

three attacking waves against the ship."

1. Poems of Alexander MacDonald ed. Revs. A. MacDonald (Inverness
1924) pp.370-^OOjsection xvi,^».3?2£.

2. Beal XXVIII 66.



"Thug iad toiseach ri muir's deireadh ri tir: thog iad na

siuil bhreachdach bhaidealach an aghaidh nan crannaibh

fada fiulangach fiutha, le soirbheas beag laghach ciuin

bheireadh duileach far craobh, seileach far beinn's fraoch

og as a bhun's as a fhreumhaichean, ;cur na faraige fiolcanaich

falcanaich an leathair fhinn*s an leathair fhaisg,'s an

fhaochaig bheag chrom chiar bha seachd bliadhna air an

aigeal tort chnig chnag air beul mor's ad air a h-iirlair. Se

bu cheol's bu chanran doibh, sgiamhal easgan, screadail

fiaclan, a bheist bu mhotha ag ithe na beisd bu lugha's
"> y y y

a bheisd bu lugha deanamh mar a dh'fheudadh i. Ghearradh

i an coinlean coirce aig a ro thoiseach le feabhas a stiuir-

imiche's dheanadh Fionn mac Cumhaill iuil na toiseach, stiuir

na deireadh,*s beirt na buillsgein".

"They put prow to sea and stern to land. They hoisted the

speckled battlemented sails against the tall enduring

masts, with a pleasant peaceful little breeze that would

carry off leaves from the trees, willow from the mountain

and young heather from its stalk and roots, throwing the

dashing splashing ocean of the white side and the near side;

and the little crooked dusky whelk that had been seven years

in the abyss going chnig chnag on its big mouth and ad on

its surface. This was music and crooning for them, squealing

of eels, grating of teeth, the bigger beast eating the

smaller beast and the smaller beast doing as it could. She

would cut an oat straw with the point of her prow with the

excellence of Fionn mac Cumhaill's steering: guidance at

her prow, steerage at her stern, and work in her middle."

1. TGSI XV 52, also in W & S IV 252.



The sentences describing the launching of the ship (rather

sporadic in Scotland) and the hoisting of the sails are recognizably

those of the manuscript tales. Alliterating epithets in Ja for the

sails appear in late manuscript tales: bocadach bajndhearg 'spotted
1 2 ✓

pale-red' the regular adjectives in Kerry. Bocoideach 'with a

boss' appears earlier, however, as an epithet of shields^ whence

it seems to have been transferred to the sailing descriptions.

The Scottish epithets breaca baidealach were established in the
4

l8th century, since they occur in Birlinn Chlainne Raghnaill. The

epithets of the masts, alliterating on f, are those regular in

Scotland; in Ireland regularly comh-fhada comhdhxreach 'equally
5 6

high equally-straight' . Rowing is rarely mentioned in Scotland^

but oars frequently appear in Ireland as a part broken by the storm,

or associated with the sea creatures., as here. The list of sea

creatures is sometimes much longer, especially in Kerry: lupadain

lapadainlmuranain maranain,mxolta moralise is rointe, mion-eiscini

na farraige '(????) big beasts, fish and seals, the small fry of
n

the ocean' . The lupadain are probably derived from the 'leviathan^'
g

in manuscript descriptions •

1. Sg.R. 11. 2300, 3804, 6436, 6884.
2. Beal V 4, XXIX 42.
3. Ch. VIII Arming exx (1), (2)> f
4. p.392^..13.
5. Beal I 98, 228 Kerry; VI 117 Connemara, VII 198 Donegal.
6. VSeS IV 150.

7. Beal III 384, XIV 249 Clare, III 449 Caraa.
8. A. Bruford 1966 p.206 n.27j -See. p. a-bove..
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The manuscript opening of the storm may appear in both

Scottish and Irish runs: gun elreadh an fhairge glas *so that the

green ocean would rise up*1, D'eirigh ina sruitheanna *It rose up
2

in streams* . The straining of the ship, though commoner in Irish
3 4

descriptions ; especially in Connemara, also occurs in Scotland }

usually in the form cha robh crann gun lubadh na 3eol gan reubadh

* there was no mast unbent nor sail untom^ which begins the list
of parts damaged in Blrlinn Chlainne Raghnaill.(p.398 1.17)

The securing of the boat at the journey's end, though rare

g
in manuscript , is common orallyj often as a separate description,

either divided from the main run by dialogue, or describing the

hero finding the ship. In Scottish versions the boat is still
7

beached:

(15) "Thachair mo long orra*s bha i air a tarruinn a seachd fad

fein air fearann tioram traighte, far nach dubhadh gaoith's

nach loisgeadh grian's nach deanadh sgoilearan baile mhoir

magaid na fochaid urra."

"I came upon my ship, and she had been pulled up seven times

her own length on dry drained ground, where wind would not

blacken or sun burn her, and the schoolboys of the -toWTi

could not mock or scoff at her."

Q
In Irish descriptions the boat is usually moored:

1. TGSI XIII 70.

2. Baal XV 145.
3. Beal IV 329, V 6 Kerry, IV 225 Clare, V 97, XV 145» ZCP XIX

146 Connemarat Be'al I 140, 189, 330 Mayo.
4. W & S II 60, 348} MWHT I 262} TGSI LXIV 175.

5. HT I l4l. oa9

6. ex. (10) above} Sg.R. 1.2260.
7. WHT II 224.
8. Beal I 98, Kerry.
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(16) "Cheangail se suas 'arthach i n-ait na raibh tona d*a luascadh

na gaoth d,a/ bogadh na gainnimh a ceanna-chogaint aa eanlaithe

ail aer ag cac uirthi. Chuir se dhd' thead i muir agus

tead i dtxr}agus thug se ceangal lae agus lan-bhliana

uirthi trath is na beadh se uaithe ach uair a'chluig."
"He tied up his vessel in a place where wave would not

rock her or wind loosen her or sand mumble at her or the

birds of the air drop droppings on her. He put two ropes

to sea and one rope to land, and he put a binding of a full

year and a day on her though he should be only an hour away

from her."

Other elements of the manuscript description have also developed

differently in the two countries. In Ireland the ship is often

made by magic and kicked out to sea by the hero, who then leaps
1

aboard . Another magical addition appears in Kerry versions of
2

the description, where the sails are described as made of feathers:

(17) "Na raibh bun chleite amach ortha na barr chleite isteach

ortha,ach aon chleite amhain druirmfhionn donn dearg dheanfadh

ceol agus spoirt agus cuileachta do gach aon a bheadh air

bord".

"With no stump of feather outwards on them or tip of feather

inwards on them, but for one white-backed brown red feather

that would make music, sport and fun for everyone on

board".

The same description, apart from the music, is used orally

to describe palaces, where the feather thatch has manuscript
3

antecedents.

1. Beal I 189, X 15.

2. Beal V ^Padraig 0 Loingsigh.
3. Ch. VII , p.WS.
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The same cheerful music is ascribed to the sea-creatures

in sea-voyage descriptions from other parts of Ireland. . The

exuberant atmosphere is farther increased in Conneraara by the eels

going arm-in-arm as they celebrate the hero's progress;Le hilebo

halabo d'eirigh na h-easconax ag dul i n-ascallai a cheile, go

raibh ceol sidhe agus siamsa ag iasg na faraige ague ag eanlaith an

aeir go h~uile le neart 'joy* agus pldisiur '... the eels rose up to

take each other's arms, so that all the fish of the ocean and

birds of the air made fairy music and sport with the strength of
2

joy and pleasure'.

All this is very different from the grim Scottish treatment

of the same material, where the animal's cries, as in some manuscript

tales, are far from pleasant. The ironic 'lullaby'^ already
4 /

occurs in one manuscript tale ; Ba cheol codalta agus ba mhochchorrugud

maidne d'Fiona ocus da mhuintir beith ac eistecht re coicetal na

mara mongruaide 3'Listening to the chorus of the red-maned sea

was a song for sleeping and early-rising in the morning for

Fionn and his men'. The other piece of irony, the breeze which
5

is really a howling gale, seems to be a Scottish oral development.

It sometimes replaces, sometimes stands beside,the manuscript

rising of the ocean.

Different descriptions of the water have developed in

Ireland and Scotland. In Ireland the seabed is disturbed: Chuiridxs

grean na faraige i n-uachtar agus cubhar na faraige i n-xochtar.

1. Beal IV 223 Clare, II 297 Connemara.
2. ZCP XIX 146.

3. W & S III 348.
4. TGD p.265.
5. TGSI XIII 70, WHT II 472, TGSI XXV 202.
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•They drove the ocean gravel to the surface and the ocean foam
1

to the bottom* . This description has manuscript antecedents,
2

whether in early descriptions of fighting in water} or in later

sea-descriptions: tocaibther in grian ocus in gainia a h-ichtar

in mara 'the gravel and the sand are raised from the bottom of the

sea*"'. Tn Scotland stones and shellfish are brought to the
\ 4

surface in Bxrlinn Chlainne Raghnaill , probably the antecedent of
«e?^

the description of the periwinJcle in oral Scottish tradition.

Another expression found in Irish oral descriptions (rarely

in Kerry) is the ploughing of the sea: aHreabhadh na faraige

moire fulcanta falcanta, fial falcanta, fial fairslng domhan, nar

treabhadh ague nach dtreabhfar arxs go branch 'ploughing the great

dashing splashing generously splashing generous wide deep ocean,

5
that was not ploughed and will not be ploughed again till doom'.

It also has manuscript antecedents: in txr nach treabhtliar 'the

land unploughed' . In Scotland the sea is given colours: a*

caitheamh na fairge fiolcanaich folcanach leobharghuirm leabhar-

uaine's leabhar-dheirge Lochlannaich 'going through the dashing
7>

splashing light-blue light-green light-red Scandinavian ocean .

8
Red and blue are the commonest colours , and may derive from the loose

1. Beal III 395.

2. A. Fergusa meic Roich para. 2\ A. Fergusa meic l»eide II p.251.

3. Imth. Aen. 1.245; also CML para 34, JD3F p.24 - as in oral tradition.

4. p. 396 1.13.
5. Beal VI 117,Connemara.
6. OCT para. 11; ECRI p.56.
7. W & S II 58.
8. W & S II 348-, TGSI XIII 70, LXIV 175.

r



use of alliterative colour adjectives in some manuscript
1

descriptions: tiughruadh^ taobhghorm 'thick and red' 'blue-sided'.
The epithet Lochlannach is regular in Scotland. A. Bruford has

2
one example of the colours from Ireland . The epithets for the

sea alliterating on f, apparently derived from folcadh 'washing'^
appear in some late manuscript versions and are regular in both

Ireland and Scotland.

The usual description in Scotland ends with the hypothesis

that the prow could split an oat straw, apparently adapted from

3the motif of the sword which can cut a hair against a stream.

In this use it appears only in Scotland.

1. Of waves, ECRI p.80.

2. 1966 p.208 n.6l.
3. I* ascriptions: ££ I" ft IM, 137-, ENC p. 30.
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The Development of Descriptions. X

Co The Style of tarly Descriptions p.308.
Subject matter: Static scenes: People, Halls.

Informative or Decorative? p.3ii.
Alternation of Prose and Verse, p.3U.

(ii)lhe Style of Later Descriptions p.3i2.
Always prose, decorative.

Subject matter: also Actions: Arming, Fighting, ,,ea-travel.

Elaboration of style: audition of alliterating epithets, p.3lX.
addition of adverbial phrases with co. p.3/fc
repetition of syntactic patterns. p.3ll>.

Ciii) orrowed , escriptions p. 318.
Addition of decorative/archaic language.

Borrowing tracea .de from extant texts. p3l®f.
Longer descriptions compiled from those in extant texts:

1. .mere §§11-16 (chariot) p.3XI.
'. Ferbe II 11. 1-D3 (man and retinue) p.3z3.

§ 37 eg. 93 (ogre) p,3U. 1
('IV): escriptions in Lanuscript Tales p.3X7.

Transmission independent of narrative.

Tales all in 'descriptive' language, p.331.

MLescriptions in Oral Tales p.332.
Examples of long (series of) descriptions.

deneral performance - rapid chant contrasting with narrative, p- 33^..
Style of aral descriptions: regular lines like verse

antithesis p.335.
ononatopeia. p.33l».

Antiquity of Oral Tradition, p.337.
Lists p. 338.
Bubject-matter : placenames, characters, etc.

Informative - index of tales known to teller? p.3y-l-
Decorative - alliterating epithets aaaed.

Lists quoted in several tales,

.uists associated with descriptions. p-3f3-
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The Development of Descriptions X

The history of set-piece descriptive passages in Gaelic

narrative literature can be seen from the following table. The

form and content of the roscad chariot description shows that it

probably derives from prehistoric oral tradition. Descriptive

passages derived in part from those of later manuscript tales

appear in modern Irish and Scottish oral tradition, where each

teller knows his own versions of the passages which he inserts

into any suitable tale.

The style of early descriptions

2 3
The early prose descriptions of people and halls seem to

be as much informative as decorative. The sentences are short

and there is little stylistic ornament. However these descriptions

are also highly traditional. Some phrases have clearly become

formulaic and are maintained, often helped by internal

alliteration, long after their precise meaning had been forgotten.

Detailed description of the hall was abandoned after the Middle

Irish period, but descriptions of people continue to be used

throughout the manuscript tales. The clothing described gradually

changes in accordance with contemporary fashion, but ,for instance,

the weapons described remain the same throughout)even in the

description of arming which supersedes the static description of

the warrior in popularity in late manuscript tales, and is the

only type of description of people to appear in modern oral

tradition.

1. Ch. VI ex (5), p.lbl.
2. Ch.VI exx (1) (2) (3) (8) j fp.ty-5". /ft, /f7,'79.
3. Ch.VII ex
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i.

Old
Irish

Middle
Irish

E. Mod
Irish

Late MS£
i.e. EG!

SgR

1 Oral
- Irish

Oral
Scottish

VI T. Man XP/R XP XPA - - -

T. Man + Retinue XP XP - - - -

T. Women XP/R XP XP - mm mm

T. Retainers XP XP XP - - -

T. Cu Chulainn in chariot XR* XP XP - - XV?*

T. Ogres XP XP XP XP X(IPr) x(ipt)
T. Hags XP XP XP XP XP XP

VII T. Hall XP XV - - X X

King and Land XP XP XP -
- -

Otherworld XV XV XP - - mm

Burial XP* XP* XP* - - mm

Evening - X - - XP XP

Morning - - XP - - -

Feast - XP XP XP XP* XP

Music - - XP - - XP*
Hunt - - XP XP XP mm

Welcome mm - - XP* XP* -

VIII Arming XP XP XP* XP*

Distorting XP XP XP - - -

Challenge - - X XP* XP* XP*
Battle XP XP XP XP - -

Single Combat - XP XP XP XP* XP*

Carnage XP* XP* XP X X X

IX Chariot Travel XP* XP - - - -

Land Travel X X X XP XP XP

Itinerary- XP XP XP XP XP mm

Sea Travel - XP XP XP XP* XP*

Beaching - - X X XP* XP*

XI Storyteller - - - - XP -

Useless Gifts - - - - XP* XP*

IV Bespelling - - - - XP XP*

T. Heaven (in Saints* VT>

Lives) XP ~

T. Hell (in Saints* Lives) - XR XP - - -

X List XP XP XP XP XP -

Genealogy - XP XP - - -
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T t Tuarascbhail

P : Prose

V I Syllabic Verse

R : Roscad

IPT : International Popular Tale

• : Formulaic Wording
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Beside the •informative* prose tradition of early descriptions

of people there was the alternative tradition of description in
1

stressed verse. These must have always been 'decorative1

descriptions: as well as the metric features of style, alliteration

and rhythm, verse in the Gaelic tradition seems always to have

been sung. Roscad descriptions tended to use short sentences as

in prose (usually one sentence is one line) with the same syntax

in successive lines (usually a noun followed by two alliterating

epithets). There has clearly been mutual influence between early

descriptions in prose and in roscad, and verbless descriptive

sentences of a noun plus alliterating epithets also appear in

prose.

In extant manuscript tales there are also instances of

descriptions of people, halls, and the native Otherworld in

syllabic verse. This cannot be a prehistoric tradition, since

syllabic verse seems to have been first cultivated by the monks

of the Gaelic monasteries. They seem to have been interested in
cLS

the happy Otherworld"analogous to the Christian vision of Paradise,

but descriptions of people in syllabic verse versify the traditional

language used in the prose, and the possibility of choice between

descriptions in prose or syllabic verse may be based on the

alternation of prose and roscad in earlier tradition.

In later tales the language of the prose descriptions becomes

much more elaborate, and itself cultivates the ornaments of

alliteration and rhythm. This more elaborate style appears in

almost all examples of the later 'action' descriptions, notably

arming, fighting, and travel by sea.

!. roscad, Ch. VI ex (5) pib^ Ch.V ex.(5) p.ll?.
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The style of the later Prose Descriptions

In the series of descriptions of warriors in the Middle Irish

versions of T^in Be? Cuainge and Mesca Ulad in the Book of Leinstez}''
one or two alliterative epithets are added to each noun-, and in

early Modern Irish the regular number of alliterative epithets is
2 3

two or three per noun > and. may be even more .

Sometimes the number of adjectives qualifying one noun

becomes so extended as to form an adjectival chain: a girl and her

ionar^, an army's swords^, a mailcoat^, a fight''. There are some

examples of this even in Scottish oral tradition, in descriptive
8 9

passages: of a horse or a coat of mail .

Descriptions consisting entirely of adjectives occur early
10 11

of horses , and of the two bulls of Tain Bo Gualnge . The same

12 13
form is later used of people:of Caesar and Megara . An

1. TBC II l.k921, MB II 1.526.
2. Ch. VI exx (9) (12) people5VII ex (22) huntings VIII (a)

exx (1) (2) arming, (b) ex (2) a,b,c,d,e fighting; IX (ii) ex.
(11) a, c seajourney: pp.

3. Caithr. Tholr. p.104, TTT 1.4321: hags; Celtica VI 259 f.
aea travel.

4. 23 epithets, alliterating in threes; 17 epithets C. Cumalr
para. 8.

5. 20 epithets, alliterating in threes: Cog p.l66.
6. 14 epithets, Caithr. Thoir p.39.

7. comrac: 27 epithets CF 1.688jl5 epithets iSTSR para. 144,
alliterating in threes.

8. An Gaidhaal IV 146.

9. Ch. VIII (i) ex. (5) Arming,p. ^Sla.
1. Sta£ne (iii) para. 3» TEDD para. 51 quotedjand drawing the
chariot: Ch.Via pp. 110, II2,.

11. Copfaar I 1.74, C. Findchorad p.400.
12. C. Cath 1.346, called tuarascbhail, 27 epithets alliterating

in threes.

13. Stair Srcuil 1.509t 22 epithets alliterating in threes.
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extraordinary example of this style is the description of a hag

in Caithreim Thoirdhealbhaigh? containing 91 epithets qualifying

badb, the first 31 alliterating on _g_:

(1) "Go bfaCatar ar in ith ar a gcionn badb gher ghoblom

gharmanmc^r ghnuisdub gharbliath ghrainemail ghlaCgharb

ghruadchorr ghlenntsuilech ghruaidfliuch ghrennach gherrfoltach

ghiunach ghimach ghoineeh ghuthgarb ghobchruaid ghlifidech

ghlorach ghailbech gheranach ghruamda ghranda ghrennmailgech

ghrancach ghoiblech ghebach gXluncham ghablinach ghedglach

gherghluinech sheirthech shalcham shiamhsiiilech shopach

shalach shen^rsaid chennmo'r chnabgherr chosfada chrubach

chrobgher chastsr^nach chluaslag chraosdub chlaonbraigdech

chiabfliuch chretlom chorrguailnech ^itchid uathmar fhol-

uaimnech ilrchrom uchtchruaid iscadchaol fholttercainmech

fhiacalghorm altchorr fholtchrion ingaingher orthruag

adarcchaol dirddronnlam chichbeg chrapach chasleicnech

mherchruaid mhainntfliuch mhuineltruag bhrachda bhlenlag

bhronnchrapach chamchaol chrapshliastach dheilech dhornchrom

dhromailtgh^r thonnchuar tharnocht throigtharsna shr^nghorra

shremach shruthderach lomlecanchas lurgainbrec luath luaigh-

illm^r l^msaothrach; "

"So that they saw in front of them at the ford a keen bare-

beaked great weaver's beam-like black-faced rough-grey ugly

rough-grasping high-cheekboned hollow-eyed wet-cheeked bristly

short-haired voracious lobsterish injurious rough-voiced hard-

beaked tormenting noisy peevish complaining gloomy hideous bristly-

browed disgusting groiny talkative crook-kneed bandy ? sharp-

kneed heeled crooked-heeled ? -eyed wispy dirty age-old

large-headed short-lumpy long-legged club-footed sharp-clawed

1. p.lkQ.
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curl^y-nosed weak-eared black-mawed crook-necked wet-haired

bare-framed pointed-shouldered hateful frightful fluttering

very-bent hard-breasted narrow-hocked scanty-haired black-

toothed peak-jointed grizzle-haired sharp-nailed very-

wretched narrow-horned hump-backed small-breasted shrivelled

swollen-legged hard-fingered wet-$*iwed wretched-necked

juicy weak-groined lumpy-bellied crooked-narrow lumpy-

thighed rod-like bent-fisted knobbly-backboned hollow-

surfaced stark-naked crooked-footed dark-blue-nosed rheumy

tear-streaming bare-sloping-legged speckle-shanked swift

greatly-active laborious-handed crone'!

Except in cases like these >the static descriptions continue

with one line for each item. However even in early examples

decoration of items is often expressed with the preposition co :
«•

l^ine co ndergindliud1gelsclath co tuagmilaib . This syntax is
sometimes extended to include parts of the item: dondsciath

dondderg dondchorcra co c8icroth <4ir, co mbil findruini fair 'a

dark red-brown brown-purple shield, with five rings of gold, with
2

a rim of white bronze on it'. . In another description in TBC

3
I traits of character are also expressed with co, used eight

times in the one sentence. The latter part of the description of
k

Fraech's retinue describes the hair, clothes and horns of the

horn-players, and the fools* shields in this fashion.

1. TBC I 3597-8.
2. TBC I 2360, BHM,

3. 11.3709-1*.
*. T.B.Fr. para. 3*f 151,Ch. VI ex (*) • see also Ch-131 ex. (I) (.Hail),p.212,.
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This type of construction, with its possibilities for a

longer sentence containing many rhythmical parallel or anti-

-thetical phrases, building up to a climax or ending with a cadence,
1

is popular in later descriptions. In TEC II Amairgen, instead of

wearing a cloak fastened with a brooch and described in separate

sentences, wears a gormanart cael corrtharach co stuagaib f£thi

figthi f^ta findruini, go cnappib dilai deligthi dergg^ir 'a

narrow fringed dark-HLue garment, with goodly plaited intertwined

loops of white bronze, with strong splendid buttons of red gold'.
2

In Mesea Ulad an< entire description of three doorkeepers consists

of triar uathmar allmarda co pudrallaib imgerra urarda 'three

fearsome foreign men, with very short, very high shaggy heads of

hair'j continuing 'with dun grey foreign clothes about them,

with three copper darts in their left hands, with three iron

staffs in their right hands'. Three much longer descriptions of

the three divisions of the Dubloioges in T^in Bo Flidhaise II"'

also follow the same pattern, repeated (at least in the first) for

shields, cloaks, jackets, shirts (scuird) swords, spears, mailcoats,

neckpieces and helmets, each noun followed by three alliterating

adjectives. In other descriptions quoted co is used to add abstract
/ ^ 5

qualities and material items to Cu Chulainn's chariot , a hag,

and a sword^. In the descriptions of Pompey and Caesar arming in

Cath Cathardha, this pattern, expanded not only with alliterative

epithets but also adverbial phrases attached to each subsidiary

1. UV+9.
2. II 771-5.
3. CR II 208.

The later description:Ch. Via exx(19) and (27158.
5. Ch. VI people (12)^-195.
6. Arming ex (3),p.;l5'3.
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1
item, is used repeatedly . It seems to be a high Middle Irish

characteristic.

In the formulaic roscad description of the chariot, and the

formulaic lines on the same pattern which appear in early prose

and.
descriptions of people, each item has its own sentence, each part

of the description is syntactically parallel. In the prose

descriptions each item has a separate sentence*,but some have one

or more descriptive phrases,while others have none,so that the

syntax is no longer parallel, although some of the lines are

formulaic. They are also further broken up by comparison,
ami

hypotheses,"appeals to the audience. However in later prose

descriptions parallel syntax is deliberately cultivated again,

doubtless for rhythmic purposes. Two of the techniques used in

descriptions of people and their accoutrements have been discussed

above, but the same style is also found in descriptions of actions.

The arming description already has a repeated structure whereby

each item is put on over the one before,and individual items can

be treated in any of the ways described above, but in the more

impressionistic descriptions of fighting and sailing each different

section of the run may repeat a different pattern. The style,

though not the wording,becomes conventional; though some of the

sections have survived with their conventional syntactical

pattern to the formulaic runs of modern oral tradition.

The examples of fighting and sailing descriptions illustrate

some of the possible patterns: fighting Ch. VIII (2) a (p.2Jr&)i
abstract noun qualified by noun in the genitive plus two epithets,

1. Caesar's spears 5300 (7 times), his shield 5311 (3 times);
Pompey's sword 4686 (5 times), his helmet 4694 (3 times)
quivers 5450 (7 times).
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all four alliterating; (2b) finite verb with noun subject plus two

epithets, all four alliterating; (2c) three alliterating adjectives

used as adverbs with co^d)noun object plus three epithets, all

alliterating; (2e) two alliterating finite verbs and their noun

subject; (2f)abstract noun qualified by noun in the genitive and

verbal noun plus preposition, all three alliterating; (2g) noun

qualified by verbal noun plus preposition, both alliterating (pp-2U>"2).
1

Sailing:'(3Jla): prepositional phrase of noun plus two/three epithets,

all alliterating-(71b) as fighting (2g)(pi<?b)-Both of these survive

in the sailing run in oral tradition in Ireland and Scotland.
1

In the sailing description when the ocean rises in, or the

ship sails over, watery ridges and banks, hills and humps, these

almost synonymous metaphors for waves seem to serve mainly to
2

repeat the structure. In the fighting run the nouns used are

synonyms: the heroes offered combat, strife, battle and fight.

Four synonyms are again used deliberately to describe a fight in

the earliest version of Bruidhen Cheise Chorainn^, where the final

comrac is described with a chain of ten epithets. The same

if
technique is used in the description of a hag: . Finn and his men

see an t-arracht ... agus an seirgne ... agus an amaid * the

spectre^and the withered hag,and the sorceress*, each noun being

followed by four or five alliterative epithets. Other examples

can be found in other early Modern Irish tales. The earlier

version of this technique seems to use a repeated pronoun, rather
5

than synonymous nouns. In Cathcharpat Serrda the Middle Irish form

1. Ch IX (ii) examples (9) and (ll)a
2. Ch. VIII (b) ex. (2d),p.Wl.
3. LSS P.7. (*?)p-ISlj
*f. TTT 1.if321 - the same tale from which^fighting (2d) Ch VHIb,

arming Ch VIII a (Z)\sailing Ch IX (ii)(lie)are taken.
P.X52.' p-1%

5. p.196. r '



at iat 'and they' is used four times to break up the adjectival

chain describing Cu Chulainn's horses. In Fled Bricrend the
2 g

description of an ogre begins _se 'he', followed by nine epithets,

and twelve more are divided by the pronoun into groups with

alliterative and jingling rhyme:

(2) "Se tailc talchar tinsensach, se sotal sucach s^itfedach,
se rengmar rigtren roehalma, se borb brogda bachlachda"i

"He strong, violent, haughty, he arrogant, wanton, puffing,

he great-loined,strong-forearmed,very valiant, he fierce,

excessive, churlish".

In his arming run in TBC BMMp Laeg's inar is so described, and

there are two examples of this style in Aislinge meic Conglinne,
4 5

in descriptions of the hero and the woman . It appears in Early

Modern Irish^, though not thereafter.

Borrowed Descriptions

This elaboration of the prose descriptions shows the import¬

ance they were felt to have as part of the narrative style of the
•Wes

later manuscriptv. Some specially elaborate examples were even

7
recorded independently . Other redactors borrow descriptions,

1. para. 37.

2. Quoted Ch. VI ex (10),p.lS:i.
3. I 2191»3 repeats.

4. I p.87, 3 repeats.

5. I p.97» 4- repeats.
6. Stair Srcuil ocus a B^s ed G. Quin ITS XXXVIII (1936),

1.1024, of Hercules, 5 repeats; TTT again, 1.4668, of a
lion, 6 repeats.

7. Cathcharpat Sercfla, (Cu Chulainn's cliariot); Celtica VI 259f.
(the sea voyage - with the name of the supposed author).
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or compile longer, more elaborate versions, from those in earlier

written texts. This method of adding ornament to the descriptions

also indulges the taste for archaism. Even when the source is

unknown^sometimes the language of the description is clearly older

than that of the text in which it is placed, as in the translated
1

tale Imthechta Aeniasa ,and in Early Modern Irish Cath Maighe
2

L^ana, where the arming description contains accusatives .

Nevertheless the language of the descriptions is often

archaizing, Comparisons with the equative, obsolescent in the

11th century, appear in the additions to the Acallam and in the

apparently recently composed description of the three war-engines

in TBC Stowe.

Often the source of a borrowed description can be identified

from extant texts. A large part of the description of lltain from

Togail Bruidne Da Derga^ has been borrowed in the later version

/ k
of Tochmafc Etaine (ii) . The description of the ugly lad who

becomes the 'Spirit of Poetry' in the Prull article of Cormac's

Glossary reappears in the tale of Find's adventure with the
S /

spectres of Ibarglend j and the description of Cu Chulainn's

distortions, sickled chariot and attack on the Men of Ireland

1. ITS YI xiv-xv.

2. para. ^1, n.

3. paras. 1-2 j pp.1^8,Ch. VI ex (3).
k. para. 3-^-.
5. RC XIII 5.
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has been borrowed from the TBC section Brislech Maige Muirthemne
1

into the later version of his death tale . The early version of

Cath Maighe Rath and the second Cath Maighe Turedh share the
2

same description of a battle > and a list of the Ulsterwomen in one

manuscript of Fled Bricrend^ also appears in Talland Btair^.
✓ C

The list of the forces of the men of Ireland in Tain Bo Cualnge

is quoted in an even shorter and corrupt form;as a list of the

Tuatha De Dananntin Cath Fitmbragha^ and Toraigheacht Dhiarmada
7 S

agus Ghr^inne *; agus moran eili ... nach airimhter ann so'and many

others not reckoned here*, agus moran eile 'and many others'^. The
10

madness of Suibhne is repeated in the madness of Bricriu in Tain
11 12

Bo Flidhaise II . Part of a battle-description from that tale

is repeated in Eachtra Chloinne Righ na hloruaidhe , while the
*\k

battle description found in only one manuscript is the same as

1. ACC II paras. Jk-5, sometimes called Brislech Maige
Muirthemne(TBC I 2072 n)from this episode.

2. CMR I pp. 236-8, CMT (ii) para. 132; M. O'Brien Eriu XII 239.

3. para. 28, LU.

k. RC VIII, LL 134-25•
5. I 39^+5, LL k688.Se*-j>.3Z1«1'
6. 1.357-78.
7. ITS 1.872, Introd.xvii,
8. CF 1.378.
9. TDG 1.88S.

10. B, Shuibhne para. 11.
11. CR III 10.

12. CR II 308.
13. pp. 66-7.
Ik. p.92 n.5.
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one in Gath Fiflntragha , omitted or abbreviated or found in a different
2

place in the late manuscripts . The part of the sea journey

describing the cries of the beasts in Gath Fimitr^gha also appears

in Tc^raigheacht Taise Taolhhghile^. The description of the hag

quoted from In Cath Cathardha also appears in Toraigheacht an

A
Chairthe Sgarloide : cailleach dhochrach dhoidhealbha chaolghr^nna

chruaidhreangach, with the lines describing her middle, and

5
hawk's talons . It seems descriptions in late tales may borrow

from those much earlier: the lines togbhail mhxn-mhali mhanla

rioghamhail i n-a mhailghidhibh, tibridhte seirce ina rioghghruaidhlbh

ceachtardha in the description of a young warrior in Eachtra an

Mhadra Mhaoil^ also seem to be derived from the description of

Etain in TBbD, or T. Etaine (fl) H ,in the same manuscript-

Sometimes the several written sources from which a long

elaborate description has been compiled can be identified. The very

rp
full description of Cii Chulainn in his chariot from Tochmarc Emere,

including the roscad description of the chariot,is on a well-known

theme; but some of the sections show very close verbal agreement

with passages in other tales, all found in LU and in the same

scribal hand. The description begins with the conventional chariot
8 Q

noises • A description of the horses follows, first as a pair,

1. 11.1050-63.
2. 1050 n, Appendix IA p.56.
3. CF 1.50. TTT 1.1246
b. Para. 23.

5. Ch. VI ex (12,), p. 18^-.
6. p.^jin Eg. 1782.
7. paras. 11-16.
8. Quoted Land-travel (l),p.2&l.
9. para. 12.
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1
and then individually ; but after da ech comm&ra comchrotha 'two

equally- large horses, of like form',the epithets are exactly those
2

of Loegaire's horses in Fled Bricrend ,while the individual

descriptions are from Cxi Chulainn's horses in the same tale"'.
k

The description of the chariot is not identical with any other,

but two lines from two versions, spoiling the metrical pattern,

show signs of compilation: sithbe find findairgit co fethain

findruine *a white pole of white silver with a ring of white bronze',

cret T^rard draibind 'si credae cromglinde 'a very high very beautiful

frame, and it of tin, curved and solid'. The description of Cu

Chulainn himself"' apparently combines the descriptions found in
6 7

Fled Bricrend and in Siaburcharpat . It begins as in FB, with the
g

conventional sentence describing the lline added before the account

of the multiple pupils, here reduced to seven, like FB, T. Bmere

describes Cu Chulainn as breathing sparks, followed by the con¬

ventional comparisons of teeth and brows found at the end of the

description in Siaburcharpat. The following sentences describing

Cu Chulainn's sword and spear are found in Slaburcharpat, but

1. para. 13«

2. para. ^5, quoted Cu Chulainn (2), from Comluatha (pJTO).
3. paras. ^9-50, quoted Cil Chulainn (3), including the account of

their progress

k. para. 14-
5. para. 13.

6. para. 51.

7. 1.926^,866 cA Chulainn Via,pp./<?#-?.
8. See People ,Ch. VI p. IbZ.
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between them is a metric description of two spears not found in

these sources. T. Emere also adds rays of love in Cti Chulainn's

cheeks. After the description of Cu Chulainn comes the description
1

of the charioteer } and this is taken word for word from Siaburcharpat.

Another example is the three companies of Maine Morgor in
2

Tochmarc Ferbe
} of which only part of the description of the second

company, and the description of the third,containing Maine himself,

survive; the rest being lost together with the opening of the

text. However what remains of the second company is clearly

related to the retinue of Ochall Oichni in Cophai^in da Muccida"'.
Both wear white shirts with purple fringes (co n-esnadaib) on

their sides. The shields on their backs have engraved insignia

(co fethlaib condualaib) and rims (imli) of white bronze: a

further phrase co mbilib airgit 'with silver rims' is added in

T. Ferbe. Each man carries a spear (moelgae) (two in T. Ferbe)

with silver rivets. There are fifty coils (torachta) of refined

gold on each spear. (This sentence recurs, see below). The men

wear neither shoes nor helmets (assai, celbair;T. Ferbe; iallacraind,

cennbair:Cophar). In both texts swords are described between the

shields and the spears, but the description is not the same. A
if

line from the retinue of Bodb described in Cophar appears in the

5
description of Maine's company in T. Ferbe : it contained none

but the sons of kings and queens.

Maine's company is divided into fifty on red-brown horses

and fifty on white red-eared horses. The white red-eared horses

1. para. 16.
2. II 11.1-53-

3. II 11.137-^3-
k. II 98.

5. 1.22.



have had their manes and tails 'dyed in purple * , a motif found in
1

the same words in one manuscript of T^in B6 Dartada } in another
description of a retinue. The reins have double 'lines', with

gold 'bubbles' (bolga) on one line and silver on the other.

However after this introduction this part of the description

seems to borrow from the retinue of Fraech in T^in Bo Fra^h
2

also in LL >though considerably rearranged and expanded. The

horses have bridles of gold, and also silver, and the little bells

on the peytrel (maelchircul) in T. Ferbe sound 'as sweet as the

strings of the mendchrot played by the hands of sages' with the

movement of the horses. There is a chariot of white bronze with

ribs of gold and silver between each two horses, and the silver

threads from the saddles, here sadall, tie them to the chariot-

frames (prett), while the clasps 'with wonderful animal terminals'

go over the chariot sides.

The chariot warriors are described next, wearing fringed

purple cloaks (corcra cortharach) with silver and gold fringes.

Otherwise the description of the clonics is as in T.B.Fr. with

decorated corners, here of copper, and animal brooches. The

description of the shirts is rather different: lenti srebnaidi

sj-tai co tuagnadmannaib di or bruthi buide i custul fria ngelch-

nessaib 'filmy silken shirts with arched fastenings of smelted

yellow gold gathered up next their white skins', and the silvern

shields (on their backs) have a border of gold (timchell)with

a variegation of carbuncle gems and precious stones of every colour

1. para. 4, Eg. 1782.
2. T.B.Fr. para. 3, quoted People (4), Ch.YIp. 15*1.
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The spears (da chaindill gaiscid di slegaib cc^icrinnechaib 'two

warriors*candles of five pronged spears') in each man's hand bear

fifty rivets of white bronze, and fifty of gold, and the following
1

hypothesis also appears in the earlier version of T. Ferbe : if a

sack of gold were required from each man the rivets of each man's

spear would pay it off. Each spear bears coils of refined gold,

but the description of 'points' and 'front-irons' has become

•raised parts (airth^cbail) of carbuncles... with variegation of

precious gemsI They shine like sunbeams,as before. The fifty

gold-hilted swords have gained hilts of ivory and scabbards on

the warriors' belts.

After this comes the line describing the horsewhips from
2

TBFr. followed by the description of Maine himself , a conventional

account of physical beauty. After this come the seven hounds,

where T. Ferbe adds the musical sound made by the clashing of the

silver chains and the golden balls, and the line 'There was no

colour that was not on them' refers to the animals. The hornplayers

lose their mantles (lenn)^ but the druids, the description of whose

shields is altered, gain speckled cloaks, and the harpers purple

ones.

The relationship of these passages in TBFr. and T. Ferbe is

further strengthened by the introduction of the watchman device

af£er the description. A watcher sees their approach and announces

that since Ailill and Medb (TBFr.) or Conchobar (T. Ferbe II 11.?0)

came to power, a more beautiful company has never approached the

stronghold; and their aristocratic scent is mentioned - in TBFr.

1. I 1.29.

2. 11.37-44.
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like being in a wine vat, in T. Ferbe an apple orchard. In each

case the chief warrior is throwing his lance ahead of him as he

comesjand his hounds catch it before it reaches the ground}and

sixteen people are suffocated in the throng to see the visitors.

However all these descriptions of retinues seem to be related in

some degree in their present written form - in Cophar both companies

consist of chariots and mounted men, and seven score people die
1

just at the sight of such Otherworld splendour , before the company

dismount and set their horses loose,as in TBFr. and T. Ferbe.

In Tochmarc Bmere and Tochraarc Ferbe the whole description

may well have been added at once; there is at any rate no descrip¬

tion of Maine in the earlier version of T. Ferbe. However one

■>

description of an ogre in Fled Bricrend-" in LU has been expanded
3in a later version" with sentences clearly drawn from descriptions

in other tales. In both versions the description begins Co n-acca

in scailfer mor ina dochum 'He saw a great spectre coming towards

him! Eg.93,omitting a reference in LU to the ogre's tuaruscbail

(see below),continues with nine alliterative epithets from LU,

somewhat rearranged. The passage quoted above, ex (2),containing

further epithets, is however omitted. The next two lines of the later

version, every joint as black as coal, and hair like a wild horsefe
k

mane, also occur in Echtra Mhac nSchach of a hag . The ogre's eyes

are dark and watery. The descriptions of his teeth , each as big

as a fidchell board, occurs of a hag in the verse Dindshenchus

of Cam Mail . A ship in full sail could go down his open maw,

1. II 1.111

2. para. 37, quoted between Ch. X (2) and People (10)^.318,132..
3. Eg. 93, quoted FB p.ff (15th - l6th century).
k. para. 11

5. Met. Dinds. Ill p.138 1.70
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an image which appears in an ogre description in Aided 3uill ocus
1

Gairb . Lines about his nose ana middle also appear in EMS . The
2

hypothesis about scattering salt from Fochond loingse Fergusa

appears with the epithets from EME in the description of his shins,

and four fu,lther epithets used of the shins in SMS appear two

lines later of the ogre's thighs, after a sentence on his calves.

Five pairs of alliterating epithets qualifying the giant and his

tuarascbail are presumably an expansion of Nirbo segunda a thuarascbail

at the beginning of the LIT version of the passage. The only other

part of that description to appear is an expansion of the sentence

on the club, without the comparison to a millshaft. The final

sentence, on the ogre's mantle (arait), also appears in the

expansion of the description of the hag in Togail Eruidne La Derga
3

in a later manuscript . It is perhaps worth noting that the line

in LIP about the ogre's senbrisca also occurs of a hag in Coir
k

Anmann , together with the image of her curach fiacal 'fence of

teeth', which also occurs in the description of the hag in the

verse version of EMS"*. At any rate this description of an ogre

in FB, from teeth to shins, and the line about the club, has

itself been borrowed, together with the description from Sanais

Cormaic: Prull, in the tale of Finn and the spectres.0

Descriptions in Manuscript Tales

Descriptions borrowed and rewritten from earlier tales may

add an archaic flavour to manuscript texts, but there is also

1. para. 9-
2. Quoted People (ll)^Ch. VI pA83.
3. para. 61, Eg.1782.

para. 70.
5. Eriu IV 100.
6. PC XIII 5-
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evidence in manuscript tales with earlier and later versions that

the descriptions may have always had a status independent of

particular talesjand been added or subtracted at will, as in
tale.s recited in modern oral tradition. In Tain Bo Cualnge

1
each of the versions that survives complete contains a different

selection of descriptive passages. In Recension I the account of

Cu Chulainn•s Boyhood Deeds includes a description of his distortions
2

with battle fury not in II, which however closes this part of the

tale with a description of him restored to his usual beauty.^
4

Another description of his battle fury is likewise peculiar to

Recension I. In Recension I the arrival of Fergus in a chariot is
5

described both when he comes with Etarcomol> and before the later
G 7

fight with Fer Diadj but only in the former place in Recension II.

■^n Comrac ^ir Dis-d in Recension I, after the poem Rocluiniur cul

carpait 'I hear the noise of a chariot', there follows the

description of Cu Chulainn's chariot, horses, himself and his
8

charioteer entitled Tuarascbail charpait Con Culaind annso .

9
In Recension II a list of chariot-noises precedes this poem,

while a different description, of Cu Chulainn'e chariot and horses

1. TBC I, ' successive modernizations in i_t, Stowe.

2. Macgnfmartha 1.428.
3. LI 1198-1205, St.
4. Inserted by hand H in LU, TBC_I 1651.
5. I 1312.

6. I 2706-20.

7. LL 1595.

8. I 2941-72 YBLjomitted in M3.C.
9. 2850-6.

(
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1

only, follows the next poem . Two other sections of Recension I
2

also contain passages on the same theme. Brig ech Maige Muirthemne

follows the description of Cu Chulainn's sickled chariot with an

older prose version describing chariot and horses, omitted in
3

Recension II . Tochim na. mBuiden in Recension I ends with a roscad

description of Cu Chulainn, chariot and horses, in open disagree¬

ment with the plot of the tale. This is omitted in Recension II,

and replaced by another rose description, of Cu Chulainn's

followers who are lamenting the absence of their wounded lord.

There are other differences in the series of descriptions in

Tochim na mBuiden.LL omits one of the passages from Recension I,

while the Stowe version contains not only it but adds a group of
5 6

seven other descriptions of people, and one of three war engines .

Even when a description remains in the same place the contents may

not be the same, as with the descriptions of Cormac Conlong-es'
7

three companies at the beginning of Recension I , and of Fedelm
g

the prophetess . Only about a third of the list of the names of
9

the Men of Ireland, in threes, appears in the later version .

A similar pattern appears between the different manuscripts of

later tales, for instance in Eachtra Chloinne Righ na hToruaidhe f

10
where a description of a battle and carnage appears in one manu-

1. 2914-25-
2. 2279-91.

3. LL 2295-9.
4. 3771t the 3 sons of Fiachna.
5. 4447-567.
6. 4591-661.
7. 1.9, TBC II LL 156.
8. I 29 , LL 183.
9. I 39^5-81, LL 4691-703 (without notice of abbreviation),
10. pp. 92-4.
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1
script only, one manuscript omits a feast-description, and one a

2
description of numberless wounds , while descriptions of the sea

3 4
journey and a man differ between manuscripts. Of the two manu¬

scripts of Giolla an Fhiugha, one does not contain the opening

5
genealogy, an itinerary, and a feast', while the other indicates

abbreviation of the description of the king's reign and an arming
g

run . It adds to the description of a sea journey, while the

7
other adds to the description of a hag , and each manuscript has a

g
different version of one arming description .

Sometimes the manuscript tradition shows descriptions

being added to earlier tales; the Book of Lismore adds a description

of Conn citcathac-h'-S good reign (in prose and verse) to the end of

Airne Fingein, and one manuscript adds an incongruous description of
9

a battle to the very plainly-told tale Cath Airtig . In other

cases existing descriptions are expanded in later manuscripts: of
10

a woman in Imram Curaig Ua gCorra , various people in Acallam na
/ 1 1 12

Senorach
y the hags in Togail Bruidne Da Derga and Bruiden Da

13
Choca .

1. p.l4o.
2. p.190.
3. PP. 54, 76.
4. p.84.
5- pp. 2, 8,£0£.
6. pp. 4, 4o.
7. pp. 24, 40.
8. p.32.
9- A. Fingein para. XV T C. Airtig para. 1*+.
10. para. 54.
11. Fr. MS,11.364,380,944.
12. para. 6l, Eg.1782.
13. para. 33,by the addition of alliterating adjectives



In some manuscript tales whole sections are filled with the

elaborate language of the descriptions. The series of descriptions

of people called Tochim, linked by repeated stylized dialogue,

are added to in different versions of TBC and TBDD. The section

of TBC called Brislech Maige Muirthemne, besides containing the
1

early type of description of a warrior quoted , and a roscad
2

exhortation uttered by him, continues with a description of Laeg

and Cu Chulainn arming, Cu Chulainn distorting and leaping into

his sickled chariot, the carnage he makes of the enemy, a list of

the slain, and a description of his beautiful appearance the next

day, all in elaborate 11th century language. These are conventional

themes for description, but in later tales the same alliterative,

syntactically repetitive and a rhythmic style, spreads to the

prose narrative. According to A. Bruford^
'The runs in the romances are not really separate pieces

at all. It is often hard to decide where the run ends and

the normal process of narration, involving a different

degree of the same use of alliterative adjectives, begins

again'.

Nevertheless, many of the conventional descriptions popular in

the romances, such as battles and sea voyages, can be found in

manuscript tales older than this inflation of narrative style,

and can be recognized even in the romantic tales by their standard

opening phrases: the rushing together of the battle lines, the

hoisting of the sails, the putting on of the culaith ghaisge. So

1. Ch. VI ex (l^p./fS-.
2. I only, 1.2117.

3. 1966 p.36.
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many of the romantic tales consist of conventional scenes - an

opening hunt, followed by the appearance of a hostile supernatural,
1 2

followed by a fight or a sea-journey in pursuit, that there is

very little tale beside the runs. Such episodes and tales seem to

have been designed to show off the linguistic skill of the

reciter. Given that the formulaic descriptions were already

highly-regarded,it seems natural that once such decorative language

was no longer dependent on the memory of an oral teller, but could

be read from the manuscript, it should spread to parts of the tale

previously told in plainer fashion.

descriptions in Oral Tales

Similar shows of decorative language have been attempted by

oral tellers in modern Ireland and Scotland. In Ireland in the

folk-tale Prionnsa na mBreag'^ runs describing a sea journey are

followed by a challenge and a feast, arming and a feast, arming

and a feast, arming and a fight. In one Scottish version of
if

PGP the hermit's tale begins with hunting, finding the beached

ship, one sailing run, another sailing run and a feast, and this is

repeated with an extra run describing the hero fighting an army,

and repeated again with him putting on his battle-dress. One

strange tale in Scottish oral tradition, apparently of some

manuscript origin since its hero is Sir Uallabh/Falbh ie. Sir

1. BCC,
2. TGD.

3. Beal I 188-197.
*+. Murchadh mac Briain, Donald Shaw VHT II 220-9.
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Balbhuaidh = Gawain, in both collected versions consists almost

entirely of runs; sailing, feasting, beaching, arming, a challenge

and a fight, a challenge,arming and a fight, another fight, a
1

challenge and a fight-, bespelling, arming, a sea voyage, arming
2

and a fight .

As has been shown,the runs of oral tradition often derive

quite closely from conventional descriptions in manuscript, and

the teller can use his versions to show off his command of the

literary language and rare words. A teller would use any run

that he knew at the appropriate point in any of his tales, if he

so wished. Under pressure from the early collectors of oral

tales, with their slow methods of manual transcription, tellers
3

often omitted their runs". However they could also repeat them
if

independently of the tale . Unless for some particular tour de

force,oral runs, like those in Middle Irish manuscript tales,

are usually separated by passages of plain narrative or dialogue.

1. TGSI XIII 69-75.

2. An Gaidheal IV 261.

3. WHT I 21, III 3^6 n.,Donald MacPhie.

k. WHT II ^71;Donald MacPhie.
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The runs of oral tradition often derive their wording quite

closely from conventional descriptions in manuscript, and frequently
1

preserve obsolete words and forms . Their unintelligibility to

the ordinary listener may have made the oral tellers still even

more impressive, though sometimes the tellers did not understand

their runs themselves. The important thing seems to have been the

runs* impressive sound. They were also recited faster than the
2

ordinary narrative , at a speed 'you would have thought beyond the
3

compass of human breath'j enough to make the teller break out in
1

k 5
sweat . E. Flower's account of an old man in the Blasket

islands shows the distinction between runs and ordinary narrations

"At the end of one of these he would check a moment with

triumph in his eye, draw a deep breath, and embark once

more on the level course of his recitation."

The structure of oral runs is considerably streamlined from

some of their manuscript antecedents. Rhythm and alliteration are

important, but a syntactical pattern is rarely repeated for purely

aural effect, though, for example, the sea run in Ireland can

contain a list of the names of the sea beasts as long as those in

the manuscripts. The sentences are broken up into units of manageable

length, and the decorations of alliteration, assonance, and even

rhyme can give the impression of verse, especially in Scotland,

where J. F. Campbell0 thought these 'measured prose passages'

were 'bardic recitations turning into prose'. They are quite

1. LF p.209.
2. Scotland: LF p.209* Ireland: J. Delargy 19^5 P«35.
3. R. Flower, 19^7, p.105.
k. FB para. ^8 n.

5. op cit*

6. HT I,Introd.xli-ii.
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1

often printed as verse by editors . The changes have been discussed
2

with examples by A. Bruford t including a detailed analysis of

particular Scottish travelling and music runs"'. Nouns and their

epithets are arranged in pairs the same length, preferably with
if

alliteration or rhyme, and extra epithets are dropped; phrases

are arranged in pairs, or threes, with a longer third element to
5

give a cadence .

A distinctive feature in oral runs, involving both context

and language, is the use of antithesis. The Scottish hag with her

breasts thrown over alternate shoulders and her teeth sticking

out in different directions^, the Irish palace where the feather
7

plumes are outwards and the quills inwards , the Scottish palace
g

that can be seen out of but not into , the Scottish feast where

9
music is taken up and grief 3et aside •, the Irish and Scottish

10
fighting run where hard ground is made soft or vice versa,

and in Irish the high ground low and vice versa, and in Scottish

the enemy is driven down deepest to his eyes, least to his knees,

and friends are far and enemies near; the land travel at evening
11

where the white clouds disappear and the black clouds come •

1. eg. /HT I 2 90n (SCCR)1 The only authority for writing this as
poetry is the rhythm and alliteration of the original!

2. 1966 pp. 201-4
3. m I 310: ECOR

pp. ibttm
4. Ch. VIII Fighting exx (3) (4); IX sailing exx (13) (14),*>.2f?,300.

Pf.vn,-,zsi 11
5. CH VIII Arming exx (5) (6)5 IX ex (l4) Scottish sea-breeze ,p-300.
6. Ch. VI people (13),p.l%b.
7. Ch. VII (a) Hall, Ch. IX ex (17) also sailing:pp.JUS,303.
8. Ch. VII Hall (2),p.2-lfa.
9. Ch. VII Feast (18),p.'2-3?.
10. Ch. VIII Fighting exx (3) (4) , pp.24% 2-70.
11. Ch. VII Nature exxO»)0) anc* discussion,pp.2Al>-8.
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1
the Irish giant who bends the top of the wood to the bottom •

the Irish and Scottish sea run where the prow of the ship is put

to sea and the stern to land^ and in Irish the gravel and foam

change places from the bottom to the top. Many of these ideas

have manuscript antecedents. There are other antitheses which do

not appear in oral tradition, for instance the 'new of every food

and old of every drink* in the feasting run, but in general they

are especially common in oral runs.

Another feature mainly introduced in oral tradition is the

use of onomatopeia. The noises made by the Irish (Oonnemara)

seagull and the Scottish sea shell in the sea journey description
3

are regularly mimicked rather than described . The sound of beer kegs

being opened is mimicked in a Scottish closing run describing a

If
feast . It is clear the oral tellers knew their run3 off by

heart, and while the rich language kept their audience enthralled
3

they could be recalling the next part of the tale . A teller

might use any run he knew at the appropriate point in any of his

tales. In Scotland early collectors of tales found that under

the pressure of laborious manual transcription tellers would omit
g

their 'impassioned language* , while Donald MacPhie was also able to
7

give an outline of his version of EIA but recite the runs in full .

This is the background C. O'Rahilly sees behind the description of

1. Land travel Gh. IX

2. Sea, Ch. IX exx (13). (1*0 ,^.2/^,300.
3. Ch. IX Sailing exx (13) (1*0t pp.Ml,300.
4. Feasting Ch. VII (*f),p.i<#-l.
5. J. Delargy 19^5 P»35.
6. WET I 21.

7. WHT II V?l.



C6 Chulalnn and his chariot throughout manuscript tales - known

by heart to the redactors, who might introduce it whenever they
1

saw fit.

Conventional descriptive passages are characteristic of oral

literature in other languages, and some of the Gaelic types, such

as arming and the sea voyagejare those found in many countries.

These two types make their first appearance in Gaelic manuscript

tales with their conventional wording already well established.

Presumably prehistoric Gaelic literature had a number of

conventional runs like modern oral tradition, even though this is

not reflected in the earliest written tales; and descriptions

in later manuscript tales are probably derived in some way from

oral tradition. Early descriptions of people in prose may have

been recast to provide information rather than aural decoration,

but the stereotyped phrases they contain need not be new.

Descriptions of sea-voyaging and feasts may from their language

have been established orally before they were written down at all.

Once written, the written version of a run seems to have been

felt as the standard, at least for a time; a view clearly held by

some modern oral tellers who had heard manuscript tales read.

Huns must have been gradually changed in oral as in manuscript

tradition. A. Bruford thinks that some late tales in manuscript

2
may have been written up from oral versions, and some elements

of modern oral runs appear in late manuscript tales^such as

Eachtra Ghiolla an Fhiugha and those in the Sgealta Romansuiochta
collection. It seems possible to me that occasionally phrases in

late manuscript runs may be adapted from, rather than the source

of, such phrases in oral traditon. The close similarities between

1. Cathcharpat Serrda , p. Ity.
2. 1966 p.51.



Irish and Scottish oecotypes of runs (some of which can be traced

in the same form from tellers 50 years or more apart) indicates

that these may well have been established in oral tradition before

the cultural area was divided by political difficulties and the

plantation of Ulster.

Conventional descriptions do not seem to be the only passages

used in different tales for oral display. A very similar pattern

of usage appears with lists of names in both manuscript and oral

tradition. In oral tradition some further scenes of dialogue,

like those of question and identification with the watchman device

in the manuscript tochim, are also memorised in a fixed form, the

most notable example being the bespelling run, especially popular
1

in Scotland, and quoted in Ch. IV.

Lists

I have already considered itineraries of place-names as a

type of description of a land-journey. Some other lists of names

are rather similar, for instance the plains cleared by Midir in
ej "7

Tochmsrc ^tafne
} or the rivers which helped C-& Chulainn^

if
or were dried up by magic when Conaire needed a drink . QUit®

commonly in Early Irish a messenger is instructed to summon a

list of chieftains to battle from their dwellings, also named, and

5
the performance may then be described with an itinerary.

1. Ex. (4)"b,c., p.fZ.
2. T»_5tafne (i) para. 15.
5. TBC I CFD 1.31V?.
4. TBDD paras. 15^-5.
5. TBC I 3011 (Tochestol Ulad); CRR TWTI,para.7-

T. B. Flidhaiae II, CR III 126-8 (Also Sriu VIII 137-8,
Toichestal T£na 3^ Flidhaisi); C. Aenaigh Macha paras. V-5;
itinerary.
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Tales quite often include a list of the characters taking

part, especially in cycles, where the same names reappear in other
1

stories. There are many lists of warriors of the Finn and

Ulster cycles,as in Fled Bricrenn(para. 12)where the Ulaid are
2

gathered for the feast:

(1) "Batir h/ iarom b^tar im Chonchobur i n-airinuch in tige,
/ /

i. Fergus mac Roich, Celtchar mac Uthechair, Eogan mac

Durthacht, ocus di mac ind rig.i. Fiacha ocus Fiachaig,

Fergna mac Findchoxme, Fergus mac Leti, Cuscraid Mend

Mhcha mac Conchobair, Sencha mac Ailella, tri maic Fiachach.i.

Rus ocus D^re ocua Imchad,Muinremur mac Geirrgind, Errge

Echbel, Amorgene mac Ecit, Mend mac Salchadae, Dubtach Doel

Ulad, Feradach Find Fectnach, Fedelmid mac Ilairchetaig,

Furbaide Ferbend, Rochad mac Fathemon, Loegaire Buadach,

Conall Cernach, Cilculaind, Connad mac Mornai, Ere mac

Fedelmthe, Illand mac Fergusa, Fintan mac Neill, Ceternd

mac Fintain, Factna mac Sencada, Conla Saeb, Ailill M^ltenga,
Bricriu fod^in ocus formna lath n-gaili Ulad ar cena ocus a

raaccaem ocus a n-aesa dana".

Later on in the tale there is a list of the Ulster women^ Other

5
groups listed are poets and saints . A list of the native gods,

the Tuatha De Danann (sometimes with the names of the Otherworld

mound belonging to each one),appears in various tales from Old
6

to l?th century Irish :

1. Acall. 65o5~96; others C. Gabhra p. 138, .TGD p.259» BBA p.336>
SCCR p.280; EL3R paras. 2,9; T. SaiTdhbhe 1.305.

2. T. Emere paras. 5*91; LgDD 1.25; C. Airtig para. 13; C..
Leitreach Ruibe para. BDC para. 26; Caithr Gongh. para. II;
Cm II 220,

3- Para. 28.
b. OCU CR I 12, Tromd. Guaire 1.20b,
5- fTO 1.188.
6. De Gabail in tS^da ZCP XIX 53f! MJ 1.135 Acall. 5115; Altram TDM

SlflwoteaV, CMT (i) para. TGD ITS p.50, Oss p.11^; C. FLrntragha
1.317; TOG p.76. ™" ——



d'ordaigh Manannan dona mhaithibh a suigeamh

isna sxthaibh .1. Bodhbh Derg co Sifth mBuidhb os Loch nDergirt

^ Midhir moruallach gu sith taebhalainn Truim,^ Sighmhall
sogradhach gu sfth niamhcrothach Neannta,^ FInnbarr Meadha
gu S^th maelcnocach Meadha,^ Tadhg mhor mac Nuadhat gu
Sdfdh Droma Dean, ^ Abhartach mac Illathaigh gu S^dh Barr-
alainn Buidhe, ^ Faghartach co S.^dh F^r^lainn Finnabrach, ^

llbreac gu sfdh Aedha Easa Ruaid, ^ Lir mac Luighdeach
gu s£dh feruaine Finnachaidh, ^ Derg Diansgothach co sfdh
Cleitidh,

1
Lists of the names of the slain are common in battle-tales ;

predictably,in Ulster and Finn cycle tales, the names of nobodies

which do not occur anywhere else. In TBC the 150 slain by Gii
Chulainn in Breslech Maige Muirthemne are totted up according to

their first names - five called Cobthach, six called Daire, seven

called Ronin, eight called Cairpre, ten called Feidlimid,and so on.

These are the chieftains only - it cannot be told how many of the

common people fell, as well as hounds and horses, women and

children in his battle fury.

Other lists consist of groups of three with the same name,

especially in lists of the Tuatha De Danann, where it may reflect
2

the triadic nature of the native Celtic deities, but also in

lists of warriors"5 such as that of Ailill and Medb's army in TBC.

This list, the counterpart of that of the Ulster warriors, who are

named individually, is cut to about half its length in the Book

of Leinster version.
~

TBC T BMM 2005; C. Almaine paras. 12, 13s Cog. p.2C6; EDC
para. 2#; C.Leltreach Ruibhe para. l4 ',C. Airtig para. 15.

2. CJ\ 557, TDG (Oss) p.ll4,CMT (i) para. bS.
5. TBC I 3bB0-520 Tochostal Fear n-Erend, TBC II *f692-703.



The lists of the heroes of a tale aire much more informative.

The list summoning the Ulster warriors in TBC gives the names of

all their forts, and that in FB quoted above gathers the names of
1

all the most important heroes. The longest list of Finn's men

is attributed to Cailte in answer to the question Cad.de anmanna na

gnath-Fheinde? ''"hat are the names of Finn's regular men?' It

gives snippets of information about various characters, including
r

Diarmait ua Duibne and Mac Lugach. The lists of the Ulaid in

C. Aenaig Macha and C. Leitreach Rulbhe include ancestors and

descendants of some of the names, the latter giving quatrains as

proof. The list of the slain in Cath Airtig, another Ulster cycle
x

tale, includes the names of the killers as well. Some tales

include a list of the names of the battles fought by particular

characters or groups, so that one wonders if the lists could have

been used partly as an indication of other 3toiies known to the

teller.

Some lists appear in more than one tale. A list of the names

of Cu Chulainn's battle-feats, not exactly identical, occurs in

four Ulster cycle tales, including TBC > the tract about Conchobar^
g

and independently in YBL". Ailill and Medb's seven sons called

Maine, with their distinguishing nicknames, are listed in at least

1. Acall 6565-96.
2. para. para. jpa.ra.l3.
J, T.B.Flidhaise II, £riu VIII 136*7;Oft II 210.
k. TBC I 1500, II 18335 FB para. 30; T. Bmere para. 78;

Siaburcharpat LU I.I287.
5- Scela Conchobuir ^riu IV, para. 20.
6. Whence edited, with discussion of the other versions, by

V. Hull, Journal of Celtic Studies II
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1

four tales; in Cath Boinde with their original, different, names

as well. The list of the Ulster womenfolk in Fled Bricrend,

2 / 3
found however only in one MS , recurs in the later' Talland Stair .

if
The list of the Men of Ireland in TBC is used to make up the list

of the Tuatha D4 Danann in the Early Modern Irish Cath Fiwitragha

and Toraigheacht Diarmada agus Grainne^, probably from memory.

Some of the lists seem clearly related to decorative descriptive

passages. The list of Ulster heroes in Fled Bricrend includes

all twenty warriors described with tuarascbhala in the descriptive

catalogue in TBC called Tochim na mBuiden, plu3 a few more not

attached in tradition with that battle-march. The reference to

retainers in FB para. 12 is expanded in many lists where they

too are distinguished, usually in groups,and given names, often

punning on their profession, as in the descriptive catalogue

in TBDD '. In an independent list the punning names of the retainers,

grouped in threes, follow a description of their Tuatha P<£ Danann
7

masters . In other tales there are whole lists of these fanciful

g
or allegorical names: for cats, in Tromdam Guaire'. the 'chieftains

1. TBDD para. 42, T.B.Regamain para. 1, TBC II 148, Cath Boinde
T2riu II 173f) p. 184.

2. LU 8405.

3. RC VIII 474 p.56. LLI.I3+ZS.
4. Toc-hostul Fear^iErend^TBC I 1.3945 n.
5. CF 1.357; TDG (ITS) 1.871. See J>p-3Z0,32?.
6. Acall.6565, the tract called Airem Muintirl Finn SG I 193.Seep-5&.
7. Tri De Donand, LL 39Q2-15;also in the 'poetic' tract Da Ernail

Dec na Filideachta, ed. R. Thurneysen (MV) IT II, para. 111.
8. 1.729.



of the Tribes of Food1 in Aislinge Meic Conglinne^. and for people

(men and women) and hounds and pigs in Airecc Menman Uralrd mete,

Colaee^
Lists associated with descriptions

The Ulster heroes listed in Fled Bricrend para. 12 are

gathered for a feast, as are those in Longes mac nDuiI nDir-'aata,

the poets in Oiled Chloinne Ulsneach, the saints in Fled D&in na

n"4? and Tromdam Guaire^and the Fenians in Sruidhen Bheag na

A
hAlmhan". Many lists in Fenian and other Early Modern Irish

k
tales are associated with hunts as the names of those taking part,

and Cath Fimitragha begins with a list of the forces of the King

of the World. The lists of names can often stand as the equivalent

of, or alongside a description. The names of the slain can

function as a description of carnage, and the list of the names of

allies to be gathered is frequently headed tochestol 'gathering*,
5

used like a technical term.

The Early Modern Irish list of Tuatha De Danann quoted from

Altram Tige Da Medar includes alliterating epithets, and in other

manuscript tales names are so arranged to provide a sort of
6 7

jingling rhyme. Some lists of names are even in verse ,

8
while in ECCR the list of Fenians is different in two M53 .

1. II p.77.
2. Paras. 10, 17* 2*t? para. 23*

3. LgPD 1.25, OCU Celt Heu, I 12, FDG 1.188, Tromd. Guare 1.12*t,
EBA p. 336. ~

•U TTT 1.89, BCCH p.280, TOD p.259, SAG para. 2.
5. TBC I 3011, 3^81} Eriu VIII 138: p-338 n.S, p.3<K> *.3.
6. The names of the leprechauns^ Aided Fergusa meic Leide II 238.
7. T. Emere para. 91» "MR II 220.
8. 60th quoted, SQ I 280.
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Lists of names appear .in orally told tales only in Ireland,

but there they are definitely treated as any other kind of run. In

an oral version of Toruigheacht Saidhbhe ^collected in 1903,a list

of the Fenian heroes is repeated three times, once at the beginning

of the tale proper (after an introductory run)5and twice as the warriors
1

get into a ship, followed by a short version of the sea run.

Although the names of the favourite heroes are quite recognizable,

the others seem chosen, or arranged, as much for their sound,

(ending in an impressive cadence)as their sense. (Fionn) put the
2

pick of the warriors in the ship:

"Bhailigh se isteach san luing togha na ngais~gidheach,

Oisgear a's Oisin, Diarraaid 0 Duibhne, Goll mac Moraa,

Conan 'ac Baoisle, Sobhac Conan, Mac Ri Curaidh, Mac

Ri Bolaidh, Ballo Oisin, Barr Dearg If in, Conall Bui
t /

0 Braoisleachain, seacht mic fichead do Chlainn
' / '

Arrachtaigh, Colum mac a* Ghoill, Sgaile Beag 0 Neamh,

agus Conall Bui 0 Grianmhoir".

A collection of the names of miscellaneous traditional

characters with minor variations, was regularly used by Sean

0 Briain in the feasting or wedding run with which he usually

ended his tales.''

1. Galway, B^al II 1*K), 1^2.

2. p.1^2 top.

3. LML 36 (Loinnir Mac Leabhfcir), 119 (Elk), lk6 (ECRD; B^al
XXX 13^ (AT 313),XXVIII 77 (AT 550).



The Composition of Traditional Narrative, aI

Be, innings and Ends of Tales

..egin iiry;s: titles p-31^-
question and Answer p-3^-b.
The Pour Things required of every Composition
Woun-initial sentences p.3f-S.
Opening runs - native and international. p-3?'»

aids: Preservation/Proof of the tale p.35>.
Verses p.355.
Closing runs - native and international, p.35b.

(ii; The .tody of the Tales p.35f.
Use of prose narrative, dialogue, verse, descriptive
formulae, in written tales and in oral tradition .

evidence of .'Translation Tales p-3bS.
.Jaints' Lives p-3I>V-.
Aislinge 'eic Conglinne. p3bS.

Conclusions,
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The Composition of Traditional Narrative XI

(i) Beginnings and Snds of Tales

The beginnings of tales are always important, whether in a

written text to identify it for reference, or in performance to

attract the attention of a prospective audience. The openings of

the tales written down in Irish manuscripts seem to be intended for

one or other of these functions.

The titles which often occur at the beginning and the end of

a written text serve the dual purpose of marking it out from the

surrounding material and of identifying its contents, as well as

sometimes linking it with a recognized narrative in oral tradition.

However quite often written texts give a more explanatory version of

the traditional name, including various words for Tcause':
1

fochonn, fotha, tucait. One of these 'cause* titles, Fochond
2

Loingse Fergusa , actually appears in the second list of TBC
✓ 3 H*

remscela . All the titles in this and the LL list are prefixed by

do 'concerning',and this usage appears in some of the headings of
. 5

the written rCTsegfa. in LL , where the titles are not also known from
k

the thematic lists .

In some cases the tale proper begins with a question as to

what 'caused' the incidents. Thus Aided Ainfhir Aife begins (YBL)

Cia fochann ara ro marb Cu Chulainn a mac? Nr hanse 'What is the

cause for which Cu Chulainn killed his son?. Not difficult.'}

1. LU:Tucait Indarba aa nDessi 1.^335 = (?) Tochomlad na nD/ssi
Lists A, B; Foiha Catha Cnucha 1.3135, Tucait Baile Mongiin
1. 11031.

2. LL 33^2^=Tochomlad Loingsi Fergusa a h-HItu List A, B ?
3. RC VI 191.
k. LL 32901.
5. LL 32878, 32910, 32930.
6. TBFr, TB Flidhaise.
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Cophar in d^t Muccida II (Eg. 1782)., Ceist, cid dia ta T^in Bo

Guailnge? n£ ansa.Do chuphur in da muccado. Is de bui Guphur in da

Mucodo: 'A question, what caused the Cattleraid of Cualnge? Not

difficult. The Begetting of the Two Swineherds. The Begetting of

the Two Swineherds was from this.' P. mac Cana'' calls this 'a

rhetorical question and answer' used for 'stylistic and dramatic

effect', but I am not so sure. Most of these introductions contain

titles from the lists (often used as a heading or colophon as

2
well)} and they seera to occur in particular manuscripts } or with

3
particular collections of tales . This question formula is found

in late Latin didactic dialogues between master and pupil, and

is used regularly in Irish MSS in the setting out of learned material,
I

such as the Latin-influenced grammar Auraicept na nEices, the prose

Dindshenchus and the Coir Anmann. The story texts with which it

is used all seem to be fairly short, more like learned explanations

of well-known titles than consciously literary narratives. The

question may have been envisaged between professional storyteller

and his oral pupil, or a scholar' looking up information in a

manuscript, but it belongs to manuscript presentation rather than

literary style.

Another feature of learned, latinate,presentation in manu¬

script is the introduction to a text giving the 'four things

required of every composition' its place(locc) person (persu),

time (amser) and cause. It occurs with only three that might be

called tales:, all Old or Middle Irish: Immaccallam in da Thuarad,

1. friu XXXIV 107.
2. LL: Aided Cheltchair (List A) Cophar, Lg,(TBC remscela)Orgain PR

(List A,B) • YBL: ACR, AAA. Org.DR.
3. Death tales of the Ulster heroes in Edin MS XL: Aided Cheltchair„

Aided Cheit, A. Fergusa meic R^ich, Aided Loegairi Buadaig
(List A).



one version of Fallsigud T^na Bo Cualnge, and one version of
1

Aislinge meic Conglinne ,where Meyer notes 'This is the stereotyped
2

beginning of introductions to older Irish prose of every kind'.

R. Flower"^ calls this formula 'one of the things most certainly

non-Irish in the Irish tradition of storytelling', and derives it
I+

from Boethius . Its purpose is to establish the credibility of

evidence, and in the vernacular texts sometimes specifically to
5

explain how the material came to be written down .

P.mac Cana^ treats the question and answer introduction as

'in effect syntactically parallel' with another type of opening

which I,like him,would think is used for 'stylistic and dramatic

effect', the noun-initial opening sentence. Though many early

tales begin with an ordinary verb-initial sentence, this pattern

becomes increasingly common. In Tain Regamain and Mesea Ulad

different manuscripts vary the opening: Robu^ dono laech amru la

Connachtu/Laech-brugaid amra robf la Connachtaib 'There was a

7
marvellous warrior (- hospitaller) among the Connaughtmen' j

0 do-riachtatar Meic Miled Esp^fine hErind 'When the sons of Mil

of Spain reached Ireland'/R^ ffren foirglidhe ro gabustar flathas
t /

ocus forlamhas for Erinn 'A righteous trustworthy King took
8»

sovereignty and sway over Ireland . Mac Cana quotes early examples

1. Para. 10; Eg.1782, Archiv. III^; Aisl. MC II p.3.
2. See AIL I Qenchas Mar, Auraicept 1636, 64 etc; Felire Oenguso

ed. W. Stokes,I^OS.
3. iriu VIII 150-4.
4. Migne: Patcdlogia Latina LXIV col. 1221.
5. Falls TBC, Auraicept 11.64,1102.
6. ]£riu XXIV 107.

7. TB Regamain para. 1, Eg 1782 and YBL.
8. MUII 11, LL and Edin. XL (the first eight lines rewritten).
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of the noun-initial opening from Fingal Ronain, Borama, Serglige

Con Culainn and Aided Chonchobair (D). This begins with the name

/
of the villain, Cet mac Magach, and the name of a prominent

character quite often begins the tale: Tain Bo Fraich: Froech mac

Idaith do Chonnachtaib, mac side do Be Find a sidib,'Froech son

of Idath of the Connaughtmen was a son of Be Find from the Other-

world mounds' (similarly, the related karly Modern Irish tale,

Tochmarc Treblainne}. Airecc Menman Uraird raeic Coisse: Aurard mac
j

Coissi arainic in n-airec menman-so do chinel Eogain 'Aurard

mac Coisse devized this stratagem for the race of iiogan'. In

some tales the first mention of the hero's name provides an

2
opportunity to cite his genealogy . In the 15th century Forbais

Droma Damhghaire the two warring sides are the first thing mentioned:
/ / / '

Da saorchlaind socheneoil batar ind Erinn, as iat luatter o sunn

arrfoch„'Two noble kindreds of goodly race who were in Ireland are

followed from here on'.

In later tales this noun-initial opening is further elaborated

with alliterating adjectives, as in Immram Churalg Ua gCorra:

Flaithbhrughaidh c^adach comramach rogeinnedh a cc6igedh caomh^lainn

Connacht feacht n-aill }'A princely contentious hundred-hospitaller

was born in the fair beautiful province of Connaught at one time'.

However; in most early modern Irish tales the initial noun has become

conventional, either Rx 'King' (as in Fingal Ronain, Borama)5
Fleadh 'Feast' (in Serglige, Oenach);or Sealg 'Hunt'. The most

.

common of these is Rl^ith which most of the wording quoted from

1. CNC .

2. T.Cruinn ocus Machai; Sc^l Baili Binnberlaig RC XIII 220.



Mesca Ulad above is also conventional . Alliterative expansions

2
of this formula are common , and in versions of the romance

Toraigheacht an Chairthe Sgarl6ide and the Middle Irish tale

Ceisneft.mh Ingine Guill reach a considerable length: TCS para. V

(l) "Ri reachtmhar rxoghamhail ro-chrodha, foirtil

feidhmlaidir firbheodha fxrleigheannta, cosgrach cathbhuadhach

clann-lxonmhar, gan uaill gan dxomas gan eagcoir ar dhuine

lag na laidir,: do ghabh ceannas cur agus curaas ar Chriochaibh

treabhar-aille Lochlannach.

"A lawgiving kingly very valiant king, mighty, strong in

power, truly-active truly-learned, triumphant battle-

victorious,with many children, without pride or arrogance

or injustice over men weak or strong, took the headship,

authority,and control over the fair-tilled lands of Lochlann".

In CIG (GGG p.93) the same pattern fills the first thirteen lines,

with forty alliterating adjectives following Airdrx. * A high-king*.

The next ten lines further describe the king, all expanded from

one sentence in the older version (Bawl. B.512):Rx rogab Human,

edhon Fejdlimid mac Crimthainn.TCS,in earlier, l8th century MSS,

begins Feacht n-aon, the equivalent of the English 'Once upon a

time,' which, with Laa n-aen 'One day*, is a popular opening for
b

early modern Irish tales . Nasalization after the accusative (of

time), obsolete elsewhere, is regularly preserved in both of these
5

set phrases.

1. MU II 1, n.; A. Fhergusa m, Laide II 238 »,E. Chormaic para. 1;
ACTjCF, CMM II , TGD ;(rf ... rogab.. .f_ - agus f -).

2. Altram TDM para. 1, ECRI p.50, EMI p.7^.
3. 23 N 13, GJ XIX 106.
^ T. Etaine (iii); ACC II, EAC, EMO, TDL, TGG.
5. SgR 6513, 3300.



The noun-initial beginnings of the Romantic Tales,

Fleadh, or Sealg, generally lead on to a description: fleadh to a

feast, sealg to a hunt , ri to the type of praise of the king

mentioned above; or the same obliquely, by describing the land in

his reign^, or sometimes to the description of a feast or hunt
k

which he convenes . The first two of these occur earlier;

Tochmarc Emere begins with a description of Conchobor's reign,

Fled Bricrend with a description of the feast- Lists and genealogies

can be associated with the beginning of a tale, and the common

opening motif of the appearance of a supernatural visitor means

5
that many early tales begin with the visitor's tuarascbhi.il ,

and others could have done^.
7

However A. Sruford suggests a function in recitation for

the typical beginnings of the Romantic tales; the initial monosyll¬

abic noun 'written in capitals in the MS and very likely shouted

in performance'}followed by a conventional description, serves 'to

draw the audience's attention to the fact that the performance

was beginning, and then to provide a showy but irrelevant wash of

sound while they settled down to listen'. The setting leads

directly on to the story.

1. OCT, BBA.
2. BCC, FTC, EAD, PGP, EMM, A.Fhinn II.

3. E. Chormaic, EMI, TGD, ECRI, TTT, C.Cumair, CMR II, CMM II, ERL .

k. Feast CIL 1.H31 •, hunt TGD
5. TBDD' fT. Etaine (iii), E Laegaire, T. Ferbe I, T. Becfhola,

T B Regamna, A.Muirchertaig.

lmr» Brain, Aisl.Oeng, T. Cruinn & Macha .

7. 1969 P.37.
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As Bruford also points out} the manuscript opening runs are

not very common in modern oral tradition, and the occasional

appearance of the 'king* or 'hunt' run in Irish tales is often not

at the very beginning. Unlike other oral runs these occur only

in survivals, often of particular literary tales.

Many of the shorter opening devices appear in oral as in

manuscript tales. La n-aon appears in Ireland and Scotland:

2 3
I.a da raibh Fionn mac Cumhaill . La dha'n robh Fionn mac Cumhaill .

The regular beginning of Irish tales seems to be Bhx ri fudo ann }

k
'There was a king long ago'; in Scotland Bha ann roimhe seo

rlgh Eireann ^'Some time ago there was a king of Ireland^. In
Ireland however there are some examples of noun-initial sentences,^
especially common in the tales of the C^rna storytellers Sean 6
. Briain and Miche^l mac Donnchadha: Tridir mac a bhx ag Rx na

n

hOrbhuaidheT 'The king of Orbhuaidh had three sons' . Hi i n-

iiirinn a bh£ ann, agus ar^bhean a bhi aige, caillea3h x }'There was
g

a king in Ireland whose wife died' .

A distinctive feature of Irish oral tales jhowever,is the

existence of a new opening run (especially in Clare, Galway and
Q

Mayo) which a teller can use to introduce any of his repertoire.

Such introductory runs appear in other modern European oral

traditions, especially in the Slavic languages, where they are

1. 182-3.
2. Cronan mhac Imilit.

3. An Gaidheal IV 10,One day when Fionn mac Cumhaill was ...

k. LSIC p.7 etc.
3. WHT II V?0,EIA.
6. Beal I 357, VI 61 ECM, Beal I 309 AT 302.
7. LML p.120, ECRI; also pp.1,90.
8. B^al XV l*H,Ubhall Oir; also LML pp. 68,lV7.
9. ^eal TVy21^, XIV 248 Sean Carun, Clare; Beal III l88, 447, V 92

Eamonn 0 Cuanaigh, Galway; Beal XXVIII 64, XXX 135 Sean
0 Briain.
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generally rhythmic in form, humorous in content, and spoken in a

1
'dashing manner', to attract the attention of the audience . Their

content is completely separate from that of the narrative proper.

The Irish runs show an unusual interest in the history (emphasizing
2

its age) and transmission and status of the tale,using a triad:

(2) "Bhi ann fado/ agus fado" bhi. Da mbeinn san uair sin ann n£
bheinn anois ann, no da mbeinn anois agus an uair sin ann

baShcrisn liath an sgealuidhe me, bheadh sgeal nua no sean-

ageal agam no' bheinn gan aon sgea.1. Tri bhuadh ata ag

sgealuigheacht; ni maith lei innseacht gan a h-/isteacht,
nil maith lei a h-eisteacht gan a toigealt. Tri" naimhde

ata aici, sior-chaint, bro mhuilinn agus ord ceardchan".

"There was once and once there was. If I had been there then

I wouldn't be here now, or if I had been there then and now

I would be a withered, grey-haired storyteller, I would have

a new tale or an old tale or no tale at all. There are

(0
three virtues of storytelling: it doesn't like to be told

without being listened to, and it doesn't like being listened

to without being understood. It has three enemies -

continual talk, the ijuetn of a mill, and a hammer in a fcrr^e.."
The first part of this is utterly conventional, though I have

found the second part nowhere else. Some tellers elaborate the

first part with 'had I been deaf I wouldn't have heard it, had I

been dumb I couldn't have told it'^; others continue with the wish

1. Y. Sokolov, 'Russian Folklore*, tr. Smith; Pennysylvanian
Folklore Associates 1966, p.^19 ff, where two examples are
quoted.

2. Beal III 188, Eamonn 0 Cuanaigh 1903,*"1 n.Z.
3. Bruford p.l83» Donegal.



that the bearer won't be able to learn the tale as well as the

storyteller.

Since the run is not found in Scotland, Bruford suggests it

may be a fairly recent development. Although he quotes examples

from Donegal, Monaghan,and v'aterford there is still no record of

it in Kerry. However it is certainly as old as 1830, when it

appears in a northern MS as 'the usual commencement of an ursgeal.

Although differing in theme and content,both from each other and

from modern parallels in international popular oral tradition, I

think one can agree that the conventional introductions in early

modern manuscript tales and in modern Irish oral tradition serve

the same purpose, to attract the initial attention of the audience

Endings of Tales

Compared with the beginning the ending of the tale is less

marked stylistically, especially in manuscript tales. The

narrative is usually brought to an end in prose, followed by the

colophon giving the title. There is no conventional wording,

except in some of the echtrai and other tales where people go to

the Otherworld and never return: ocus ni thainic as fos 'and he

2
has not come out of it yet'j ocus ni fessa a imthechta ond uair
sin 'and his doings are not known from that time^.

A few tales, quoted already, have a colophon giving the
if

benefits of recitation of the tale for audience and teller .

However much more frequently manuscript tales have a colophon

which purports to give the history of the text as presented.

The earliest examples are in the Immrama, where survivors tell the
5

story, and it is written down in ogam or arranged by the chief

1. B^al IV 208.
2. E. Laegaire p.386; also S Nerai para. 19» T. Becfhola II p.l82
3. Imr. Brain para. 66; also T.B.Flidhaise II, CR IV 218, of

Flidais and her cow,

k. TBC II ^916, Aisl.M.C. II 111» Altram TDM para. 12 .

5. Imr, Brain para. 66.
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sage (ardecauid) of Ireland 'to cheer the mind and for the folk
1

of Ireland after him' . The same concern to authenticate the

tales of pagan heroes appears in Fallslgud T-lna B<$ Cualnge
^

where Fergus is resurrected to tell TBC to Sench^n,who writes it

down; and Acallam na Sen6rach, where the Fenian heroes have

survived in the Otherworld till the time of St. Patrick, who

tells his scribe repeatedly to write their stories down,so

that listening to them shall be 'entertainment for crowds and
2

noblemen at the end of time' . In late compositions the authenti¬

cating colophon becomes a convention: Cu Chulainn leaves money

to the filid to preserve the account of his adventures"', clerics
k

write the tale from the telling of contemporaries or the tale
5 6

is written by foreign druids } or in the 'Book of India', or in
n

the ^castle roll' at Emhain Macha .

Even more clearly written developments are the citing of
8

scribal opinions at the ends of tales , or of variant versions,
9often supported by a quatrain .

Verses are cited as proof, as well as attributed to a

character in the story, at the ends of other manuscript tales,

and it seems clear in many cases that this was regarded as part of

the literary treatment of the narrative. Some tales end with

1. Imr.CM ch.3^.
2. Acall. 296.
3. A. Guill & Gairb para. 57.
k. A. Muirchertaig para. 52.
5. ECRI n.198 ms F.
6. EMM p.72.
7. Sg.R 1.3299.
8. Serglige CC para. ^9» TBC II 1.^921, E. Chormaic para. 80.
9. T. Etafne (i) para. 26, CM I para. 77.



one verse comment; others with several, attributed to various

traditional figures: in Borama spoken by St. Moling and Adamnan;

in Seel Baile attributed to Cormac mac Airt, his daughter Ailbhe,

and the flli Fland. mac Lon^in.' Others end with a single, longer

poem. The later version of Tain Bo Flidhaise ends with a long

poem recounting the events of the tale". In the later Tochmarc

Ferbe a poem of 39 quatrains (Aislinge Conchobuir Ch6ir) is

commissioned by Conchobar from his fili Ferchertne to commemorate
/ 4

the story:do chumnigud in sceoil sin .

Poems uttered by one of the characters are frequently

used as the ending of a tale. In Cath Maige Tuired the wargoddess
5

Bodb concludes with a roscad foretelling the end of the world.

Some manuscripts of Toraigheacht Dhiarmada aguo Grainne^ end with

a poem by Grainne urging her sons to revenge, and the later version
7

of Aided Con Culainn ends with Conall Cernach's verse account

of the heads of Cu Chulainn's enemies he has brought as trophies

to Smer, often extant independently as Laoidh na gCeann 'The Lay

of the Heads'. Many tales end with a verse etegy on one of the
8

characters -

Runs are less common as endings, but they do occur, most often
q

the short burial formula which appears at the end of many aideda .

1* A. Dhiarmada p.82, A. Fergusa in. Leit-i I para. 9$ C. Aenaig
Macha para. 8, 5M5 para. 19.

2. Borama para. l62(Lecan only}-,Seel Baile RG XIII 220 11.53-75.
3. T. B. Flidhaise II,GR IV 214.
4. T. Ferbe II 11.766-933.
5. GMT (ii) para. 166.
6. TDG ITS p.102, 5 quatrains.

7. II para. 58.
8. CMR I 11.201-46, 11-J quatrains; CRR I para. 57, II para. 46,

3 quatrains; Altram TDM para. 12, 13 quatrains - repeats
preceding prose.

9. AAA para. 13, A. Cheltchair para. 12, A. Fergusa m.L^ide II 252.
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Other descriptions at the end of manuscript tales seem most

often to be additions; the almost metric description of the

bulls at the end of Cophar in da Muccida ; the prose, and

corroborative (ami asbert Eochaid Ecius) verse,description of
2

Conn C^dchathach's good reign added at the end of Airne Fingein^

Oral versions of manuscript tales, as vrell as international

tales told in Scotland and Ireland,frequently and with a description

of a feast, often for a wedding, the traditional happy ending of

folk tales in many countries^. The feast may last a long, long

time or be continuing still. Sean C Briain's version of the

closing feast consisted mainly of a list of the names of the

guests, among which he might include himself and acquaintances •

As in other oral traditions the teller often implies he was an

eyewitness: a common Scottish Gaelic ending to the tale is agus

5
dhealaich mise riutha 'and I parted from them'.

However, as well as being a grand finale to the events of

the tale, the closing run often has a different function, to bring

the audience back to earth by a piece of humourous bathos. In

Irish tales,rather than leave the characters to live happy ever

after,the teller often explains his return; Chuadar sin an t-atha,

agus mise an clochan. Ba.itha.dh iadsan ague thainic raise • They

went by the ford, and I by the stepping-stones. They were drowned
6 7

and I got through' . In Breton feasting end-runs, a kick from

the cook sends the teller home to tell the story; in Hungarian

1. I 1.7^-
2. para. XV.
3. Ch. VII (d) Feasting ex (21), p.241.
if. Beal XXX 1.32*.
5. SgD Mj, 58.
6. Sean 0 Briain, Beal XXX 13*f, B^al I 296.
7. BC V 339-41.
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tales the teller dancing at the feast pierces with his spurs a

sack in which rivers are contained 'and the flood carried me all

1
the way here' . A further humorous touch, also international,

are the 'useless gifts' the teller says he was given at the feast.

In Russian closing feasts the abundant drink merely ran down the
2

teller's moustache and never entered his mouthy he is given

a robe and slippers or a cap, but throws them away when he
3

misinterprets the cries of birds. In one of these , and Hungarian
if

tales , he is given a horse^made of ice or wax ani other incongruous

things, which melts beneath him. In Irish tales the gifts are

5
paper shoes and sour milk stockings. In Scottish tales the

formula of the useless gifts is less common^ but develops into a
7

rhyme in a manner unknown in Ireland :

(3) "Cha d'fhuair mise an siod

Ach crioman ime air eibhleig?
'S deur bainne an crbileig^
'S deoch an cupan gun t&nn

•S an crioman arain nach robh ann,

'S fhuair mi cead dol dachaidh'!

"I got nothing there but a little bite of butter on an ember,
(?)

a drop of milk in a creel, a drink in a cup with no bottom and a

little bite of bread that wasn't there, and I was allowed home".

1. Hungarian Folktales ed. G. Ortutay, Budapest 1962 pp. lo9»
227, 30^.

2. Russian Fairy Tales tr. Gutermann from Afanasyev,esp. pp. ^6,
l¥f, klk.

3. p.^fl^'
k, op. cit. pp. 321, 328.
5. Deal XXX 13'+, IV 3^1, VI 116, II 13*.
6. An Gaidheal IV 81,303 > M'HT I ^6,60,4g6, ^30-, W & S III 16,

186, 257.

7. MVHT II 298, .see.-n. 2,.
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(ii) The Body of the Tales

The use of runs in both oral and manuscript tradition to begin

a tale, and the occurrence of the same narrative elements -

simple prose, dialogue in direct speech, and the rich rhythmic

alliterative prose of the runs - both in early manuscript and

modern oral tales, suggest how modern oral tradition may be used

to reflect back on the actual performance of the tales in

manuscript. Though the early tales are said to have been the

prerogative of the aristocratic and professionally learned filid,

and the modern oral tales were told by peasant farmers, largely

self-taught, however learned, the impressive continuity of tale-

plots and constituent elements of style suggests that the

modern oral tellers may also have preserved the traditional

manner of narration. As in prehistoric Gaelic society, their

learning depends entirely on oral transmission.

The prose narrative of oral tradition is generally fairly

plain, and told by good tellers in a steady, emphatic though not

rhetorical manner, in contrast to the rapid rhythmic chant of the

runs.

The narrative of the earliest written tales would probably

be too concise for oral delivery. Though some of the short Old

Irish tales would not have been too long to sustain the attention

of an audience when told as anecdotes,it is doubtful whether a

listed fili tale would really have been told to the aristocracy

in so brief and plain a form. However a similar brevity and

terseness appears in the snatches of dialogue always given in

direct speech throughout the tradition. The language of

conversation in tales always seems to be deliberately realistic,

and it was probably the language of ordinary speech that was

adapted by the monastic redactors of tales, who may not have known
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the language used by the aristocratic professional tellers of

their time for oral embellishment. Characterization seems always

to have been illustrated through the dialogue.

In the early tradition any important utterance, of passion

or prophecy, seems to have been cast in more elaborate language,

either alliterative retoiric with irregular rhythm in early tales

(possibly already fixed in wording in oral tradition and learnt

by successive tellers) or,regularly throughout the manuscript

literature,in regular verse. The early stressed metre or roscad.

of which some texts may also have been orally maintained, grad¬

ually gives way to the later syllabic metres, except in poems of

exhortation or prophecy. Retoiric,which has usually been transmitted

in corrupt form,seems to have been composed in deliberately difficult

and archaic language, while in the verse it is largely the form

which distinguishes it from the prose. However verse would also

have been sung, and presumably roscad and syllabic metre would have

different types of tune, as in the dan d^reach and amhrlin of

modern times. Verses seem to be part of the professional learned

cultivation of the tales. Apart from those which become established

by tradition and usage, syllabic verses seem to be added to tales

as decoration by redactors. This practice must have begun in the

monasteries, where syllabic verse first ousted roscad, and poems

describing the Otherworld were added to decorate the pagan Echtrai.

Verses quoted as proof seem to be added rather to the written

text. However tales were sometimes simplified later by the

omission of retoiric in Middle Irish, roocad in Early Modern

Irish, and even syllabic poems in some later tales. Only a few

verses of syllabic verse are preserved in modern oral tales.



Formulaic wording only appears sporadically in the conventional

descriptions in early (usually Middle Irish) manuscript tales.

However the formulaic wording of the roscad chariot descriptions

shows that in early oral tradition the descriptions probably were

formulaic passages recited as fixed texts,a3 in modern Ireland

and Scotland. The early written tuarascbala use rare terms for the

equipment of people and halls, and unusual language seems to have

been a characteristic feature of the descriptions throughout the

tradition. As with the heightened language of speeches,

conventional descriptions use much alliteration and rhythm.

Some examples are in regular metre, fitted into the convention

of verse speeches by the watchman device, but in others the

repetition of the same syntax and regular rhythm also gives the

impression of verse. This would be a natural result in

manuscript as in oral tradition if the descriptions were recited in

a rhythmic chant. (I am grateful to the Department of Folklore,

University College Dublin, for letting me hear some of their tapes

of Irish and Scottish tellers: Stiofan 0 hEal^ire, Sean 6 Briain,
Sean Carifn; Duncan MaoDonald and Neil Gillies.) When the

descriptions occur at intervals as in modern oral tradition,

the juxtaposition of two different styles of delivery is very

effective, and has a clear function in oral recital in holding

the attention of the audience. Though the language of the runs

is the most admired, there is no attempt even by the most learned

tellers to extend similar elaboration to the non-formulaic narrative

of the tale, though some tales contain a succession of runs

apparently strung together as a tour-de-force.
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However the elaboration of the narrative style on the same

pattern in Early Modern Irish tales seems to be an untraditional

result of the esteem felt for the language of descriptions. I

imagine that in the Old and Middle Irish period,tales went on being

recited from memory, although the filid might use manuscripts for

reference. However^the practice of reading aloud from manuscripts

would mean that passages of fixed ornamental language were no longer

limited to what a teller could remember, and the 3ame degree of

Ornament could be added throughout^while the wording of runs could
be deliberately varied. The same style was then used in other

prose texts for oral recitation, such as the verse and prose

/ 1 2
genre ox crosantacht ^ and prose prefaces of poems ; as well as in
texts not intended for oral performance at all. The prose of the

Irish annals also passes •from the terse laconic entries of the

early period' to voluaiinous descriptions in 'the bombastic

rhetorical periods characteristic of later romantic tales',^
as historians 'show a partiality for the highly-cultivated meta-

it
phorical language found in non-historical literature'. Nevertheless

all this elaboration seems to be closely connected with the

loss in status of prose compared to verse, which would be more

difficult to compose, though easier, as a fixed text, to recite

well from memory. Continuous embellished prose, however word-

perfect, would not create the aural variety that the traditional

contrast of narrative and formulaic description cultivated, and

indeed much of the long-windedness and repetition of late manuscript

tales seems designed to get the story through to an audience who

were not really listening. Far fewer words are used in modern

oral tradition. As with poems the difficult language of the

1. eg. Dioghluim Dana poem 111 p.379.
2 . Eogan 6 -Su-iPea-hbaln (1 gth. cent.) ^. in, 13?, 131, f*3 * • 6 fbjMuiha..
3. D. Binchy, Lawyers and Chroniclers, in Seven Centuries of Irish

Learning ed. B. 0 Cufv, Dublin l%1.
km fc. 0 CujLV Literary Creation and Irish Historical Tradition,

PBA 1963 P.235.



manuscript runs was omitted in some late tales.

Early tales in manuscripts seem to be deliberately brief,

giving only the plot, and the dialogue which illustrates the

characters, in terse laconic prose. However the use of verse

for important speeches seems to be inherited from prehistoric

tradition, later transferred to the new type of syllabic verse.

The detail of the descriptions of people and halls, and the form

of the chariot description, also seem to be ancient, while some

of the alliterative formulae which appear in these descriptions

probably became fixed in oral rather than written tradition.

The written tales seem to have gone their own way, but for the

increasing appearance of verse and descriptive passages, until

the Middle Irish period.

However some tales in the Book of Leinster, especially

those generally attributed to one redactor, deliberately cultivate

a style much more like that of modern oral tradition, with a

regular alternation of narrative and dialogue, runs and also

verse. It seems to me that this pattern must have been based on

contemporary oral narration, especially since the first instances
1

of the sea-travel and feasting runs, which occur in these tales^

already contain formulae which are regular later. The collectors

of the Book seem to have been anxious to record the best of

contemporary narrative tradition (while retaining the linguistic

archaisms of manuscript versions).

The popularity of the style of the Book of Leinster tales is

corroborated by the use of the same features in the Middle Irish

tales translated from the Classics into vernacular prose. Togail

Trox I, which may be earlier than Tain Bo Cualnge in LL, includes

1. CHR I ^3.13. MU JL •• Oi.TflL a. exx. 77,72^.233-^.
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the watchman device and a description of mistaken appearances in
1

the account of the approach of th® Trojan fleet, and also contains

the earliest use of the 'King and Land' description, with some

recurrent phrases, as an opening run. The watchman device and
2

mistaken appearances are also used in In Cath Cathardha

of an approaching army. This tale includes a long native description

of a hag attached to the fury Ericthe of Thessaly^ and the most

elaborate examples ever of the arming description, attached to
k 5

Pompey and Caesar. Iathechta Aeniasa apparently uses

descriptions gathered from earlier Gaelic tradition. However

the dialogue tends to be conducted in formal speeches, as in

the Latin originals^, and few of these tales, translated from
7

verse, contain any verse themselves .

Another non-native narrative genre which has adopted the full

selection of parts of narrative contained in the native tradition

is Saints' Lives. These date from Old Irish to Early

Modern Irish in the vernacular, but most are Middle Irish. The

Lives are told in prose. Verses are used in these as in the

native secular tradition, so that often the birth of a saint
g

is foretold, or he himself prophesies, in roscad . Other speeches

1. Quoted, Ch. IX ex (3), p. 2,85".
2. 1.4395f-

3. Quoted, Ch. VI ex (12),p.l8k
k. 11. ^629, 5203 ff.

5. ITS VI xiv-xv,ed. G. Calder.
6. Cath Cathardha: Lucan's Pharsalia; Togail Troi: Dares Phrygius'

De Excidio Troianae.

7. C.Cath. one quatrain 1.5.

8. Betha Molaisse SG p.l8 Mochea; Betha Maignenn SG p.46 - the
end of the world.
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1
may appear in syllabic verse . In the later Lives verses are

2
also quoted as proof, or used to repeat the prose . The ordinary

dialogue is again splendidly realistic, as in St. Patricks stubborn
3

dialogue with God through the medium of the angel Victor ,

St. Senan's attempt to keep a strong-minded female saint from
If

setting foot on his monastic island , or St. Ruadan's flyting with
5

the high-king Diarrnait mac Cerbhaill . Irish saints were not

known for their moderation in anger, and a run describing battle fury
6

is used of St. Jlmnchua . However,whereas the themes of the

classical tales, the deeds of warriors, are the same as those of

native tales and thus the same conventional descriptions were

suitable, many of the native runs were adapted for use in Saints
7

Lives. A priest robes for Mass as if he were arming or a saint

divides his ascetic day into three parts, like the three divisions
g

of the feasting run . The proverbial comparisons of

innumerability, used in secular tales of battle-carnage, are in

Saints Lives used of the saints* miracles.^Descriptions of Hell&rt ad^a.1"
A further indication of the narrative style approved of by

native tellers can be seen in the Middle Irish satirical tale,

aislingeMeic Conglinne. This parodies the monastic immrama with

its poems describing a visionai-y journey to an Otherworld paradise

of food, but also the long conventional descriptions,

1. B. Molaisse SG p.28 dialogue; Genemain Moling ocus a Betha RC
XXVII 251f paras. 18, 37.

2. Betha Maedhoc II BNE p.l90f. paras. 7*22,30 etc.
3. The Tripartite Life ed. W. Stokes, London 1887 PP» Il6-l8.

Betha Shenain Li3in. Lives 1.2^26.

5. Betha Ruadain BNE pp. 316-29 para. *t0.
6. Betha Hnnchua, Lism. Lives 1.3180.
7. Betha Eoin Bruinne Eigse VIII 225 para. 9.
8. Betha Farannain, Anecd. Ill 4 para. 7-
9. B. Finnchua Lism. Lives 1.3073* Betha Beralg BNE I 23f para. l8.
10. Befha. Br-^a-nm Lism. Lives Z.3(,32. , zcf Ch."Vlex.(7)?p.n7.
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and lists: a doorxeeper fAisl:C I 89) or cleric (Aisl.i-lC 11 124^
on a horse made of food, speed preparing food (Aisl. iC I 62 ) ,

travel over lands and seas of food ( Aisl.MC I 83, 85 lists of
characters and genealogies named as foods. ( Aisl.MC I 53» 76).

Only the woman who prepares the food is described normally

f Aisl.MC I 97). with one of the longest tuarascbala of a beautiful

woman, The proverbial expressions of numberlessness are here used

of fleas in a blanket (Aisl.MC I 10 )} probably a parody of saints'

miracles rather than secular battle - carnage.

Conclusions.

The traditional medium of Gaelic narrative has been prose

at all times, including the prehistoric period when the tales

retained some sacred significance and were cultivated by the filid.

The prose of oral narration was uoubtless fairly full, including

such aural ornaments as alliteration, rhythmic word-patterns, and

structural repetition, or the telling of similar scenes in similar

words, as in modern oral tales. However the first Gaelic written

prose is extre nely concise and unadorned.

One can presume this early prose is not simply summarizing

a verse narrative tradition because the verses which do appear in



early tales have the specific function of speech-poems. Those

in alliterative stressed metres or roscad may antedate the written

tradition, like the plots of the early tales themselves. Poems are

preserved as fixed texts, whereas the wording of the prose narrative

may always have been fairly fluid, and dependent on the skill of

the individual teller, i£arly tales without poems may well have been

redacted by people who did not know the roscaoa. However early poems

in syllabic metres, first cultivated by liaelic monks, also appear

as speech-poems in tales, either added by the monastic redactors

or by the filid themselves. These poems are :iore simply lyrical,

while the roscada would also display the secular learned tellers'

command of obscure and archaic language. Doubtless all types of

verse were sung, thus contrasting with the spoken prose, though the

rhythmically irregular type of roscad called retoiric may well have

been chanted. Verses quoted in written tales to prove a point, or,

later, to repeat the preceding prose, still preserve this cantefable

tradition, which however lapses in modern oral narration. vMle the

native literature was still cultivated by professional learned men ;

new poems in the classical metres were regularly adued to tales, but

among modern oral tellers this ceases and only a few verses of the

old poems are remembered. A more important cause, however, already

appears in late manuscript henian lore, where the tradition divides

into prose tales without verses and narrative lays attributed to

characters of the cycle, notably Oisxn and t. Patrick. In oral

tradition these prose and verse genres were often divided between

different specialist tellers, reciters of tales ana singers (at least

in .Scotland) of lays.
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Other dialogue in tales, at least in arly Irish

and modern oral Gaelic tradition, is given in prose in direct

speech, terse and realistic. In modern oral narration the teller

dramatises the dialogue by using different voices for the

characters, and the brief staccato phrases contrast with the more

leisurely flow of the narrative. Though some recurrent utterances,

greetings, oaths and the like, may have conventional wording, the

dialogue very much belongs to the teller to improvise as he sees

fit. Even in the burliest written tales dialogue appears and gives

the impression of being based on ordinary speech. However in these

the style of the prose narrative is equally brief, ana may well have

the same source, if Uu redactor was unable, or unwilling, to

reprouuce the narrative ntyle of the filin.

Conventional descriptions, absent from the earliest

written tales, appear in many oral literatures, and on similar

themes to those fauna in Gaelic tradition. In these as in modern

Gaelic oral tradition the description is recited as a fixed text

(hence th<. t rsi 'runs',- by the teller, at any suitable point in any

of his tales, as a display of hia linguistic skill. The descriptions

of Gaelic manuscript tales must also have had an oral tradition, and

may have been left out of the first recordings simply because they

were known by heart and not restricted to any one tale. However

the toarascb^la of people, cnarimts, and halls use archaic

terminology that may dot have been generally known. .joiae of the

odern oral tellers have versions of descriptions very close to

those in manuscripts, ani are dearly proud of their obsore language.
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The early description of the chariot is in roscad, and some

of the other early descriptions, which are told in prose sentences

as short and plain as the narrative, give the impression they may

have been abridged from the oral original, possibly in verse.

The main function of runs in modern oral tradition is

clearly for aural decoration, i'hey are recited in contrast to the

narrative in a rapid chant, and long sentences inherited from the

manuscript tradition are broken down into lines of regular length,

often giving the impression of verse. Various ornaments of stressed

verse (alliteration, rhythmthe repetition of the same syntactic

pattern in successive lines') are prevalent in the elaborate prose

descriptions of Middle and Early Modern Irish manuscript tales.

However, while I think that two ancient genres of heightened

language, stressed verse and ornamental prose, have influenced

each other, there seems no need to assume that all descriptions

were once in verse, but rather that the features common to both

were those brought out by oral performance. The continuous

elaboration of the prose narrative in Early oaern Irish tales in

the manner of the conventional descriptions seems designed to be

heard and, like the runs, admired, but obscures any difference in

recitation between narrative and run.

I concluue that these four elements in Gaelic narrative

(simple narrative prose, verses, realistic direct speech and

formulaic'runs*) all derive ultimately from native oral tradition.
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Oral recitation must have been continuous, but its constituent

parts at various times influence the written tradition. In early

manuscript tales the plots were written down, for reference, by

redactors who produced a new artistic written 3tyle, exploiting the

use of dialogue for characterization and using the same succinct

prose for the narrative, oral transmission must have continued

side by side, for later written tales contain descriptions and

roscada that are clearly ancient, as well as poems in syllabic

verse Composed either by the redactors or the oral storytellers. In

Middle Irish the written texts begin to give the norm for oral

recitation, as in TBC II ( . 4-91?) 'A blessing on him who shall

memorize the Tain as it is here written, and shall not add any other

form to it.' In Early lodera Irish tales reading aloud from the

manuscript is taken for granted, so that the admired elaborate

language of the description is generalized for the entire narrative .

Simple prose is reinstated for the narrative of these tales in

Kodern oral tradition, interspersed with dialogue and 'runs'.

I conclude that the otyle of traditional oral narrative,

established before the coaming of writing to the Gaelic areas,

consisted of constant variation of these four elements, each with

its own special style of delivery-spoKen prose, dramatized dialogue,

sung verse and chanted run. Such a variation appears on the

manuscript pagh in tales such as TnC II, MIJ II and CR.i I in the

Book of Leinster. It also appears in oral traditim in both jcotland

and Ireland, where it cannot be a recent phenomenon but must at



least antedate the division of the countries under English rule

from the 17th century and before. Developments may occur in the

style of both written and oral tales, but in the main the traditional

style of Gaelic narrative is that shaped and stabilized by the

constant oral tradition.
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Bibliography I - Tales

This is a bibliography of tales quoted in the text (titles or

abbreviations underlined) with reference to the thematic groups of

Tale-Lists A and B, and including the titles found in them for tales

referred to and extant under another name. An edition with

translation is given wherever possible.

The Tale-Lists referred to are:

List A Do Nemthigud Filed i Scelaib LL 11. 2^916 - 25009, ed. & tr.

E. 0'Curry, Manuscript Materials of Ancient Irish History pp. 58^-93.

List B, forming paras. 3-8 of the tale Airecc Merman Uraird maic

Coisse q.v.

Remacela 'Foretales' of Tain Bo Cuailnge. Two versions:

(i) in LL 32901-32909, after Fallsigud Tana Bo" Cualnge q.v.,

the first rerascel,

(ii) independently in RIA D.^.2, ed. K. Meyer, RC VI p.191.

The information about each extant text is intended to convey,

roughly, the style (use of verse, runs etc.) and date of the language

(failing which, the date of the earliest MS) and the context of the

tale in the manuscript tradition and in the literary cycles, with a

brief summary of the plot. All tales have the narrative in prose and

the dialogue in direct speech, unless otherwise indicated.

Complete manuscript sources are not given, and obviously it

is often hard to decide which is the most significant manuscript

from several contemporaries. In other cases the oldest source is

given. The 'cycles' are the modern classification, into Ulster,

King, Pathological or Finn tales. 'King tale of 7th century' refers

to the native chronology of these characters, not the language of

the text. For references to oral Versions see. SruforA,
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Acallam na Senorach 'Colloquy of the Aged Men' (Acall.) Ed. and

tr. between W. Stokes, IT IV 1, and SG p. 9**» from Laud 610,

Lismore etc. Late M.Ir. syllabic poems, runs, subtitles. Readings

from later version in Franciscan ms. (Fr.) given in the notes in IT.

Finn cycle, frame tale: Caelte and surviving Fenians tell St.

Patrick their adventures in the different parts of Ireland, including

some tales from other cycles.

Aided 'Untimely Death', List A, 13-15 titles.

Aided Aenfhir kite (AAA) 'Death of A^fe's Only Son'. Ed. and tr.

K. Meyer, Eriu I 113-121 (190*0, from YBL etc. 0. Ir. Dialogue

in roscad.Ulster cycle: Cu Chulainn kills his son by A^fe because he

will not name himself to him. Oral, Ireland and Scotland.

Aided Blajf Briugad 'Death of Blax the hospitaller' (List A) +

Aided Cheltchair q.v.

Aided Cheltchair maic Uithechair 'Death of Celtchar son of Uithechar'

List A.Ed. Death Tales, p.2*+ from LL ll8b and Edia. XL.O. Ir. , Ulster

cycle: Celtchar kills Blax for sleeping with his wife, and as eric

must kill Congaachneas, a monster, and his own hound, the blood of

which runs along the spear and poisons him.

Oidedh Chloinne Lir (QCL) 'Death of Ler's Children', ed. and tr.

R. O'Duffy, l893» from l8thc. MS etc. Syllabic poems, list.

Mythological: Wife of Otherworld Ler turns her stepchildren to

si^ans till Deoch and Lairgnen marry; 900 years later when they

return to human form St. Patrick baptises them and they die and go

to Heaven. Oral, Ireland and Scotland.
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Oidedh Chloinne Tuireaan 'Death of Tuireann's Children* (OCT),

ed. and tr. R. O'Duffy, 1888, from 19thc. MSS. Syllabic poems, runs.

Mythological: Lugh sets impossible eric to be paid by Tuireann's

three sons who killed his father by mistake. Oral,Ireland.

Oidedh Chloinne Uisnech 'Death of Uisnech's Children, (OCU), late version

of Longes Mac nllislenn, q.v., beginning with Conchobar*s decision

to ask the sons of Uisnech to return. Glenraasan (15thc.) ed. and

tr. W. Stokes, IT II 2 109-184,YEL ed. and tr. E. O'Curry, GJ I

378-391» II 10-17. Syllabic poems, runt;. Oral,Ireland and Scotland.

Aided Chonchobair *Death of Conchobar', List A. Four versions,

A, B, C, D, ed. Death Tales p.2 from LL 12.3b, 23.N.10, LFF, D IV 2.

0. Ir.: Eoscad (A^C), syllabic poems (D), run (A). Ulster cycle:

(Cet steals Mes Gegra's brain-ball from the Ulstermerx, clings it
at Conchobar's head; Fxngen makes the wound heal over: A only).

Conchobar is told of Christ's Crucifixion and is seised with battle-

fury, the wound bursts and he dies.

Aided Chon Culaind 'Death of Cu Chulainn' (ACC)

I LL 119a, 13763-l4295« sole (given title above); partial ed.

and tr. W. Stokes, RC III 175-185* O.Ir.: Syllabic poem,

roscada?runs.
II ed. A. van Hamel, Med & Mod Ir. Ser. Ill, from l6thc. ms (which

omits:poems included in 17thc. rass ed. J. Kogan GJ XI 8lf£.,

second part/peargruathar Conaill Chernaig GJ XVII 305f£.) E.

Mod.Ir.: Roscad and syllabic poems, runs. Ulster cycle: Clann

Calat^n avenge their father's death in TBC by luring Cu Chulainn

to break his geasa. He dies, but is avenged by Conall Cernach.

Oral,Ireland and Scotland.
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Aided Chon Rut 'Death of Cu Ru/' (ACR) List A. Ed. and tr.
/

R. Best, Erio. II 20-31, from YHL; (also an obscure O.Ir. version

from Eg. 88, 32-5) lOthc. Syllabic poems, roscad 'Amra Conroi1

run. Ulster cycle: Cii Rut's wife Blathnat betrays how he may be

killed to Cu Chulainn, his poet Ferchertne then leaps with her

to their deaths.

Aided Diarmada meic Fergusa Cerrbeoil 'Death of Diarmaid son of

Fergus Cerrbel', ed. SG 72-82 from Eg 1782, M.Ir.: Roscad and

syllabic poems, runs. King tale of 6th«.: Diarmaid suffers a

threefold death in the otherworld hall of Banban, after various

seemingly-impossible conditions have been fulfilled.

Aided Fhergusa meic Leide 'Death of Fergus mac Leide'. Two

versions: I O.Ir., from H.3«l8 etc. (legal MSS), ed. and tr.

D. Binchy, Eriu XVI 33-48 (1952). Roscad and syllabic verse.

II ed. SG from Eg.1782, sole MS.E.Mod.Ir.: as above, with runs.

King-tale: Fergus visits the leprechauns, dies fighting a water-

monster.

Aided Fhergusa maic Roich 'Death of Fergus mac Roech* Aided Fhergusa

List A Ed. Death Tales, from Edin. XL.O.Ir.: Ulster cycle: Ailill

gets his blind brother to cast at Fergus who is swimming with Medb.

Aided Fhirxn 'Death of Finn', List A, H only. Several different

accounts: II = Finn and the hunt of Sxd na aBan Firm*, ed. and tr.

K. Meyer, Fianaigecht, from Eg. 1782, sole MS.E.Mod.Ir.: Syllabic

poems, runs. After boar-hunt Finn wants to leave Ireland because

of prophecy of doom; prevented and battle ensues.

Aided Fhir Dlad 'Death of Fer Diad', List A, Extant as Comracc

Fir Diad.
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(Aided Gairb Glinne Rige (AGG) 'Death of Garb of Glen Rige*

(Aided Guill aeic Carbr.da 'Death of Goll mac Carbada', ed. and tr.

W. Stokes, RC XIV 396-^9, from 107b LL etc. M.Ir.: runs, syllabic

verse. Romantic Ulster tale; Cu Chulainn deals rath one invading,

one Irish giant.

Aided Maifl Fhatharlaig raeic Ronain 'Death of Mael Fatharlaig son of

Ronan', List A; extant as Fingal Remain, q.v.

Ailed MuircherUiq -ic Srca 'Death of Muirchertach son of Ere' ed. and

tr. W. Stokes, RC XXIII 395-^37 (1902), from YBL etc. Late M.Ir.

Roscad and syllabic poems, runs. King tale of 6the: Muirchertach

meets a threefold death in the hall of Cleitech after abandoning

his Christian wife for a supernatural woman.

Aided Neill Noiglallaig 'Death of Niall of the Nine Hostages', tr. and

ed. K. Meyer, Otia Mers. II 8^-92 (1900), from Rawl. B.502 etc. M.Ir.

Syllabic quatrains, run. King tale of ^thc: Eochu son of Enna

Censelach shoots Niall with an arrow, but his daughter betrays him

to Niall'b son Fergus.

Aigidecht Artuir 'Visiting of Arthur' List A (Orgain) Extant in

Carthreini Conghail q.v.

A:f■jc'echt nithirne 'Visiting of Athirne', ed. and tr. K. Meyer,

Eriu VII 1-9 from ll8a LL etc. E.M.Ir. Roscada,sotae descriptive.

Ulster cycle: poet Aithirae visits his foster-son Araargen, who stops

him leaving for a year with poems describing the seasons.

Airec Menman Uraird meic Coisse 'The Stratagem of Urard mac Coisse'

ed. M. E. Byrne, Anecd. II ^2-76, from Rawl. B.512 etc. 11th-century,

includes Tale-list B. Syllabic poems, runs. The fili Mac Coisse adds
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a new allegtorical tale to the traditional repertoire to get redress

from his king.

Airne Fjuigein 'Fifngen's Night-watch', ed. J. Vendryes, Med. and

Mod. Ir, Ser. XV, from Lismore etc. List B 'gn^thscel', 9th-10th

century. Syllabic poems, run. An Otherworld woman on Samain-eve

prophesies to Fingen ten portents of Conn Cetchathach's birth.

Aislinge 'Vision'; not in the Lists.

Aislinge Meic Con Glinne 'The Vision of Mac Con Glinne'. (Aisl.M.C.)

ed. and tr. K. Meyer from LB (I), H 3 18 (II); London 1892. 12th-

century. Syllabic poems, runs. The poet Mac Con Glinne saves

himself and heals his king by telling his vision of a voyage to an

Otherworld Land of Food.

/

(Aislingi in Maic Pig 'The Vision of the Young Son'. (List B,

gnathscelTT3C rem,seel) See next :

Aislinge Oenguso (meic in Daghdha) 'The Vision of Angus son of the

Daghdha' (Aisl. Peng.) TBC remscela II; ed. F. Shaw 'The Dream of

Oengus*, Dublin 193^, from Eg. 1782 etc. 8th-century; The Otherworld

Oengus dreams of and wins an Otherworld bride, helped by Ailill and

Medb, whose help he returns on TBC.

Aitheda 'Elopements'; Lists A (12 titles), B (7 titles) None

extant under this title.

Aithed Derdrinne re maccaib Uislenn 'The Elopement of Derdriu with

the sons of Uisliu'. List A Extant as Lon^es mac nULslenn, q.v. Ulster

cycle.

Aithed Grainne re Diarmait 'The Elopement of Grainne with Diarmait'.
/

List A, B. Finn cycle. See 'Uath Beinne Etair'. Extant in later



form in Toraigecht Diarmada agus Grainne.

Altram Tige Da Medar 'The Fostering in the House of Two Vessels'

(Altram TDM) ed. and tr. L. Duncan, Eriu XI 184—225, from Fermoy,

the sole MS.E.Mod.Ir. Syllabic poems, runs. Christianised

mythological tale: Angus' foster-daughter Eithne rejects

Otherworld food and is received by St. Patrick.

Amairgen: tale of the poet's first utterance; ed. R. Best, Ir.

Texts I, pp. 32-33 O.Ir.; Run.

B.

Bas Oearthall agus Farbklaidhe 'The Death of Cearbhall and

Farbhlaidhe' (BCF) ed. and tr. E. 6 Neachtain, Eriu IV 47-67,

from 17thc ms E.lfod.Ir: Syllabic poems, runs. Romantic love

tale: Poet hero and princess die for love of each other.

Bodach an Ch^ta Lachtna 'The Rustic in the Drab Coat' (BCL) ed. SG

(I 289-94). 17thc. Runs. Finn-tale: enemy defeated by supernatural

helper. Oral Scotland and Ireland.

Borama Laigen 'The Cattle-Tribute of Leinster', ed. and tr. ••

Stokes, RC XIII 32-124, from 294b LL etc. Mid.Ir.: Roscad and

syllabic poems (most omitted by editor), sub-titles. King tale of

1st to 6thc.: Tuathal Techtmar exacts tribute from Leinster after

their king married both his daughters Fithir and D^irine, who died

of shame when they found out. Subsequent kings attempt to exact

it, until St. Moling gets it remitted till 'Monday' - the day of Doom.

Bruiden 'Hall, Brawl' Not in Lists.

(BRA)
Bruidhean Bheag na hAlmhaine 'The Little Brawl (Hall?) at Allen',

ed. SG (I 336-341); ed.N.nx Sheaghdha, LSS II 1.6-31 from oldest
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(1603) MS* Runs. Finn-tale, on the feud between Clarm Baoisgne and

Clann Morna.

Bruidhean Chaorthainn 'The Rowan-tree Hall' (BC) ed. P. mac

Piarais, Dublin 1900, from l8thc. MSS; oldest is l603. Syllabic

poem, runs. Finn-tale; defeated Viking invader invites Finn and

men to feast in his supernatural hall, where they stick to the seats

until rescued by Diarmaid. Oral Ireland and Scotland.

Bruidhean Cheise Chorainn 'The Hall at Keshcorran' (BCC) ed. SG

(I 306-310); ed.N.nx Sh^aghdha, LSS II pp. 3-15, from oldest MS,

1609. (Syllabic poem), runs. Finn-tale: Goll rescues Finn and

men from three hags. Oral, Ireland.

Bruiden Da Choca 'The Hall of Da Choca', (Togail Bruidne Da Choca of

Lists) Ed. and tr. W. Stokes, RC XXI 149-165, 312-327 , 388-402, CBDC)

from H.3.18 etc. E.Mod.Ir., Syllabic poems (omitted by editor),
•a

runs, subtitles. Ulster cycle: Corraac Conloges becomes king of the

Ulaid after Conchobar, breaks his geasa, and falls prey to Connaught

raiders in Da Choca's hall.

Bruidhean Eochaidh Bhig Dheirg 'Little Red-haired Eochaidh's Hall'

(BEEP) ed. M.niMhairgheasa, LSS II 40-91, from 17thc. MS. Runs.

Finn-tale. Oral,Scotland and Ireland.

Buile 'Vision, Frenzy'. List B only, 5 titles.

Buile Shuibhne 'The Frenzy of Sweeney*, ed. and tr. J. O'Keefe, ITS vol.

XII, from 17thc. MSS. Mid.Ir.; prose narrative, dialogue, syllabic

poems, runs. King-tale of 7thc.: Suibhne goes mad in the Battle

of Magh Rath, and lives in the wilds till his death in Moling's

monastery.



Cath 'Battle' List A, 9 titles, B, 8 titles#
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Oath Aoaaigh Macha "The Battle of the Assembly of ?kcha', ed. and

tr. M. Dobbe, OOP XVI 145-161, from l6thc. fC. Roscad and

syllabic poems, lists.

Oath Airtii; 'Battle of Airtech', ed. and tr. R. Boat, Sriu VIIX

170-190, from Lecaa etc. 13the.? Roscad (run). Ulster cycle;

Cuscrall made king after EDC.

Cath Alaaiae 'The Battle of Alloa', ed. and tr. Stokes, RC XXIV

4-70 from YHL etc. Mid.Ir.; Syllabic poeae, runs. King-tale of

8the.: Fergal mc Maile Duin killed in battle, as is his minstrel,

whose head singe to him as promised.

Cath Cat-barJa 'The Civil ar* (CCath) ed. and tr. >. Stokes, 17

IV2, from 15the. IBS.Mil.Ir. translation of Lucas's Pbarsalia;

imas, subtitles.

Cath Chrioana 'Battle of Criaaa', ©d. 3G (I 519-326) from Liomore

etc. Roscad and syllabic poems, run. King-tale of 3rdc.: Coroac

aac Airt bribes 7aJg mac Coin to fight the Ulaid.

Catli Quia Dretane 'Battle of Cul Drouno', ed. P. aloh, HIJ 1326

pp. 5**11, from 16the. IE. Syllabic poems, runs. King-tale of 6thc;

Colujn Cllle leaves Ireland.

Cath Cuiaair 'Battle of Cumar-1 (List .AAwnitt Scfaaoh for a oaccaib)

Ed. and tr. I!. Dobbs,SC XLIII pp. 277-342 ,froai l8thc. m. Lang,

modern; syllabic poems, runs. Ulster tale: Ifedb's brothers rebel

against their father.

Cath Fladehoradh 'Battle of Fiadchora*, ed. and tr. M. Oobba, 3CP XIV

393—'»20 from )? the. IE. Roscad on Bulls, syllabic poems, runs. Ulster

cycles netting of the Hills of TBC.
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Cath Finntragha 'Battle of Ventry * (CF) ed. and tr. K. Meyer, Oxon.

1885» ed. C. O'Rahilly, Med. and Mod. Ir. Ser. XX (CF2) from Rawl.

B ^87 15thc. MS. E.Mod.Ir.; runs, (syllabic poem). Finn-tale: Finn is

nearly killed fighting off the invading 'King of the World'. Oral

Ireland.

Cath Gabhra 'Battle of Gabhra*, ed. and tr. N. O'Kearney, Oss. I

p.13^1 runs. Finn-tale: their last battle, against their former

patron, king Cairbre mac Airt.

Cath Leitreach Ruibhe 'Battle of Leitir Ruibe', ed. and tr. M.

Dobbs, PC XXXIX 1-32, from 15thc. MS etc. Syllabic poems, lists.

Ulster cycle; Eochaidh Feidlech makes himself highking; Conchobar

makes him pay an eric for his father.

Cath Maigha Leana 'Battle of Magh Leana' (CML)ed. and tr. K. Jackson,

Med. and Mod. Ir. Ser. IX, from l6thc. MS etc. E.Mod.Ir.; syllabic and

roscad poems, runs. King-tale of 2ndc.: Eoghan Mor, whence the E^ghanachta,
/

divides Ireland with Conn Cedchathach, then is killed by him.

Cath Maighe Mucrime 'Battle of Magh Mucrimhe' (CMM) I ed. and tr. M. O'Daly,

ITS L (1975) from LL etc. O.Ir., syllabic poems, runs. List A,B.

II ed. M. 0 Dunlainge, GJ XVII 385f., XVIII 30f. from late MSS. E.Mod.Ir.:

prose narrative, dialogue, roscad and syllabic poems, runs. King-

tale of 3rdc.: Lugaid mac Con becomes higbrklng after exile in Scotland.

Oral Scotland.

Cath Maige Rath 'Battle of Mag Rath* (CMR) I ed. and tr. C. Marstrander,

Eriu V 226-2^7* from YBL.E.Mid.Ir.; syllabic poems, runs. II ed. and tr.

J. O'Donovan, Dublin 18^2, from YBL and paper MSS. l^thc.; inflated

narrative and dialogue, syllabic poems, runs. List A.King-tale of 7thc.:

Congal Claen fights Domnall mac Aeda with Scots army, is killed5

Suibne goes mad and Cennfaelad loses his 'brain of forgetting'.



Cath Maige Tuired * little of Moytura' (CHT(i))« ed. and tr. J. Fraser,

Sriu VIII 1-63, from H.2.17. Hld.Ir.; roacad and syllabic poems,

runs. Mythological cycle: the Tuatha De Danann invade Ireland,

ousting the Fir Bolg; their king Nualu loses his hani in the battle

and is replaced by Bros*

^ath Madge Tuirei (Second) 'Battle of Moytui'a* (CHT(ii)), ed. and tr.

. Stokes, RC XII 52-130 etc., from Harl. 5280, sole MS. O.Ir."

roacad and syllabic poems, runs. Mythological cycle: Bres'

behaviour provokes a battle won by the Tuatha DS Danann against the

Fcsa^ire,Lug mac Eithlend becomes king of Ireland. Lists A, B.

Cath Ruis aa Rig * Battle of Rosnareo• (CRR) ed. and tr. S. Hogan,

RIA Todd IV, 1892. I from LL 171 a , sole MS. Mid.Ir.; roscad and

syllabic poems, runs. II from l8thc. MSS; 15the.; roacad and

syllabic poems, dialogue, runs. Ulster cycle: Conchobar wants a

decisive victory over Ailill and Medb after TBI. Ulaid nearly

routed till rallied by Cu Chuiaion.

Cathcharpat Setriia 'The Sickled Chariot• ed. and tr. C. C'Rahilly,

Celtics XI 19W02, from LL, sole MS. M.Ir. run, describing Cu

Chulainu.

Cathrelm 'Battle-Career'. Not in Lists.

Caithreia Conahail Chlairin^gaigh 'The Battle-Career of Conghaln"iwn,iiwiaiw 11m«, 1 mimiin mm

Claringnecb' (Caithr Congh) ed. and ir. P. MaeGweeaey, ITS V (190*0,
from l?thc. MSS.E.Mod.Ir.; roacad and syllabic poems, runs, subtitles:

Ulster cycle with 'Romantic' episodes: Conghal wins the kingship

of Ulster from Fergus mac Leide, becomes High-king, lias adventures

with Arthur in Britain and pursuing princesses overseas.
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Caithieim Thoirdhealbhaigh 'The Battle-Career of Toirdhealbhach'

(Caithr. Thoirdh.) ed. and tr. S. 0'Grady, ITS XXVI 8e XXVII (1929),

from l8thc. MSS. l^thcrosg and syllabic poems, runs. 'Historical',

12th to l'fthc. Thomond.

Ceilldhe Iosgaide Leithe 'The Visit of Grey Hock* (CIL) ed. M. mac an

tSaoi, Dha Sgeal Arturaxochta, Dublin 19^6. 17th and l8thc. MSS.

Syllabic poems, runs. Romantic tale: an Otherworld woman discomfits

Arthur's court.

Ceisneamh Ingine Guill (Complaining of Goll's Daughter' (CIG)

(Brchoitmed Ingine Gulide) ed. and tr. K. Meyer, Hibernica Minora,

Oxford 189^, from Rawl. B.512. E.Mid.Ir.; long speeches. King-tale

of ^thc.: Gulide at first refuses hospitality to Feidlimid mac

Crimthainn on circuit.

Cogadh Gaedheal re Gallaibh 'The War of the Gaels with the Foreigners'

(Cog.) ed. and tr. J. Todd, London 1867, from LL 3P<fa, and later

MSS.Mid.Ir.: runs, syllabic poems. Historical tale: the Viking

invasions to the battle of Clontarf.

Coimheasgar na Curadh 'Combat of the Champions* (CNC) ed. M.ni

Chleirigh, LSS VI, 19^2, from l8thc. MS. Two syllabic poems, runs,

subtitles. Romantic tale with characters of Ulster cycle.

Comperta 'Conceptions'. List B only, 5 titles.

Compert Con Culainn 'Conception of Cu Chulainn' List B,TBC

Remscela.(Feis Tighe Beccfholtaig (later version) q.v., a\so in

TBC remscela II) ed. A. Van Hamel, Med. and Mod. Ir. Ser. Ill,

from LU 128a etc. Early 8thc: roscad poems. Ulster cycle;

Conchobar's daughter Deichtire acquires a fairy child who dies,
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becomes pregnant after seeing the god Lugh and swallowing a worm,

but miscarries; marries Sualdam and has a son, Cu Chulainn.

Oral;Ireland.

Compert Chonchobhair 'Conception of Conchobhar' List B TBC

remscela I. Ulster cycle. I ed. and tr. V. Hull, Ir. Texts IV

*t-I2, from Bawl. B.512 etc. Anecdote only: Ness unites with

Cathbhadh the druid on a lucky day for conception, bears Conchobar.

II ed. and tr. K. Meyer, RC VI 173-182, from D IV 2.E.Mid.Ir.J

two syllabic poems. Cathbad forces Ness to marry him, but Conchobar

is begotten either by her lover Fachtna Fathach, or from worms

Cathbad made her swallow.

Compert Chorbmaic hui Cuind 'Conception of Cormac grandson of Conn'

List B. Extant as Genemain Cormaic ua Chuinn.

Comrac 'Encounter*. Not in Lists.

Comracc Fir Diad ocus Con Culainn 'The Encounter of Fer Diad and Cu

Chulainn' (CFD) (Aided Fir Diaa, List A.)Episode of TBC (I 2567, II 2606),
also independently later. Text of Franciscan MS 16 (Fr.) ed. R. Best,

ZCP X 27^-308, plus a fragment from H.2.12. Fr. runs, two syllabic

quatrains.H.2.12 runs. Cu Chulainn kills his fosterbrother, who

has been forced to fight him to save his honour. Oral,Ireland

and Scotland.

Comracc Liadain ocus Cuirithir 'The Encounter of Liadan and

Cuirithir' ed. and tr. K. Meyer, London 1902, from l-farl. 5280

etc. O.Ir.: syllabic poems. Poet-lovers parted forever when Liadan

takes the veil.

Cophar in d^t Muccida 'The Begetting of the two Swineherds' List B

gnathscel,TBC remscel. Two versions ed. and tr. (German) E. Windisch,
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IT III. I from LL; O.Ir.; prose narrative, dialogue, roscad

describing Bulls. II from Eg. 1782; Mid.Ir., runs. Ulster cycle:

the Otherworld swineherds of Munster and Connaught quarrel, they

change into different shapes and are swallowed and reborn as the

two Bulls of TBC.

Cronan Mhac Imilit (oral), see BCC,p.371 above.

D

Deirdire (oral) see Lg, OCU, pp.3<?3,37$..
Dithreabhach Glinne an Pheice 'The Hermit of Glenfeic' (PGP) ed.

and tr. A. Bruford, E^gse XII 301f, from 17thc. MS, Runs. King-tale of

lithe ./Romance: Murchadh mac Briain B<4raimhe is led by a magic

stag to the Hermit, who tells him hov; he acquired the stag, his

hound, and his wife. Oral,Scotland and Ireland.

E

Echtrai 'Adventures (to the Otherworld)* List A, 14 titles; B,

9-10 titles.

Echtra Airt raeic Guind 'Adventure of Art son of Conn' (EAC) List B.

Ed. and tr. R. Best, Eriu III 147-173, from Ferraoy, sole MS.E.Mod.

Ir.: runs. King-tale of 2ndc.: Art is bespelled by his stepmother

to seek an Otherworld bride oversea.

Eachtra Aodha Duibh 'Adventure of Black Hugh' (EAD) ed. B. 0. Cuiv,
/

Eigse XII 39-60, from 19thc. MSS,Mod.lang.: runs. Romance: Aodh

Dubh bespelled to go to Babylon after seeing a magic stag, wins

daughter of the king of'"Greece.

Eachtra Aodh mhic Goireachtaidh 'Adventure of Aodh mac Goireachtaidh*

(EAG) ed. N. 1illiams, E^igse XIII 111-43, from l8thc. MSS. Runs,

amhran poem. l8thc. satire: Aodh arrives at a magic hall while

hunting, after various bawdy adventures wakes up in his own bed.



Eachtra Cheadaigh Mhoir 'Adventure of Ceadach the Great1 (ECM)

Unpublished Romantic tale, see A Bruford 1966 p.258. Oral^Ireland
and Scotland.

Eachtra in Cheithearnaigh Chaoilriabhaigh 'The Adventure of the

Narrow-Striped Kerne' (ECCR) ed. SG I 276-288 from MS c.l800.

Syllabic quatrains, runs. l6thc. satire: Supernatural visitor

discomfits various Irish chieftains in their courts. Oral; Scotland.

Eachtra Chloinne High na hloruaidhe 'Adventure of the Children of

the King of Ioruadh' (SCRI) Ed. and tr. D. Hyde, ITS I (1899) from

17thc. MSS.E.Mod.Ir.I runs. Romance: heroes bespelled on a series

of oversea adventures by a lady they meet when out hunting. Oral,

Ireland.

Echtra Chon Culaind 'Cu Chulainn's Adventure' Lists A, B/Serglige

Con Culainn q.v./his sojourn in Scotland, T. Emire paras 60-8l?

Echtra ChonLa meic Chuinn Ch^tchathaig 'Adventure of Conla, son of

Conn of the Hundred Battles' ed. and tr. J. Pokorny (German), ZCP

XVIII 193-205, from LU ,€.120,YbL, 23.N.10 etc. 8thc.: roscqd
and syllabic poems. Connla goes away with a woman who described

the Other World to him, despite his father's druid.

Eachtra Chormaic (ui Chuinn/i T£r Tairrngire)' fformac (grandson of

Conn)'a Adventure (to the Land of Promise) List B. Ed. and tr.

W. Stokes, IT III, from YBL etc. The 'adventure' proper, paras 2b-

3bt occurs separately, ed. and tr. S. O'Grady, Oss. Ill, from

Fermoy etc. E.Mod.Ir.: roscad and syll. quatrain (paras 13, 77)♦

runs. King-tale of 3rdc.: Cormac establishes twelve 'Truths of

Kingship* at the Feast of Tara, 12th is his branch (para 2b) gained

from an Otherworld warrior who took Cormac's family to his castle,

whence they were rescued by the telling of b true tales.



Eachtra aa cCuradh 'Adventure of the Champions' (ENC) ed. M. ni

Chleirigh, LSS I, from l8thc. IKS. Syllabic poems, runs, subtitles.

Romance: adventures of Ulster cycle characters in Oversea islands.

Eachtra Ghiolla an Fhingha 'Adventure of the lad with the Billhook'

(EGF) Ed. and tr. D. Hyde, ITS I from 19thc. IBS. Mod.Ir.: runs.

Romantic king-tale of lithe.: Murchadh son of Brian Boramha meets

supernatural lad from lake. Oral Ireland and Scotland.

Eachtra Iollainn Airmdheirg (EIA) 'Adventure of Iollann with the

Red Weapons'. Unpublished Romantic tale, see A. Br^ford 1966 p.259.

OraljIreland and Scotland.

Echtra Laegaire meic Chrimthainn go Mag Mell 'Adventure of Laegaire

son of Crimthann to the Plain of Delight* ed. and tr. K. Jackson,

Speculum XVII 377-389m,from U, £2.75fc etc, O.Ir„ (poems Mid.Ir.?)

runs; syllabic poems in LL only. Laegaire invited to Otherworld

to help in battle, marries and remains there.

Eachtra Leithin Leithin's Adventure* ed. and tr. D. Hyde, Celtic

Review X 116-1^3, from l8thc. etc. MSS. Syllabic poems. Eagle

Leithxn tells clerics of Clonmacnoise how the Crow of Achill sent

her to find out the coldest day ever, and ate her chicks.

Sachtra Lomnochtain an t Sl^ibhe Riffe 'Adventure of Lomnochtan from

Sliabh Riff'. (ELSR) Ed. and tr. 0. Bergin and E. MacNeill, G.I

VIII l68f, IX 231-C, from unspecified MSS. Modern Irish: runs.

Romantic Finn-tale.

Echtra Mhac nEachach Muigmed^in 'Adventure of Eochu Muigmedcfo'S' >

Sons' (EMS) ed. and tr. W. Stokes, RC XXIV pp. 192-203, from YBL

etc. lithe.; Roscad and syllabic poems, runs. King-tale of 4thc.:
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Niall (Noxgiallach), son of a slave, is the only one of his

brothers who will embrace a hideous hag; she is Sovranty, he the

next high-king.

Eachtra Mhacaoimh an Iolair 'Adventure of Eagle-Boy' (EMI)

ed. and tr. R. MacAlister, ITS X, from l8thc. MS. Syllabic poems,

runs. Romance: Eagle carries off posthumous child of the rightful

prince; he lives to rescue various maidens and reclaim the kingdom.

Sachtra an Mhadra Mhaoil 'Adventure of the Cropeared Dog' (EMM)

ed. and tr. R. MacAlister, ITS X, from l8thc. MS, runs. Arthurian

Romance: Sir Galahad and dog (an enchanted prince) defend Arthur's

court from Ridire. an Lochrainn.

Eachtra Mhelora agus Orlando 'Adventure of Mel^ra and Orlando' (EHO)

ed. M.mac an tSaox, Dha Sgeal Arturaxochta, Dublin 19^6, from 17thc.

MS, runs. Arthurian Romance.

Schtra Nerai 'Nera's Adventure* List A, B; TBC remscela I. Ed,

and tr. K. Meyer, RC X 212-28, from Eg. 1782 etc. O.Ir.: syllabic

poems. Ulster cycle: Nera follows an Otherworld host into the

cave of Cruachu at Samain and marries; his son's cow is bulled by

the Donn Cualnge. fE.Nerai.)

Eachtra Ridire"Leomhan 'Adventure of the Knight of the Lions' (BRL)

ed. A. nx CJhr^inxn, IjSS XVIII, from l8thc. MS, runs. Romance of

French origin.

Eachtra Thaidhg mhic Chein 'Adventure of Tadhg son of Cian' (ETC)

Ed. SG (I 3^2-9) from Lismore, sole MS. E.Mod.Ir.: prose narrative,

dialogue, roscad and syllabic poems, runs. King-tale of 4thc.:

Tadhg pursues wife abducted to Spain, finds island paradise.



Erchoitmed Inline Gulide see GIG

Esnada Tige Buchet 'The Songs of Buchat's House' (ETB) ed. and tr.

;»7. Stokes, RC XXV pp. 18-38, from LLX70a etc. lOthc.: roscad.

King-tale of 3rdc.: Cormac mac Airt finds his bride Eithne,

mother of Cairpre Lifechair, tending the impoverished Buchat,

restores him to his former wealth and powers of generosity.

Fallsigud Tana Bo Cualnge 'The Revealing of Tain Bo Cuailnge' TBC

rem3cela.II. Various versions: LL 2^5t» 32879-32909; ed. K. Meyer,

Arch.Ill 3-5% from D.IV 2, Eg. 1782 - also in Tromdasr Guaire, q.v.

LL 12thc. : roscad, run. Senchan Torp^ist and Poets of Ireland

get Fergus mac Roich to rise from his grave to tell them the full

text of TBC, since they no longer know it.

Fessa 'Nights spent, Feasts' List A, 17 titles; B, 7-8 titles.

(Feis Duin Bolg 'Night spent in the Fort of the Bags' List A.

Extant as Cath Duin Bolg, Borama para 119 q.v.

(Feis D^in Buchet 'Night spent in Buchet's Fort'. List A. Extant

as Esnada Tige Buchet q.v.

Feis Tige Becfholtaig 'The Night in Becfholtach's House' TBC

remscela II, later version of Compert Con Culainn q.v. Ed. K. Meyer,

SCP V 50G-50A-, from DIV 2.9thc.: Roscad .itinerary. Ulster cycle:

Magic birds lead Conchobar to a hall where his sister Deichtire,

missing for three years, is about to give birth to a child. Morand

judges that Sencha, Blai Briuga, Fergus and Amargen shall all

foster him.

Feis Tige Bricrenn 'The Feast in Bricriu's House' List B. Extant

as Fled Bricrenn, q.v.
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Feis Tige Chonain 'The Night in Conan's House' (FTP) ed. and tr.

N. O'Kearney, Oes.II, from l8thc. MS; ed. M. Joynt, Med. and Mod.

Ir. Ser. VII, from Northern MS c.1700 etc. E.Mod.Ir.: syllabic poems

(more in North), runs (Oss. only). Fenian frame-tale: Finn lost

on hunt arrives at the 'Bruiden' of Conan, forced to tell him

stories; including how he got his hound Bran, meeting with

allegorical figures of Sloth, Old Age, the World etc. in the 'bruiden1

of Cuanna.

Fingal R^nain 'Ronan's Kin-murder' (Fing.R.) ed. and tr. K. Meyer,

RC XIII pp. 368-397, from LL Vila. etc. Late O.Ir.: syllabic poems.

King-tale c.600 AD; R^n^n king of Leinster has his son Mael

Fothartaig killed after his young wife has falsely accused him of

soliciting her. (Aided Mael Fhatharlalg ,List A.)

F^si 'Visions' List A, B; same k titles.

Fled Bricrenn 'Ericriu's Feast' (FB) ed. and tr. G. Henderson,

ITS II, from LU 99b etc. Compilation of two O.Ir. versions:

Roscad poems, subtitles, runs. Ulster cycle: Bricriu provokes the

rivalry of Cu Chulainn, Conall Cernach, and Laegaire Buaaach for

the 'Champion's Portion' at his feast, eventually Cu Chulainn wins

in a beheading contest with the disguised Cu Rux. Oral) Ireland.

d

Fled Duin na nGed 'Fest of the Fort of the Geese* (FDG) ed. C.

Marstrander, Christiania 19i0» from YBL etc. Mid.Ir.: syllabic poems,

runs. King-tale of 7thc.: Congal Claen takes offencethat at the

feast he has a hen's egg, everyone else a goose's; he raises an

army in Scotland to fight the battle of Mag Rath.

Fochond Loingse Fergusa maic Roich 'The Cause of Fergus mac Roich's

Exile* (FLF) TBC remscela II. Ed. and tr. V. Hull, ZCP XVIII 295}

9thc. fragment in LL 2J5Z\o. Run describes two hideous warriors who
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appear for a feast in Emain, Ulster cycle.

Fogluim Con Culainn 'Cu Chulainn's Education' (Fog.CC) ed. and tr.

W. Stokes, RC XXIX 109-152, from l8thc. fES.15thc.: runs. Ulster

cycle: Cu Chulainn goes for training in arms to Scotland, Scathach in

Scythia, and Aife, whom he leaves pregnant. Oral,Ireland and

Scotland.

Forbasa Sieges' List A, 9 titles.

Forbais Dromma Damgaire 'Siege of Druim Damgaire' (Forb. DP) List A.

Ed. and tr. (French) M. Sjoestedt, RC LXIII 1-123, from Lismore etc.

15thc.j roscad (RC LXIV pp.157-186) and syllabic poems, runs,

subtitles. Cycle of Cormac mac Airtj3rdc.: Cormac claims double

tribute from Munster, opposed by Fiacha Muillethain and Mog Ruith

the Druid.

Forbais Fer F^lgae 'Siege of the Men of Falga' (Forb.FF) Lists A, B

gn^thacel.Ed. K. Meyer, ZCP VIII %h% from Eg. 1782 etc. (in CDS).

Early 8thc.: prose paragraph,roscada. Ulster cycle: Cu Chulainn

and Cu Rui carry off spoils (see ACR).

Geaeraain Chormaic ui Chuinn 'Begetting of Cormac grandson of Conn'

ed. SG I 233-256, from BB etc. Late M.Ir.: roscad and syllabic

poems, runs. King-tale of 3rdc.: Cormac begotten the night before

his father's death and brought up in obscurity, his accession to

the kingship in Tara and his eventual death. (Compert Chorbraaic

in List B.)

Immaccallam in da Ilroarad 'Conversation of the Two Sages', partially

ed. and tr. V. Stokes, RC XXVI k-6k$ from LLlSba. etc. O.Ir.:

roscada ^itinerary. Ulster cycle: the chief ollamh dies, after a

poetic contest his son Nede agrees Ferchertne is more worthy to
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succeed him.

^Imaram 'Rowing about' List A, 3 titles.

Immram Brain aaic Febail ocus a Schtra 'The Voyage of Bran son of

Febal and his adventure' (Imr. Brain) ed. and tr. K. Meyer, Voyage

of Bran vol. I, from LU 121a etc. 0. & M.Ir. from CDS. Syllabic

verse. A woman invites Bran to an Otherworld 'Land of Women',

on the way the sea-god Manannan prophesies the birth of his son

Mongan (7thc.) compared to the birth of Christ (Echtra Brain, List B).
fa*

Immram (Curaig) Maele Duin 'The Voyage of Mael Duin('s Currach)'

(Imr CM), List A. Ed. and tr. H. Oskamp, The Voyage of Mael Duin,

from YBL etc. O.Ir. ; runs, syllabic verse. Mael Duin

sets out to avenge his father's murder; the voyage takes him to

marvellous islands, of wonders and holy hermits; at the last,

converted, he makes peace with the murderers.

Immram (Curraig) hUa gCorra 'The Voyage of the UfChorraCs' Currach)'

(Imr CC) List A.Ed, and tr. W. Stokes, RC XTV 22-69, from Ferraoy

etc. lithe.; poem, runs. Three wicked sons born after parents

fast on the devil repent, take to sea, visit 15 marvellous islands, and

see the punishments of various sinners.

Imtheachta Aeniasa 'Travels of Aeneas' (Irnth Aen) ed. and tr.

G. Calder, ITS VI, from BB, sole MS. Late M.Ir., runs. Adaptation

of Aeneid.

Leighes Poise Chein 'The Healing of Cian's Leg' (LCC) ed. SG,I 296-305

from Eg. 1781 etc. 17thc.: Framie tale: Cian's leg broken by an

Otherworld woman, won't have it set until he has been told stories.

Oral, Scotland and Ireland.

(Longes 'Exile') List A, k titles.
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Longes ^ac n-Duil n-Sermait 'Exile of the Sons of Doel Dermait'

(Lg. DP) Ed. and tr. E. Windisch, IT II 1, from YBL, sole MS.

^•1**., roscad and syllabic poems, runs. Ulster cycle: Cu Chulainn

sent on quest to discover the story of the exile, restores the sons

of Doel Dermait to their land.

Longes Mac nUislenn 'Exile of the Sons of Uisliu' (also Uisnech)

(Lg) Ed. and tr. V. Hull, • The Exile of the Sons of Uisliu, from

1_L 25% etc. O.Ir., roscad and syllabic poems, including description.

Ulster cycle: Deirdre is fated at birth, but brought up as a wife

for Conchobar. She gets Naxse son of Uisliu and his brothers to

carry her off to Scotland. Conchobar invites them back and kills

the brothers, despite Fergus' guarantee. Deirdre-kills herself,

while Fergus joins Ailill and Medb. Later versions: OCU, Deirdire.

Macgnxma tha Finn 'Boyhood Deeds of Finn' ed. K. Meyer, RC V 195-20^

(tr. Sriu I 180-190) from Laud 610, sole MS M.Ir., syllabic poems.

Finn gets his name and his poetic knowledge when he licks his

thumb burnt cooking a magic salmon. Oral, Ireland and Scotland.

Marbad Cuil Duib 'Killing of CuJ Dub' ed. and tr. V. Hull, Speculum

XVI 329, from YBL etc. 0, and M.Ir., roscad itinerary. Finn-tale:

Otherworld Cul Dui steals Finn's rations, he pursues and kills him

at the entrance to the mound; door shuts on Finn's thumb, whence he

gets his magic knowledge.

Herugad Uilix maic Leirtis 'Wandering of Ulysses son of Laertes', ed.

and tr. K. Meyer, The Irish Odyssey, London 1886, from D IV 2

etc. Late 12thc., run. Ulysses follows three wise pieces of advice

to get home. Later ed. Med&. Mod.XVH R.TMeyer. (M«.r. U.iKx)

Mesca Ulad 'The Drunkenness of the Ulstermen' (MU) List B gndthscel.
Ed. J. Carmichael Watson, Med. and Mod. Ir. Ser. XIII; tr. SGS V



(1938) 1-33. Both versions incomplete. I LU 19a;0.Ir., syllabic

poem. II LL 26lb,M.Ir., syllabic poems, runs. Ulster cycle:

Ulaid trapped by Men of Ireland in Tara Luachair. (Also called

Baothrem Ulad^List B j-nathscel),

Oidheadh .see Aided.

Orgain •Destruction'. List A, 35 titles: 6, ^3 titles.

Orgain Chathrach Boirche 'Destruction of Cathair Boirche List A,B.

Extant in Cathreim Conghail Chlairinghnigh, pp. 168-182 q.v.

Orgain Chathrach Con Rux 'Destruction of Cu Rui's Citadel' List B.

Extant as Aided Con Rui q.v.

Orgain Dind Rig 'Destruction of Dinn Rig' List A, B; ed. and tr.

;. Stokes,(also ed. D. Greene Med & Mod Ser XVI,) ZCP II 1-1^,from

LL etc. lOthc.i roscad and syllabic quatrains. King-tale:

Labraid Loingsech becomes king of Leinster.

Orgain Duin Bolg 'Destruction of the Fort of the Bags* List 3.

Extant in Boxama para. 119-

Orgain Echach for a Macaib 'Eochu's destruction of his sons' List

A, B. Extant as Cath Cumair.

Orgain Maic Da Tho 'Destruction of Mac Da Tho' List A, B. Extant as

Scela Muicce Meic Da Tho.

Prull: The word in Cormac's Glossary (Sanas Coriaaic) illustrated

by a Mid Ir. version of a poetic contest found in Tromdam Guaire-.

Ed and tr. W. Stokes, Tliree Irish Glossaries p.36, from LB; Phil.

Soc. Trans. (1891) p 180, from Laud 610. Syllabic couplets, runs.

Seel, Scela (pi) 'Story, Tidings'
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Seel Baile Binaberlaig maic Buain 'Story of sweet-voiced Bails
of

sonv Buan' ed. and tr. K. Meyer, RC XIII 220-22?, from Harl. 5230
etc. lOthc.; syllabic poems. Trees grow from the graves of ill-

fated lovers Eaile and Aillennj when tablets from the two trees

meet they stick fast together.

Scola Cano meic Gartnain 'Stories of Cano son of Gartnan' (ScCano)

ed. I). Binchy, Med and Mod Ir. Ser XVIII, from YBL, sole MS. 9th

and lithe.; syllabic poems, runs. King-tale of ?thc. Cano'a travels

to Ireland, love for Cred, return to Scotland and death.

Scela Mucce Meic Da Tho 'Tidings of Mac Datho's Pig' (Sc MMD)

ed. R. Thurneysen, Med and Mod Ir. Ser VI, from LL etc., [ed. and

tr. K. Meyer, Ilibernica Minora, from Rawl. 3512 etcJ O.Ir.,

syllabic poem,roscad. Later recension,ed. and tr. K. Meyer

Hib. Min.from Sawl B.512,adds further syllabic quatrains. Ulster

cycle: Ulster and Connaught champions seeking Mac Datho's hound are

invited together to feast on his pig. Cet mac Magach succeeds in

claiming the Champion's Portion till Conall Cernach arrives, then

general fighting ensues.

Sere *I,ove' List A, 3 titles; B, k titles. None extant as such.

Sere Crede do Chanann mac Gartnain 'Cred's love for Cano son of

Gartnan' List B. Extant in Scela Cano maic Gartnain, q.v.

Sere Duibe Lacha do Mongan 'Dub Lacha's Love for Mongan' List A, B

Extant as To'raigheacht Duibhe Lacha, q.v.

Seirglige Con Culainn Cu Chulainn's Lying Sick* List B gnathscel.

Ed. and tr. M. Dillon, Med. and Mod. Ir. Ser. XIV and SGS VII,

from LU A3a etc. 9th and lithe.: roscad and syllabic poems.

Ulster cycle: Cu Chulainn lured by woman to fight in the Otherworld.



3j.aburcha.rpat Con Culainn 'Cu Chulainn's Spectral Chariot' Ed. and

tr. J. O'Beirne Crowe, JRHASI I 3^8-371, from LU 113a etc. lOthc.s

syllabic poems, runs. St. Patrick resurrects Cu Chulainn for king

Loegaire mac Neill.

Sluagad 'Hos>ting* List A, B, same 4 titles. None extant as such.

Tain 'Driving, Cattle-raid' List A, 11 titles, B, k~5 titles.

Tain Bo Cualnge 'The Cattle-raid of Cooley'. Lists A, B, and

B, gnathscel. TBC I ed. and tr. C. O'Rahilly from LU and YBL etc. 0.

Ir. with lithe, episodes: syllabic poems, many roscada, runs.

Subtitles in the texts and (YBL) list of Dinda no Tana 1.27^7*

TBC II ed and tr. C. O'Rahilly from LL 53b, sole MS: M.Ir. roscad

and syllabic poems, runs, subtitles. TBC Stowe ed. C. O'Rahilly

from 17thc. MSS: 15thc. modernisation; many of roscada now omitted.

Introduction added in II. Chief tale of Ulster cycle: Ailill and

Medb of Connaught gather an army to get the Brown Bull 'Donn

Cualnge' from Ulster while the Ulstermen are affected by the ces,

Fergus tells them about the early deeds of Cu Chulainn who keeps

their army at bay with a series of single combats. Eventually

the armies fight and the Brown Bull destroys the Connaught bull

'Findbennach'. Oral,Ireland and Scotland. Major episodes: Brislech

Maige Muirthemne 'The Slaughter of the Plain of Muirthemme' BMM

(List B ggathscel); Comrac Fir Diad 'The Encounter with Fer Dia^'

CFD (Aided Fir Diad, List A); Fuili Cethirn 'Cethern's Wounds' FC,

Macgnima'cha Con Culainn'Cu Chulainn's Boyhood Deeds'; Toichim ina

•wiBuidhen 'The Approach of the Companies' TB (List B Gnathscel).

Tain Bo Dartada.'Raiding of Dartaid's Cattle' List A, B, TBC

remGcela.(ii). Ed. and tr. E. "indisch, IT lIz>from YBL etc. 9thc.;

run. Ulster cycle: Orlam son of Ailill and Medb carries off

Dartaid and her cows, incited by people from the Otherworld.
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Tain Bo Flidaise 'Raiding of Flidais,vList A, TBC remscel. Two

versions: I ed. and tr. (German) E. Windisch, IT II 2, from

LL etc. Short O.Ir. version: II ed. and tr. D. MacKinnon,

Celtic Review I p.296£- IV, from Glenmasan MS (15thc.) etc. 15thc.;
roscad and syllabic poems, runs. Ulster cycle: Fergus kills

Oilill Finn, king of the Gamhanra^dh, to get his wife Flidais and

her Otherworld cow.

Tain Bo Frafch (TBFr.) 'Raiding of Fraech's Cattle' List A, Bj TBC

remscela.(ii). Ed. W. Meid, Med. and Mod. Ir. Ser. XXII, from LL

2$tetc. O.Ir., runs. Ulster cycle: Otherworld Fraech promises

his help in return for Ailill and Medb's daughter Findabair; with

Conall Cernach rescues his wife, children and cattle carried off

to the Alps. Metric version oral,Scotland.

Tain Bo Regamain 'Raiding of Regamon's Cattle*; TBC remscela(i).

Ed. and tr. E. Windisch, IT II 2, from YBL etc. O.Ir.: Ulster cycle:

Ailill and Medb's seven sons called Maine carry off Regamon's seven

daughters and their cattle.

Tain Bo Eegamna 'Cattle-Raid of Regamna' List B; TBC remscelaXii).
Ed. and tr. (German) E. Windisch, IT II 2, from YBL etc. O.Ir.:

roscad, Ulster cycle: Cu Chulainn vainly attacks the Badb/Morrigan

driving a cow from Sid Cruachan; she prophesies their encounter

in Tain Lo Cuailnge.

Tain Bo Rois 'Cattle-Raid of Ros' List A. Extant in Aided Chonchobuir,

Ulster cycle. IHK p.535.

Tochmarc 'Wooing' List A, 13 titles; B, 2-3 titles.

Tochmarc Ailbe (ingine Cormaic la Finn) 'Wooing of Ailbhe(daughter

of Cormac by Finn)' List A, B. Ed. and tr. (German) R. Thurneysen,



ZCP XIII 250-282 etc., from H.3-17 etc. lOthc*, roscad and syllabic

poems, runs. Finn cycle; Finn tests Ailbhe with riddles, and

marries her, after Grainne's elopement with Diarmaid. Oral;

Scotland (v/HT III 3(d)•

Tochmarc Becfhola 'Wooing of Becfhola' ed. and tr. B. O'Looney,

PRIA Ir. MS Series 1, from YBL etc. O.Ir., runs, quatrains. King-

tale of 7thc.: Becfhola becomes wife of Diarmaid son of Aed Slaine,

then leaves him for a warrior from the Otherworld.

Tochmarc Mna Cruinn 'Wooing of Cruinn's Wife' List A. Extant

titled;

Tochmarc Cruinn ocus Macha 'Wooing of Cruinn and Macha1, ed. and tr.

(German) R. Thurneysen, ZCP XII (1918) 251-^, from H.3.18. Short,

genealogies. Ulster cycle; Cruinn boasts of the speed of his

Otherworld wife; Conchobar makes her race his horses, after which

she bears twins and dies, cursing the Ulstermen with the 'ces'.

Tochmarc Emire 'Wooing of Emer' Lists A, B, TBC remscela.(i). Ed.

A. van Hamel Med.and Mod. Ir. Ser. Ill, from LU 121a, D IV 2 etc.

0. and M. Ir., roscad (Verba Scathaige), runs. Ulster cycle: Cu

Chulainn woos Emer, returns and claims her after adventures oversea.
»

Tochmarc Etaxne 'Wooing of Etaxn' List A, B. Three tales extant,

Ed. and tr. 0. Bergin and R. Best, Eriu XII 5-196, from YBL, LU

129a etc. 9th and lithe.\ roscad (TE (iii)) and syllabic poems, runs.

Mythological tale;

(i) Oengus wins Etaxn d. of Ailill for Matdr, whose jealous wife
<

r
Fuamnach bespells her into a fly. Etaxn is swallowed and

/

reborn, as a mortal, to Etar's wife. Metric version from

LL 109b ed. and tr. L. Gwynn, Eriu VII 210-238.
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(ii) Etain marries Eochaid Airem king of Tara; Midir makes her

brother-in-law lovesick for her but himself appears at their

tryst. Later version from Eg. 1782 ed. and tr. (German) E.

Windischjlr. Texte I pp.113-133.

(iii) Midir wins gamble with Eochaid and carries off ^taxn.
Eochaid digs up the Otherworld mounds in pursuit; Midir

/ j
returns to him not Etaxn but her daughter, now full-grown, so

that Eochaid puts away their child, who becomes Mess ruachalla,

the mother of Conaire Mor.

Tochmarc Ferbe 'Wooing of Ferb' (T. Ferbe) List A, TBC remscelA(i).

Extant in two versions, ed. and tr. E. Windisch, (German) IT III 2.

I: lOthc. from Eg. 1782, roscad, run. Short.

II: M.Ir. 12thc. from LL 153a, roscad and syllabic poems, runs.

Ulster cycle: Conchobar,incited by Otherworld woman,attacks

Maine, son of Ail^H and Medb,while he is wooing Ferb daughter of

Gerg; the booty from Gerg's fort includes the vat 01 nftuala.

Tochmarc Fithirne ocus Pairine da ingen Tuathail (Techtmaix ) ' ,'ooing

of Fithirne and Dairine, Tuathal Techtmar's two daughters' List A.

King-tale of lstc.; extant in Borama paras. 1-5, Acallam l.'+125

ff., q.v.

Tochmarc Treblainne 'Wooing of Treblann' ed. K. Meyer, ZCP XIII lbt-175',

from Fermoy. , E.Mod.Ir., syllabic poems, runs. Mythological:

Fraech woos Treblann, leaves her with his life-token; she dies of

grief when Midir destroys it by magic.

Tochomlad 'Proceeding/Advancing' List A, B, same 13 titles. None

extant as such.

Tochomlad Loingse Fergusa a hUltaib 'Progress of Fergus* Exiled

Company from Ulster.' List A, B. Ulster cycle, see FLF, Lg,pp.310,3*73.
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Togail 'Destroying' List A, 5 titles, B 10 + 7 titles (two groups).

Togail Bruidne Da Choca 'Sack of Da Choca's Hall' List A, B.

Extant as Bruiden Da Choca, q.v.

Togail Bruidne Da Derga 'Sack of Da Derga's Hall' (TBDD) List A, B.

Ed. and tr. W. Stokes, RC XXII 9 from LU 8ja etc. 9th and

lithe.: roscada and syllabic quatrain, subtitles, runs. King-tale:

Conaire King of Tara is forced by circumstance to break all his

geasa and dies ambushed in Da Derga's banqueting hall.

Togail Troi 'Sack of Troy' (TTroi) oist B. Extant in two fragmentary

versions, ed. and tr. W. Stokes:

I Calcutta l88l, from LL 2.17a-. References from Dipl. Ed., 11.

30820-32877. M.Ir.,* runs, subtitles.

II IT II 1 from H.2.17. Late M.Ir.: runs, subtitles.

Classical adaptation: Dares Phrygius 'Historia de Excidio

Troiae'•

Tomaidm 'Bursting Forth' List A, 2 titles; B, 3 titles. None extant

as such.

Toraigheacht 'Pursuit'. Not in Lists.

Toraigheacht Dhiarmada agus Ghrainne 'Pursuit of Diarmaid and

Grainne' (TDG) Different versions ed. and tr. S. 0'Grady, Oss. l885»

from 18the. MSS; N.nx Sh^aghdha, ITS XLVIII, from 17thc. MS.

Syllabic poems, runs. Finn tale: Grainne daughter of king Cormac

gets Diarmaid to elope with her, although she is betrothed to

Finn; Finn refuses to heal Diarmaid mortally wounded by a boar.

Oral,Ireland and Scotland.

Toraigheacht Dhuibhe Lacha Laimh-Ghile 'Pursuit of V'hite-Armed
. . w...|[r .,M, m ||B ,Mnrn —, .1,11,1,■ Mil, Hi., ii. „ imwmmnwmmi !■ HBiMiim iii mi-hi mi.

Dubh Lacha' (TDL) I ed. and tr. K. Meyer, Voyage of Bran I, from



Fermoy. E.Mod.Ir., syllabic poems, run. II ed. S.O Duilearga,

ZCP XVII 3^7-370, from 19thc. MS., run. King-tale of 7thc.:

Mongan's birth, and rescue, by a trick, of his wife Dubh Lacha from

the king of Leinster.

Toraigheacht in Ghilla Dhe&cair ocus a Chapaill 'Pursuit of the

troublesome Gillie (TGD) and his Horse'.EcL.-S&I 257-275) from l8thc.
MSS. Syllabic poems, runs. Romantic Finn tale: Fenians have

supernatural adventures fighting the Gilla Deacair whose horse

beat theirs.

Toraigheacht Gruaidhe Griansholus 'Pursuit of Sun-bright Cheek' (TGG)

ed. and tr. C. O.'Rahilly, ITS XXIV, from 17thc. MS. E.Mod.Ir., syllabic

poems, runs. Romantic Ulster tale: Cu Chulainn pursues giant to

rescue Gruadh Griansholus, wins fight with gae bolga. Oral,Ireland.

Toraigheacht Shaidhbhe ingine Eoghain Pig 'Pursuit of Sadhbh

daughter of Eoghan Og' (TS) ed GGG. Syllabic poems, runs.

Romantic Finn-tale: Sadhbh is abducted while swimming, rescued by

Fenians, who at length kill her revengeful abductor. Oral,Ireland.

Toraigheacht Taisl Taoibhghile 'Pursuit of White-Sided Taise' (TTT)

ed. M.ni Mhuirgheasa, LSS XVI, from 17thc. MSS. l6thc. lang.,

archaizing. Syllabic poems, runs. Romantic Finn-tale: Taise

sails to Howth, bespells Finn to follow her; oversea adventures.

Tromdam Guaire 'Guaire's Oppressive Company' ed. and tr. 0. Connellan,

Oss V; ed. M. Joynt,Med. and Mod. Ir.Ser. II,from Lismore. E.Mod.

Ir.; roscad and syllabic poems, runs. King-tale of 7thc.: poets

make excessive demands on Guaire's generosity; his hermit half-

brother Marban retaliates by sending them away to find TBC, which

they have all forgotten.



Uath 'Horrible thing'/Cave' (Thurneysen)/'Hiding' (Meyer). List

A, 10 titles.

Uath Beinae Etair 'Path of the Hill of Howth' List A. Extant

untitled; ed. and tr. K. Meyer, RC XI 125-13'+, from Harl. 5280,

sole MS. M.Ir.: syllabic poem. Finn cycle, part of the tale of

Diarmaid and Grainne (not in TOG): they hide in a cave on Howth,

are rescued by Oengus of the Brug.
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Abbreviations of Tale Titles (See RIA Dictionary, Bruford 1966.)

A (generally Aided )
AAA Aided Aenfhir Aife
ACC Aided Chon Culainn
ACR Aided Chon Rui
A.Fmgein Airne Fmgein
Aj.sl.MC Aislinge Meic Chonglinne
Aisl. Peng. Aislinge Oenguso

| Altram TDM Altram Tige Da Medar

(generally Bruidhean)
BRA Bruidhean Bheag na hAlmhaine
BC Bruidhean Chaorthainn
BCC Bruidhean Cheise Chorainn
BCF B^s Cearbhaill „ Farbhlaidhe
BCL Bodach an Chota Lachtna
BCD Bruiden Da Choca
BEBD Bruidhean Eochaidh Bhig Dheirg
BMM Brislech Maige Muirthemne,

see TBC.
B.Shuibhne Buile Shuibhne

C_ (generally Cath)
Caithr.Cong. Cathreim Congail
Caithr.Toir. Cathr^im Toirdhealbhaigh
CCath. In Cath Cathardha
CF Cath Finntragha
CFD Comrac Fir Diad,see TBC.
CIL C^ilidhe Iosgaide Leithe
CIG Ceisneamh Ingine Guill
CML Cath Maige Leana
CMM Cath Maige Mucrime
CMR Cath Maige Rath
CMT Cath Maige Tuired,(i) & (ii).
CNC Coimheasgar na gCuradh
Cog. Cogadh Gaedheal re Gallaibh
CRR Cath Ruis na Rig

DGP Dithreabhach Glinne an Pheice

E (generally Echtra)
EAC Eachtra Airt meic Cuind
EAD Eachtra Aodha Dhuibh
EAG Eachtra Aodha mhic Ghoireachtaidh
ECCR Eachtra an Cheithearnaigh Chaoil

Riabhaigh
ECM Eachtra Cheadaigh Mhoir
ECRI Eachtra Chloinne Righ na

hloruaidhe
EGF Eachtra Ghiolla an Fhiugha
EIA Eachtra Iollainn Airmdheirg
ELSR Eachtra Lomnochtain an tSleibhe

Riffe
EME Echtra Mac nEchach Muigmedoin
EMM Eachtra an Mhadra Mhaoil
EMO Eachtra Mhelc^ra „ Orlando
EMC Eachtra na gCuradh
ERL Eachtre Ridire na Leomhan
ETB Esnada Tige Buchet
ETC Eachtra Thaidhg mhic Chein

Falls TBC Fallsigud T^na Bo Cualnge
FB Fled Bricrend
FC Fuile Cethirn, see TBC.
FDG Fled Duin na nGed

Fing.Rdnain Fingal Rc^nain
FLF Fochond Loingse Fergusa
Fog.CC Foghluim Chon Culainn
Forb.DD Forbais Dromrna Damhghaire
Forb.FF Forbais Fer Falgae
FTC Feis Tighe Chonain

Imm.in da Th. Immaccallam in da
Thuarad

Imr. Brain Immram Brain
Imr.CC Immram Curaig Ua gCorra
Imr.CM Immram Curaig Maele Duin
Imth.Aen. Imtheachta Aeniasa

LCC Leigheas Coise Cein
Lg. Longes Mac nUislenn
Lg.DD Longes Mac nDuil Dermait

Mer.Uilix Merugad Uilix
MU Mesca Ulad

OCL Oidheadh Chloinne Lir
OCT Oidheadh Chloinne Tuireann
OCU Oidheadh Chloinne Uisneach
Org.PR Orgain Dind Rig

Sc.Cano Scela Cano meic Gartnain
Sc.MMD Scela Muicce Meic Da Tho

T^ (generally Tochmarc, Toraigheacht)
TB (generally Tain BoT
T.Ailbhe Tochmarc Ailbhe
TB Tochim na mBuiden, see TBC.
TBC Tain Bo Cualnge
TBDD Togail Bruidne Da Derga
T.Becfhola Tochmarc Becfhola
TBFlid. Tain Bo Flidaise
TBFr. Tain b6 Fraich
TDG Toraigheacht Dhiarmada „

Ghrainne
TDL Tciraigheacht Dhuibhe Lacha
TE Tochmarc Etaine,(i),(ii),&(iii)
TEmere Tochmarc Emere
TFerbe Tochmarc Ferbe
TGD Toraigheacht an Ghilla Dheacair
TGG Toraigheacht Ghruaidhe Grian-

sholus

TS Toraigheacht Shaidhbhe
TTebe Togail na Tebe
T.Treblainne Tochmarc Treblainne
TTroi Togail Troi
TTT Toraigheacht Taise Taoibhghile


